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THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.
NOTES AND NEWS.
The Committee

desire to appeal very earnestly to subscribers

and their friends to
of

Gezer thoroughly.

the Sultan would
of

assist

them

in completing the Excavations

The extension

make

this

of

possible

;

time

now granted by

but only

if

the force

workpeople can be increased, for which more money

necessary.

£1,000

is

Special

donations

are

invited.

An

is

additional

required.

The Tenth Quarterly Eeport

is

chiefly

devoted to a detailed

explanation of the fragments of walls which at

first appeared to
Mr. Macalister to belong to Crusading times. Further excavation
has proved that the fragments form part of an extensive structure

which was in

all probability of the Maccabean period, if not earlier.
Of more general interest, perhaps, are the supplementary remarks
upon the food deposits found in the earlier tomlis of about 1200 B.C.

It has 'been

observed that with the vessels containing food there

were exactly identical vessels containing one or more human bones.
Most noteworthy is the fact that infant bones preponderate. Parallel
customs have been found elsewhere, but the explanation of the rite is
at present purely conjectural.

Another interesting feature was the
discovery of a sherd of pottery of Cretan origin, and it is not the
least

important result of the Fund's excavations up to the present

that several extremely important

analogies l^etween Cretan and
Palestinian culture as exemplified at Gezer have been brought to
light.

AYhat

is

to be

of

human femora

1iy

themselves.

it

is

made

of the " spindle-whorls " of the

difficult to

say

;

heads

they seem to form a class

Perhaps some anthropologist can furnish a clue

A

?

—
NOTES AND NEWS.

2
''16

the

ot

is oliacHOt;erisnc

sunk something cf mterosb
is

in the nidjoiit}^

richness of

'ts

(»f

is

at C4ezer that wherever a pit

tell

instances of

mukes the

.'onten'/S

is

and the discovery
a quite unexpected character. The

invariably discovered,

thorough excavation of the site a

matter of supreme importance, and the Committee's aml)ition to

means are
That the work was kept going to the extent which
has accomplished so much has been largely due to the generosity
of INIr. Walter Morrison, our Treasurer, under whose personal
guarantee the Committee were able to obtain a loan of £500,
without which the work would have been very seriously checked.
This is by no means the first occasion on which the Treasurer
has enabled the work of the Fund to be carried on through a
attain this end will scarcely be possible unless additional

forthcoming.

'

difficult interval.

The

special donations to the expenses of the excavation of

comprise

the

following

£10

:

—James

Hilton,

Esc{.,

£20

;

Gezer

Walter

George
Buckingham, Esq., General A. C. Cooke,
and George Mathieson, Esq., James Melrose, Esq., £5 each small
l^ringing the total up to
donations, £30 2.^. 0(/. £90 2s. Od. in all
Morrison,

Adam

Esq.,

Smith, Charles

;

Viscount

Sidmouth,

Professor

S.

;

;

£849

;

ISs. 2d.

At the St. Louis Exhibition the Palestine Exploration Fund has
been awarded the following prizes in the several departments
indicated

:

Maps and apparatus for geography
...
Books and publications ...
Ethnography.
...
...
...

...

...

...

Grand Prize.
Gold Medal.
Gold Medal.

the awards to collaborators, the Gold Medal is awarded
George Armstrong, our Acting Secretary, for his Eaised
Maps of Palestine an award than which none is better deserved.

Among

to Mr.

—

The Rev. J. E. Hanauer, writing from Jerusalem on December 2nd,
mentions that, two days previously, some workmen digging the
foundations for a new wall on the grounds of Bishop Blyth's Mission,
on the west side of the Damascus Road, and near the "Tombs
of the Kings," came upon a vaulted chamber of well-dressed
masonry. With the Bishop's permission, Mr. Hanauer descended

NOTES AND NEWS.
l)y

a ladder into the vault,

3

which he fovuid to

long by 7 feet wide, and arched over.

On

al)out

1)e

10 feet

the earth at the bottom

lay 10 skeletons, intact except that the skulls lay about in disorder.

end there seemed to be a blocked-up doorway.

At

the western

No

lamps or other objects had been found.

A

plain mosaic pave-

ment was found at a level of about a foot above this chamber.
Mr. Hanauer hopes to make further examination of the place.
Mr. Hanauer informs us further that the Russians have Ijought
the old hermitages at the
spring,

and have enclosed

of excavating the ruins

Wady

Farah, on the southern side of the

their property with a wall.

In the course

they discovered the apse of a church or

Moreover, in digging the foundation for a wall to the

chapel.

English-German cemetery, there was found the broken drum of a
Mr. Hanauer goes on
fluted column, about 30 inches in diameter.

know

to remark, " I

column

of but

one other piece

of

a vertically-fluted

in or about Jerusalem."

German

In 1903 the

Oriental Society sent Drs. Thiersch and

Holscher to Palestine to report upon the most suitable
country for excavation, and

sites in

the

has recently published the interesting

pamphlet
No. 23, September,
Drs. Thiersch and Holscher visited every important site
of

results

(MifeUungeii
1904).
ea;st

it

journey

their

der

and west

of

Deutschen

in

a

copiously-illustrated

Oiient-Gesellschaft,

Jordan, and they write in very appreciative terras

which are being carried out for the Fund at
Gezer luider the " excellent " direction of Mr. Macalister. The}^

of the excavations

point to

them

as the

first

instance of systematic

excavations in Palestine, and hold them up

model

of

what such work should

as, in

and exhaustive

many

respects, a

be.

Last August Dr. Masterman gave an interesting lecture on
from the Sanitary Point of View," which is published,

" Jerusalem

monthly paper, Home JFords fen- Jerusalem,
After remarking on the
natural advantages of the city, its height, its pure mountain air,
the absence of marsh land, and the facilities afforded by its position
for efficient drainage, Dr. Masterman connnents on the scarcity of
good drinking water. The water from the 'Am esh-Shefa, the
A 2

in

part,

in

the

little

printed at the L.J.S. House of Industry.
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"Virgin's Fountain," and Btr EyCih,

unfit for drinking; but the

is

limited supply through the iron pipes and from the best cisterns

is

good.

The drainage

of the city

is

The

most faulty condition.

in a

drains are constantly leaking and becoming blocked, and they are

conducted

no

to

definite

The

terminations.

schemes for the improvement

lecturer

suggests

water supply and drainage,

of the

but they would involve a considerable outlay.

Malaria

the great scourge of the

is

of a severe type,

It is not

city.

endemically

but pernicious cases from other places, especially

from the Jordan, are constantly bringing fresh stocks

The

malaria parasites.

Anopheles

mosquitoes,

the

of virulent

carriers

malarial poison from the sick to the healthy, are only too

The

from outside and inside the city frecjuently

cistern water

contains

of

common.

Anopheles larvae, and some cisterns
The remedies proposed are to keep cistern
substitute pumps for the old-fashioned buckets,

the

characteristic

swarm with them.

mouths closed, to
and the systematic treatment

No

care

is

of malaria all over the city.

taken to check epidemics.

Small-pox, diphtheria,

typhus, typhoid, and cases of advanced consumption are left to

spread

infection

in

overcrowded houses

without the slightest

enforcement of means to prevent spread of diseases.

There are no
required, except

statistics

by some

of

disease nor

of the Consuls.

are

death

certificates

It is l)elieved that cases

of

premature burial occur, and cases that in England would lead

to

unpleasant verdicts in a

coroner's

court are

entirely

o'ver-

looked.

Dr. Masterman makes

many important

suggestions for improve-

ment, including the appointment of an international medical
of health, supported l)y the leading

officer

Consulates, and the erection

of proper hospitals for infectious diseases.

The report

of the

Jewish Colonisation Association for 1903 shows

that large purchases of land have been

made

where, and that slow but steady progress

at Tiberias

is

and

else-

being made by the

NOTES AND NEWS.
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and oranges is extending, and
some years ago are now commencing to bear

cultivation of almonds

the olive trees planted
fruit.

The railway from Damascus
Turkish

to

Mecca

the rolling stock comes from Germany.
line is due, apparently, to a desire to

and

influence in the Hejaz,

being made

Its

that of the fertile districts

the Syrian desert, has
Circassian

colonies at

Circassians,

when they

])y

The construction

means

the

purposes

check the increase of

to possess a

the Turkish troops in Arabia.
time,

is

military authorities for military and political

:

of the
foreigii

of rapidly reinforcing

protection and, at the same

between the Jordan Valley and

been secured by the plantation of strong
important points along

settle

its

down, make good frontier

The

course.
colonists

;

but,

in their search for builchng material, they are merciless destroyers of

and it is much
'Amman, and other places

antiquities,

to be feared that the fine ruins at Jerash,
will suffer irreparable

damage.

was originally intended to purchase the Damascus-Mezeiril)
Railway and continue it to Mecca, but, not being able to come to
an agreement with the French Company, the Turldsh Government
decicled to make their own line from ed-Dera'a (Edrei) to Damascus.
This section of the railway was completed in five months, and the two
rival lines now run nearly parallel to, and often within sight of, each
It

other for some 60 miles through a sparsely-populated country.
present intention

is

to

The

connect the railway from Haifa to Beisdn

with the Mecca line at ed-Dera'a.

Leaving the

fertile plain of

Damascus, the Turkish

line crosses

the iVrt/w d-'Aivaj, the fFddy el-'Ajam, and the shoulder of Jebel
el-'Aswad

;

and then, skirting the curious volcanic

district of el-Lejd,

and passing through Ezraci, rxuis across the plain to ed-Dera'a, where

The line continues
is to be a large station and an hotel.
southward by Nasib, es-Samnl, where the ruins have greatly suffered,
and Kal'at ez-Zerkd, to 'Amman; and thence by el-Katjdni and
M'Shetta to Ma'dn, the present terminus at the edge of the Arabian
there

desert.

The new
tiiiies

railway, on which special accommodation can some-

be obtained on application to the railway

officials at

Damascus,

—
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peculiar

offers

Haurdn,

for

facilities

with

ed-JJera'a,

'Ammdn, and Petra, which

visiting the remarkal)le ruins in tlie

its

subterranean dwelling-places, Jerash,

is

an easy day's ride from the terminus

at Ma'dn.

Through the sudden death of Dr. Samuel Ives Curtiss, Professor
Old Testament Literature at the Theological Seminary of Chicago,
on September 22nd, 1904, Semitic research has lost one of its most

of

From

useful workers.
" Dr. Curtiss

was

at Leipzig.

He came

the British JVeekiywe quote the following:

in his

youth a favourite pupil

of

Franz Delitzsch

Robertson Smith con-

to the front in the

troversy, publishing a Ijook on The Levitical Priesthood, in which he

traversed the contentions of the higher

critics.

Delitzsch contributed

and the book attracted attention. Principal Eainy spoke
of its
singularly upright and candid tone,' and Eobertson Smith
reviewed it in the Academy. Later on Curtiss, like Delitzsch, went
over to the other side. But he retained the warm evangelical piety
for which he was known among the Leipzig students, and was always
a preface,
'

concerned to maintain a large Mosaic element in the legislation of

Within the

the Pentateuch.

new
exist

;

two or three years he struck

a

and he published a book to show that these confirmed the
The last thing he did was to send

traditional view of sacrifice.

two

last

vein by studying the religious jjractices of the East as they

.

.

.

articles for publication in the Expositor, giving the gist of his

argument.

His comparatively early death

scholarship

The

"

and

new

is

a great loss alike to

to religion."

vein

"

referred to

is,

of course, his Frimitive Semitic

which contains one of the most valuable and
interesting accounts of modern cult and custom in Palestine that
has ever been written.
A great deal of his evidence was .obtained
at first hand, and this, combined with his extensive knowledge of
Religion to-day, 1902,

ancient Semitic literature, gives his
subject was one that occupied

him

work a

lasting value.

to the last,

and

it

is

The
only a

few months ago that the lamented scholar entered into correspondence with the present writer in connection with a remarkable
Semitic custom which he had come across in the course of his

worth adding

researches.

It

of Professor

Curtiss have not

recently

made

is

fresh discoveries

his original views.

that,

although the conclusions

met with unanimous approval, he
which seemed to him to confirm
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not be amiss to notice an interesting article on the

Upper Tigris which appeared in the Standard,
the rather popular title "The Last of the
Under
September 19th.
correspondent
draws attention to a number of
a
Worshippers,"
Baal
Kissil Bashi of the

remarkable customs, most of which find parallels in the Semitic

world no

but are rarely met with in any one single com-

doul)t,

munity, as in this instance. The customs are on a line with the
traces of primitive Semitic cult discussed by Professor Curtiss and

and only want

more
hoped that travellers in
Palestine and Syria would pay careful heed to the superstitions and
beliefs which they encounter in the more out-of-the-way tlistricts.
Puerile and senseless though these may often seem, they become of
great interest when studied in the light of comparative custom, and
it is anthropology, or the comparative study of man, particularly in
Semitic regions, that helps us to understand and appreciate Semitic

others,

interesting

features.

literature.

Who,

of space forbids a detailed notice of the
It

much

is

to be

when he reads that among the Kissil
solemnly salted over before the " Father-

for example,

Bashi the new-ljorn infant

is

priest " in front of the sacred tree, will not at once recall Ezekiel xvi, 4,

and

speculate upon the connection

And

1

this is only one,

and not

the most important, of parallels that could be mentioned.

In the Octoljer number of the American Journal of Semitic
Languages, Professor Breasted gives an interesting account of the
great geographical list of Shishak (Sheshonk I) on the " Bubastide
Clate " of the great

prising the

Karnak Temple,

" of the 10

rows

of

names com-

the fourth and tenth rows have entirely perished,

list,

involving the loss of 31 names; while 12 more in diflferent places

have also disappeared."
is

rapidly perishing, and

yet in spite of
lished.

The

this, this

article is

The writer proceeds

many names

to state that the list

once legible are no longer

so,

record has never been fully copied or pub-

devoted to a notice of the names which can

most interesting feature is the discovery
Abram." Nos. 71, 72, the cartouches in
question, had been read by Maspero as a plural of 'dMl, " meadow,"

be safely identified, but

its

of a place-name " the field of

l>nt if

earliest

Professor Breasted's identification

mention

It has

is

correct, this will be the

of the great traditional ancestor of the

Hebrews.

been pointed out by some of our correspondents that the
upon the lamp figured in the last quarterly report from

iuscrijjtion

!
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Gezer (October,
It is really

p.

348, Plate III, No. 4)

upside down, and although

characters with certainty,

the maker's name.
style is very

much

it

is

not

is

Hebrew but Latin

it is difficult

to read all the

probal)le that they contain

merely

Professor Flinders Petrie points out that the
like the

Roman

type of the

century A.D.,

first

Clermont-Ganneau conjectures that the inscription
may perhaps be read as UAL(erius) CRE(sceno).
and

Pi'ofessor

Professor Eudolf E. Briinnow has written from
us that he has

no intention

of pul)lishing

work, Provincia Arabia, in

his

German
volume

its

first
it

contemplated to three.

would be

in

The

complete form.

edition (Triibner, Strasl)urg) has

undertaken

Vevey assuring

an English translation of

If

original

expanded from the one
any translation is ever

some abbreviated form.

As we go to press the Secretary has received from Dr. Gurney
Masterman his report on the changes of level in the Dead Sea

A

during the latter half of the year.

continual

fall

has been

observed; the level taken on October 26th was 10 inches lower
than in August, and 23i inches lower than in April, 1904 the

—

lowest of 1904 being 15| inches lower than the lowest of 1903.

The report

will be given in the

Among

next

issue.

the various contrilmtions in the present

of our suliscribers will

number many

no doubt be interested to notice one

papers which the indefatigal)le Dr. Conrad Schick

left Ijehincl

of the

him.

A])OUt the end of September last an old suljscriber to the Fund,

Dr. Hingston Fox, of Gordon Square,

made

a very generous con-

tribution to our Library in the form of l^ooks bearing on various
subjects connected with Palestine.

A

list

of

them

is

subjoined

(p. 1 1 sq., l)elow).

It

to in

may
the

be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded
reports from

Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot

all

be

published, but they are preserved in the office of the Fund, where

they

may

be seen by subscribers.

illustrating the excavations at

Those sent by Mr. Macalister

Gezer which are not reproduced

his quarterly report are held over for the final

memoir.

in

;
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number

of lectures are to

9

be delivered in Scotland and the

provinces on the Fund's excavations at Gezer, and

hoped that

it is

where arrangements have not yet been made, subscribers and those
interested in the work will communicate through the Local Secretary.

The

attention of subscribers and others

is

called to

A

Table of the

and Mohammedan Eras, from July 15th, a.d. 622, the date
of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900, price by post, Id. Also to the Meteorological
Observations at Jerusalem, with tables and diagrams by the late
Christian

Tourists and

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S.

desirous of accurate

all

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not
for a copy, price

2.:;.

fail

to send

6(/.

is also called to a work by Sir
Cubit and our Weights
The
Ancient
Charles Warren,
that all weights and
show
evidence
to
brings
He
Measures."
and

The attention

of

subscribers

entitled

"

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from
one source the double-cubit cubed of Babylonia.

—

The Museum and Library

of the Palestine

Exploration

Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the

Tombs

Fund

at

of the Kings,

room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.
The Museum is open
except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr. D'Erf

where the use

of a

Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East.
daily,

Wheeler, will give

The "Flora

all

information necessary.

of Syria, Palestine,

and

Sinai,"

by the Eev. George

E. Post, M.D., Beirut, Syria, containing descriptions of

Phaenogams and Acrogens
woodcuts, may be had at the

all

the

and illustrated by 441
the Fund, price 21

of the region,
office of

6'.

from September 20th to December 16th,
Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including
Local Societies and a legacy of £100, .£805 5s. 9d. ; from sales of
and from lectures, £4 3s. id.
publications, &c., £186 14s. 4d
making in all, £996 3$. 5d. An additional loan of £200 has brought
The expenditure during the
the availaljle total to £1,196 3s. 5d.
same period was £802 I7.s\ 5d. On December 16 th the balance in

The income

1904, was

of the Society

— from

;

the bank was

£494

2s. 6(/.

;
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greatly facilitate

Subscribers will

the

Committee's

efforts by-

sending their subscriptions in early, the outgoings on the excavations at Gezer being just

Subscribers to the

now

Fund

a heavy drain on their funds.

are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every subscription and contiibution

is

promptly acknowledged by

the Acting Secretary, they will henceforth be published annually,

A complete List of

and not quarterly.
for

1904

will

Subscribers and Subscriptions

be published in April in a separate form.

Subscribers in U.S.A. to the

work

of the

Fund

will please

note

that they can procure copies of any of the publications from the

Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund,

42,

Quincy

Street,

Cambridge,

]\Iass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and
gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries. The
following gentlemen

have kindly consented to

act

:

— Professor

Alexander Macalister, Cambridge, in place of Mrs. Burkitt, resigned
the Rev. John Martin, Dundee, in place of the Rev.

gone to Inverness

;

the Rev. J.

The Acting Secretary has now

du

Plessis,

conijjleted a

Palestine, on a scale of 10 miles to the inch.

John Reid,

Sea Point, Cape Colony.
Small Photo-i'elief Map of
made from the

It has been

Map

published in 1893, and contains all the principal
altitudes.
All the chief topographical features
aie faithfully reproduced, and students of the Bible will find it an
indispensable guide. Fuller particulars nip.y be had on application to the
office, where the map may be seen.

Large Eaised
biblical sites

and their

may be reminded that the new Eaised Map of
from the Surveys of the Palestine Exploration
Fund, and other sources, by the Acting Secretary, is I'eady. It is on the
It has already
scale of 6j miles to the inch and measures 3' 6" X 2' 6".
been used with gi'eat success by Professors of Old Testament history, and
by teachers in Sunday Schools, and may be especiall}' recommended for
Further particulars may be had on application.
large classes of students.
Subscribers and others

Palestine, constructed

A

complete set of the Quarterly Statements, 1869-1903, containing
the early letters, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine
Exploration Fund cases, can be had. Price on application to the ActingSecretary, 38, Conduit Street,

W.

—

"
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Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will please note that they can
obtain a set of the "Survey of Palestine," in four volumes, for £7 7s.,

still

but the price has been increased to the public to £9 9.v.
single volumes to the public has also been increased.
.should be made to the Acting Secretary.

The

price of

Apj^lications

The price of a complete set of the translations published by the
Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index,
catalogue describing the contents of
bound in cloth, is £10 10s.

A

each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit
Street.

The Museum at the ofSce of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few
doors from Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from
10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.

Photographs of the late Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of
Solomon, (2) of the Herodiau Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the
Christian occupation of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at
Sets of these four
present, have been received at the office of the Fund.
photographs, with an explanation by Dr. Schick, can be pur-chased by
applying to the Secretary, 38, Conduit Street,

W.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within
Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Eesolution
of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be
allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application only to the
the

Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks from Dr. Kingston Fox the
following

:

"Journal in the East" (1839), by C. Jos. WolflF. "The Dead Sea"
" U.S. Expedition to Jordan and
(1857), by Eev. A. A. Isaacs.
Dead Sea" (1850), by W. F. Lynch. "Phoenicia" (1855), by
John Kenrick. "A Month in Palestine" (1889), by Countess
Cowper. " The Land of Gilead " (1880), by Laurence Oliphant.
"A Voyage into the Levant" (1718), by Journeijort. "Sinai and

Arabia"

Land "

by Charles Beke.
by G. Fisk. " Israel

(1878),

(1847),

"

"Pastor's Memorial of Holy
in Wilderness

"

(1865),

b}'

Eev.

Travels in Mediterran(>an, Jerusalem, &c." (1822),
by Eobert Eichardson, M.D. "Van de Godsdienst der Mahom'"'
" Historical Geog. of New Testament
(1718), by Adrian Eeland.
"Voyage en Orient" (1850), by Alph. de
(1708), by Ed. Wells.
C. Forster.
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Lamartine. " Travels to Jerusalem and the Holy Land through
Egyj^t" (two vols., 1835), by Viscount de Chateaubriand (translated from the French by Fred. Shoberl).
"The Dead Sea,

New Eoute to India" (1855), by Captain AV. Allen. "Letters
from Palestine" (1839), by Rev. J. D. Paxton.
"Travels in
"Stirring Times" (1878), by
the East" (1792), by Niebuhr.
James Finn. " The Temple and the Tomb " (1880), by C. Warren.'
"Memoir to accompany Map of Holy Land" (1858), by C. W. M.
Van de Velde. "Syria and the Holy Land," by W. K. Kelly.
"Ride Thro' Syria" (1887), by Ed. Abram. "Journey Romid
Dead Sea and Bible Lands" (1854), by F. De Saulcy. " The Tent
"Visit to Egypt, Sinai,
of the Khan" (1857), by R. W. Stewart.
Jerusalem" (1833), by Sir F. Henniker. "Joui-ney from Aleppo
"Syria and
to Jerusalem in 1697" (1810), by H. Maundreli.
Egypt under Turkey, 1799-1849 " (1876), by John Barker (Consul).
"Travels
"Palestine on Monuments" (1714), by Adrian Reland.
"Travels in Barbary and
in the East" (1754), by A. Drummond.
"Travels among Arab
the Levant" (1738), by Thomas Shaw.
Tribes," by J. S. Buckingham.
a

The Committee
ing

also

have to acknowledge with thanks the follow-

:—
" Al-Mashrlk
Revue Catholique Orientale Bimensuelle."
"Babylonian and Assyrian Laws, Contracts, and Letters" (Library of
Ancient Inscrii^tions T. and T. Clark), by the Rev. C. H. W.
:

;

Johns, M.A.
" Recueil dAi'cheologie

From

Orientale.''

Tome VI,

Livraisons 13-19.

the Author, Professor Clermont-Ganneau, M.I.

Among

the

"

Sur un passage des epitaphes d'Echmounazar
" Textes Arameens d'Egypte "
et de Tabnit " (i^ 24)
(§ 25 Ms)
"Tanit et Didon " (§ 27); " I'Empereur Adrien et Jerusalem"
(§28); "I'Empereur usurpateur Achilleus " (§ 31); Fiches et
varied contents are

:

;

;

JSfotules (§§ 23, 33), &c., &c.
" Echos d'Orient," vols. i-vi.
From the Editor.

"

The Tabernacle

:

its

History and Structure."

By

the Rev.

W. Shaw

From the Religious Tract Society.
Caldecott.
" See " Foreign Publications," pp. 82 sqq., below.
The Committee

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the
Fund, which already contains many works of great value
relating to Palestine and other Bible lands.
A catalogue of Books in the
Library will be found in the July Quarterly Statement^ 1893.

Library

of the

For list of authorised lecturers and their subjects,
Journal, or write to the Secretaiy.

see

end of the
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Whilst desiring to give pulilicity to proposed identifications
and other theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the Quarterly Statement, the Committee
wish it to be distinctly understood that by publishing them in the
Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt them.

Form

of

Bequest to the Palestine Exploration Fund.

I give to the Palestine Exploration
to be applied towards the General
said

sum

Fund, London, the sum of _
of the Fund
and I direct that the

Work

;

be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Receipt of the Treasurer

of the Palestine Exploration

Fund

shall

be a sufficient discharge to

mv

Executors.
Signature_

Witnesses

Note.

«

— Three

Witmsses are necessary in

the Untied States of

Tiro suffice in Great Britain.

America,

—
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THE LATE
The

THOMAS CHAPLIN.

DE.

Fund has lost a staunch supporter and
who entered into his rest on
in the seventy-fourth year of his age.
From
the Fund Dr. Chaplin took a keen interest in

Palestine Exploration

tried friend in the late Dr. Chaplin,

September 20th,
the foundation of
its

work, and the success that attended

during the

first

twenty-one years of

to his unremitting kindness

explorers

when

its

its

operations in the field

existence Avas largely due

and thoughtful

care.

He

tended the

gave them the best advice in sanitary matters,

sick,

and unreservedly placed at their disposal his great knowledge of
Jerusalem and the Holy Land, and of the people amongst whom he
Some of those who
lived and laboured for twenty-five years.
worked for the Fund found in him a valued friend none of them
can forget his kindness of heart, or that combination of firmness and
gentleness in his character Avhich enalilcd him to Avin the respect
and esteem of Christian, Moslem, and Jew.
On his return to England in 1866 Dr. Chaplin joined the
General and Executive Committees of the Fimd, and became a
His wide experiregular attendant at the meetings of the latter.
ence frequently enabled him to give valuable counsel and advice,
and his strong common sense and singleness of purpose were highly
For more than twelve years he edited
appreciated l)y his colleagues.
the Qimrterly Statement, to which he contributed several important
;

papers, such as his translations of

the Temple and
of the

its

services

—the

Hebrew treatises dealing with
Yoma, Tamid, and Middoth

tracts

Mishna, with the notes of Eabbi Obadiah of Bartenora, and

the Beth Habbechereh of Maimonides ; and his papers on the climate
of Jerusalem, on his exploration of the 'Ain esh-Shefa, on his

Dome of the Rock,
on an ancient Hebrew weight from Samaria, and on other subjects.

discovery of Cufic inscriptions in the roof of the

The following
" Chaplin "

so

well,

Ward

memory

Fund

is

kindly

in Palestine

:

work

at

Society which he served

communicated by

who

Chaplin's

perpetuated by the erection of the

in the hospital of the

has been

Dr. Percy D'Erf Wheeler,
of the

record of Dr.

appreciative

Jerusalem, where his

is

his

able

successor,

ever ready to further the work

{To face p.

'

'

'

The late Dr. Thoma.s Chaplin.

•

.,

>

J

1

14.)

>

"

THE LATE
"Dr.

Thomas

Di;.

T.

CHAPLIN.

took up charge of the London Jews'

Chaplin

Society's Medical Mission in Jerusalem

He

15

on December

21st, 1860.

received his medical training at Guy's Hospital, London, having

taken his degree at
to the

St.

He

Andrew's University.

work amongst the Jews, and thoroughly

devoted his

life

identified himself

with the past interests of the Mission. By his earnestness and
thoroughness as a physician and surgeon, he gained the confidence

and respect of his patients. He consolidated the work commenced
under Dr. Macgowan, his predecessor, and made it a greater power
and success than it ever had been before. He was a])le, after some
years' residence, to write and converse in Arabic, Spanish, and
German. He was well acquainted with Hebrew, and made a special
study of Hebrew literature that was directly connected with the

Temple and

its

He

services.

translated

several

tracts

of

the

Mishna, &c., into English.
" His clinical observations

His

scientific contributions to

chief

and best known being

also

successful

as

a

on malarial fever were of great value.
the medical journals were many, the
'

The Fevers

surgeon,

of Jerusalem.'

sometimes

under

very

He was
peculiar

The Jews and Moslems had absolute confidence in
name is still a household word. It was through his
influence and interest that the present Leper Hospital was founded
He made a careful and systematic examinal)y Lady Raffinburg.
tion of each leper in Jerusalem and Ramleh, and was at that time
one of the authorities on leprosy. He was rlso the means of
founding the British Ophthalmic Hospital, and was made an
Honorary Associate of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem for the
services he rendered. He was a member of the Scotch Meteorological
Society, and wrote a special monograph on the climate of Jerusalem.
He took an interest in everything that was connected with Palestine,
and all his work was thoroughly done.
"It is hardly necessary to speak of his kind-heartedness and
noliility of character.
His name was respected by all who knew
him, and especially by the Jews of Palestine, who felt that in him
difficulties.

him, and his

they had a true friend, as well as an experienced and able doctor.
After twenty-five years' service in Jerusalem he retired from the

work.

In

INIissions,

1886

and

in

he
1891

was

appointed

His name

Goulston Street, Whitechapel.
in Jerusalem,

Inspector

of

the

Society's

Medical Missionary to the Dispensary at

and although he

is

dead

'

he

will
still

never be forgotten
speaks.'
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Dr. Chaplin served on the Committee of the British and Foreign
Bible Society, and his last

work

for

them was the

Yiddish translation of the Gospel according to

revision of the

Matthew.

St.

He

served on the Council of the Victoria Institute, and on the

also

Correspondence Committee of the Church JNIissionary Society. His
was one of strenuous work, and it was only towards its close

life

that the repeated attacks of malarial fever from which he suffered

him and ultimately caused

disabled

his death.

c.

w. w.

TENTH QUAETERLY EEPORT ON THE EXCAVATION
OF GEZER.
11 August

By

R. A.

Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

§ I.

The

— 12 November, 1904.
F.S.A.

Preliminary.

time spent in excavation during the jDeriod covered by the

A few days after the
about two months.
August I had the pleasure of welcoming Mr. C. T,
Currelly, of the Egypt Exploration Fund and the British School at
He came fresh from the important excavaAthens, to the camp.

present report was

middle

of

now

in progress under the latter institution at Palaiokastro in
and
not only did this experience make him a valuable
Crete
associate in my endeavour to explain some of the objects unearthed
at Gezer during his stay, but he was able to inform me of analogous

tion

;

results

at

Crete

to those

arrived at in

when they have been examined more

my own

closely,

work.

may

These,

be foimd to

For the present
would be premature to enter into details regarding an investigation, which it will be impossible to carry out thoroughly without

involve historical results of great importance.
it

the co-operation of the Cretan excavators.

Towards the end
permitted

me

of

August, as soon as the state of the works

temporarily to close them,

and with Mr. Currelly went on

I

suspended the digging,

a short tour through the country.

Starting from Sidon, where, through the courtesy of His Excellency

—

"
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Makridi Bey, we were permitted to

now under

visit the important excavations
progress under his siipervisiori on behalf of the Imperial

Ottoman Government, we proceeded hy sea
and thence overhuid to Jerusalem by w^ay
Nablus, and Ramallah.
In a hurried ride over a track so well beaten

make many new

observations.

Tyre and

to
of

it is

Jenin,

Haifa,

Samaria,

of course impossible

The few notes we

took, though not
be lecorded here, as they
are hardly important enough to submit as an independent commuiiito

directly bearing on the Gezev excavation,

cation

may

:

During a walk round the peninsula of Tyre we agreed in coiiiin<'
to the conclusion that nothing pre-Eoman was to be expected from
excavation there the site of ancient Tyre, wherever it may exactly be,
1.

;

having to be sought on the mainland. In this conclusion I find we are in
disagreement with the opinion expressed by Drs. Thiersch and Holscher
in their recently-published " Reise durch Paliistina und Phonizien
{Mittheilungen der Deutschen Orient-Oesdhehitft, September, 1904), a copy
of

which I received after

my

The German explorers are able
which they picked up,
we happened to tind nothing but lioman

return.

to point to sherds of classical vases of black ware,
to corroborate their

remains, and

judgment

;

appeared to us that below the thick stratum of Pioman
brick with Avhich the southern half of the island is covered, and of which
a good section ca;i be seen along the sea-shore, there was little or no
it

earlier debris.

In occasional wayside conversations with natives passed on the
when approaching the site of Samaria, I noticed that the local
pronunciation of the name of the modern village on that site is not
accurately represented in the ordinary printed form. The older men
uuiforndy called the place Sebusteh, with a strong accent on the second
2.

route,

thereby exactly reproducing the name of the Herodian town,
younger people have picked up, no doubt from tourists and
their servants, the pronunciation Sehusthjch, with the third syllable
accented, while others compromise by retaiidng the accent on the second
syllable,

Some

of the

and shortening the vowel of the third
but the elders were
unanimous in ]3referring the shorter form. I suspect that a
systematic enquiry among the older inhabita)its of Palestine would result
syllable

;

practically

in eliminating a good many other cases of the -yeh termination so
frequently appended in print to Palestiidaa place-names. It is certainly
wrong in Tell cH-Sufi)ji-h, a not uncommon perversion of the name of the
mound recently excavated by the Fund.
3. At three spots in the way we observed that the ground was strewn
with paheolithic tliut flakes, indicating pre-historic occupations. These

were— (i) round

the foot of Tell Kamon, between Haifa and Tell Mutaon the south-east side of the mound (ii) along the plain called
Merj el-Gharak, especially south of the village of Sautir and (iii) in a
sellim,

;

;

B
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bend of the road a couple of kilometres north of Btreh. At none of
these places were fine flints noticed, but the artificial nature of the flakes

was unmistakable.

The work at Gezer was recommenced towards the end of
The
Sej)tember, and has lieen continued since without In-eak.
results

have been

of

consideral)le interest, but

this report iipon

them will, for reasons that will appear, be probably shorter than
any other of the series.
The excavation was resumed in the trench already partially cut
on the "Western Hill, and for al)out a month the whole force of the
staff

was concentrated there, with the exception of one gang
who were employed in tracing the line of the city wall.

of

labourers

¥i&.

The
w^ords.

1.

-Inscribed Fragment.

result of this month's digging

The observation

alreacl}'

made

No

was confirmed.

strata of building

may

be dismissed in a few

that there are here eight
oljjects

of

special interest

M'ere unearthed, except duplicates of specimens already described
it is

therefore unnecessary to say anything al)Out these at present.

Perhaps the most interesting object found on the Western Hill
<luring the quarter w^as picked up by the foreman on the surface of
the ground.

It

a small chinch fragment, represented in Fig.

is

1.

rectangular base measures 1| inches long, | inch thick, and
The stump attached is Jiow ^ inch high. On each
inch high.

The
1

face of the latter

is

a cross in a lozenge-shaped panel, while each

of the Ijroad faces of the l)ase bears

That on one

face

is

quite legible

;

an inscription in Greek

it is

the

name

letters.

AYCIMAXOC,

REPORT ON THE EXCAVATION OF GEZER.
Lysimachm, followed

l)y

a A'ertical

stroke,

other face

worn and chipped,

is

fully legilile

;

The

preceding the vertical stroke.
l)e

On

recognised.

a

it

is

Z EYC,

not

which

not for the traces of other

it

preceding the Z, and (probably)

the letters to

which

in consequence of

were

in itself,

;

inscription on the

the only letters that are certain are

would be complete
letters; one

apparently a stop

The

similar stroke appears on the other face.

19

fliree

in the second line,

traces are too

meagre to enable

the base of the stone a deep cross

has been cut over a shallow scratched cross which existed previously.

This appears to

lie

a Christian relic,

which has probabl}" wandered
H./.<-n^L.

Fig.

2.— Slierd

of Cretan Pottery.

from the early Christian settlements on the
village.

It is possible that valual)le results

work on the Western
the

site

of

the

modern

It is cjuite out of place in the tell de1)ris.

Hill

is

resumed

moment been suspended.

A

may

be expected

at the point

where

when
it

the

has for

section of a large public liuilding

2500 B.C., has l>een laid bare in the trench,
have to be widened eastward and westward before the

or jjalace, dating about

which

will

structure

is

completely investigated.

exposed show that

its

leading feature

The foundations
is

of the part

a rectangular hall, about

25 feet wide, and certainly more than 40 feet long, built of stone
walls, 4 feet thick,

and having

a

row

of

columns down the centre.
B 2
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Round
That

it

it

is

are smaller chambers belonging to the
a palace

the neighbourhood

may

structiire.

sherd of pottery of Cretan origin (Fig.

of a

which Dr. Mackenzie,

same

perhaps be suggested by the discovery in

of

the Cretan Exploration

also recently visited the works), told

me was

Fund (who

2),

has

comparal)le with the

best specimens of the best period of the pottery from Knossos.

Plan oe City Gate and Walls.

§ II.

In the

Quarferly Statement, 1904, p. 323, I

last

announced the

discovery of a fragment of wall that I thought might be identified

Mont

Avith the foundation of the Crusaders' Castle of

fragment consisted

of

three

courses of

This

Gisart.

well-squared

stones built

over the foundation of the outer wall (in tracing which they were
exposed), extending, as was ascertained by a tunnel driven along

them, for a length of 36

feet,

and returning

at each

Two

end.

towers, of shallow projection, occurred in the course of this wall.

The

building had thus every appearance of being the south side of

a small castle or keep.

The

stone-dressing, though not exactly like

that usually associated with the

work

of its superiority to the
I felt that its

or four

weeks

masonry

;

and in view

mound,

foiuid elsewhere on the

assignment to the Crusaders was

Three
examining

jiistifiable.

after returning to work, being desirous of

supposed castle (which did not promise to be of great

this

to call for

many

might

of Crusader masons,

conceivably have been a provincial imitation thereof

size,

or

labourers), I detailed about half of the staff to clear

the ground from above

it.

A

few days' digging showed that the building was not a castle,
and could not be assigned to the Crusaders and a few more assured
me that I had to do with a magnificent and extensive structure,
no doulit the main entrance to the city in the Maccabean period,
;

and

possibly, in addition,

something yet more interesting.

whole force of labourers was, therefore, transferred to the
it is still under examination.
It is

unfortunate that this report has to

the present time.

Each day

as the

l)e

site,

The
and

sent from Gezer at

work proceeds new

details are

exposed, so that neither plans nor descriptions, nor yet theories,

moment of writing can claim any finality. I had
hoped to present with this report an elaborate restoration of the
gate, and had prepared a drawing for that purpose, in which I
presented at the

—
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thought

I

available

;

had

of

my

discovery was made, which reduced

finishing the

to waste paper.

it

preliminary description

this

illustrate

which could possibly be
drawing a fresh

utilised all the material

but within an hour

I

therefore

merely with a temporary

plan of the remains thus far uncovered, and for the exact position

gateway

of the

I refer the reader to the plan of the excavations,

Under the Y
marked " Traces

published with the eighth report in July, 1904.^
"

the word

VALLEY "

will

be seen an oval,

of

of

is

an inset in the line of the edge

of the summit-plateau of the hill.

The entrance-gate now described

Building."

is

Just west of this

situated at this inset.

Li the accomj)anying plan, where
the fragment of masonry that

marked

and much ruined wall

It is a thick

place.

it is

my

attracted

first

of

A H,

will

Ije

seen

attention to this

rough rubble, faced

with the well-squared stones already mentioned. It is 36 feet long,
and has two shallow towers, of projection from 1 foot to 3 feet
4 inches.

As

will l)e seen

hy reference to the plan, the wall and
The courses of facing-stones
scpiare.

towers are not set out truly
are each about
will presently

1

foot 6 inches high.

he understood,

we

This wall, for reasons that

shall for

convenience term the

" middle wall."
is a rough pavement of cobble stones
which show marks of polishing by footwear.
This pavement rises gently from east to west. It appears to
commence abruptly near the eastern end of the Middle Wall, and
There seems to have been
it is interrupted at the western end.
some kind of arcading crossing the pavement between the points

In front of the

(J^ J-

) ^,

DM;

nearly

wall

of

all

at least there

is

here a threshold of cut stones resembling

those of the wall, and having in the middle what looks like the

much-weathered base of a column (N). It is to be noticed, however,
that no evidence of a respond is to be seen on the face of the tower,
such as we should expect if there were actually an arcade at this
point.

On

the south side of the j)avement are some cut stones, which at
But on more careful examination
fallen del>ris.

seemed to be

first

It

^

make

it

is

dug over is hardly extensive enough to
be given, brought up to date, with the next

not repeated here, as the area

Avovth while

;

it

will

report.
-

plan.

The index

letters

used throughout

tliis

description refer to the accompanying

23
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they proved to be the

n wall in

fouiidixtioii of

all

respects similar to

.that on the opposite side, and containing corresponding projections
(KL). The outer (southern) face of the latter wall has not yet

been exposed, so that

I

am

the architectural features that

as yet unal)le to say
it

anything about

We

presented to the valley.

shall

fragment the Front Wall in the present description.
Thus we have a passage 36 feet long, and from 14 to 15 feet
wide, flanked by stone walls of well-dressed masonry, which have
call this

two towers projecting inwards.

There can scarcely be any doubt

The

that over the walls Avas a vault roofing the passage.

(DEF

between the towers

G, and the corresponding

recesses

recess opposite)

were possibly intended for receiving a portcullis that closed the
gateway ; the space, however (8 feet 4 inches), appears rather too
wide.
Two stones, 3 feet 4 inches long, side by side, with a groove
That
3 inches wide between them, are let into the pavement at P.
have something to do with a door-fastening is probable,
I confess that I do not yet see clearly how it was worked.
The pavement is, as I have just said, interrupted at the west

these

though
end

two flanking walls

the

of

;

but, fortunately,

a

fragment

remains a few feet further on which enables us to describe clearly
After emerging from the tower it doul)les
its subsequent course.

and at the same time rises at a steeper gradient. The
angle is preserved, and will he seen indicated in the plan (J^ J^)
after that there is a long gap, in which, however, we are not left
wholly without indication of its direction. When the pit was first
on

itself,

dug a white

evidently following the pavement, was observed

line,

back ground (here called the Back
was afterwards washed out by a shower of rain, but
No doubt
its course was well determined before this took place.
The
it was the trampled clay brought in by the feet of passers by.
Just under the present surface of the
gradient is about 1 in 6-4.
ground the pavement re-appears for the last time (J-^ J*^), and runs

on the face
Wall)

for

a

;

of the wall in the

this

length,

58

difference in level

the pavement

is

The
feet, after which it is no more found.
between the uppermost and lowermost section of

18 feet 3 inches.

whether this causeway was covered during
between the Middle and Back Walls, by a
Of
vault parallel to Uiat which most probably roofed the lower part.
I have added to the lower left-hand
this there is not wanting evidence.

The Question now

the upper part of

its

arises

course,

corner of the plan a sketch-elevation of the retiun side as

it

now

appears

;
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tliis, though of necessarily small scale, enables the details at that part to
be understood. Eight courses there remain. It will be seen that the
foundations {a, h) follow the slope of the ground, the tower being built
on the edge of the hill. The upper part of the pavement {/') is letained
by a wall of rough masonry of small stones (c d, Q R on plan), but having
a base coui'se of stones (c) similar to those in the facing of the Middle
"Wall.
The line of foundation of the return side of the tower trends
upwai-d to this course, and there is no doubt that they originally joined.

Thus the return

side of the tower

On

part of the pavement.

was prolonged

to

meet the upper

the opposite side of the pavement

foundation of a thick wall (c'/on elevation,

is

the

ST

on plan), cutting across it
at right angles, but now almost completely destr(.)yed
enough, however,
remains to show that it is in the same line with, and was of about the
;

same thickness as the return side of the tower. It can hardly be
questioned that the pavement here ran under a rather narrow gateway.
Whether before reaching tlie gateway it passed under a vault cannot l)e
definitely stated
the walls that would have borne such a vault are too
ruined to allow a ]jositive conclusion to be arrived at, though it is not
;

impossible that a continuation of the excavation

may

give a clue to the

solution of the question.

The retaining wall

((.^ R) (which no doubt originally was carried up as
turned at right angles at Q, and joins the Outer "Wall of the
city at U.
This wall, a portion of which is shown on the plan (U "V^),
seems to have been ruined or removed when the gateway was built, 1)ut
some further excavations are still necessary in order to determine the

a parapet)

is

exact relation between the gateway and the walls of the

(R

The walls

city.

Q U)

no doul)t helped to prevent iutrudeis from entering the city
otherwise than through the gate. Q R is prolonged in a curved line to
meet the Back "Wall at "W. When first uncovered the space enclosed
between this cui've and the back wall was found to be full of small
round stones closely packed together. These possibly were a foundation
for the pavement.
This curved wall was removed in order to ojjen the
older debris lying below before the nature of the structure of wdiich it
formed a part had been fully realised.

What
It has

is

this

Back Wall,

to

which allusion has just been made 1
I been

every appearance of l)eing a massive city wall, and had

sending this report a w^eek ago
described

it

as such.

I

took

it

I

should have unquestionably

to be a section of the very ancient

inner wall of the city, restored and adapted for defensive purposes

hy the Maccabean

Iniilders of the gatew^ay.

This view, however, opened up so

many

involved in so
enlarge, that

theory.

I

was

Indeed,

difficulties,

many

perplexities

on the details of which

some other
the plan, and to see

forced, after consideration, to seek

it is

only necessary to look at

I

and was
need not
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the wall curves at the point where the pavement meets

it,

to

and the pavement are part of the same scheme,
and date from the same time. This inference adds some probal)ility
to the suggestion that the upper part of the pavement was vaulted
infer that this wall

over as well as the lower.

So far as the wall in question has been exposed, it commences
about 6 feet from the present termination of the pavement at the
upper end. At the end ( ;H ) it returns northward, but only a few feet
(eastern) side have as yet l)een exposed

of this return

however, has been opened to show that there
unlike the chamlier in the
of the great

High

Place.

is

enough,

;

here a chamljer, not

tower found in the inner wall, north

first

There

is

nothing in the appearance

of the

building at this point to prevent our regarding this as the corner of
just such a tower.

From

the corner, however, the wall runs in a straight course

almost due Avestwards for 61 feet 5 inches (to
the outward curve just referred

paved causeway.
tower (X

Y 7),

It

to,

-f),

after

accommodating

it

which

it

takes

to the line of the

then Ijreaks out, at the point X, into a genuine

of small j^rojection (1 foot 10 inches) at the east side,

but prolmbly greater at the west, since

The western end

angles with the wall.

it

is

not set truly at right

of this

tower has not yet

been found.

Of

tower there are two foundation courses, which, from their

this

Over them
beyond
the limits of the plan), with a passage between them, paved and
sloping like the paved causeway already described, but much
The
superior and carefully smoothed with Ijeaten clay and plaster.
roughness, must have been intended to be underground.

are built

two smaller towers (X

section of this passage that

marked Z
wide

(«

« f3 7.

/j),

Y Z a, and another

lies

to the left,

within the limits of the plan

is

This passage leads to a beautifully built gate 8 feet

evidently the

entrance

to the

city or

else

to

some

important building.

—

this and the entiance approached by the causecontemporary, there can be no doubt whatever their beiug
associated with identical types of pottery makes this unquestionable.
What, then, is their relation one to the other ?
The first theory that naturally occurs is, that we have here two city
gates, and that the paved causeway must have bifurcated at some point
o
in order to lead to both of tliem.
With this theory in mind, I have carefull}- examined the remains, and have no hesitation in pronouncing it
impossible.
There is no point where a branch passage can be led ofi'

That the two gates

way

—are

;
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from the main causeway

to

the causeway approaching the second gate

;

the levels are quite against it, to say nothing of the very different styles
of the pavenientSj and the fact that if there be any sign of curvature in

the passage to the second gate at all, it leads away from the causeway,
westward instead of eastward. Moreover, there is a ruined wall {rj 6),
which seems to have been built with tlie express purpose of separating

the two causeways.

The two gates must therefore be completely

inde-

pendent.
If the

second gate be a city gate,

it is

not obvious

why

the builders

weakened their city by making it at all, for the great gate with the covered
So far as the
passage would surely answer all possible requirements.

my present belief, that this
not a city gate, and the wall iii which it is set is not a city M'all.
The gate, however, leads outside the city, and if not a city gate, can
only be a private doorway for the use of some person who occupied the
building containing it, and who had the right of exit and entrance at all
This could only be the governor or chief military authority in
times.
excavation has advanced, I can only record
is

charge of the city. I can only say that at present the probability seems
favour of the structure being the residence of the governor of the
city.
One is strongly tempted to identify it with the dwelling-place
that Simon Maccabeus built for himself in the city, and afterwards
handed over to his son John (1 Mace, xiii, 48, 53). This is not impossible
it is even likely
but in the present stage of the work it would be

all in

;

;

premature to press the

The walls

of the

with central bosses.

identification.

towers containing

Some

tlie

second gate are drafted,

them display

of

a mason's

mark

similar

to that on a stone found in the great well-shaft on the Eastern Hill,

and thus the date of the latter engineering w^ork is indicated as
contemporary with the gates.
Attention must be directed to the remarkable system of sewers
They
that radiate from l^eneath the threshold of the second gate.
One (c c) runs eastw^ard, under the southern
are three in number.
tOAver of the covered causeway, and ends abruptly just below the
tower.
At the upper end it is stopped by a slab laid diagonally
across it.
At the lower end it is 1 feet 10 inches wide and
2 feet 7 inches deep; at the point where it is stopped it is
The drain is
2 feet 2 inches wide, and 1 foot 9 inches deep.
constructed of stones, of the same general character as those composing the tower, set on edge the floor is also paved with stones.
The second sewer (e t) from which that just described branches, is
wider and deeper, but of inferior construction. It is 4 feet 6 inches
deep, and 4 feet across at its upper end, and is built of small stones
The
lined with cement.
It, too, is stopped at its upper end.
;
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and afterwards laid again, for the drain

Avith earth,
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the drain

to

fill

is

full of earth,

but there arc iieither cover-stones nor vaulting spanning the drain

and carrying the superposed pavement. Thirdly, there is a small
and narrow drain (^
running out from a hole 1 foot square, cut in
the threshold stone of the door ; this drain is sunk in the pavement
in front of the gate, and partitioned off by a dwarf wall.
Of these drains the first described seems to be the oldest. Its
'(;)

can easily be traced in the floor of the sewer from which it
We may, I think, explain the successive stoppings and

line

branches.

if we admit the assumption
do with a castle. The first drain ran by the public
some distance being covered by the tower. It was

openings of these sew^ers very simply
that

we have

highway, for

to

found to be large enough to admit of an adventurous person creeping
through it unobserved to the castle, and was therefore closed and
deflected along the private Avay, where

could be better guarded.

it

was perhaps

felt that it

Experience, perhaps, proved that even

was unsafe, and the third drain was opened, passing through a

this

hole too small to permit of a person squeezing through.

This

and

I

may

is

the point to which the excavation has

must defer

till

be expected shortly.

illustrates the

two

now brought

us,

the next report the further developments that

This discovery,

characteristics

which

I

this

may

say in passing,

wonderful

mound

of

Gezer has proved to possess to a marked degree. Wherever a pit
is dug something of interest is almost sure to make its appearance,
and the discovery is almost sure to l)e of an unexpected character.
I commenced this pit looking for a comparatively uninteresting
Crusaders' castle, and have found instead a magnificent fortified

gateway

of the second century B.C.

Chronological Problems of Gezer.

§ III.

I have said that for a time I kept a gang of labourers at work
on the outer city wall. Practically, the complete course of this

wall has

now been determined with

at the western

about 4,500
the

end

feet,

modern wall

which

is

the exception of a short stretch

mound. I estimate its total length
rather more than one-third the length

of the

at
of

of Jerusalem.

Further consideration has been given to the problem, already

more than once alluded

to in this series of reports, of the relative
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chronology of the three city walls. A careful study of the masonry
has l)eeu made of all the exposed parts, and the associated

have lieen examined in order to find whether they
had any evidence to offer.
We may commence our discussion with the great l)rick gate,
The first
descrilied in the Quarter] Statement for July, 1904, p. 206.
antiquities

1/

observation

convinced

must be made

that

me

is,

that further excavation

that the circular pits in the

tops

the

of

has

towers,

referred to in the description just cited, are not part of the original

scheme, but were dug as grain stores or to serve some similar
purpose, by the occupants of the houses built on the top of the

Now

Avail.

that these houses have Ijeen removed, and a consider-

stretch of the tower completely exposed,

a1)le

cannot have been

Iniilt till

after the wall

had

obvious that they

it is

fallen out of use

and

become ruined.

As

it is

inconceivable that a city of the importance of Gezer

should have existed at any period without a wall, the ruin of the
inner wall which contains the brick gate must have been synchronous

with the erection of the outer wall which superseded it. If, therewe can date the houses erected over the brick towers, we are

fore,

in a position to assign a

This fortiinately

i's

minor limit to the date of the outer wall.
These houses proved remarkably rich

eas}'.

The evidence
Every dateable object was
several of them bore his name,

in small ol)jects, such as scaralis, l^eads, pottery, &c.
of

these was

absolutely unanimous.

contemporary with Amenhotep III,
and I feel cpiite certain in assigning these houses
the second millenium

B.C.

This chronological result
wall

is

though

no doubt the
(as

mentally of

we

to the middle of

latest

is

not a

of the

little

startling.

defences

of

shall see) repaired from time to time,

the

respectalile

antiquity of

the

The outer

the

Tell

city,
it

is

but,

funda-

el-Amarna

correspondence.

This outer wall served as the defence for the city built over the
brick towers, and for two other cities that overlaid
It thus lasted in use

from

aljout

it

— three

in

all.

1500 to about 100 B.C., at which
Now
that is about 1,400 years.

was deserted
the inner wall, that containing the brick towers, also serves three
and if we may assume the rate of growth to have been
cities

latter date the site

:

:

fairly uniform,

foundation.

we

are led Ixack to 2900 B.C. as the date of

its
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During these 2,800 years of occupation the debris accumulated
Underneath this there is a further depth of
12 feet, not 1 inch of which is virgin soil, between the rock and the
The lowermost stratum contains
foundation of the inner wall.
sherds rcsemliling those found in the caves.
On the same scale we
should have to put l)ack the beginning of life on the mound to
4000 B.C., which I am becoming more and more convinced is nearer
the truth than the 3000 B.C. that I was originally inclined to
to a depth of 28 feet.

assign.

The excavation has shown

that the brick towers are erected on

and that the stretches

a foundation of stone, 3 feet in thickness,

wall at the sides of the towers are also of stone.

of

This suggests the

why

brick was used at all; the normal building material
and neighbourhood is stone, which is more easily
procurable than is brick.
The only answer that I can see is the

question
in

the

city

suggestion that possil)ly the towers are not native work, but were
erected

during the occupation of the city by some brick-using
The only race satisfying the condition that has left

foreign race.

traces in the debris at so early a date

may

Egypt previous to the capture
is

the

first

event in the

effected

city's history of

Egypt

and perhaps we
Gezer by
by Tahutmes III, which
which we have a written

is

see in the brick gate evidence of

;

a concpiest of

record.

With

the possible exception of this assault by Tahutmes,

all

the

attacks on Gezer mentioned in the literary history
directed against the outer wall

;

must have been
and we are led to examine the

masonry of this structure in order to determine whether it offers
any trace of the injuries and consec[uent repairs it must from time
to time have received.
Such traces are not far to seek. So far as the wall has been

An examination of the masonry
shows that, with two exceptions, all of the 30 are insertions. The
masonry of the main line of the wall consists of fairly large stones,
dressed roughly with a hammer only, and packed with small field
stones filling the corners and joints.
The joints are wide, and the
exposed, there are 30 towers.

mud. The towers, however, show smaller stones, well
and dressed to a truly rectangular shape. In every case
but the two towers just mentioned it is found that, either immediately
at the point of contact of the tower with the wall, or (more
commonly) 3 to 5 feet beyond it, there is a straight joint running
stones set in
chiselled,

.
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rioht through the wall.

The well-squared

stones appear on the

The inference
side.
draw from this is that at some time there was an extensive scheme
of repair and strengthening carried out, and that at intervals along
the wall a section was cut out and a massive square tower inserted.
The two exceptional towers fortunately remain, not only to show
tower side

but never on the wall

of this joint,

I

that the wall in

its

original design

was provided with towers, but
were

also to negative the alternate hypothesis, that isolated towers

good masonry, and afterwards joined by lengths of
The masonry of these
wall of an inferior type of construction.
and they are bonded
wall,
two towers is identical with that of the
built of

first

to

it.

Near the west end of the north side,
150 feet, the masonry of the wall, though
towers, is of the same general character, and

for a

length of aljout

inferior to that of the
I believe

contemporary.

It is reasonable to infer that the wall for this length was breached
by some hostile invasion, and that it was afterwards repaired and

strengthened.

In the Quarte^iy Statement of April, 1903, p. 115, I have described
the sloping face of rather rough masonry that has been carried
round the tower at the north-east corner, butting against the wall
It has since been ascertained that six of
at each side of the tower.
the towers along the wall display the same addition, and that a
seventh, which owing to a settlement had fallen out of the perpen-

dicular, has

the two corner toAvers

and south

These six are
each
on the north
and
two
at the east end,

been buttressed with similar masonry.

sides.

It is qvxite safe to say that this sloping face is in

every case a later addition, as no builders in their senses would
have erected well-built square towers, with carefully-dressed corner
stones, merely to

serve

cores for roughly-built

as

bastions of a

different shape.

examine the literary history of Gezer, in order to find
can be thrown on these successive buildings and
light
any
whether
rebuildings, an interesting series of coincidences present themselves.
The king of Egypt
Consider first the narrative of 1 Kings ix, 16.
can hardly have burnt the city and decimated the inhabitants
without breaching the walls and a building monarch like Solomon

When we

;

might be expected to lavish especial care on a city like Gezer, in
which he hacl so direct a personal interest. The series of towers is
just such an extensive repair as he might be supposed to have
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carried out, as well as the closing of the In-each in the north side

on

efteeted,

this hyi3othesis,

by the Pharaoh.

I

feel

at present

strongly inclined to seek in the square towers inserted at irregular
intervals along the wall for the tangilile traces of this important

event in the

The next

city's history.

reference of interest

is

the fortification

by Bacchides,

Now

carried out during the year he held the city (1 Mace, ix, 52).

the roughly-built bastions surrounding the towers at certain points
are just such a fortification as

might have been added chmng a
may be supposed to have seen

Bacchides

brief military occupation.

that the square towers (though superior in strength to a similar
length of blank wall, and presumably superior to whatever towers
may have existed in the wall previous to their insertion) were a

source of weakness, owing to the straight joints that ran through

He

the wall on each side of every one of them.

accordingly pro-

ceeded to mask these joints by building his bastions. The work is
hasty, and put together with no pretence of art ; and it is very
incomplete.

It

probably Avas the intention of the builder of the
round each of the towers, but

liastions to erect similar structures

he was interrupted when he had finished
city l)y Simon Maccabteus A\'ould be a

The capture

six.

sufficient

of the

reason for the

interruption.

Bacchides held the city aljout a year, after which Simon broke

down

a tower, entered the

than

stronger
(1

Mace,

xiii,

it

was

cit}^,

before,

purified

and

of

it

Iniilt

a

idolatry,

house

for

made

Until the excavation described in

43-53).

has proceeded further,

earlier part of this report

it

cannot

it

himself

l)e

the
said

whether the work of Simon is to be seen in the great buildings
noAV under examination, or whether it is to 1)e sought in some
as 3^et unopened part of the mound.

§

IV.

— SUPPLEMENTARV

Ill

NOTES OX XlXTII QUAP.TERLY REPORT.

the report pulilished in

Stafemcnf,

dealing

with the

referred at length to the

tombs.

But

I

number

customs

deposits of

of

of

the

food found in

the Quarterhi
Gezerites,

the

I

earlier

omitted to mention a singular detail in connection

with these food deposits.

wished to be quite sure
to print.

the last

Inirial

of

The omission was

my

intentional, as

I

ground before committing myself
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In

luimber of tombs,

;i

about 1200

all

B.C.,

there were found

with the vessels containing food exactly identical vessels containing
one or more

human

In one, for instance, was a small earthen

bones.

ware jug, containing the finger Tjones of an infant. In another
Elsewhere was
was a similar jug, in which was an adult patella.
an infant's sacral bones. Most remarkable of all was a bowl into
which the calvaria of a skull was exactly
It is represented in

intention.

more than any length

of

fitted,

argument, will

obviously with

and the figure,
leave no doubt on this

section in Fig.

3,

point.
I

am

permitted, through the kindness of Dr. Merrill, to c[Uote

a parallel Init

apparently later example from Beit Jibrin.

Fig.

3.

specimen consisted

and

it

— Bowl with fragment of Skull inserted.
cup-shaped glass vase, with a neck,

of a liowl or

contained an extraordinary assortment of relics

toe bones (from different individuals)

bone
of

of a child of

an infant

Two

•

and

10

;

sacrum

;

;

right ulna

;

of

thumb
femur

a foital toe bone.

cannibalism had been practised.

regarded as amulets

:

Or

We may

here

which originally ceremonial

else the

bones

may have been

superstitions attached to such relics as the

drowned persons

may have had some

sceptics,

three adult

and fragment

possible explanations suggest themselves.

fingers of

:

an adult finger bone

find a reminiscence of a funeral feast in

bones

This

are familiar

such virtue.

to
I

everyone, and these

may

re-assure possible

so far as I can foresee their objections,

first,

that

it

is

impossible that the bones should have accidentally been intruded
into the jugs, or been inserted

cleared out the jugs myself,

and

by Avorkmen,

for in every case I

saAv that the earth

they contained
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undisturbed

l)eeu

l^efore

did so
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and secondly, that they

;

are not the surviving bones of originally complete skeletons, l>uried
in jars like the infants in the

more than

6

skeletons of any

High Place for the jugs are never
and would not have contained
;

high,

or 8 inches

The preponderance

size.

of infant

bones

will

not

escape attention.

are

Through the soil on the Tell, extending over a long lapse of time,
found numerous specimens of a class of object that I have
These

never seen describee] elsewhere.
whorls
of

;

human

apparently, spindle"

made

heads

of the

femora, sawn off and perforated through or near the

fossa of the inter-articular ligament.

ivory,

are,

their peculiarity consists in their being

and pottery are found

Spindle-whorls of stone, bone,

in profusion,

showing that

it

was no

poverty of material that led the Gezerites to adopt femur-heads.

Had

it

been merely the obviously convenient shape that suggested
we might have expected to find other hiiman liones

the adaptation,

used for other purposes for which they are equally well adapted
call them
by themselves, and
without the light that may be expected from comparison with
parallel customs, I have no explanation to offer regarding them.
They seem, however, worth bearing in mind in connection with the
custom of depositing single bones by themselves inside tombs, which

So

far

is

however, these spindle-whorls (to

as I can find,

what they appear

now broueht

to be) are in a solitary class

to notice.
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By Philip
{Continued from

There

many

are

G. Baldensperger, Esq.

" Quarterbj Statement" 1904, p. 367.)

kinds

Orientals always have in
styled ^asd,

ef.

the Hel)rew

to be mentioned.

The

about 3 to Si feet

in

under the arm.
that the holder
or

day-labourer.

It
is

a

is

'es.

fii'st

rods,

sticks,

There are
is

and

hvjlh, a
is

five

words which require

common
carried in

not to lean upon, and, in
of

position,

Government

which-

staves,

they are indiscriminately

;

length, which

man

The

of

their hands

stick

fact, it

superior to the
officials,

of

oak,

the hand or

superior

shows

workman
officers,

G
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tax-gatherers,

or

A

and schoolmasters use

necessary to beat

if

good

kind

stick of this

associates with this

— their

whoever they may

Avith

sehet,

which the

Israelite

comi^are also Prov.

(Ex. xxi, 20);

be.

One

supposed to have forty knots.

Hebrew

the

chastised his servant

is

this short rod to threaten

inferiors,

x,

13,

24.

xiii,

The dervish's rod {^incliidnc\t\)
and has an inclined handle (Fig. 1)

Fig.

and

is

with

much

invariably of almond wood,

it is

not more than 2 feet long,

1.

supposed to possess healing virtues
and,

it,

if

placed on the ground,

maffeh of Moses (Ex.

the

like

is
;

jarized

by

vii,

man

a sick

if

The

12).

touched

is

away

drives

it

serpents,

very

is

riK'liji\n(.\t\

owner, and a dervish will not part with one

its

One given to me years ago, with great secrecy, was
supposed to be able to drive away serpents, and I was enjoined
Judah's staff (maffeh,
to let it remain stored up carefully.

easily.

Gen. xxxviii, 18) was well known to Tamar, who took it as a
knowing that its owner would certainly return to fetch

pledge,
it

again.

Whether the tnaffeh corresponds
Numbers xvii that the leaders

we read

in

one his

staff,

on the

As the mehjdnet
it is

is

not used as a walking-stick

off his staff (1

tion, the

same

up

again,

its

"

:

says

"

:

the maffeh in their hand

not necessarily think of

The shepherd's

broad handle into the honey, and ate

manner

mine indignation
two different rods.
is

it

{^asd)
is

of

Egypt."

And,

" (Isaiah x,
5),

he does

much from
and consequently
when he stands elevated on some
does not differ ver}"

a foot or so longer,

the shepherd can lean upon

rock to watch

short,

Assyrian, the selef of mine anger, and

staff

the kadib except that

somewhat

xiv,

his maffeh against thee, after the

when he

is

Jonathan, we remember, stretched

;

To avoid too frequent repeti27).
may receive two different names, as when
He shall smite thee with a 5(}hef and shall

Sam,

article

Isaiah (x, 24) says
lift

handle of which was written his name.

flat

considered to be sacred and

out his maffeh, dipped
it

to the me/ijdnet or not,
of Israel Ijrought every

it

over his flocks.

The shepherds

cut

the stafls

themselves in the forests, and, after peeling them partly, cut out
different

designs in the bark

;

the stick

is

then passed over

fire.
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After this the rest of

No doubt Jacob took
such staves and peeled or prepared them whilst going about with
Laban's flocks (Gen. xxx, 37).
The shepherd David came to the

the peel

camp

is

removed, and the rod

is

ready.

and set out against C4oliath with his nud'h'i
and the Israelites themselves are represented as
leaving Egypt with the same kind of stick (Ex. xii, 11).
The prophet Jeremiah speaks of the beauty of the mal'kd
(Jer. xlviii, 17), which may have been more ornamented, perhajjs,
through intercourse with Babylonian art. Herodotus says of the
(1

of

Sam.

Israel

xvii, 40),

Babylonians that they had ornamented sticks with heads of animals,

We

or the like, and proV>ably these were considered as talismans.
may, perhaps, compare Jeremiah ii, 27 Hosea iv, 12.
;

The ^oMs

may

the Patriarch's or Bishop's crook, and

Hebrew

correspond to the
is

is

( ;l.C^)

mash^enah, nn'sh'cndh.

The Hebrew word

used of the staves with which the princes digged the well at Beer

(Numbers xxi, 18), and the angel which appeared before Gideon
had one in his hand and touched the sacrifice and burnt it (Judges
Elisha the prophet sends Gehazi with his mish'eneth to lay

vi, 21).

it

on the dead child

The

'obl:e[f\,

the blind.

of the

The top

blind man's stick

Shunnamite

Kings

(2

the feminine of the above,
is

somewhat bent

is

iv, 31).

used by the lame and

to aid the lame, whilst the

forked at the top.

is

The hooked haLur is a shorter staff than the European walking
and is not carried by the handle, but by the other end, and is

stick,

essentially a

bdMr

riding

'oMjdn

stick.

Bedouin horsemen always carry the

peace and war.

in times of

In Syria this stick

is

called

( jj,'\-^ ^_».i )•

The cane (^\ ,\" vr^) is a pliable walking stick with a porcelain,
glass, or silver knob
it is imported from India, and is used by the
;

aristocratic classes in town.

The mafrak

is

essentially evei'ybody's

cut from trees, especially the olive,

animals or persons.

ment.

The term
is

A

it is

generally used to beat
for purpose of chastise-

than the

although the same name

hidlh,

it.

'v.d

(^^»i) can be applied to

not too thick, and

uses.

is

Its principal use is

It is a little thinner

can be given to

and anybody's stick;

and

is

any piece

of

wood which

not especially intended for any of the above

thicker, clumsier piece

is

called l^hasluhhelf] (JjuLrJ-).

C 2
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There are three kinds
Palestine
(1)

;

of

use in different parts of

in

chiles

they are made of hard wood, generally oak:

The

dahhiis (, ^..'J')

heavy round-headed club into

the

is

which a considerable numl)er of nails are driven to render the weapon
more formidalile both for attack and for defence it is al)out
;

2 feet long (Fig. 2).

A smaller weapon

which has a more oval head.

of this

Fig.

2.

It is

found

all

regions of Palestine, and the fellahin stick

head upwards and generally inclined
reached in case of emergency.

deems
dabhm
its

Is

kind

is

the dahhasse[t],

over the mountainous

it in

the girdle with the

to the left, so as to

the

it

fvfhaJi

as of little account as stublile (Job xli, 29)
l)eing of such universal use in Palestine,

l)e

easily

which Leviathan
1

The modern

we may

expect that

ancient representative should be mentioned at least once in the

Bible.
(2)

The nahuf

G or 7 feet long,

is

ring at the end (Fig.

3).

It is

used

Fig.

and

is

always

slung across their donkeys.
ha^s^e

a

donkey

b}'

and has only a thick iron

the camel drivers of Philistia,

3.

(The camel drivers

of the plains

to carry the food, clothes, or small packages

which they need on their journey.) This kind of stick is imported
from Syria, as the treeless plains of the district cannot furnish the
necessary poles of hard wood.
(3)
13art

a

The
little

l,'amce[f],

or Ju(nfe[f],

flattened.

It

is

is

a curved clul) with the curved

mostly a Bedouin weapon, and

is

by the inhabitants of Moab, and it is no difHcult
matter to split the head of a Bedouin who has only the kaf'h/e[t]
and turban, as surely as with a sword. The (<d)ar is a peculiar
hammer-club, very common among the fellahin, and can be more
easily obtained than wooden clul)s.
The iron heads are made by
the gypsies who pass throiigh the villages.
It is sometimes worn
stuck in the girdle, and is less cumbersome than a dahhfis, though
carried chiefly
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What kind

4).

meant hy the hand-weapon of wood refened
is of course unknown
it was probably one
;

to in

of instrument

Numbers xxxv,

is

18,

of the above.

=5

Fig.

The

matchlock

rifle,

son since the introchiction of

and a

4.

modern Palestine comprise the familiar antiquated
proliably in many cases handed down from father to

fire-arms of

The

half ago.

marksman hardly ever

rifles

han1dc[f],

into the country about a century
or

rifle,

is

very heavy, and the

shoots at anything without leaning his hand

on a rock or branch to steady his aim. The people are very fond
game, and when their other occupations allow them a day or
more out they hunt either gazelles or hares, but more commonly
pigeons and parti'idges, though they will not disdain turtle-doves,
of

crows, ducks in winter, and any bird of passage

thrushes are about the smallest
chief delight

the fellahin

of

they do in three ways

The hnj

:

is

by the

l)irds

to

/jtul,

and
But the
the partridge, and this
starlings

;

they like to shoot.

go after

the marba/, or the met^ame[t].

an enclosure covered with reeds and thorn-bushes,
situated at about twenty paces from a small isolated spring of
is

water in the mountains.

The hunter goes there and conceals

himself long before daybreak, to await the partridges which come
to drink only at

dawn and then

they cannot easily be found.

hunter provided himself with
the

word for " to shoot " is
The laarbcU reminds us

retire to the

Before the

mountains, where

rifle

was known the

bow and

arrows, and consequently
derived from the word for a " bow."

of the

numerous references

to snares in

the Old Testament.

The

mct^aiae\f\

is

also a lurking-place like the above, but not

near water, and, as the

An

isolated spot,

for,

and

days.

tihn

name

indicates,

is

really a " feeding-place."

where partridges are known to abound, is looked
and a few grains are strewn round about for a few

The hunter then hides one night, after having strewn the
enclosure, and when the birds approach shoots at
The hiraJ: has already been illustrated and described by

grain, in the

them.

Mr. R. A.

S.

Macalister in the QuarterJij Stakment of October, 1901,

pp. 391-393, to

which we refer the reader.

There

is

a hole just
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at the intersection of the sticks through

the muzzle of the

which the sportsman puts

and thus resting

rifle,

it

on the

sticks, holds

the

contrivance upright and shoots the partridges which have gathered

around holding council as to what this strange animal may be.
The shaking of the hiraJ:, as I have myself observed, attracts the
attention of the

and they gather not only out

])irds,

when

the same manner

a fox or jackals

enters the wall of a house

habitually gather around
their nests in such holes.

also

when

a serpent

the sparrows of the neighliourhood

all

;

much

and the Ural, with

jjass,

The same

fox's head, resembles a fox.

its

of curiosity

Partridges gather together in

but also for mutual protection.

and make a noise, because they often have
Did the Hebrews know the biral.: ? One

cannot help thinking of the speckled or painted bird to which the

prophet Jeremiah refers

(xii, 9).

the people
sieve

make

use of other

propped up

string reaching to

the sieve, and
string
is

is

a short stick, to which

1)y

when

Sebesten

fruits.

where
The

it

is

fruit

is

;

this, bird-lime (lUhaJc)

The gluey substance

of the Sebesten is
is

cut open and the inside

together with the kernels

Besides
lairds.

extracted from the Cordia

grape, and ripens in August, and

gathered

attached a long

the small birds are well under the sieve the

pulled and they are trapped.

in Syria,

is

a few grains are strewn below

;

put on trees or on bushes to catch

made

Children use the familiar

artifices.

some hiding place

known, but

of sport are not

Nearer the towns these three kinds

is

it

about the

almost yellow
is

;

Myxa
size of

the fruit

is

or

a

when

collected in a liig cauldron,

then well beaten

till it

foams, and

a solution of yellow arsenic (tersulphide of arsenic) mixed with water

added, and the whole is beaten up till it has a greenish hue.
Nets for trapping birds {$huhale[t], sJiarak) are spread by townsmen.
Nets are frequently mentioned in the Old Testament, the common
term being r6sheth (Prov. i, 17 Ps. cxl, 5). Other words are to be

is

;

found in Job

xviii,

among them

the sehakdh (n^lL""), compare

modern s]mhake[t\. With the Hebrew imh we have a parallel in
the modern faJJi, which is a trap made of two wooden bows which
are bound together at their ends so that they can open and shut.
They are kept open by means of a" piece of wood, upon Avhich
When touched the bows shut and the
is laid food to attract birds.
the

I)ird is

securely caught in the net Avhich

is

{To he confinued.)

on the other

side.
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THE ROMAN ROAD BETWEEN KERAK AND MADEBA.i
By

George Adam Smith,

Professor

{Continued from

•

Second Day.

''

D.D., LL.D.

Quarterhj Sfalemenf;' 1904, p. 377.)

—From

JJ'uaIii

d-Mdjih

to

JTcuhj el-Wcdeh.

8.40
AVe started from our camp by the stream. 8.47 Plateau,
where the dark colour of the ground contrasts with the light colour
Abater sjDrings here, and in winter there is
of everything above it.
The bed is marked by reeds. There are the remains of
a stream.
a rectangular building, not unlike the Roman station we examined
:

:

yesterday
el-Basseh

on

the

opposite

"marshy"

i.e.,

(^.^^^1^),

Another plateau, with more
(^J.u*^lO.

}'oung

We

locusts

met

(Aral)

Khalil

plateau.

or

"damp

the

called

grovmd."

place

8.55:

ruins, according to Khalil, el-lNIsettera

with

the

Jirad,

first

J\j=^)

of

swarms

several

of

hopping vigorously on the

Here a road or track branches from the main road and
9.15: Another small
goes uj) the valley on this line of jjlateau.
plateau with a group of four or five Roman milestones cf. Germer
Durand and Briinnow, the latter of whom took the same time
between the group and the bed of the river as we did, viz.,
35 minutes. One column bears the numeral CVHn (109). According
to this the group is the next in order to the lower group on the
south side of the Mojib, on which several travellers have read the
numeral CVHI (108). Yet they lie rather more than 40 minutes
apart, that is more than double a Roman mile (it will be remembered
we took only 15 minutes l)etween the two groups on the south
side).
One expects a milestone between them, on the north bank,
some 10 minutes or more above the stream. No trace of this,
however, has been reported hj any traveller. Therefore, either

ground.

:

^

Correction

:

the numbering

In

my

review

of

Professor

Briinnow's

great

work Die

in last (Quarterly Statement (pp. 397 sqq.),! corrected
wliicli he made on pp. 36 and 40 for certain Eoman milestones

Provineia Arabia,

vol.

i,

Wadj

Professor liriinnow has himself
531 of " Addenda et Corrigenda," which I
regret escaped nij notice while reviewing the volume.
Gr.A.S.

on

the south bank

of

corrected these figures in a

list

on

el-M6jib.
p.

—
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the stone beai'ing the numeral

from

its

proper position

if

CVIIII (109) has been removed

the reading of

it

is

correct

;

or

it

wrongly; or we ought to read CVII (107) and
CVI (106) on the two groups south of the Mojib instead of CVIII
The badly-weathered state of the columns
(108) and CVII (107).

has been read

makes the alternative of a false reading probable But, finally, we
must remember that in mountainous countries the Romans appear

Wall

at

DHlB7v]sr.

to have sometimes calculated the distances not

by the actual lengths

winding road, but by "horizontal miles" (cf. Onr
Roman Highways, by Forbes and Burmester, p. 96). This may 1)e

of the climbing,

a case in point.
10.2.
1

— Reached the northern brink

hour 22 minutes from the stream.

of the caiion,

The descent on

having taken
a

much

hotter

day had occupied us 1 hour 15 minutes, and our mules 1 hour
4.5 minutes.
Baedeker gives 1 hour 30 minutes for the descent
Briinnow 1 hour 7 minutes.
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On

the edge of the canon, a

little

over 10 minntes east from the

But

road, are the ruins usually called 'Ara'er, the ancient 'Aro'er.

Khalil

called

'Akrabfi

ruin

this

(l^J.^.),

and placed Khurl.et

further east "about an hour," also on the
In-ink of the canon (rf. Burckhardt's Akeb el-Debs by the top of
Since coming home I find that Briinnow also received
the descent).

'Ara'r, as he called

it,

nearer the road, and el-'Ara'ir for
It will be remembered that the
others half-an-hour to the east.
"
scorpion," has been found in other parts of the
name 'Akraba,

the

name 'Akraba

Arabian East near

for the ruins

steep, zig-zag ascents.

10.18.— Left the edge of the
the level, fertile plateau

known

Wady

el-Mojib and rode across

as el-Kura

( S ,».0^ ),

by the paved

road towards Dhibrm. I did not see the milestone, mentioned by
Bliss, nor see nor hear of the Kesiir el-Besheir reported by
Burckhardt (p. 372) as one hour to the west of 'Ara'ir (to l>e distinguished from the Kusr Bsheir south of the Arnon and north of
Lejjun).
10.,50.

the

—Dhlban,

avc very extensive
of

pronounced Ziban by Arabs on the spot. On
a hasty examination of the ruins, which

way south we had made
which appear

but except for some older-looking walls, traces
the photograph, they are apparently all Byzan-

The masomy

tine.

Moab
;

is

mainly what one sees in

the thicker walls are faced with

:

interior
hills

;

in

is

rubble.

Dhibrm

but there are really

and even

is

usually described as lying on

three, all

to the east of this

and

in

other ruins

dressed stones, but the

two

to the west of the present road,

across the Avady which lies there

up to the neighbouring knolls. At one period or
another the town must have been as large as any in Moab cf. the
As
epithet Ua/nue'itOij^- applied by Eusebius in the Onomasticon.
four
roads
of
number
the
impressive as the extent of the ruins is
or fivfi in addition to the trunk road which converge upon them
The three hills on which the main city and
across the rich land.
the ruins spread

:

—

—

defences stood are related as in the accompanying sketch (p. 42).
The principal is thr.t to the west, marked I, above a deep wady,
which encompasses three sides of it: probably the citadel stood
On the northern slope are the two lines of ancient wall
here.
its

given in the jDhotograph, one above the other, the upper 5 feet
One of these appears to be the same wall as runs along
thick.
the western slope of the north hill, marked III, and round its
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northern end.

On

all

three

it

11.10

hill,

marked

are also

II,

along with the col connecting them ; but as I have
spread eastward over the road and the shallow wady

hills

said, it also

beside

the east of the sonth

Prol)ably therefore, the ancient city comprised

traces of a wall.

to the slopes beyond, on
:

which are many scattered

Left Dhlban, crossed the

wady

ruins.

to the north of

cantered over the plateau by the side of the

Koman

it,

and

road, here very

Immediately to the west of the road the ruins of
a rectangular building, 50 paces by 54 (Briinnow, 50 paces square
he calls it Abu Sljan, and took 50 minutes from here to Dhll)an),
with traces of smaller buildings attached to it, very similar to the
11.30

distinct.

:

;

MAIN

ROAD

Plan of Hills at Dhiban.
fort
is

and mansio on the south bank of the
As one looks Ijack,

here 6 paces broad.

through the Avheat

fields

;

IMojilj.
its

The paved road

course

clear because, although

bears only grass, the fellahin being unable to plough
the ground

is

—

7

minutes

a fragment of

overgrown,

a

— to

the north

Roman

of

but
the

oscillates.

ruin

just

it

Although

it.

practically level, the road does not show, as

I'oads are fabled to do, a straight line,

yards

very clear

lies

Eoman

A few hundred
mentioned

milestone of the usual shape

:

is

a round

column with rectangular base. There is nothing legible upon it.
It may be one of the two fragments which Father Durand noticed
"on approaching Wady Waleh" from the south (Bev. Bib., vi, 589),
and which Father Michon had previously reported {ibid., p. 289).
One of these gave the name of Furius Severianus, legate under
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Caracalla

the other bore the letters

:

point Tell 'Oreineh was

this

From

here

we descended from

Wady

north into the
(i'A^-\'l),

but

descent the

AA'aleh.

Briinnow gives

Roman road

AlO,

visible to us

due

east.

wady

the plateau by the

as

it

Wad}'

Wady Abu

presents some

From

i-c Diocletian,

Khalil called
it

43

On

Sidr.

interesting

running-

'Asideh

el

this

features.

It

keeps on the east of the wady, carefully following the contours,

and

is

on better gradients than the modern road, which holds to the
it, and occasionally coincides with the dvy torrent l)ed.

west of

Where

the

Roman

road

up

ajDp roaches the latter it is built

for a

height of about 4 feet from the road, with irregular, partly dressed
stones,

surmounted by a double layer

which can

of flat limestones,

LINE OF ROCK
Structure of Koman Eoad near Diubax.

have been readily procured, almost without need of dressing, from
the neighbouring easily-split strata.
The pavement lies Imck 2 or
3 inches from the edge of the supporting wall and slightly tilted

The

towards the edge.

no mortar here.

We

interstices Avere filled with earth

slowly followed the

Roman

I

;

found

road, observing

that where the rock which

it passes over is flat no pavement was
down, and that where a little earth was packed in the paving
stones riding was easy and there was even a Iteautiful surface for

laid

;

wheels.

been

But where

this

packing was

alisent, the

road must have

and horrible for wheels.
Romans packed earth everywhere that it would lie.
Briinnow reports (p. 29) at 32 minutes from the
difficult for

horses,

a milestone of Trajan, " probably the fifteenth

Near the top

Probably the

Wady

of the final steep descent to the

we came on remains

of a building, then

we

el-Wfdeh

from Mildeba."
lost

Wady Waleh

the

road

;

the
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present path

descends on bad gradients to the right, the road

probal)ly followed easier ones to the left above the

Wady
many

We

el-'Asideh.

hour 40 minutes.
The Waleh stream

is

over the hard,

has worn, and

it

flat

of the

Dhiban

to

hour 33 minutes

limestone

strata

in cascades of 3 or 4 feet.

falls

in

Briinnow,

;

Just below the

not so large as the Mojil).

ford the water escapes

channels

1

mouth

at 12.45, after

The journey from here

delays on the road.

the opposite direction had taken us
1

Wrdeh stream

reached the

by
The

lower courses of four piers on the south side and two on the north,
just above the cascades, are all that remain of the Roman bridge
:

when the

necessary in winter
the south side,

M'aters are up.

Above the

piers,

on

a curious block of masonry, with aqueduct along

is

the top, leading to a vertical shaft, the sides of which, like those
of the aqueduct, are cemented, the

There

turn a waterwheel.

mouth

of the

Wady

is

el-'Asideh,

with a central

scpuire tower,

whole apparently designed to

another similar construction in the

an aqueduct ending in a small

circular

shaft

feet

6

inches

6

in

We walked
an issue.
up the Wady el-'Asideh (or Abu Sidr), and found remains of
The Roman road appears, on
liuildings very old and rough.
diameter, from which there

is

no sign

of

leaving the south end of the bridge, to follow the
for

some distance

then we

;

The name el-Wfdeh

or

lost

Wady

el-'Asideh

it.

Waleh

(cj,\.!\)

appears in chapter xxviii

of Boha-ed-Din's Life of Saladin as the camping-place of the

Franks

had raised the siege of Kerak and the Sultan had retired
to Hesbon and Ma'in (though Rohricht appears to give another
after they

explanation,

sad,"

as

Bela,

if

i.e.,

Zoar,

GeschicMe

Konigreichs

des

The meaning of the root
but one derivative means " desert," and another

Jernmlem,

p.

411, n.

3).

is

"to be

is

applied

(according to Freytag) to water running out into the desert. As
well known, the Wady el-AVfdeh is a tributary of the Mojib,

is

which

it

Temperatures
10.30,

name of the Sell el-Heidan (^\sj^Y').
Wady Wfdeh on April 20th, 9.30 p.m., 68°

reaches under the

66°.

in

April

4.30 p.m., 72°;

8,

21st,

6

wady, lying higher than the
cooler.

a.m., 59°;

59°; 10.30, 55°.

Wady

April

25th,

April 26th, 7 a.m., 58°.

The

7.30,

67°.

Mdjib, was thus considerably
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MADEBA.

JJ'mhi el-lJ'dJeli fo Mrnleha.

We

Here is a mill,
crossed the stream to the north Itjiiik.
some Bedawin women were bringing grain. The miller
A wady close hy bears the
gets one-twelfth of what he grinds.
name, according to Khalil, of Sheikh Iskander. Briinnow fonnd
the same name further up the stream to the east.
Directly opposite the wady which we descended yesterday, there
runs into the "Wady el-AN'fdeh from the north the Wady Umm
8.5

:

to which

Sa'idat, or Imsa'idat {i.:j\ji.^.x^.<\

The Roman road follows the

)

wady, ascending on an easy gradient, while the
8.12
Roman milestone not
present road keeps to the stream bed.
recorded by Germer Durand (Briinnow (pp. 21-22) ). The Emperor's
east side of this

:

the numeral is uncertain, either XII, or, as
is Marcus Aurelius
Briinnow thinks, XIII, marked as from Mildeba (AM E
PX ).

name

:

AA M

Near

it

prop a Turkish telegraph post.

Wady

I

i

i

the roughly-dressed stones of the road have been used to

8.20

:

Top

of ridge at north

Imsa'idat, and descent into another narrow wad}-.

end

of

Thence

due north up the succeeding ridge to the ruin of a small tower,
on the right, and to another, 8.30, on the left. 8.31 Group
Roman milestones a couple of minutes to the east, and above the

still

8.28,
of

:

They have been described fully by Mr. Bliss. One
names of Septimius Severus and Marcus Aurelius, and is
marked in Greek and Latin numerals as the Xlth mile, i.e., from
Madeba (as Germer-Durand, hardly from INIa'in as Bliss supposes).
We took 1 9 minutes from the previous milestone with the uncertain
numeral XII (or XIII, according to Briinnow, wdio supposes that
the road between accomplished a long detour in order to avoid the
So long a detour is hardly probable, and therefore the
w-adies).
reading XII on the milestone in cjuestion is the more likely.
Other stones of the group XI bear the names of Galerius and

present road.
bears the

Constantine.

From

this the

road passes along the edge of the deep Wad}'
Colonel Conder gives the singular Sarbut

es-Sarabit (iajo^.^!^)-

(the Arabic

milestones

the

wady

is

misprinted Marbiit), as "applied to pillar shafts and

" {Sarveij

takes

its

of Eastern Palestine, Memoirs, p. 134).

Ob^'iously

name from the milestones aboAe

8.45

it.

:

We

passed another group of these, evidently the same as Father Durand
describes {Bev. Bihl.,

vi,

590) as consisting at least of four, one of
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which is marked Avith the figure X. "We had taken 14 minutes
from the jDrevious group, marked XI.
AVe reached the top of the ridge, and the edge of the
8.47
From this the view is very extensive, and Khalil pointed
plateau.
:

out to

me

number

a

and named

we went

of the

Roman road we were

south.

Taken from the

(^__i^j^,^^

the

Wady

east, there is

—

;

the

Roman

,j.i;jJ^)

^«.il^

(

(5) Tala'at el-'Arais (^^^j Ltl

town

the ruin of the

These

last four join

(4)

;

.j^^.\)

At the head

and lower down

to

me

meaning

as

Zardamat, which means

it,

Zirdab these wadies immediately join the

and (west

of

(

^:\)

i)..vj..i..>-

]

wady stands

that of Kuriat.
>j,jjl

(<

" Junction."

stifle,"

gullet.

)

—

The

and there is
Through the

main tributary from the

el-Mujib.

Other place names indicated to

Wady

;

of this
it

east

its

Wady Waleh, now known as

(^^sjJ:\ Ja-;), the

the Seil el-Heidan

south of

at Libb,

(3) El Bakei'a

together in one, called Ez-Zirdab

lexicons define the root as " to choke " or "

north of the AVady

its rise

'Abu Khsheibeh

Lrils ).

\

'Attarus,

name which was explained
another form of

Tala'at el-Mansaf

road runs along or near

brink; (2) El Bakei'a esh-Sharki (^J^.^li
el-Gharbi

The

(1)

due south and then south-west, debouches into

first

AVfdeh

West

carefully over their names.

following, five wadies run from north'to

This rather shallow wady takes

..Itllj).^

and, running at

which are not marked on any map,

of wadies

Later

them.

me from

el-Waleh two ruins,

Dhibtai)

Umm

this viewpoint

'Eshjireh

Khurbet es-Sahileh

(

i"

(/,L>.^.^!0

:

to the

._v,.^-i

i

~^\)

^

'^'^^^

^o

the south of AVady el-Al6jib a rocky promontory, with (Khalil said)

an old " beled " on

it,

called Esh-Shkeik

in the prospectus of his

(

,

iAi^lll

country to the west of Shihan.

ech-Cheqiq of

De Saulcy

About

9

we

cistern
1

Zeid.

And
of

II, 349).

left

the

our viewpoint and held by the road along the
Tala'at

under the telegraph

Abu

the AVady

came upon the 'Ain Sgek, south

el-Mansaf.

line, just

This appears to be the same wady

Minshef

It is

{Voyage,!, 323), running north-east.

Seetzen, on his second journey,

upper reach of

Professor Alusil,

forthcoming map, gives a Seil esh-Shk^k

draining the

the Mojib (Beisen,

).

9.20: Newly-excavated

below Libb, the ruins of which

wliieli

Briinnow (pp. 4 and 20) name
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hill to the west of the road, and about 300 feet
above it. Just to the south of Libb the road is joined by a track
coming in from the north-west, probably from INIa'in. We spent
There are many
half-an-hour rambling over the ruins of Libb.
several
cisterns,
caves, a few
deep
vaulted buildings, numerous
building on
trough.
A
rectangular
carven
a
and
squared lintels,

cover the top of a

the summit

without distinction, and we saw no other signs

is

— churches

and the like, such as one sees at
With this agrees the fact that
the name of the town is not discoverable in ancient maps or
There is a Liidia in ^Nloab on Ptolemy's map, but it can
records.
hardly (even if a mistake for Lybia were conceivable) be this place,
Libb. At 9.50 we left the summit and descended the northern slope
into the deep Wady Libb, about 400 feet below the summit, and,
crossing the dry torrent bed, proceeded by a paved road up the
opposite ridge to its summit, where this branch road joins the
Roman road. Here at 10.2 we found some ruins, to which Khalil

of public architecture

Machaerus and

in

other

ruins.

gave the name Hareidhein (^'.v.s^).
to
of

me

to the west of Libb the

Hareidhein the land

and

east of this 'Ard

10.10

:

We

Vni

he pointed out

el-Meshudd (^.i^^^).

is

el-'Ajiil (J^^sj*!^

( J.)t.i,!l

East
:>i'A ),

»jO-

viewpoint, and at 10.11 passed

stones on the right of the road, at least two.

the one on which

this

called 'Ard Ttla esh-Sha'al

Abu

left this

Wady

From

Eoman

mile-

These must contain

Germer Durand deciphered the Greek

/^H^

>

or

Our time for riding the distance to
i.e., from Madeba.
from the Xth was 35 minutes. Briinnow, wrongly I think,
" probably " the VHth from Madeba. Immediately thereafter

miles,

this stone

styles it

we came on

a ruined Kerakon, as the Arabs call

it,

" barrack," or

military post on the edge of the shallow Wady.el-Habis {^j^k><:^X),

an upper and the most easterly branch of the Wady Zerka Ma'in.
10.20 Crossed the bed of the Wady el-Habis with the Eoman road,
:

Ma'in

full

in

sight to the west.

10.26

Eoman

:

milestone, the

Vllth from Madeba (not the Vlth as Briinnow, p. 19, states),
10.30: Top of ascent
15 minutes from the previous, the VHIth.
on the north of the Wady el-Habis. 10.35 Khurbet el-Mureijmeh
10.53: On the crest of a swell
{'iA.^i.A^\) on right of the road.
:

of the plateau

we came

two or three

houses,

in sight of

el-Btan

(

Madeba
.llajj^

;

=

on the

left

a hamlet of

mule's girth).

11.8:
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milestone: r/. Germer Durand, p. 590; Briinnow, j). 19,
"probably the third from Mfideba," rather the IVth. We had
taken only 42 minl^tes from the Vllth, but this was due to much
From here to jNIadebjx on either side of the road is
cantering.
broad fertile land, the road following the edge of the shallow ^Yady

Roman

el-Habls

on

the

On

right.

the

depression, at the head of which Mfideba
are the rolling limestone

Across

it

11.35

We

:

another equally shallow

left is

hills

is

conspicuous on

its Tell.

north-north-east of Ma'in.

passed Et-Teim lying some distance to the west.

IVth milestone, and
from the Xlth.

12

:

we reached Madeba, 52 minutes from the

After some cantering

just three hours riding (not including stoppage*;)

OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON THE MODERN INHABITANTS
OF PALESTINE.
By

R.

M.A., F.S.A., and

A. Stewart Macalistee,
E. AV. G.

{Concluded fi-om

''

Masterman, F.R.C.S.

Quarterly Statement,'' 1904, p. 160.)

PERSONAL NAMES.
LIST
Classified Catalogue of

whom

II.

Names Collected

in

Nablus.

were mostly Muslim
The persons from
Some, however, are Christians, and names found exclusively
fellahln.
among Christians are denoted by t prefixed. Female names are disWords in square brackets are supplied to
tino'uished by * prefixed.
complete the sense implied by certain names.
Class

A:

Theoj^horous

these

names were

Names.— llnvs

collected

"Object

Allah,

of God',s Protec-

tion"; Eizk Allah, " Property of God"; 'Abd Allah, "Servant of
God" ['Abd] el-Bad, " Servant of the Creator" 'Abd el-Hamid,
" Servant of the Praised "
'Abd el-Hakk, " Servant of the Truth "
'Abd el-Hallak, "Servant of the Creator"; 'Abd ed-Daliabi,
" Servant "of the Golden"
['Abd] er-Rahman, " Servant of the
;

;

;

;

;

'Abd
'Abd er-Ra'ftf, " Servant of the Merciful "
Merciful "
er-Razzak, " Servant of the Apportioner " ['Abd] es-Samad, "Servant
of the Everlasting; 'Abd el-Fattah, "Servant of the Opener";
'Abd el-Ghafir, "Servant of the Forgiver" 'Abd el Ghani, "Servant
;

;

;

;
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'Abd el-Kartm, " Servant of the Generous "
"Servant of the Amiable" 'Abd el-Magtd, "Servant
'Abd en-Nilr, "Servant of tlie Light"; 'Abd
Glorious"
Rich

the

"

;

;

'Abel el-Lattf,
of tlie

;

;

el-Wahliab, " Servant of the Bestower."

—

B: Names denoting Consecration to Inferior Beings or to Religion.
The following names denote consecration to the Muslim faith
Burhan ed-Din, "Proof of the Faith" Hair ed-Dln, " Good of the
Faith." As further examples of similar names the following, from
Shams ed-Din, " Sun of the
other sources, may be compared
Kamal ed-Din, " Completeness of the Faith" Nfir ed-I)tn,
Faith''

Class

:

;

:

—

;

;

" Light of the Faith."

The following names derived from

religious professions or occupa-

—

Hftri, "A Christian
be included in this class
Darwlsh, "A Dervish" Muslamani,
Durzi, " A Druze "
priest"
" A convert to Islam from Christianity or Judaism "
Sayyid,
" Prince "
Sharif, " Noble " (a
(a descendant of Muhammad)
descendant of Muhammad); Shaih Makkah, "Sheikh of Mecca";
'Arman,
tSalibah, " One signed with a cross, a Christian "
" Uncircumcised "
'Isawi, "Christian"; Kadrah,' "Predestined";
Kahin, " A Jewish or Samaritan priest."

tions

may

also

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

C: Names of Angels, Saints, and Reroes. ~{As in the previous
not easy to draw the line between this and the following
Ibrahim, Isma'll, AntAn, Abu Bakr, Gulia," Hasan,
classes)
Husain, Ahmad, Muhammad, Mahmfid, fHanna (John), Miha'tl,

Class

list it is
:

—

Haiti, Hiilid, Sulaiman, *Sarah, 'Ali, 'Ais (Esau), 'Aisa (Jesus, Esau),

*Fatmah, Kais, Kin'an (Canaan), *Maryam, MClsa, Munkar,'
Hubal,* *Hagar (Bagar), Ya'kAb (Jacob), YAnus (Jonah).

Abu

—

D : Descriptive Names.— \. Colours. HamAr, "Pted"; Hudr,*
Green " *Harribah,« " Coloured like the Carob-bean " Ad-ham,
Dark green " *Samarah, " Brown " *Shukrah, " Light red "
Aghbar, " Dusty " *Kamhawah, " Corn
'Abadi, " Black, negroid "

Class
"

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

coloured."
2.

— (a)

Bodily Qualities.
" Full-buttocked

BuhslV

or Neutral Qualities.
*Haslnah, " Handsome " (dim.);

Excellencies

" (coll.);

El-Husn, "Beauty"; *Halfib, "Rich in milk"; Had', "Short"
-stZainah,
Zain, " Beautiful "
*Rashikah, " Elegant "
(coll.)
Sahlab, "Tall"; Saghmfit, "Tall"; Sallm,
"Beautiful" (fem.)
;

;

;

;

1

•*

^
^

An

order of Derwishes.

Names
One of

Name

of a well-known jester of

whom

storie.*,

many

indecent, are told.

the angels wlio examines the dead iu the grave.

of an ancient

Also the

Spirit

of

Arab

idol.

Vegetation,

confounded by modern Muslims and

Christians witli Elijah and with St. Greorge.
•^

Also used of a beautiful girl with small bones and a fair skin.

^

Lit. hole.

D
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" Peaceful "
Suwailim (dim.)
*Salimali, " Sound "
" Youthful, brisk "
Shautar, " Slender fingered "
" Bright "
" Beautiful "
Safi,
Tawtl, " Tall "
;

;

;

*Sabhah,
^Zarifah,

»

;

;

Shabib,

;

;

;

"Elegant"; Zahir, "Appearance"; 'Ushsh, "Small, thin" 2;
'A t'ant, " Long and thin "
'Amtidi, " Like a column " (prob.
;

upright); Miighabghab, "Full bearded"

(coll.)
*Falakah, "Full
breasted"; Karman, "Old man"; Kamal, "Complete"; Malhani,
"Fat"; Maiiif, "Tall"; *Na'lmah, "Excellent, graceful"; Hursh,

"Very old" (especially used of an
"Itchy "(dim.); Gal uk " Ectropion "

-^

;

ox).

(b)

Defects.

— Garlban,

Gaw'an, "Hungry"; Ahras,
"Dumb" Haram, "A disease of the joints" Hafsha, "Day blind"
Marmash, "Clear eyed"; Abu Sittah, "Father of six" (fingers):
Ashram, "Hare-lipped"; Shari, "Having nettle-rash"; Shun'ah
" Ugliness "
'Airfit, " Toothless "
'Awir, " One-eyed "
'Ayyan
" Sick "
Hashira, " Feeble."
Kara', " Baldness "
Qualities.— Amtn, " Faithful "
Bard, " Cold "
3. Mental
'^Murrah, "Bitter"; Muta'ib, "Tiresome"; Ta'ih, " Proud " (or
" Praiseworthy "
*HumAdali,
absent
minded)
wandering,
Hwkarah, " Conteraptil)leness" Harfan, " Doting, idiotic" Harim,
*HawIah, "Empty, void"
Abu^Da'ih, "Father of
"Shameless"
Zamkan, " Angry " (coll.) ^ *Zahidah,
giddiness"-; Zaki, " Pure "
" Abstinent " Esh-Shaitan, " The devil " « Shakwan, " Miserable "
Shanawi, " Hater " ' Dab'i, " Savage, hyaena-like " Dal', " Crooked,
spoiled" (child); 'Akis, "Niggardly"; Ghashtm, "Fool, inexperienced"; Abu Ghadab, "Father of anger"; Fasid, "Corrupt";
Kunzu'ah, "Pride" ('coll.)« El-La'ith, "The confused."
Barbak, "One who cheats with words"; Buzum,
4. Habits.
"To bite (people) with front teeth "; Taggah, " One who liounces
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

like a ball"

bull "

;

"

mixer"; Hammash,

A

croaker

Sharaitah,

"

;

"A

buffoon"; Ga'rah,

"To move, shake

" Coai'se-mannered
"

"A

Ga'ldi,

;

Halhal,

;

Hattar,

"A

;

"A

"One who

roars like a

Halmah, " Forgiving
strutter"; Hallat,

"

Hishan,

;

"A

confuser,

"Rolling"; Za'abi,
the ground "
rag"'; Sainiah, "Fasting" (fem.)
Taktak,

Sadah,
little

"

"

scratcher";

One who

Dahlah,

lies

much on

;

;

"Noisy"; Taktakah, "koisy" (fem.); Muti', "Obedient";
" Ancient " '
'Ag'ag, " One who makes a disturbance "
" One who goes from the right way (literally or morally) "
;

'Atik,
'Assfi,f,

;

;

'Akir,

'
Used of a beauty spot on a liorse.
^ Lit. bird's nest.

*

Lit. wrinkled, creased.

^

Or

*

Lit. filled up.

^

Popularly used rather as a compliment of a diabolically clever person.
Esp. a neglecter of children.
Lit. cock's comb, or a tuft of hair.
Both these woi'ds used of one who habitually goes about ragged.

^
*
'•*

father of a conqueror.
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"A
"A

backbiter"

"

One

"

A

who empties

"

rattler, jingler "

much on
"

sower

A

;

A

;

Ghanam,

chatterer";

deceiver"; Mufaddi,
Futiin,
Kushkush,
butter-fingei's "
Falash, "
Kawwa', " One who
deceiver "
Kaid, "
spoil);

;

KAkash, " To
the elbow "
El-Lahi, " The neglectful of others "

reclines

together

;

;

"A
"A

'AlKk,

barren);

(or

sjwiler" (taker of
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things

collect

;

;

Hawwash,

"

A

of discord."

Unclassifiable Descriptive

5.

"A

Words.—Tafish,

defiler,

fugi-

Marashsh,
Mahnlra, " accursed "
Mahr(\k, " Burnt "
"sprinkled""; Zaha, "blossoming"; Es-Suhn, "the hot"; Sarhad,
" Cold "
wanderer '
Saih, "
Masrfigi, " Saddled " (] saddler)
Abu Shilm, "Father of misfortune"; Shokah, "power" (lit. "a

tive "

;

;

;

thorn")

A

;

;

Shalhfib,

;

"Inflamed"

(coll.^

;

Masis, "Suckled" (or "pack

;

thread")'; Mus', "Loosed"; 'Akir, "Muddy"; *'Aliah, "High";
Ghalyan,
Ghalban, " Conquering "
'Awas, " Unleavened "
"Boiling"; Kasim, "A divider"; Abu Mai, "Father of possesRa'if, " Outstripping "
Mahyar, " Of a noble house "
sions "
;

;

;

;

;

Rafat, " Exalted."

— Badawi, "A

Bedawi " Barbari, "Native
Turk"; Takrilri, "A Soudanese negro";
Tamlmi, " One of a Bedawin tribe " (Tamim) Gababi, " Native of
" The
El-Higazi,
El-Habash, " The Abyssinian "
(^abab " Arabian"; El-Hindi, "The Indian"; El-Hindtyah, "The Indian"
(fem.); El-Rabadi, "The Subarban"; El-Zanki, "The Egyptian''

E:

Cla^s

of

Territorial iVames.

Barbary"

;

Turk,

;

"A

;

;

;

Sahl'i, "Coast-dweller"; Salti, "Native of Es-Salt";
"Native of Salflt" Samiri, " Native of Samaria" Taluztyah,
" Native of Taluzeh " (fem.) 'Arablyah, " Dweller among Bedawin "
'Araybali, " Dweller among Bedawin" (dim.) 'Arafat, "A mountain
near Mecca" 'AzzAni, "Dweller in 'Azzfm" 'Askalun, " Ascalon"
'Awartani, " Native of
*'Anabtawah, " Native of 'Anabta "
'Awarta " Ghabi, " Dweller in a forest " (prob.) Gharlb, " Stranger "

(or Gipsy);
Salfiti,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

Kaf'iti,
Kiblawi, " Southerner "
peasant "
" Dweller in Kaf 'it "
Kurdi, "
Kurd " Luddawi, " Native of
Masri, " Native of Egypt " Munyawi, " Native of Munea "
Ludd

"

*Fallahah,

;

;

A

;

;

''

;

;

;

NabKisi, " Native of Nablus

"

;

Nilri, "

Gipsy

Hashlm, " One

"
;

of

a certain Bedawin tribe."

F:

Class

Alati,

Titles,

and
a

—

Agha, " Turkish oificer
Basha, " Pasha
instrument "

Occupations.

stringed

surgeon";

" Infantry

soldier "

;

Gabi,

El-Bitar,

;

" Tax-gatherer

"
;

'

;

Banna, "Architect, builder";
(coll.)
Mabayyid, " Whitener "

veterinary

vessels)

-

on

"Gardener"; *Bassarah, "Witch";

Bustani,

^

Trades,

" Player

'"'

;

Gabbl,n,

"

;

"Farrier,

Bawavdi,
copper

(of

Cheesemonger

"
;

Also an ox -goad.
Also a moukey-leader, the natives of this village being largely occupied

in this

form of mountebankerv.

D
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*GS.riyali, "Slave-girl"

" Jeweller "

"Smoker

Hashshftsh,

*Ginklyali, " Ijow female dancer"

" Stonemason "

Gawhai'i,

;

Haramtyah, " Thief "
Indian hemp" Hushhnsh, "Grass-

or seller of

;

;

;

"Mat-maker";

Hasrawi,

cutter";

;

Haggar,

;

"Digger"

Haffar,

(esp.

of

Learned man, physician "
Halwani, " SweetHammami, " Bath attendant "
Hammjir, " Donkey
maker "
Hiigah, " Teacher
driver " Hannawi, " Maker or seller of henna "
Harraz, "Sewer of water-skins"
HaznadAr, "Treasurer"
(Turk.)
Handakgi, " DitchHatlb, " Preacher, schoolmaster " (Muslim)
*Han<im, "Lady" (Turk.); Muhtar, "Headman of a
digger"
village, Government tax collector"; Dallal, "Auctioneer"
Diwani,
" Courtier"
Dayah, " Midwife " *Raklyah, "Sorceress " Eammal,
"Geomancer"; Ra'i, "Shepherd"; Zakkar, "Wine-skin filler";
Zammar, " Pijoer" Sabih, " Swimmer " Safragi, " Waiter " Saka,
"Water-carrier" SAki,' "A market trader" Shubrasi, "Watchman
engaged by collector of taxes of fellahtn" Sh&b^shi, "One who sings
Sha"ar, " Hairwith a head voice,' like most native singers "
graves)

"

Haktm,

;

;

;

;

''

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

"

dresser

strolling
minstrel " ^
Shawish,
SabAngi, " Soap-maker " ; San'i, " Artisan "

" Poet,

Sha'ir,

;

" Sergeant " (Turk.)

;

;

;

Mutabbakani, " Makei' of mutabbak" (a sweetmeat); 'Arbagi,
"Carriage driver"; * 'Arifah, "Overseer"; 'Azzam, "Giver of
invitations"; 'Akkad, " Vault-builder "; 'Awwad, " A lute player";
Ghannam, " A shepherd "
Ghalaylni, " A tobacco-pipe maker "
Fadlwi, "Horseman"; Farr^, "Furrier"; Fah<\ri, "Potter";
Kadamani, "A roaster
Kus&si, "Story-teller" Kasid, "Traveller"
K.ldi, "A judge"
Kababgi, "Maker of kabab" (roast
of peas"
Karamli, " Gatherer of fuel "
Lahham, " Butcher "
meat)
Nashshar, "Sawyer"; Mustantik, "Examiner in law court"; Nat<\r,
"Watchman " Mahdi, " Guide" Mawakkat, " Timekeeper."
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

=*

;

;

—

G: Names Derived from Objects.-— 1. Parts of the Body. Ibt,
"Armpit"; El-Bizz, "The breast"; Ga'rah, "Anus"; Abu Diyyali,
" Father of a hand " Abu Shanab, " Father of a moustache "

Class

;

Abu

;

" Father of

Sadr, " Chest "
Dila',
topknot "
"Eib" 'Azftm, "Canine tooth" Abu-'Asab, "Father of nerves"
Fashshah, " Lung " (coll.) Ffiwad, " Heart " Abu-Lihyah, " Father
Abu Usba, " Father of a finger " (or toe)/
of a beard "
* Istattyah, " Little dove "
2. Animals and Parts of Animals.
Bazain, "Two falcons "; Gamfts, " Bufiiilo "; * Hagalah, " Partridge ";
Haidar, "Lion " Halbfts, " Flea " Dubb, " Bea^i- " Dhibah, " Shewolf"; Dhiyab, "Wolves"; Elshah, "Feather" Zughlul, "Young
pigeon"; Z%hah, "Crow, rook"; Imm-es-Sab', "Mother of a
Shfishah,
;

a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

'

Al?o plebeian.

^

Also

*

Also caller to prayers.

*

Probably names of

specified.

liar.

this

class

refer

to

some

defect

in

the

member
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"

Swallow " Shuhrdrah, " Black"Falcon"; SAs, "Young
chicken "
^Susali, " Young chicken "
'Abfis, " Liou " (or perhaps
" 'UbiXs," stern)
'Ukab, " Eagle" (or perhaps " 'iM6," punishment)
'Akrflk, " Frog " (or thin person)
'Ukashah, " Spider " (or spider's
web)
'AMI, " A two-year old bull " Abu-'Awf, "A male locust "
Ghurab, " Crow, raven " Abu-Ghazal, " Father of a gazelle " Farh,
"Chicken"; Fahd, "Lynx, panther"; *Fahdah, "Lynx"; Kaka,
"Egg" (coll.)'
Kumri, "Turtle-dove"; Kurr, "Donkey-foal";
Ka'ud, " Young camel " Mahali, " Antelope "
Nimr, " Panther "
Wazzah, "Goose"; Wawi, "Jackal"; Abul-Kilab, "Father of
lion';

Saljlali,

" Partridoe "

Shiniiar,

l)ir(r';

;

;

Shrdilii,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

dogs."

—

and Parts of Plants. Bizrah, "A seed"; Basal,
Butm, "Terebinth"; Banah, "Egyptian willow";
Baihan, "Narcissus"; * Tuffahah, "Apple"; Tanbak, "Persian
tobacco"; Hizrau, "Cane" (Pers.)
Hashabah, "Piece of wood";
Hannun, "Flowers"; Harrdb, "Locust tree"; Eaihan, "Myrtle";
"^Eummanah, " Pomegranate " Eosa, "Pose" (European); Za'rilr,
"Medlar"; Za'farSn, "Saffron"; Za'tir, "Thyme"; Za'watlr,
"Thyme" (dim.); *Zahrah, "Flower"; Zawanah, "A tare";
Plants

3.

"Onions";

;

;

" Olive tree "
" Fruit-stone "

Zaitfin,

Agam,

A

;

;

Sarwah, " Cypress "
Sha'ir, " Barley "
'Adasah, "Lentil"; Ghusun, "Branches";
;

;

FCilah, "
bean " Karawlya, " Caraway " Kushsli, " Date pollen ";
Kfna,- " Vegetable marrow"; Karnablt, " Cauliflower ": Karanfulah,
"A pink"; Lfibiah, '-Beans""; Abu'l-laimfm, "Lemons"; Na'na',
;

;

"Mint"; Yasamin, "Jasmine."
4.
Names Derived from Objects of Astronomy, Geology,
Chemistry, &c.— Badr, "Full moou " Badrain, "Two full moons";
;

El-Bark, " The lightning
Hilal,

"New moon";

"
;

Buz, " Ice

Hurshfun,

"

"
;

Thurayyah,

Eocky

" Pleiades "

mountain";

;

Margan,

Zabad, "Foam";
Zaibak,
"Quicksilver";
Zuhal,
Sulaimani, " Corrosive sublimate "
Sharafah, " Solar,
sunny "
Shahab, " Shooting star "
'Arinah, " Covert, thicket "
'Ayyftk, "Capella" (star); Kutb, "Polestar"; * Kaukab, " Star "
Marmar, " Marble " El-Maug, " The waves " * Nagmeh, " star ";
Nada, " Dew " Hazim, " Thunder " Wadi, " A valley."
5. Names Derived from Food.
Thartdah, " Bread soaked in
broth"; Thamari, "
sweetmeat"; Abu Gubn, " Father of cheese";

"Coral";
"

Saturn

"

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

—

A

Dibs, " Grape or date honey

"
;

Daryak, " Treacle

" (a

native anti-

"Leaven"; Sab'el-'aish, "Lion of food" ( = bread)
Sukkar, "Sugar"; Abu Tabih, "Father of cooked food"; Abu
dote)

;

Zarka,

;

'Asal, "

"A
'

Father of honey " 'Aish, " Bread " (or " life ") Jvarmish,
sweetmeat"; Abu niakli, "Father of roast meat"; Kubbah,
;

:

Also the cackling of a hen.

Applied especially to a man with a beard from his ehiu only.
person is credited with being " cleverer than the devil."
-

Such a
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"A
"

Kusmat, "Twice-baked bread''; Midabbas,

dish"';

native

Sugar plum."

Names Derived from Money.— El-Riyal, "The dollar";
6.
Zahr&wi, "A six-piastre piece"; Mashhas, " A gold coin"; Ghazi,
"
Lli^a, "
gold 20-piastre j)iece "
pound."
7. Names Derived from Clothing, Weapons, and Ornaments.Burnns, "A cloak with hood"; Hagab, "An amulet"; Ham^r,
" A woman's veil" Haish, " Coai'se canvass" Dawayah, " Inkhorn"
Sahtyan, " Morocco leather shoe uppers "
(worn in girdle)
Es-suwar, " The bracelet " Saif, " A sword " Shabari, " Daggers "
Shahshar, "Trousers" (Turkish) Abu Sharh, " Father of a battle axe"
Sadafah, " Bit of mother of jiearl "
Shintyan, " Wide trousers "
Samadah, "String of coins worn as ornament on woman's headdress;" Taukain, "Two necklaces"-; 'Itar, "Perfume"; 'Imamah,
" Turban "
Kutnah, " Piece of cotton " Kurt, "Carriage " Kamar,
" Hair belt for money " (Pers.)
Labadah, " Piece of felt."
8. Names Derived from Buildings, Utensils, Musical Instruments,
Batiyah, " Wooden vessel in which dough is made "
Furniture, &c.
tin "
Mahbat, " Beetle " (for washing)
Hizam,
Tanakah, "
"Nose-ring" (of animal) Mahaimar, "A small wine shop"
Abu
luxuriant garden "
Dikr, " Father of a door-bolt " Rawdali, "
Mazbar, " A pen or pencil " Zarb, " Cattle fold " (or oven for roasting
water-skin "
Sika, " A water-skin
an animal whole) Zikk, "
Sakf el-Hai't, " Top of the wall " Saklbah, " Metal poured into a
mould"; Sullam, "A ladder"; Sanagik, "Banners"; Shabakah,
"
net" Sharbah, "A water jar" Shikkah, " A chip " Shammut,
" Eeel of cotton used in weaving "
Shfibak, " A rolling-pin "
Sir, " Pin on which a dooinargili, water-pipe "
Shishah, "
hinges"; Tabailah, "A dram" (dim.); Tunbur, " A tambourine "
'Ulbah,
'Arish, " A. booth, bower"
'Atabah, "Lintel of a door"
"A little box" Abu GhalyCm, "Father of a pipe" Makhar, "Piece
Kadumi, " Relating to a
of wood used in opening an oven "
hatchet"; Kanaitar, "An arch" (dim.) Kuttab, "A school";

A

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

A

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"

Maidah,
9.

ment "

A

table."

—

Miscellaneous Unclassifiable Words. Ba'rali, "Cattle excre* Haf izah, "
Hayal,
protector " ; Halawi, " A bachelor "

A

;

A

;

Rasmtyyah, " Othcially "
Dhikr, " Remembrance "
ghost
Raghib, "A desirer"; Abu Zunt, "Father of a crowd"; Shaih
Ma'ana, "Meaning "
rati, " Sheikh of a rotl " (a weight about 5 lbs.)
'Ahd, "Covenant"; Farasah, "Leagues"; Fallah, "Camel-dung
Hawwar, " Chalky soil."
helper "
Nasar, "
tinder "
"

''

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

H

from the
: Names Derived from
Safar, " The
1. Date of Birtli.
Sentiments Provoked by the Birth.
second lunar month " Ragab, " The seventh lunar month " Sha'ban,

Class

the Circumstances of Birth, or

—

—

;

;

1

Wheat and meat pounded

'

Name

together.

of a well-known family iu Nablus.
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"

The eighth lunar month " Raraadan,
" The tenth day of Mul.iarram
El 'Atd, " The feast " Thalgah, " Snowy
;

"

'Ashfir,

The ninth lunar month "
(the first lunar month)

;

;

born in time of snow)

''

(i.e.,

;

55

;

Rabi', " Spring."
2.

Expressive of Primogeniture or other Circumstances of the

—

Bakr, " First-born "
Badah, " Beginning "
'Awadi
like Nature.
" Return " (when the mother has left off bearing for some time before
tlie

;

birth of the child)

Kadam

[el-hair], ["

;

;

'Awaidi, ditto (dim.)

The good]

is

;

" Early "

Bakir,

;

approaching.''

—

Hamdi, " Thanks "
3. Descrijition of the Child as a Gift of God.
Marzrik, " Bestowed as a fortune " Sadakah, " An alms "
Shukr,

;

;

;

Hadiyyah, " A present."
Thanks " 'Ata, " A gift
4. Good Wishes to the Child, or Pleasure at the Birth.
Bashair,
"Good news"; Abu'l Haud, "Father of the guidance"; Marai,
"Regarded"; Radi ['anhu], "May God be gracious [to him]";
" Regarded,
Abu Radwau, " Father of contentment
Mar'i,
"

'"'

:

;

—

'

;

* Zaidah, " Increase "
Zaid, " Increase "
observed "
Abu sa'd,
" Father of good luck "; Mas'fid, " Fortunate "; * 'Aishah, " Living^';
Ya'Lsh, " May he live " *Fflzayah, " Victorious "
'Ayilsh, " Living
Kabal, "Prosperity"; Akbal, "Prosperity"; Makbftl, "Accepted"
Mansftr, " Victor "; En-Nasirah, " The victory "; Manwah, " Desire ";
* Wasllah, " Favour, honour."
;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

5. Words of Endearment, Names derived from Precious Objects,
El-Ilfah, "The
&c.
friend''-;
*Amirah, "Princess"; Habib,
" Beloved " Rafik, " Companion " * Rifkah, " Companion
Eayya,
" Sweet smell "
* Hurlyah, "
* Haznah, "
houri "
treasure "

—

'

;

;

A

;

;

A

;

;

Dhahabi, "Golden"; *Zumurrudah, "Emerald"; Z^mll, "A comrade "; * Sighali, " Gold jewellery "; 'Ambarah, "A piece of amber";
* Faddiyah, " Silvern "
* Faddah, " Silver "
* Kurrat [el-'Ain],
"Darling [of the eye]"; * Lfilfl, "Pearl"; *[Shahwat] en-Nuf(is,
;

;

" [Desire] of souls."
6. Names Expressive of Displeasure at the Child's Birth, and
Desire that there be no more Children. * Tamfimi, " Completion "
;

Tannfts,

"Darkness"; HatAm, "Sealed

* Zamikna, "
forgiveness

Damar, "Destruction'
We have plucked out our beard " Samahna, " Our
Sabri, " My patience "
El 'Aib, " The shame " Kafa

Names

;

;

;

"
;

;

"Enough."
7.

"

;

—

Expressive of Relationshii?. *Mutrtikah, "Left" (sur* Hamati, " Mother-in-law " * Dirrah, " Second

vivor of a family)

;

wife" (during lifetime of
" Daughter-in-law."

;

first);

'Aris,

"Bridegroom"; *Kinnah,
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LIST

III.

Names of Jews and Jewesses

A

Class

of

:

Names. — 'Abd

Tkeophorous

peace

Abd

"
;

in

Damascus.

Esh-Shalom (half Heb.), " Slave
of good health "
Abd Allah

El-'Afiab, " Slave

;

(used as au alternative for Obadiah, Heb.), " Slave of God."

B:

Class

(a) Names denoting Consecration
Names derived from Religious

(b)

Shammjls, " Servant

Class
"

Professions

or

Occupations.

;

—

a Synagogue or of a Eabbi " (among
Kahiu (Arabic), " Priest " Cohen (Hebrew),
Rhazzan (Hebrew), " One who leads the prayers."
of

= deacons)

Christians
" Priest "

Beings or Religion

to inferior

;

;

;

C: Names of Angels, Saints, and Heroes.
Abraham " Ishak, " Isaac " Israil, " Israel "
;

;

— Men. —Ibrahim,

;

Aryil, " Ariel "

;

AshAr, " Ashur "
EliahA
Elias, " Elijah "
Imrad and MCxrad,
" Mordacai " Binyaraln, " Benjamin" Burro, "Abraham "; Gabrah,
" Gabriel "
Danyal, " Daniel "
Dadd, " David "
Raftbin,
"Reuben"; Rafail, "Raphael"; Zakkai, (Neh. vii, 14); Selman
Sallm, "Peace" (an Arabic name so common tliat it forms
10 i^er cent, of the total); Shabti, "Shabatai" (Heb.), a Biblical
name, Neh. xi, 16
(applied now to one born on the Sabbath)
Sulaiman, " Solomon " Sahyfm, "Zion" 'Azzar or 'Ezra, "Ezra"
Philo
Mfisa, " Moses "
Harlln, " Aaron "
Hannen Lawi,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Levi";

Yasiii,

the Kur'an)

"Judah";

(a

YashA'

;

Yusif,

;

common Moslem name;
"

Joshua

"
;

"

Ya'kAb,

"Joseph"; El-Yashar

;

title of

Jacob

(Heb.),

a chapter in
"

YahCida,

;

"The

straight,

righteous."

—

Women. The commonest first name is Laila, which literally
means night, but is considered as equivalent to Leah.' It is obtained
apparently by first making a diminutive, like Lailay, and then
altering into tlie familiar Arabic word for "night."
Amllia,
"Emily"; Tirah, "Esther"; Rahtl "Rachel"; Rachlo, "Rachel"
(dim.); Rifka, "Rebecca"; Sai'ah, "Sarah"; Surrayah, "Sarah"
(dim.)
Miriam Miro, " dim. of Miriam."
;

D

;

—

—

Names. 1. Colours. Aswad, "Black"; Bimbajji
Pink Hamrah, " Red " Hudr, " Green " (used among Jews
and Moslems as an equivalent of Elias, i.e., Elijali. A boy who is
called Hudr is addressed indifferently by that name or Elias, and
vice versa.
Among Christians Hudr = St. George. See under the
same class in the previous list)
Samrah, " Brownish "
'Abadt,
" Very dark "
Blanco (Span.), " White."

Class

:

Descriptive

(Turk.),

;

;

;

;

:

'

In Jerusalem, however, Esther

is

the conimonest

Jewesses, and such names as Eeina, Eegina, Malakah,
to this most highly honoured of Jewish queens.

name among the Spanish
mean queen, and refer

all
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—

•1.
Bodily Qualities. (a) Excelleucies or Neutral Qualities.
* Hasnali,
Bahy, * Bahyah, " Beautiful " * Gamtlah, " Beautiful "
" Beauteous "
* Zahiyah, " Beautiful "
Shabb, " Youug man "
Sliablb6
Shabtbiih, " Youthfuhiess "
*8afiyali, "(Jlear"
Tawfl,
"Long, tall"; 'Aftyah, "Health"; Fahi^ "Fair in complexion";
Kami), "Complete, pei'fect"
Kaltfim, "One very small made"
(colloquial);
Mash'ary or Masli'arani, "Hairy, foul"; Nazli,
"Beautiful";
Nakki, "Pure, clean."
{h) Defects.— Agradah,
" Naked " (applied to a man specially who has no hair on his face
such a one brings ill luck as the proverb says, " Meet apes in the
morning better than hairless ones"); Boslii, "A poor man -with a
large family (mean man) "
Dardiyah, "Toothless" (coll.) Eahman,
" One to be pitied "
Zar, " To have only a few liairs "
Sim'a,
"Something heard,'' one miys " tS'-tm^at/'io musk taibeh" rs equivalent
to saying he has a bad name
Shakin, "Skin disease"
'Atik or
'Atikah, " Old " (an antiquity), (applied to a man whose dress is old
and shabby) * 'Argah, "Lame" 'Amash, "Weak sighted " Kafif,
"Blind" Mamrfld, "Diseased."
Mental Qualities.—* Anisah, " Polite "
3.
Bizbaz, " Active,
strong" Bussah, "A spark of fire" Tambal (Tanbal), * Tambaleh
;

;

;

;

=

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Lazy, stupid"; Halfl, *Helweh, "Sweet" Pica (Span.),
Habir, " Experienced "
Haflf, " Light, easy going "
Dana (Pers.), " Learned," also " Wife "
Raiki, " Clever, limpid "
* Rahmanah, " Merciful " * Rahmah, " Mercy "
ZakJ, " Clever "
(Turk.),
" Rich "

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

" Docile

;

Simha

;

" Rejoicing "
Simhayah,
(the
Ashkenazim of Jerusalem apply the former only to male children
but the Sephardim to females)
Salamah, " Peace "
Shaka,
"Misery"; * Salliah, "Virtuous"; Akil, "Clever"; *'Afifah,
"Chaste" * Kuwaylsah, "Nice" Labtb, *Labibah, "Intelligent"
Macli, "Sharp like a knife"
Mustuk, "Trustworthy" Mukaddas,
" Holy" (in Jerusalem Coptic pilgrims from Egypt are always called
by this term) * Nabihah, " Intelligent."
4. Habits.
Barbfir, "Mucus" (applied, under the name form
Abti BarbAr, to one whose nose is always dribbling)
Hami, "Hot,"
Rahwani, " One who walks like an ambling horse "
^.e., in temper
Sliattah, " One accustomed to take an outing in the country "
Tashtash, " Fizzing as when water is poured on tire " Teshi, " To
hiss, also a drizzling rain "
Tautah, " One who swings himself from
side to side in his walk "
'Adah, " Custom "
Muhfi, " Shoeless "
Nuttah, "One who hits with his head"; Hawwash, "One who
Silis,

"

;

and

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

excites discord."
5.

"

—

Unclassitiable Descriptive Words.
Hubb, " Love "
Habr,
"
Rami, " One who throws or shoots " Suriir, " Pleasure "
;

News

;

;

;

Shukhu, " His chip, notch " Sahib, " A friend, owner of a property "
Sawlah, " Power, rule " Taifah, "A sect or paity " Miuyan (Heb ),
" Congregation "
Tayyarah, " Kite " (a toy)
Fakur, " Poor
lyubt^li, " My acceptance "
Kobah, "Regret for something passed
;

;

;

;

""

;

;

;

;
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away" (also means a cup) Muhallali, "Made
"His kingdom"; Nashkab, "A. good smell";
Shimtov, "A good mime " (Heb.).
to, equal to"
;

sweet''

Mulkalm,

;

"Similar

Nazirali,

;

Class

E:

—

Bedawi, "Bedawin"; Baghdixdi, "Of
Na^nes.
Haiali, "
quarter or street " (of the city) Hasbixni,

Territorial

Baghdad

A

"
;

;

"From Eiver Hasbaney " "Halabi, "Of Aleppo" * Durziyah, "A
Durze woman " (either literally one who has become a Jewess, or,
metaphorically, a term of reproach); Aslikaua;cy, "Russian Jew";
;

;

StanbAli, " Of Constantinople

"
Shami, " Of Syria or Damascus "
"Of Safed " Sidawi, "Of Sidon"; 'Agami, "Of Persia"
'Ain Tabi, "Of 'Ain'Tab"; Fallali, "Peasant"; Kubursi, "Of
Cyprus " Kurdi, " Of Kurdistan " Karaky, " Of Kerak " Kubabiya,.
"Of Kubab"; Lisboni, "Of Lisbon"; Mughrabi, "Of Algiers":

Safadi,

;

;

;

;

;

;

"

Mfirali,

"

Greek "

Of Greece

"

;

" Austrian "

Namsawi,

;

Shiloah (Heb.), " Siloam

;

Greco (Span.),
France (Span.), " French or

"
;

;

Spanish."

The following are doubtful:
Ladany, " Latin
Class

F:

man

baggi),

;

and

Tayy^n, "

" Tobacconist "

"One who

Dagagati,
"

"

— Shiifan

Kiilm, "Of Crimea";

;

Spanish).

Trades,

Titles,

indolent

" {i.e.,

;

Occupations.

A

"

Thellash,

Thellag,

sells

— Al-'Azari

dealer in figs

;

"

(? Pevs.),

Tumbakgi

A

seller

(or

snow

of

or keeps fowls, a poulterer"

"An
Tum-

;

"
;

Galla{i,

One who sharpens knives

with a grindstone)

" (usually wandering about in the streets
Hashi, " One that fills
Haris, " Watchman "

;

;

up " (the man who stands in the centre and waves his sword in a
Bedawin dance is so named) Hawi, " Snake charmer " Haddad,
" Smith "
Haly waiii, " One who sells or makes sweets " Hallab,
"Milkman"'; Hallak, "Barber"; Habbaz, "Baker"; Halifah,
;

;

;

;

" Successor "

Hayj'at,

;

" Tailor

"

;

Dabbas,

" Seller

of

dihs

or

Dabbak, "Bird-lime maker"; Dallal, "Auctioneer";
Dayyan, " Moneylender " Dhabbah, " Slaughterer " Ra'i, " ShepRuzzi, " A rice-seller "
herd "
Pawi, " NaiTator of news "
Ra'wah, "Goatherd"; Reina (Span.), "Queen"; Regina (Span.),
"Queen"; Saik, " Donkey- driver " Sa'ati, "Watchmaker"; SurAgi,
" Saddlemaker"; Sakkal, "A polisher" (applied ordinarily to one
who smooths down plaster on walls); Sink^ri, "Tinker": Salhagi,
"One who removes dung"; Shfibaii (Persian), "Shepherd"; Saigh,
" Goldsmith "
ubban, " Soap seller or maker ";
Subbagh, " Dyer "
Sarraf, "Money-changer"; Sarmatgi, "Shoemaker"; Stifati, "One
who works in wool " Tahhan, " Miller " Tayyan, " One who mixes
and cari'ies mud for the mud roofs of the houses " 'Abd, " Servant
or slave"; 'Abd es-Samak, "Servant of the tish" (fishmonger or
fisherman)
'Attar, "Perfumer"; 'Allafi, "One who feeds animals";
Paris, "Horseman"
Kamaligi, " Corn merchant " Kibriti, "Dealer
in matches "; Kassab, "A maker of embroidery "; Kinafgi or Kanfagi,
treacle";

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Maker

of kinafah

"

(a sisecies of native pastry);

Kallas,

"Lime
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burner or

seller "

makes ready
(the

"

coarse

"

Lalil.iam,

;

Butcher

(an entertainment)

made

])ickles,

'

Mu'addeb, " One wlio

;

Muhallillatj, "

;

59

extensively from

Maker

"

of pickles

turnips,

cucuml)ers,

and beetroot, and sold in the streets)
Ma'nulri,
"Master mason"; Malakah, "Queen"; Ma ww^s, "Cutler"; Naggar,
"Carpenter"; Nakkctsh, "A stonecutter" (locally applied to one
who roughens the surface of a millstone which has worn smootli)
cauliflowers,

;

;

Nawwah, "A professional mourner"; Nawwas, "Jester"; Sinior
(= Seuor) (Span.), "Lord"; Siniora (= Seiiora), "Lady"; Bolisa
(Span.), "Lady "
Boulangy (= Bonlanger) (Fr.), " Baker" Halfau
;

;

(Heb.), " Money-changer."

—

(r :
Names Derived from Objects.— (a) Parts of Body. Uclhn,
Ear" 'Ayiln, "Eyes" Shakim (Pers.), "Belly."
(b) Animals and Parts of Animals.— Garadali, "Locust"
Asian,
" Lion "
Gahsh, " Donkey colt "
Gamal, " Camel "
Harazah,
" Coral," also " Bead " (coll.) Hamamah, " Dove or pigeon"
Hauli,

Class

"

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

"

A

;

or other such animal, a year old

"

Uai'k, "

Cockerel"
Dubbah, "Bear"; Dik, "Cock"; Dubbauah, " Fly "; Dhlb, *Dhlbah,
"Wolf"; Siryadu or *Siriadeh," Camel"; Salwl," Quail"; Saraakah,
"A little fish"; Shahln, "Falcon"; Shibl, "Cubs"; Shibli,
"Cub"; SCis, "Little chicken"; Kabwat, " Intestines " Kamawas,
"Litestines of a bird "; Kirkfir, " A lamb "; Kalab, " Hydrophobia ";
Kalaib, "A little dog"; Liubard (= Eng. Leopard), "Anything
spotted black and white"; Liunardo (= Ital. Leonardo), "Lionhearted " Nimfirah, " Leojiard or Tiger."
(e) Plants
and Parts of Plants. Arazah, " Cedar "
Bizrah,
little calf,

;

;

;

;

—

;

Seed " Balah, " Dates " Tanfibah, " Pitch tree "
(iaridah, " A
palm branch stripped of its leaves
also " Squadron of horses " and
"A register of taxes" Hilrah, " Poplar tree " Rummanah, " Pomegranate "
Zahr, " Flowers "
Zaitfiu, Zeituneh, " Olive "
Sha'ir,
"

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Barley" 'Addas, " Lentils'" Kash, Kasheh, "Straw" Katran,
" Tar " (applied usually to one who has a bad smell about him)
Keraz, "Cherry"
Lauz, "Almonds" Nahlah, "Palm tree."
(d) Names derived from Geology, Chemistry, and Astronomy.
Atash (Turk.), " Fire " Badriyah, " Beautiful like the moon " (also
meaning "First born"); Turab, "Earth" (meaning also "To be
poor and miserable ")
Hibr, " Ink "
Iladid, " Iron "
Hufrah,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Ditch,"

"Grave"

;

;

Ratlfah,

"One

;

of the heated stones in a fellah's

oven on which bread is laid for baking" Zauadah, "The piece of
used to strike against a flint, making a spark " Sahl, " Plain "
(also meaning " Simple ")
Sabfin, " Soap "
Sahrah, " Rock "
Tasah, "Metal cup"; Vapfir, "Engine"; Karkfxr, "A black
;

steel

;

;

volcanic rock

common

in

Damascus

;

'"
;

Nigm,

" Star "

;

;

Nada, Bellah^

Names of foods applied to persons are often nicknames referring to their
fondness for the food specified.
'
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"Wetted") Nisslm, "Breeze"
Sou of a stone."
Names Derived from Food. Haker,

"Dew,"

(<also

;

(Sp.), "

Lapis
(e)

Ben Labez

;

—

"

(?

= Ben

Mixed butter and

to a small child" (perhaps reference to Isa. vii, 15)
Kishk, " Dried laban," i.e.,
Aish, " Bread "
Shfirabah, " Soup "

honey given

;

;

;

sour milk like cheese.

Names Derived from Money.— Binto (Egypt.

(/)

Arab.), "

A

Feddah Fedda, " Silver."
Saltah, " A kind of
{g) Clothing, Weapons, and Ornaments.
woman's jacket " Surwal, " Trousers " (Bedawins often call a man
Tobabo
Sharashif, " Sheets "
wearing trousers Abu Surwal)
pound

in gold

"

;

;

—

;

;

(= Tobabeh), "Leather

;

bootlace."

Building Materials, Musical Instruments, Furniture, &c.
"Pack saddle," " Carpet " Dahrag, "A stone that rolls"—
Tabl, " Drum " hence
hence one with a short, rounded figure "
empty, foolish 'AmCid, " Column " applied to one who is tall and
Muzrab, " Water-pipe " (in Damascus particularly the
straight
(/i)

Halus,

;

—

;

—

;

;

the streets and discharge water from the
Naieh, " Double-reed flute " (the tlute of Daniel iii, 7, in

that overhang

pipes
roofs)

;

the Arabic translation.)
Ababy El Bodig ^
{i) Miscellaneous Unclassifiable Words.'
Bahw^s An'adib Gasha Dandtaf Dangur Sawaleh (dim. of

—

little piece)

Sulh, a

Makiuo

Mandfui

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fiana Gabishon j^ Kakim
Mlta (Heb.) Nassarib.

Kusto

;

;

;

Kaslika

;

;

—

Circumstances of Birth. (a) Date of Birth.
Shaklkah, " Tenderness, or born at
Spring season "
twilight" Subhiyah, "Morning" (one born early morning) 'Aidah,
"Born during a feast" Mugharib, "Evening, sunset," (possibly time

Class II :

Names Derived from

— Rabi',

"

;

;

;

;

of birth

African)
"

The
(6)

;

;

or

may be

Halal, "

short for

New moon "

Mughraby,

i.e.,

(time of birth)

;

Westward North
Hamesha (Heb.),

fifth."

Expressive of Primogeniture, or Circumstances of the like

Badriyah, " Early, firstnature.—Aftaha, Fatahah, " Firstborn "
born " (also means having the shape of the moon beautiful) Bikri
and Bechor or Bechora (fem.), "Firstborn."
given from God. Ishliadah
(c) Description of the Child as
Shahadah, " Begged from God " Gubrau, " Mended," e.g., for a child
Dadani (Persian), " Gift " 'Atlyyah, " A
rt-placing one who died
gift " (applied especially to a boy who arrives after long waiting).
Baki,
{d) Good Wishes to the Child or Pleasure at the Birth.
"The remainder, abiding"; Barakah, "Blessing"; Sa'id, *Sa'tdah
"Happy, fortunate"; Simuntar, "A good sign"; Sabri, "My
;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

^

Some

of tliese have, uo doubt, been iucorrectlj transcribed,

reason cannot be
^

^

now

identified.

—

Perhaps connected with Spanish el botiga, " the shop."
name of a large and important family in Palestine.

Tlie

and

for that
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patience" (possibly a child born after long waitinsj or prolougefl
labour); 'Awazali, "Need"; Fattali, "Opening victory"; GanihAr,
"Multitude," but very probably from a place near Damascus Farag,
;

"Relieved from trouble

"

"A

happy child"; Marhabah,
" Welcome "
Nasri, " My helper "
Nasr,
Guarded victory "
Sasson (Heb.), "Happiness"; Hephas (Heb.), "Guarded"; Cheim
(Heb.), Vida (Span.)
Yahyah (among Moslems equivalent to
Yoliannah) Aish and Aisheh, all meaning life or living.
(f) AVords
of Endearment
Names Derived from Precious
Objects.— *IIab6beh " Beloved "
Hablb (mas.), " Beloved " Eaflk,
"Partner"; *'Azizah, "Beloved, dear"; *Ghaliyah, "Expensive,
precious"; Fahri, "My pride"; *Faridah, "Unequalled"; Nfxry,
"My light" (or more probably gip^y) ^LfiW, "Pearl"; *Miready
from Mircado (Span.), meaning "Bought" (i.e., a child bought by
prayer) Amado (Span.), " Beloved " *Diddiya (Heb.), " Darling."
Fariwah,

;

'"'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Names Expressive

(/)

*Ha.slbah,
"

"

;

Enough"
Cut

to the

oif,

Displeasure at the Child's Birth.
" Sufficient "
*Hamna, " Our emptiness "
Shaba',
(enough children) Kusur, "Broken fracture" *Makto',

forsaken

"
;

*Mazal

"

(Span.), "

Chance " (probably referring

of getting a giil).

Names Expressive

(ry)

;

;

;

bad luck

of Zaki

of

(a family

name)

;

Ba'Ii, "

—

*Imra Zakkai, "Mother
husband " " Giddi, " Grand-

of Relationship.

My

;

father"; Yabo, Ya Abu (lit.), "Oh
father" (the man we
with this name was so called because he habitually uses
addressing people).
!

It
list

is

noteworthy that comparatively few

are genuinely Hebrew, most of

of the

them being

names

in the

know
it

in

above

Asiatic, Spanish, or what-

We

ever the modern tongue of the bearer may be.
could easily add
other sources to each of the sections into which the

many names from

We

lists have been classified.
thought it better, howevei", to
confine ourselves to a complete analysis of the sources at our disposal, as
these were sufficiently extensive to illustrate all the common types, and

above

the relative frequency of the several classes.
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CoNRAD Schick.

Since Robinson's work on Palestine, the traditions relating to sites
have received comparatively little attention at the hands of scholars,

who have
later

them to be merely the sayings of
when studying a locality in the
and minutely, I have, however, often

too often considered

monks.

From

time to time,

light of its history carefully
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conchisiou

reached the
entirely

that

ST.

the

traditions

are,

after

often

all,

This was the case whilst investigating the old

correct.

the birthplace of St.

question of

JOHN THE BAPTIST.

accordingly, to present

my

John the

and

Baptist,

I

heg,

evidence in the following pages.

For about 180 years Juttah, a village a few hours south of
Hebron, has been considered to be the native town of John the
it at 'Ain Karim, a village
and a half hours west of Jerusalem, where there is a Convent
John and a remarkable ruin called Mar Zacharias. AVhich is

Baptist, whereas tradition has placed
on1e
St.

the true

site

?

was a

Zacharias, the father of John,

Abijah (Luke

i,

priest of

was announced to him, and the child was born
In what place was his home 1

Now,

Luke

in

and went into the

i,

the order of

In the Temple of Jerusalem the birth of a son

5).

39, it

hill

is

said

:

"

And Mary

in the priest's

home.

arose in these days,

country with haste into a city of Judah, and

entered into the house of Zacharias and saluted Elizabeth." Behind,
the pioneer of the

modern geography

as his opinion (about

of the

Holy Land, put forward

180 years ago) that Juttah might be the city

Juttah is mentioned in
of Judah, regarding it as a proper name.'^
Joshua XV, 55, as a city of the tribe of Judah, but afterwards
The conjecture of
allotted to the priests (Joshua xxi, 13-16).

Beland was adopted by many others.

Even Robinson, the hero

of later geographical study, says, in his Palestine

his

is

rejected the tradition Avhich locates the

Karim.

But

this

view

is

home

p. 193),

(iii,

no groimd to doubt the soundness of Reland's
authority was followed by nearly all subsequent

there

ojiinion

;

writers,

that

and

who

of Zacharias at 'Ain

untenable for several reasons

:

The dentals in Juttah and
1. The name does not fully agree.
Judah could scarcely be confused. Nor can we suppose that the
became softened to d in course of time, since the t in the
hard
/

form
p.

96)

V. Stark (Palestine and Syria, Berlin, 1894,

One cannot imagine
wrote a T instead of A,

says

Evangelist)
2.

j^reserved.

is still

"

:

that

the

copyists

(or

the

After the Captivity of the Jews, Juttah was no longer a

priestly city, but Idumsean.
'

A

large proportion of the Israelites

Blaikie, Bible Histort/, p.

354 (London, 1873).
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brought by Nebuchadnezzar into Chaldea (2 Chron. xxxvi,

Avas

17-21), and the bulk of the people went with Jeremiah to

Egypt

and the country became empty and nearly void
of inhabitants, as Isaiah had predicted (xxiv, 1-4).
After the
Captivity, we leai-n that the returned Jews settled not only in
Jerusalem, but also in their former cities (as far as they were not
already inhabited by Idumpeans). From Neh. xi, 20, and vii, 73 it
(Jer.

xliii,

1-8),

they reoccupied not only Jerusalem, but also the
" They dwelt from
In Neh. ii, 30 we read

clear that

is

country places.

:

Beersheba unto the valley of Hinnom."

and

Juttah

is

located Avithin

might be thought that it was repeopled by
but this was not the case, for among all the cities in
priests again
which the Jews settled Juttah is not mentioned. Those priests
who were not able to settle in their former cities had to find other
places, and doubtless selected sites nearer to Jerusalem, where
They would naturally prefer to live
there were no Idumpeans.
amongst their own people than with strangers, and so the ancestors
of Zacharias might very well have settled in 'Ain Karim with the
this district,

it

;

consent of the leaders in Jerusalem.

That the greater part of the priests were settled near Jerusalem
from Neh. xii, 27, where it is said, "And at the

3.

we

perceive

dedication of the wall of Jerusalem they sought the Levites out of
all their places, to

bring them to Jerusalem, to keep the dedication

The

with gladness."

priests

were near at hand, and so perhaps the

ancestors of Zacharias dwelt in 'Ain Karim, certainly not in Juttah.

But the question may be asked, why not
instance, at Hebron 1

Now

4.

and

so

it

Jerusalem

is called,

But

was buried

in that part of

Judah.

this

some other

city

in 2 Chi-on. 25, 28, " City of

has even been supposed that

Jerusalem.

at

cannot be, for here

Mary
it is

—for

Judah,"

saluted Elizabeth in

only said that Amaziah

Jerusalem situated in the territoiy of
Priests had certainly not lived near tombs.
Further, as

Bethlehem so often bears the additional name Judah (Ruth i, 1, 2,
xix, 1, 2, and 1 Samuel xvii, 12), so Bethlehem
But Bethlehem was not a city of priests, and

Judges xvii, 7, 9,
might be meant.

cannot be considered.
Others, again, have thought of
Hebron, which had been originally a priestly city, and remained
So Sepp, who, however, has no valid
so after the Captivity.

hence

reasons to support his view.
are weak, and

it is

His references to Rabbinical views

noteworthy that although there are to-day many
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ancient sites in

Hebron

ST.
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none are called after

itself,

St.

John, or

Zacharias, or Elizabeth.

When

5.

the

Jews had become

conquered the whole land

of Idumsea,

more powerful, Hyrcaniis
and forced them either to be

But where could they go 1
circumcised or to leave the counti'y.
So they yielded to become outwardly Jews, but inwardly they
The Roman governor Gobinus confirmed
were their enemies
Hyrcanus in his rule, and the country became divided in five parts,
each with a high court. But Idumsea was ruled sepaiately, and
Herod (the Great), by birth half an Idumeean, when king of the
!

Jews, made his brother-in-law, Kostobarus, a real Idumsean, ruler
of the

whole

As the Idumneans hated

of Idumaja, inchicling Gaza.

Jews, Jewish priests would scarcely find a tolerable

the

Idumsea, and one

may

place for Jewish

priests

to

Zacharias, not only a priest,

life

in

Hebron would be the last
reside in, much less Juttah, and so
but a pious Jew, like his wife, would

conclude

that

probably live nearer to Jerusalem.

So imi3ortant a place as the home

6.

his

John the Baptist and

of St.

pious parents, the scene of those solemn psalms

^

of the

Testament, would always have been esteemed and kept in

by

Surely,

tradition.

we may

—was

something

suppose,

—a

New

memory
place

of

by Jews or by Christians to
mark the site with which the Saint's name would always be
But we find no tradition either in Hebron or in
associated.
prayer, a church,

i^c.

erected

Juttah, but only at 'Ain Karim.
large

modern Mohammedan

Robinson describes Juttah
on a low eminence, with

village

round about, but he mentions no mosque, church,
neither

Reland), nor
its

condition

present

the

even the name

having been the birthplace

it

nor
of

Juttah

nor

history

its

John the

ruin, &c.

tradition

bears

Baptist,

Indeed,
(before

witness to

and

in these

remains to consider the arguments in favour of
at 'Ain Karim.

circumstances
locating

of

as a

trees

it

II.

According to tradition 'Ain Kai'im, a village one and a-half
hours' walk west of Jerusalem, was the
Elizabeth.

home

It is fully described in the Memoirs,

add the following remarks
1

:

Luke,

i,

46-55, and

i,

(58-79.

of

Zacharias and

and

I

would only
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many

vineyards in the neighbourhood.

Bibles
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and takes
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name from

its

the

not mentioned in onr

is

the cities conquered by Joshua (Josh, xv, 21-63), but

appears in the Septuagint with eight other

this district.

It

was

cities

—

all of

allotted to the tribe of Judah,

and

them in
as Ain

appears as a city of Judah allotted afterwards to the priests,

Lievin de-

Hamme

{Guide

to

Ghent, 1875,

the Hoi// Places,

p.

252)

Karim as the ancient Ain, a sacerdotal village of the
tribe of Judah (Josh, xv, 32; xxi, 9-16).
But this 'Ain was
apparently situated in the south of the country, and is always
connected with Rimmon, so that this supposition cannot be correct.
"What we know is that after the Captivity and the Return of the
Jews from Baliylon the children of Harim are mentioned in
Xehemiah vii, 35, and the question arises May this refer to
Karim 1 Personally I doubt it. We may feel sure that 'Ain
Karim became repopulated by Jews and probably by priests, as
regards 'Ain

:

new places on account of the
There was a natural preference for Jewish territory
near to Jerusalem, where there were no Edomites.
2. There is near to the present village 'Ain Karim a church and
they were obliged to look for
Idum.Tans.

convent, dating back before Crusading times, and about 10 minutes
ilistance
is

on the

hillside

beyond the ravine and

a remarkable ruin, bearing the

name Mar

its

copious spring

Zaeharias, the country

tells ns, where Mary saluted
and where the latter hid herself with her son from
the soldiers of Herod when they were sent to kill the children.
Having, therefore, two clues I am of opinion that the tradition is
correct, for if at any later time the site was created on the strength
of later theories, only one place would have been established as the
" house of Zaeharias " mentioned by the Gospel,! .^^^([ ^^^ ^^y^
places.
8epp calls it a " riddle." This riddle existed already in
Crusading times. The Abbot Daniel (1106 A.D.) speaks of two
diiferent places, and all subsequent pilgrims follow him.
Con-

house of this priest, as tradition
Elizabeth,

cerning the ruin of

Mar

Zaeharias, Tuliler {Topog. 1862, II, p. 355)

remarks that the view of

mind
The place, he says, is surrounded
by a wall, and the chief building was 24 metres long and 15 wide
the walls are very thick, and some vaultings and arches are very
strong, so that they might have stood more than 1,500 years.
this remarkaltle ruin causes in the

of the Christian painful feelings.

;

1

Luke,

i,

40.

E
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According to Tobler they were built between
Chosroes
has been,

As with

The place
restored, and

II.

so

many

was ascribed
of St.

a bell

and

Constantine

cleared of debris, the lower church

tower and a convent built over

it.

churches in this country the l»uilding of this also

In 'Ain Karim Ave have, therefore, old

to Helena.

and in addition to this the
John and Zacharias, together with the tradition, have

remains just as one

names

now

is

led to expect,

is

been carefully preserved.

But

3.

wei^e

in regard to the

entitled to ask

as I

name

other places bearing the

know

Hebron

which

there

is

them

of

has been contended that there

it

name
is

one

of Zacharias, so that

As

really the authentic site.

is

far

one near the plain, and another near the old
^

'Ain Kai-im, but not a house

road, three hours south of

and desolated city on the top of a hill,
which may mean House of Zacharias
it is mentioned in 1 JNIacc. vi, 32.
I have visited the place and
found no feature or name which one would expect to find had
it really been the true site of John the Baptist's home.
In this
happens
that
several
villages
Ijear
the
same
name.
country it often
4. From Luke i, 39, we learn that the house of Zacharias was
In
in the " hill country," hence some special district is meant.
Jer. xxxi, 15 and Matt, ii, 18 this hill country is mentioned under
the name Bamah, " height," and means the neighbourhood of
remains.

and

is

It

is

a ruined

called Bet Iskaria,

Bethlehem.

Josephus in

;

Bell.

Jud.

the land of Judea was divided into

and gives

us

their

names.

3, tells

iii,

11

a

Pliny,

10 toparchies, but wdthout Idumtea,
find that the latter gives Orine, for

us that in his time

toparchies, Idumsea included,

few

years

later,

Comparing the two

gives

lists

we

which Josei3hus has Engedi, but

Engedi being an isolated place on the shore of the Dead Sea, could
never have been a toparchy, and must have been included in
Herodion. It seems to me, therefore, that Josephus, knowing that

Engedi had celebrated vineyards and an 'Ain, or spring, and 'Ain
Karim, meaning the "vineyard spring," made some error, and
wrote down 'Ain-gedi (Engedi) instead of 'Ain Karim. To this view
I

was brought when reading the pilgrimage

Daniel (a.d. 1106), where he says that

of the Russian Al)bot

four A'ersts from the
monastery (the Convent of the Cross) to the house of Zacharias,
it

is

which is situated at the foot of a mountain west of Jerusalem in
house John the forerunner was born. He states that a church
;

this

'

See Memoir, p. 27 (24).
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occupies this place, and half a verst thence, on the other side

mountain towards which Elizabeth

of a valley full of trees, is the

The

ran with her son, and the mountain opened for an asylum.

A small

place of this event was to be seen in the rock in his day.

there, and a spring of flowing water opens out
The mountain lies west of Jerusalem, high, and covered
with forests, and surrounded by numerous valleys, and its name,

church

Ituilt

is

hard by.

he observes,

called Orine,

is

i.e.,

" hill country."

From

all times, called

destruction of Jerusalem, 'Ain
district, or

We

the "hill countr3\"

the Orine

we may

this

was always, and

see that this part of the environs of Jerusalem

see, further, that after

Karim was the

toparchy, and was

chief place of this

then,

most probably, a

Even the Crusaders kept up the custom, and

piiestly city.

this district the " hill country," viz.,

at

the

called

Baldwin gave the
\illage of Bethafafa, about three-quarters of an hour south-west
This ^'illage was situated
of Jerusalem, to the Knights of St. John.
in

Montana,

the

ancient

Montana.

This

Orine.

concurrence

tradition

of

John and the home of Zacharias places its accuracy
almost beyond all doubt.
5. The tradition placing the birthplace of John the Baptist at
'Ain Karim goes back to the early Christian time without interrupEusebius and Jerome are, however, silent on this matter.
tion.
Sepp (I, p. 652), says that Antonine (about 600 A.D.) mentions a fine
regarding

St.

church called Zacharias in the neighbourhood of Philip's Spring.

Of Abbot Daniel I have already spoken. Eugesippus (a.d. 1140)
mentions this place, and places it four miles from Jerusalem

also

and

six

from Bethlehem.

descrilied the

Convent

of

Theodorich (A.D. 1172), after having
the

Cross, proceeds to state

"

:

From

wood (or forest)
John lived." These

here one comes to the place of St. John, in the

where Zacharias and Elizabeth the parents
mountains were called Belmont, also
thus keeping

up the

is

Montana,

From Brocardus

in 1280
mentioned by several writers.

old idea throughout.

to Maundeville in 1697 the place

of

(as already stated)

Even the modern Eussian name appears

to

me

to preserve the

ancient designation Orine.
6.

The

desert of St. John.

Karim, on the southern side
village Sataf,
it

a

little

explained

is

a cave in a rocky

spring called Habis.
ffabs,

About

" prison,"

half

an hour west of 'Ain

of the large valley Surar, opjiosite the

or

cliff,

partly

artificial,

In the N'ame Lists

(and

this

is

(p.

better)

and below
295)

it

is

" religious

E 2
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endowment" (i.e., cell). Tradition makes it to be the place where
John was living, meditating, and preaching in the desert. Above
the cliff are the ruins of some buildings and of a little church. This
But people rightly ask,
indicates that the tradition is an old one.
How can this be the -sWlderness in which St. John preached and
baptised, as the site is no wilderness, but a very green and wellcultivated place?

Sepp, for example, even

calls

temple, and cannot imagine that pious Christians
aside all

common

the

building a

would

so put

sense as to locate the Avilderness of the preacher

" And the child grew, and
But in Luke i, 80 we read
waxed strong in spirit, and was in the deserts till the day of
Here it is only said that as John grew
his shewing unto Israel."
^^p he did not mix with people, but preferred to be in solitude,
studying and meditating, till he took up his call. It is, therefore,
by no means improbable that he came here, living for days in the
wood and in the cave. In the Bible the word " desert " does not
always mean a wilderness in the full sense of the word. Thus,
according to Matt, xiv, 13, 15, Mark vi, 31-.36, Luke ix, 10-12,
here.

:

Christ fed the five thousand in a desert not far from Bethsaida
but, as
7.

John

(vi,

10) says, there

In early days

men

filled

was much grass

with the

spirit of reverence

longer or shorter periods into a wilderness.

biography

;

there.

went

for

Josephus says in his

(like John) had
and studied the three sects of the Jews
Having heard of an eminent
Saducees, and Essenes).

(ii,

1) that

he being a son of a priest

a great desire for learning,
(Pharisees,

man

living in the wilderness, clothed with a Coat

made

of the

bark

and eating plants growing in the desert, and bathing in
cold water, he went to him as his pupil, in order to study at his
So he was with him three years, and at the age of nineteen
feet.
he went back to Jerusalem. It is not impossible that many men
followed the example of John and Josephus from time to time.
We do not know John's age when he went into the wilderness, but
we may with good reason suggest he was over twenty. He went,
apparently, to the wilderness of Judah (Joshua xv, 61, Judges i, 16),
the western steep descent to the Dead Sea, wath its numerous rocky
and dry gorges and valleys. Those who advocate the view that
Juttah was his birthplace think of that part of the wilderness east
of Juttah ; but as John was not only preaching, but also baptising,
and hence was called "John the Baptist," he must have selected a
Such a place is only
part of the wilderness where there Avas water.
of trees,
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ancient Chcrith, where also

Elijah (the forerunner of John) lived for a time.

Even when Jesus

was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, tradition locates it in the
same region. How long John stayed here we do not know, but it

may have been

several years.

The reason

that he left this

jilace, it

can only be suggested, was either that the brook Ijecame dry, or

whom he had pronounced to be a
" generation of vijsers," were al>out to take measures to stop his

that the rulers in Jerusalem,

He went

i:)reaching.

then to the other side of the Jordan, which was

not under the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrin, but under King Herod
Archelaus,

who

him and heard him gladly

" liked

At Bethabara (John

i,

28), or at the ford of the

"

(Mark

vi, 20).

Jordan, very

many

people passed there, so he could proclaim his message to man}-.

R^sumi and conclusion.

8.

I think,

From

the above paragraphs

it will,

be clear that neither Jerusalem, nor Bethlehem, nor Hebron

can be the city of Juclah in which John the Baptist was born

;

moreover it cannot be Juttah, since neither its name nor its history
lend any support. On the other hand, in 'Ain Karim we have the
support of the name, the tradition, the history, and the locality,
viz., in

the mountain or

there can be

little

hill

country.

Hence

in these circumstances

question that the required site can only be 'Ain

Karim.

NOTES ON BIBLE GEOGBAPHY.
By

Colonel C. R. Conder, R.E., D.C.L., LL.D.

{Continued frain

^^

Qnurterhj Statement" 1904, y^ 388.)

n.

Zaretax.

This site, which seems to have given great difficulty to the later
Hebrews and to the Greek translators, is important in connection
with the question of the stoj)page of the Jordan on the occasion
of the first entry of the Hebrews, under Joshua, into Western
Palestine.

It

is

generally allowed

that

the passage must

occurred on the line between Shittim (Ghar
(Jiljulieh),

es Seisahdn),

have

and Gilgal

opposite Jericho, and thus near the present ford called

Mahhadet Hajlah, from the town Beth Hoglah (near 'Ahi Hajlah),
or otherwise El Mishr^ah (or El Mashr^ah), which appears to mean
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7.0

" the watering place."

But

as to the point of obstruction of the

off, by Adam the city
and Adam is generally placed at Ed Ddmieh,
about 20 miles further up the river, measuring from the ford. This,

river itself,

is

it

described as " very far

.that is beside Zaretan,"

as has been before noticed in the Quarfcdy Stakment of the Palestine

Exploration Fund, was also the place where an actual obstruction
of the river

by an Arab writer to have

stated

is

Zaretan, therefore,

thirteenth century A.D.

Whether the

vicinity.

may

(Gen. xiv, 2)

Adam

was

the

same

Admah

is

in the Vatican

very evidently

impossible.

Zartanah

(LXX

as

be doubtful, but both were in the Ciccar or

of the Septuagint, where, however, the reading

corrupt and

occin-red in the

to be sought in this

The name Zaretan does not occur

Jordan Valley.^

MS.

city

is

(1

reads

Kings

iv,

Solomon's provinces,

12) seems to be the

and

Sfro-«0«('),

is

same place as Zaretan

noticed in connection with one of

roughly coinciding with the tribal

lot

of

Baana ruled in " Taanach and Megiddo, and all Beth
Shean, what is near Zartanah, below Jezreel, from Bethshean to
Abel Meholah {^Ain Hehceh), as far as the ford of Jokneam " (Tell
Keimnn) the latter being at the foot of Carmel. Again, we find
Zarthan (1 Kings vii, 46) noticed in connection with the " clay
ground (LXX, ~«xf' "V"^ 7 /ys) between Succoth and Zarthan"; or,
Issachar.

—

as

we might

read, " the fat soil of the red land," or even " the fat

Adamah."

The

site of Succoth is usually placed at Tell
Talmudic identification), east of Jordan,
and just north of the Jabbok River, and therefore not far from
Ed Ddmieh. This again places Zarthan just where Zaretan is to be

soil

of

Derdla (following the

sought.

The

LXX

reads

'Eeip'i

in this passage.

It
J The cities of the plain (Ciccar) are usually sought near the Dead Sea.
however, remarkable that near the Damieh we find several names suggesting
a connection, such as Tcdat 'AmraJi, "Ascent o£ Gomorrah," south of Kurn
Surtubeh; Wudij Saddeh (answering radically to the Yalley of Siddim) and

is,

;

Wddif el-Humr, "the valley of bitumen" {cf, "slime pits," Gen. xiv, 10).
Moreover, we have an ancient Salein in the liills immediately to tlie west, and
The only
Salem seems to have been near Sodom (Gen. xiv, 17, 18, 21).
objection to putting the cities of the plain so far north seems to be found in
Gen. xix, 28, as Abraham "looked towards Sodom and Gomorrah" from
Hebron. The great battle (Gen. xiv, 10) miglit have occurred near Admah,
as the kings "went out" (8), but Sodom itself should lie somewhat further
south, and near Jordan, on account of distance from Zoar {Tell Shdghiir) {see
Gen. xix, 15-23). It should be noticed in this connection that the sun must
be high before it lights the Jordan Valley and Zoar.
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the corresponding passage in Chronicles (2 Chron.

111

the casting of the Temple vessels

is

said in like

manner

iv,

17)

to have

occurred in the Ciccar or Jordan Valley, in the clay lands (or fat
lands of Adamah), between Succoth and Zeredathah
so that either

we have

(LXX

^(iin^foOa)

name

a copyist's error for Zarthan (which

the Ijetter established, as occurring in three passages), or the
of the later

In the

Hebrew

home

Zereda, the
(1

Kings

of

Jeroboam, which was in

others,

One of them is
Mount Ephraim

The Septuagint (Vatican

Gophnah.

not only in this passage

after verse 24,

two

distinguish this site from

seems likely to have been the present Surdah,

It

xi, 26).

south-west of
^«/>//>«,

we must

sometimes been confused.

has

it

dutlt

stands for danatJi, and Zardanah for Zartanah.

place

first

with which

;

is

text)

gives

the additional passage,

l)ut also in

which is not found in the Hebrew. If Sarira were
we might think of the ruin of Saira, just east of

the true reading

Shiloh, as being in

Mount Ephraim but this can hardly be the
The village of Surra, west of Shechem,
;

proper position for Zaretan.
is

not in the lot of Ephraim, and appears inadmissible for either
the ancient

of

Zererath

sites.

(Judges

Midianites

down

vii,

the

The second site to be distinguished is
22), where we read of the flight of the
valley

Jezreel,

of

" as far as Beth-shittah

(Shatfah), towards Zererath, as far as the lip (or terrace) of Aljel

Meholah."

This place

appears to have been at
to

mean "pebbles"

'Ai)i

Hehfi'h

though

it is

is

is

therefore too far norths as Abel

'Am

"loose stones" (Arabic Sardr).

or

the ford called

replaced by the Araljic Shin, yet

and Sherar may be connected,
stones at the rapids.

home

of Elisha (1

his

Hebrew

it is

Kings

xix, 16)

(" the rapids
letter Tsade

Close to
"), and
would ])e
1

not impossible that Zererath

since the

Abel ^Meholah

used thus naturally to pass

was

esJi-Shenlr

not very likely that the

Meholah

The name Zererath appears

Heliveh.

is

Jordan near here

is full

of

noticed yet again as the

who, on his journeys to Carmel,

Shunem

house at Ophel (" the tower,"

(1
1

Kings iv, 8), near which
Kings v, 24), probably the

present 'Afaleh.

To return to Zaretan the name, it may be noted, does not
appear to be translateable in Hebrew, and this may be the reason
:

why it seems to have puzzled scribes and translators. The Assyrian
may perhaps throw light on the word (lni!J)) 'ind so help

language

the identification.
In Assyrian tanu has the meaning of "great" or
" strong," being directly borrowed from the Akkadian tan, or dan,
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which has that meaning, and which compares with the Turkish root
meaning " thick." This word occurs even in the Bi])le, Tartan

ion,

(2

King

xviii,

17

;

Isaiah xx, 1) being the Assyrian tar-fami, derived

from the Akkadian

known,
(n!J) to

Exod.

far-clan, or

a military title.

If

we

come from the root
25

iv,

;

Ezek.

iii,

"great

chief,"

and

lieing, as is well

supposed, therefore, the

first

"^1^ (as in the case of the

element

word

"^jj,

the meaning would be a " sharp point

9),

and Zarthan or Zaretan would mean " the great peak."
It may be noted, in j^assing, that even the name of the Jordan may
have a similar derivation, as meaning the "great river" (not, as
or " peak,"

usuall}^ explained, " the

There

is

descender ").^
one " great peak " which forms the most conspicuous

feature of Jordan Valle}' scenery, namely, the
rises

immediately west of

valle}''

Ed

from the Samaritan mountains.

Siirtubeh is ancient, since the place
{>iee

Neubauer's

Geofjro.phy of the

the border of Samaria.

which

I

It is

Knrn Sminheh,

is

We know

that the

new moon.

Talmud) as a Iteacon station near

even possible that the beds of ashes

monument on this peak are the
which the Jews used here to light at the
The word might be rendered "goodly peak," and thus
fires

answer to the older name Zarthan, " the great peak."
so approj)riate that

is

Eiver Jordan

is

The

position

has long been supposed that Zaretan

be identified with this "horn of Surhtheh."
of the

name

mentioned in the INIishnah

found, in 1874, at the

remains of the beacon

is

Avhich

Ddmieh, on a spur jwojecting into the

thus apparently to

The
])e

is

to

place of stoppage

found about 20 miles
river, and

north of the place of passage where Israel crossed the
is

described as " very far

ofiT,

by

Adam

the city that

is

beside

Zaretan."
III.

The Battle of Gibeon.

The topography of this episode has been discussed of late by
two Avriters, namely, l)y INIr. J. Harvey (in the Churchman,
November and December, 1903), and by Mr. E. W. Maunder, the
astronomer (in the Sunday at Home, February, 1904); and both
It is
these papers have Ijeen kindly sent to me by the authors.
not proposed here to discuss in detail what is meant (Josh, x, 12-13)
by the expression that the sun was "dumb." The word (QTl) is
applied to inanimate objects (Hab. ii, 19), and the Eabbis even
'
In Gen. i, 10, 11, the name Yor-dan appears to apply to a branch of
the Nile ("the great river"), as the Jordan cannot be intended.
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nature into three classes

divided

(including stones and metals).

on Jer.

The term

x, 8.)

Dumah, and

I

l)elieve

—animal,

(See

vegetable,
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and dumb

Kimchi, quoted by Buxtorf,

applies to places in the desert, such as

in Arabic

also

it

means "dark,"

like

the

Assyrian damn, so that we might read the couplet from the Hook
of

Ymhar

—

" Sim be dark by Gibeon,

And moon

bv Yale of Aialon."'

On the other hand the second word used in the passage (10^7),
and rendered "stayed" (verse 13), and again "stood still," appears
to have no other meaning than " to remain " or " l)e stationed."
It is usually assumed that Joshua was standing, when he spoke,
between Gibeon and Ajalon, near Bethhoron, and that he was able
It is not very
to see both the two places named in the couplet.
certain where the name " Vale of Ajalon " should be supposed to
apply.
There is a broad valley east of the village (of YaJo) which
INIr. Maunder
But the important point to
note is that nowhere between Ajalon and Gibeon were both places
visible.
The coimtry rises west of the latter town (along the
" going up to Beth-horon," verse 10), and Ajalon is 2,000 feet
below Gibeon. We are not told where Joshua was standing, but
the episode comes after the account of pursuit to Makkedah
Mr. Maunder points out that, for the sun to be
(Josh. X, 10).
rising at about 17'"^ S. of east, and the moon (near the full) setting
at 17" N. of west, as indicated b}- the position of Gi]>eon and
AVady Selman, it is necessary to suppose that the time was the

drains north to the main valley {Jrdily Selmdn), which

supposes to be the Vale of Ajalon.

autumn.
].)Ut

This he regards as too late in the year of Conquest
by Israel is not

the time spent at Gilgal, Ai, Shechem, &c.,

defined; and

it

is

naturally occur in

notable that a hailstorm (verse 11) would more

autumn than

in

summer.

It is clear

from the

narrative that the battle occurred later than the spring, since Israel

only crossed Jordan at the time of the Passover.

Both these writers come to the conclusion (independently) that
the event recorded was the ol)Scuring of the great lights by the
As regards the difticulty that arises from notice of
hailstorm.
a return to Gilgal (Josh, x, 15)

it

does not occur in the Septuagint at
It

may

is

remarkable that

this verse

all.

be remarked also that Gibeon, Ajalon, and Makkedah

are almost exactly in the

same

latitude.
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As regards Makkedah, which
(" the caves

"), I

which

letters,

clear
-of

if

Sir C.

believe that this city

Warren

is

places at

El Mughdr

the Makida of the

Amarna

The name of
otherwise spelt.
The

usually supposed to be Megiddo.

is

Megiddo occurs once
topography

GEZEll TABLET.

and

in these tal^lets,

is

have attempted to show) becomes

of the letters (as I

Makida be placed at Makkedah ; and, as regards the form
it is worthy of notice that the Greek gives MuKfjca.

the name,

IV.

Sinim (Isaiah

xlix,

This land

12).

is

popularly regarded as

being China, which seems highly improbable as being outside the

The ancient Akkadian name of
and the meaning of the term

usual limits of Bible geography.

Elam was 8I-NIM,

"

the high land,"

was equivalent to the Semitic Elam, or "high land."
the Greek translators

words

ncpaCcv

7>ys'

t/t-

knew

this identification, for

— " from the land

Apparently

they render the

of the Persians."

V.
Sephar (Gen.

x, .30),

a "mountain of the east,"

and the boundary

of 'the south branch of the Semitic race, appears to be unknown.
The recent discoveries at Susa (Shushan, east of the Tigris) are

held to prove the presence of the Semitic race in Western Elam at
;
and on one of the bricks found at Susa a place

a very early period
in

Elam

is

mountain

SI-FAB, which may indicate that the
mountain chain) of Sephar was that which bounds
the Tigris on the east near the mouth of the river.

noticed called

(or

the Valley of

NOTE ON THE GEZER TABLET.
By
I

AM

K

Colonel C.

obliged to the Rev.

excellent rendering

of

Conder, R.E., D.C.L., LL.D.
C.

H.

W. Johns

(to

'Ammurapi's laws) for

whom we owe
his comments.

an
I

eponym
have only two remarks to make :— (1) That
known
be
would
that
he
was known in Assyria it does not f oIIoav
Ijecause the

iri

Gezer

TV,

;

(2) That,

this has

ofAccadian

though there

no importance.

The

is

AL

for
authority for reading
still remains the causation

sign

verbs, whichever sound be adopted, as

Lenormant's Etudes;

as to

distinct, but the meaning

is

Nmlu and Nathan,
the same.

the

is

clear

roots

from

may

be
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CENTUKIAL INSCKIPTIOXS ON THE SYPHON OF THE
HIGH-LEVEL AQUEDUCT AT JERUSALEM.
By Major-General

The

Sir

Charles Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.G.,

cl-c.

Hanauer on the tnlics of the stone
by 'Sir. Dickson near " Kachel's
same group as those ^^^^^'li^^^^ed ))y

inscriptions found l»y Mr.

syphon
Tomli,"

(Fig.

1),

to

I)eh)ng

1

Fig.

discovered

1.

the

—Disjointed

Tubes of the Stone Syplion.

The huter
Clermont-Ganneau and Father Germer-Durand.names of five centurions Pomponius, Severus, Quartus,
The new inscriptions ^ may be read
Vitalis, and Aurelianus (?)
{centurw)
(cenfnrhi) Voleri{i), Aernili{ani) (Fig. 2, p. 76), and
XafiiJ'is,
the "century commanded by Valerius Aemilianus " and
i\L

—

furnish the

>

p.

>

—

'

Qitarierli/ Statement, 190-i, p. 296.

"

Reciteil d^Arch. Orient.,

119 sqq.
•*

A

;

Echos

(V

voL

ir,

tliird inscription is illegible

have been forwarded.

p.

20G sqq.

;

Quarterli/ Statement, 1901,

Orient, December, 1901.

on the photographs and squeezes wliich

6

CENTUEIAL INSCEIPTIONS AT JERUSALEM.

the " century

commanded l)y Natalis." Mr.

authority in this countr}^ on

Eoman

F. Haverfield, the highest

antiquities, informs

me

that

they are centurial inscriptions of the ordinary type, and such as
occur by scores on the Eoman wall Itetween Newcastle and Carlisle.

They denote

that the

labour,

native

centuries, with the aid possibly of forced

two

The natural

stones occur.

the work in which the
inference from the series of " centurial

constructed that part of

stones " found in the syphon

Fig.

The

military.!

lettering

E05

•

is

date

rude,

2.

is

that the aqueduct

— Centurial

of

the

ICLEMENTff",

Eoman, and

Insfi-iptiou.

inscriptions

but need not

is

l)e

late;

is

The

uncertain.

explanation

the

in Quarterly Stafemeni, 1901, pp.

119

of
sqq.,

almost certainly wrong.
It is possible, however, that the " High-Level Aqueduct," with
its inverted stone syphon, is pre-Eoman, but very extensi^'ely

is

1

Mr. Haverfield points out that

river in the course of a
le

Rhone

Vitruvius,

\,

tliere

Roman aqueduct

was an inverted syphon under

at Lyons.

384; Merckel, Ingenieurtechnik

viii, 6.

He

tlit-

refers to Lentheric,

ini ^//e;V/;K»),

pp. 560, 562

;

and
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There are examples of similar syphons
Asia Minor which are
usually supposed to l)e Clreek; and the syphon in the Jerusalem
acjueduct may have been constructed liy (4reek engineers^ for
lepaired

by the Eonians.

Laodicea, and other places in

at Patara,

Herod the

may

It

Clreat.

he

reasonaljly

which Josephus gives-

description

fountains of Herod's fortified

of the

palace in the

from

inferred

"

the

gardens and

irrigated

Upper City

"

that

they were provided with a constant supply of running water
and the only known conduit capaltle of delivering a steady stream

water at the recpiired level

of

Roman army

Before the
filling all

the

" High-Level

tanks and cisterns within

the

the ac[ueducts so as to

and

is

Aqueduct."

closed round Jerusalem the Jews, after

the

city,

would

lireak

increase the difficulties of the besiegers

;

quite conceivable that a large portion of the stone syphon
was destroyed at this time. "When Jerusalem fell, and the " Upper
it is

City " was converted into a

Legionary Fortress, the complete

restoration of the " High-Level Aquechict "

and its stone sypho)i
must have been a matter of j^rime importance to the garrison
and it is possible that the centurions mentioned in the inscriptions
were officers of the famous Tenth Legion, Fretensis. If the "HighLevel Aqueduct " be not Herodian, the arrangements for the supply
of water to the royal palace and its gardens must remain for the
;

present an unsolved mystery.^

A

closer

examination than has yet been made of the rock-heAvn

portion of the conduit, and,

mencement

syphon,

of the

is

if

possible, of the tubes at the

very

desiraljle.

If

com-

the " High-Level

Acpieduct" was originally military and Roman, inscriptions will
be found, probably, in the rock-hewn channel, in the filtering tank,-*
and on the stone tubes on the slope of the hill south of " Rachel's
Tomb."'

It

may

be added that

Mr. Dickson has very kindly

secured one of the inscribed tubes for the Fund, and had
to

Jerusalem
'

;

The CTidence

of Greek influence

Wailing Place and of
- B. J., V.
4, § 4.
•*

The

it

T)rought

the others have l)een destroyed.

tlie

base of the "

is

very apparent in the masonry of the
of David."

Tower

conduit, of which poi'tious have been found outside and inside the

walls, to the north of the citadel, appears to

surface drainage only

;

and the

supjjly

hare been for the collection of
from the BirJcet Mamilla would have

been insufficient for irrigation.
''

A

rock-hewn tank for the deposition of sediment before the water entered

the syjihon.
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EXCAVATIONS OF THE GERMAN PALESTINE EXPLORATION SOCIETY AT TELL EL-MUTESELLIM IN 1903.
By Major-Geuenil
TrJl

Sir

Charles Wilson, K.C.B. K.C.M.G., &c.

el-MuteselUia, generally identified

Megiddo,

with

lies

on the

direct road from Haifa to Jemn, abont 20i miles from the former
place,

whence

it

can easily he reached in

lOf miles from Jeiun.
its

summit one

obtained.

The

of the finest

At the

hill is

snmmer by

carriage,

and

a prominent landmark, and from

views of the great plain of Esdraelon

is

foot of its eastern slope runs the great road from

Northern Syria to Egypt, which, after passing through the ruins at
Lejjvn, some 1,400 yards to the south, crosses the hills by a lowIn summer, camel caraA-ans from
pass to the plain of Sharon.

Hamath and

the Euphrates Valley

may

ancient road to the markets of Egypt.

be seen

To

still

following the

the right of the road from

two natural recesses
reservoii', lioth in
and
large
a
mark the sites of a Roman theatre
with Arab and
ridge
is
covered
south
the
Towards the
ruins.
and here it is
Bahr
cd-Ddr,
name
bears
the
and
Roman ruins,
the Tell to Lejjiin runs a rocky ridge in which

separated from the extensive ruins at Lejjtin by a perennial stream
which rises at 'Ain es-Sitt in the fFady Lejjiin. Ruins and tomlis are

almost continuous from the Tell to the hills south of Lejjun, and the
whole forms one of the most extensive fields for excavation in
Palestine.

Dr. Schumacher,

continuously

who was

from April

1st

in

charge of the excavations, worked

to

IMay

29th,

1903.

The ground

covered by the ruins, including the ridge and Lejjiin, Mas surveyed
on a scale of -g qVo ; ^ contoured plan on a scale of ^ J^q was made

and special plans on the y^^ scale of the ruins discovered.
The summit of the Tell measures about 758 feet from north to
The east side is the
south, and 1,033 feet from east to west.
to be the site of
might
prove
that
it
hope
the
in
highest, and here,
They disclosed
opened.
trenches
were
trial
first
the
an acropolis,
of the Tell,

the existence of a wall of large stones, tentatively ascribed to the
mound.
fifth century B.C., surrounding the highest part of the

Beneath this was older masonry, which it is lielieved formed part of
gateway of the ninth or tenth century B.C. and at a lower level
At the edge
the debris of an earlier period, as yet undetermined.
a

;

EXCAVATIONS AT TELL EL-MUTESELLIM.
of the Tell

was found a well-coursed wall
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of sun-dried l)rick,

appears to have l)een the oldest enclosing wall of the
bricks are of yellow clay,

and they contain small

which

cit}'.

The

jjarticles of diorite

and chopped straw.
Not far from the gateway a small "holy place," surrounded by a
3-foot wall, and divided into chambers, was uncovered.
In it were
three mafjxehdfh, four jars containing infant skeletons, such as have
lieen found at Clezer and Taanach, a rude limestone god, apparentlv
of Egyptian origin, a few " Horns eyes," and other figures.
A little
further south several jars containing infant remains were found

leaning against an old wall. They were surrounded with fine ashes
and covered with stones. Other infant burials were discovered at the
foot of the brick wall.
In every case the. mouth of the jar containing the infant was covered by a bowl, and in some instances small
jars were buried with the child.
The mode of l>urial is similar to
that at Gezer, but the form of the jars seems to be different.

More
hewn stone

to the south, a well-preserved burial vault with walls of

and a covering

heavy stone

was l)rought to light. In it
men, Imried with the heads
to the east, and in six cases face downwards.
A grave opened on
the south side of the Tell produced undoubted Egyptian remains,
including an Egyptian head of red burned claj^, and a finely-worked
vessel with three legs, of dolerite.
At the south end of the Tell
were also found a finely-painted Egyptian incense A'essel, and two
of

were 10 skeletons, mostly

slabs

of full-grown

standing stones, each bearing a rudely-chiselled early Helirew, or
Phoenician letter.
At Lejjun several clay bricks with the stamj) of
the sixth Legion, Ferrata, were obtained.

On

Septemlier 20th the

excavations were resumed under the

direction of Dr. Benzinger, with the support of a grant of <£1,.300

made by the German Emperor.

A

closed for the winter.
1.3

feet deep,

was commenced

carried southwards.

On December

1st the

trench, 65 feet 7 inches wide
at the north

Amongst the

finds

end

of

were walls

work was
and about

the Tell

and

of sun-dried

standing on foundations of from four to five courses of
medium-sized unhewn stones, a seven-spouted Jewish lamp, painted

brick

pottery sherds, &c.
of pottery

was

A

pre-Exilic toml) with a very rich assortment

also opened.

Excavations were recommenced on March

-tth, 1904, with from
Very interesting and even important
discoveries were made, but no report of them has yet appeared.

180 to

190 labourers.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
By Joseph Offord,
1.

A Xew Egyptian

tlie

body

Place-List in Northern Syria.

of the newly-discovered chariot of

Mnseum,

Cairo

tlie bas-reliefs

is

a

Esq.

list

of the various tribes

in stucco delineated

upon the

— Upon the

interior of

Thothnies IV, now in the

whose defeat

is

depicted in

panels.

a further addition, portraits are presented giving the facial
of each of the jjeople enumerated, so that we have a
pictorial ethnographical dictionaiy of various Semitic tribes.'
The list referring to Syria contains six names, and heads. These
names all appear to be those of North Syi'ian sites between the Orontes

As

physiognomy

and Euphrates, and should enable us, by a collation with other texts of
Egyptian conquests in Western Asia, to establish the position of each
of these cities or districts.

The names given

are Naharina, Sangara, Tunipa, Shasu, Kadshi, and

first is undoubtedly a tract of country, not a city,
and bordered on the Euphrates.*
Sangara. Thothmes III speaks of a king of Sangara as if it were a
district, saying that, on leaving the king's place, he, on his return
journey to Egypt, passed the city of Niy whilst Tiglath Pileser I calls a
Hittite prince of Carchemish, Sangara. Adad-Nirari and Shalmaneser II
mention a river Sangara, but Samsi-adad claims receipt of tribute from
the land of the Singuriai, so Sangara may have been the territory
bordering on the Sangara, or Sanjur, river.
Tunip is universally agreed to be the modern Tenneb.
The Shasu are siqjposed to be the Bedawln or North Arabian nomads

Tikhisa.

Of these the

—

;

of those days.

Kadshi is pi-obably a variant of Kadesh.
Tekhis, or Takhis, which almost certainly is identical with the Tikhisa
of this chariot list, was near the Orontes, it seems to have been the title
both of a territory and a town for Thothmes III records capturing
' Anrathu, a city of the district of Tikhis "
whilst Amenophis II
si>eaks of taking " the city of Tikhis with seven rebellious chiefs among
;

;

its garrison."

The

last

Pharaoh associates it with the city of Niy, which,
upon the Egyptian, or southern, side of

as has been mentionedj lay
Sanijara.^
"t)"^

also a number of negroid or Nubian tribes.
[Probably the Nahrima or Narima of the Amarna tablets, c^). AramNaharaim. Ed.]
See the new volume edited by Messrs. Howard Carter and Percy Newberry
of the Catalogue General des Aidiquites 'Egypt ieiiues clu Musee du Caire,
1

There are

-

•*

No9. 4G,001 to 46,529.
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Name for Canaan and riulistia.—Jn
2. The Egjiptian
volume of the Bulletin of the French Aroliii^ological Institute

first

tlie

of Caiio,

M. Chassinat wives a text referring to an interpreter probably accomHe was specially
panying an Egyptian array or travellers to Syria.
interpreter of two languages therein

The

evidently

first,

part of

its

^

/7^

Canaan,

Hebrew name,

(^

"^i.

•

r-^^

much more

a

is

]i^55,
•'*

CqI

and

r^AO

than

P^''^^*^-''

usual

the

fi'^^'^l'y

^^^^^

correct

counter-

Egyptian

^^^ Egyptians,

form,

when

speaking of Pakanana, meant not merely a fortress but the Biblical

Canaan.

.

The second name corresponds letter
Menepthah and Rameses had given it in
Cpp
it

ll

for forming

(

I

^

.

If

from

this

letter

for

with

jlti^So

;

their

inscriptions, amplified

we deduct

the signs embodied in

an ethnic, we obtain either

r^^^

The

is certainly identical with the newly-found title
whose language the interpreter spoke, and is the name

rendering

final

of the district

of the Philistine region south-east of Palestine.

3.

vol.

In the Nouvelles Archives de Missions Scientijiqites
1903, p. 678, MM. Rene Dussaud and Macler,

X,

et

Litteraires,

among many

hundreds of new Syrian inscriptions, give one referring to the restoration
It was
of Pagan worship in that province by the Emperor Julian.
" Under the reign of Flavins Julius
discovered at 'Anz, and reads
Emperor Augustus the sacrifices have been renewed and the temple
restored and consecrated in the year 25G, the 5th Dustros." In their
notes the travellers point out it was in a.d. 361-2 Julian's instructions
were promulgated, the edict being issued at Constantinople, December
:•

11th, 361

text

;

—

therefore 256 of the era of Bostra

shows that by March

is

5th, a.d. 362, the order

361 or 362 a.d.

The

had been some short

time before received in the Hauran. We know the Heliopolis temple
was reopened in April or May, and that of Daphne in October, 362.
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NOTICES OF FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.
The Biblical World, published by the University of Chicago, 1904. —In
1903 a friend of the University offered a substantial sum of money to
be available annually for five jears for exploration and excavation in
Bible Lands. On tliis offer was founded the Oriental Exploration Fund,
which obtained a finnan for excavating at Bismya, probably the Isin or
Nisin of Babylonia. Work has been commenced on the ground and the
results have been very promising.
Dr. Masterman concludes his wellillustrated paper tm the " Feasts and Fasts of the Jews."
Those included
in the

volume are the Day

of

Atonement, the Feast of Tabernacles,
of Purini, and the Feast of the

the Feast of Dedication, the Feast
Passovex\

In an interesting, illustrated

article,

Professor S.

I.

Curtiss,

the lamented author of Primitive Semitic Religion of to-day, gives the
result of his examination into the survival of primitive institutions in

Syria and Palestine during the

summer

of 1903.

Under

the heading

Mr. C. W. Votaw notices
the restoration of the Temple proposed by Dr. Sanday and Mr. Waterho\ise in " Sacred Sites of the Gospel."
In " How was the Curse of
Jericho FulfiUerl," Professor Theodore F. Wright, Hon. Secretary General
of the Palestine Exploration Fund in America, basing his remarks on
Mr. Macalister's discoveries at Gezer, points out a probable explanation
of Joshua vi, 26, viz., that wdien the wall was commenced the body of Hiel's
eldest son was placed beneath the foundation stone, and that the body of
his youngest son was buried under the last gate that was completed.
"

The Temple

at Jerusalem in Jesus' Day,"

—

Additional reports on the excavations at
Vol. xxiv, Nos. 1-5, 1904.
Bismya, where a large marble statue has been found far below the ruins
Three lines of an inscription in the most archaic
of Naram-sin's time.
character give the
(pp. 377-379).

of the temple, the king, and the city— Udnun
interesting ^laper, " The Levitical cities of Israel in

name

An

by Professor G. A. Barton, shows
work for the Fund at Gezer.
Dr Barton points out that the selection of Gezer as a Levitical city was
probaljly due to the previous existence of the Cauaanite " High Place,"
and that the other Levitical cities appear to have had a similar origin
tiie

light of the Excavations at Gezer,"

the importance attached to Mr. Macalister's

(pp. 167-179).

Inscriptions Egy23t'><'nnes

— Captain

du

Sinai,

by Eaymond

Weill,

in

Revue

a curious story of the recovery
of squeezes presented to the British Museum by Holland, Macdonald,
and others. The documents had been used by the late Dr. Birch when
Archeologique, 1903.

Weill

tells

to the Ordnance Survey of
and as the result of a search made at Captain Weill's request they
were found amongst a collection of private papers. They supply numerous

preparing his contribution to the "Notes
Sinai,"
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FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.
verifications

new

and corrections of

Amongst

texts.

at Sarabit el-Kliadini

Magharah
places,

La

;

and

and

iiisciiplions already ioiown,

and several

unedited stehe of Tliotlimes IV
inij)ortant inscriptions of the Vth Dynasty at
inscriptions of the Xllth .Dynasty at both

the latter are
;

some

bas-reliefs of the first three

Dynasties at Magharah.

Vase de Pkvstos, by E. Weill, in Rev. Arch., 19U4.

— It

is

argued

that the vase belongs to the Knossos period of Cretan civilisation

;

that

the persons represented on the vase are related to the "People of the
Sea " whose features are known to us from the monuments of the

XXth

Dynasty, and that, consequently, the Cretans of the Knossos
period and the " People of the Sea," amongst whom are the Pulusati, or
Philistines, ai'e closely related to each other.

Researches of the American School in Palestine, by Professor G. A.
series
Barton, Director 1902-3, in Journal of Biblical Literature.
of papers describing
(1) The Tombs of the Judges, which was cleared
out for the first time, and another rock-hewn tomb near it. In front

A

:

of

the

Tombs

of

the Judges there proved to have been a court, or

outer porch, measuring 10 by 9 metres.

(2)

An

excavation outside the

immediately west of the Damascus Gate. The
ruins are supposed to be those of a Servian monastery known to have
Some of the stones of the masonry have the
been in this locality.
characteristic diagonal tooling of the Crusading period, as to which
Professor Barton remarks that " evidence is altogether wanting, so far
as I know, to prove that this style of stone cutting first came into vogue
The diagonal tooling is found on the
in the time of the Crusaders."
stones of no building of undoubtedly earliei' date than the Crusades.
On the other hand it is to be seen on all or nearly all buildings of
that period, and it is found on Noi'man buildings in England accomThe natural inference is that the
panied by similar mason's marks.
western masons took their tools with them when they went to Palestine.
Professor Barton apparently considers that there is something peculiarly
Jewish in the marginal drafts so commonly seen on stones at Jeiusalem.
But the marginal draft is really a natural development in mural masonry
at a time when builders began to lay large stones in regular courses with
Large stones with marginal di-afts and rough
close beds and joints.
projecting faces are found in the Hittite (?) ruins at Boghaz Keui
stones with drafts and finely chiselled faces, equal to the best in the
"Wailing Place, were used in the construction of that temple of Diana at
Ephesus which was burned on the night when Alexander was born they
may be seen in some of the early buildings at Athens, and are reproduced
in stucco at Pomjieii. The smaller stones with drafts are common to many
(.*?)
of the medifeval castles in Europe.
Some tentative excavations on a
spot assumed by Mr. Hanauer to be the site of tSolomon's harbour at Jafi^'a
showed a water deposit reaching much lower than the sea bed near the
shore, but disclosed no trace of a harbour.
The two first papers are well
noi'th wall of Jerusalem,

:

illustrated.

POKEIGN PUBLICATION!^
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Two new Hebrew iveiffhts, by Professor G. A. Bartou, in Journal of
a brassy ''.'
American Oriental Society. (1) A unique weight "made
of bronze" which bears the inscription in oUl Hebrew chan
t~^
"Belonging to Zecliariah [son of] Yaer (Jaer)." It was pm
Jerusalem, and is probably a ten gerah weight. (2) A new weight ol uitype found by Dr. Bliss in tlie Shephelah. It, also, was purchased ai
Jerusalem, and weighs loSj giains.
-"I

(.'J

i.

Revm Bihlique, 1904.— No. 3 contains a well illustrated article by
Macridy Bey on the Turkish excavations at Sidon. Tavo tombs with
sarcophagi and funerary inscriptions, the site of a temple near Ilelalieh,
and some very interesting painted steke (found in 1897) are described.
There is also a valuable report by Fathei's Jaussen, Savignac, and Vincent
on the exploration of 'Jhdch, Eboda, carried out by the Ecole Dibliqiie
In 1871 Palmer
de St. Etienne of Jerusalem for the French Academy.
and Drake paid a hurried visit to the place, but their report {Quarterly
Statement, 1871) was far from complete. The Dominican Fathers have
now supplied a good plan, accompanied by a, full report, and numerous
phot(^graphs and plans of details. The most inteiesting features aie the
impregnable position of the city, the " high place," the supposed tomb
of the deified king Obodas, a Eon)an camp, a Byzantine fortress with two
churches, and a bath. Traces of Nabatiean inscriptions were also found.
No. 4. The principal featuie is an article, with excellent illustrations, by Macridy Bey, on his excavations in the cemeteries of Sidon for
the Imjierial Ottoman Museum. The first section is devoted to the

—

12 new painted s^e^ff, with figures of warriors and inscriptions of interest
from an epigraphical point of view, which were found at the south end
of Sidon, at the foot of a hill crowned by the ruins of an ancient
The stelxe are interesting arclueologically, from their bearing
fortress.

on the history of ancient painting, and historically fi'om the new informaIn a
tomb south of Tyi-e Macridy Bey found funerary urns containing human
lemains cremated in haste, which, he suggests, may have been the bodies
of soldiers who took part in the 13 years' siege (588-574 B.C.) of Tyre by
Nebuchadnezzar. The number also contains papers on Nabataean inscrip-

tion they contain relating to the composition of the Seleucid army.

tions in the

and

Hauran by E. P. Savignac, and on
by K. P. Vincent.

the excavations at Gezer,

Tell el-Mutesellim

Zeitschrift d. Deutschen Pal.- Vereins, xxvii,

4.

—The German Evangelical

commencing
Dalman, contributes to the present number of the Zeitschrift a careful and almost
exhaustive " study " of the Pass of Michmash, and of the ground between
He has come to the conclusion that the scene of
t/ci'a and Mukhmus.
Jonathan's exploit was at Khirhct d-Miktara., a little below the point at
which the bed of Wddy cs-Suiceiuit commences to be walled in by rocks,
and some distance higher up than elHu.sn the spot favoured by Colonel
Archaeological Institute at Jerusalem has lost no time in

good and much-needed work.

Its Director, Professor G.

—

FOKEIGN PUBLICATIONS.
Cond"!

Dr. Dal^uan's explanation of

.

tlie

85

presence of the Assyrians at

the direct road to Jerusalem

is well deserving
they intended to surjn-ise the city,
'ii'l shows that, under certain circumstances, they could have reached
"study" of the external
til" ridge of Scopus without being seen.
features of the " Tombs of the Kings," by one of Dr. Dalniun's students,

Miriiiu;i.-ih

of

(Isaiah x,

alteiitii'U.

He

2cS) off

suggests

that

A

a record of a useful and thoiough bit of work. The number also
map of Palestine by W. Wey, who
visited the Holy Land in 1458 and in 1462, by Professor Dr. Rohricht,
is

includes a valuable criticism of the

and a description

of the

Samaritan Passover by Dr. Moulton, U.S.A.

D.P.V. 1904. Nos. 3-5.— Reports on the excavaby Dr. Schumacher and Dr. Benzinger,
Meteorologit-al reports from Palestine and Jerusalem by Dr. Blanckenhoru the rainfall on the coast during the rainy season l!)03-04 was only
about one-half that during 1902-3, and at Jerusalem during the same
period it was 103, 7 nnu. less than the average. Snow fell on January 29th
and 30th, 1904.
Mitt,

tmd Nach

des

tions at Tell el-MuieselUni {see p. 78)

—

—

Nos. 6-11. Dr. Soskin concludes his paper on
1904.
There are also ])apers by Dr. Sandler on " Trachoma "
by Dr. Blauckenhoi'n on the establishment of meteorological stations
Dr. Schonfeld on
in Jewish colonies, and on the geology of Syria
by Dr. Sander on locusts and
cultivation in the Sinaitic Peninsula
by Dr. Warbuig on Jewish
the best means of destro}iiig them
and l)y Dr. Biau on tlie administrative
colonisation in Northern Syria
autonomy of Samos.
Altiieidand,

colonisation.

;

;

;

;

;

—

Das heUige Land, vol. 47, No. 4. A record of a journey in Sinai made
by students of the Biblical school at Jerusalem. Palestine in the 15th
century b.c. from the Tell el-Amarna Tablets. How far back can the
tradition that the Ccenaculum was the scene of the Last Supper be traced
back
The writer cites Peter of Sebaste (aVc. 380). Daily life of the
fellahin, illustrated by photographs.
l

—

Illustrated articles on the building of the Mary
Vol. 48, Nos. 1 to 4.
Church on Sion by the CTCimans, with good views of the works in
progress
on the building of the new German Hospice, on the Paulus
platz, outside the Damascus Gate
and on the life of the fellahtn in the
;

;

"

Land

of the Gibeonites."

Also an

article

on pilgrimages

to

Jerusalem

in the first four centuries.'

C.
'

W. W.

Shortly before wo go to press the Coiiunittee received from the Vieomte

F. de Saliguac Fenelon (of Toulouse) a copy of the great work iipju whicli he has

been engaged for many years, I'Arche,

The
scale.

subject

A

is

illustrated

le Tabernacle, et le Temple de Jerusalem.
by many plans and diagrams engraved to a large

notice will probably appear in a future

Statement,

number

of the

Quarterly
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NOTES AND QUEEIES.
1.

Mount

of

Zion

Zion.
01'

—

It is

proposed to show

Mount Zion

approximate position

the

(2)

Golgotha thereon.

of

has already been pointed out in the

It

the precise meaning

(1)

Old Testament, and

the

in

Qiiarterli/

Statement, 1881

show that Zion, and
the stronghold (of Zion) and the City of David are one and the
same place, being situated, according to Nehemiah, on Ophel (so
that six historical passages in the Bilile

p. 94,

south of the temple.

called),

Maccabees eight times mentions

1

Mount Zion, obviously referring to the temple or sanctuary
Thrupp errs), luit never Zion {Quarterly Statement, 1878, p.
term " City

using instead the
neither Zion nor
twice)

Mount

and names the City

Zion,

one passage, but

in

Aiifhpdtics the less precise

he

substitutes

often

182),

Josephus mentions

David."

of

(here

of

David (only

for

it

in

his

In the poetical and

term Jerusalem.

prophetical passages of the Old Testament, both Zion and

Mount

Zion have often a wider meaning, always, however, limited to the
eastern ridge

term

is

(Mount Moriah),

or

to its inhabitants, but neither

used as equivalent to Jerusalem.

I assert this deliberately, after

examining

all

the passages I can

which the terms occur, and after finding, to my
that the stock texts quoted to prove the contrary, with

find (over 130) in
surprise,

one voice, really support this view.

Some

five cases,

however, need explanation

"To my

(1) Is. Ixvi, 20,

contention seems, at

first sight,

instead of mountain.

As "the
means Mount Zion, my
The LXX, however, read

holy mountain Jerusalem."

holy mountain " in the Bible doubtless

city

:

to

fail.

Jerusalem

is

repeatedly called the holy

and Zion oftener the holy mountain. Mountain is obviously
a wrong reading.
It is
(2) Is. Hi, 8, " When the Lord shall bring again Zion."
The Revised Version, however, translates
hard to move hills.

city,

" returneth

to

(3) Zech.

daughter of

Zion."
ii,

7, "

Ho

Babylon."

" Escape to Zion "

(c«y

urged to return to Zion.

!

Zion, escape, thou that dwellest with the

The
'^livr).

LXX

here again give timely aid.

The Jews

in

Babylon are simply

NOTES AND QUERIES.
(V,

Ix,

i-i.

14,

"They

shall call thee the City of the Lord, the

Ziou of the Holy One of

This hardly needs notice.

Israel."

was litercdUi the City of David elsewhere
God, and its name may here represent

it

;

Jerr.salem represents

its

87

own

inhabitants, jnst

its

citizens in the

Zion

called the City of

is

New

as

Testament.

As the
(5) Is. xl, 9, "0 Zion that bringest good tidings."
Revised Version gives, "
thon that tellest good tidings to Zion,"
the apparent difficulty vanishes.
Wi'iters have urged

that Zion

that poetical parallelism frequently .shows

equivalent to Jerusalem,

is

O

Lord,

Psalms

Jerusalem,

cxlvii, 12).

that Zion
if

it

praise

"

e.g.,

with 1)lood and Jerusalem with inicpiity

thy God,

"

be clear to

Hebrew

" Praise

(Micah

To

Similar instances abound.

up Zion

build

again,

Zion."

the same as Jerusalem, seems to

is

They

;

assert

me most

the

10;

iii,

from

strange.

scholars, perhaps they will point out

this

But

why

the following should not also prove that Zion was Judah, and the
cities of

Judah,

i.e.,

that a small place was identical with the land of

a whole tribe, and also with

many

"Hast thou

thy soul lothed Zion

{h)

and

w^ill

?

Biblical approach to

Revised Version, Acts

"on Mount

(S.W.

Psalms

build the cities of Judah."

The only
to

"

hill),

up (Bengel,

in

Zion,"

iv, 27,

(h'c~c/inyei')

to

:

Ixix, 35, "

Also

God

xlviii, 1 1

to be

Judah, hath

will save Zion,

;

xcvii, 8.

Zion meaning Jerusalem

ii,

6),

may have

is

in

including the Upper City
been when Pilate sent Jesus

him (from Antonia).

that Zion had then begun to lose
eastern hill

iitterly rejected

in this city (which Alford says answers

Psalms

which Herod

Here are the texts

cities.

tested: (a) Jer. xiv, 19,

its

This might suggest

limited application to the

then, the change advanced further through Josephus,

until the Christians of the fourth century applied the

to the south-west hill alone.

As

name

of

Zion

Old Testament, Fergusson
(I believe) was right in not regarding Zion and Jerusalem as one and
the same place.
Just as Westminster may be part of London but
to the

not identical with it, so, I maintain, Zion was part of Jerusalem,
but never was identical with it. If this conclusion is correct, it
remains to be shown that while the sepulchres of David were at the
is

southern extremity of (Mount Zion), the eastern ridge, the tomb
of David's son was towards its northern extremity on the ridge,
east of the

Damascus Gate

{Quarter]// Statement, 1891, p. 255).

Rev.

W.

F. Birch.
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—

The differing forms of the Cypriote
which Mr. Macalister draws attention, are of no
import.
The round-headed and diamond-headed forms are more
common even than the flat-headed. I do not know why he should
assume tliat the coins inscribed ro and n>s{() should each weigh
" one rus."
Such an assumption is not at all likely, as no mmieral
2.

is

Weiglits.-

Cf/jmofc

character,

ro,

to

expressed in either case.

Maccahean stratum
must be of earlier

is

The discovery
The

of the

interesting.

new weight

Aveight

itself,

in the

hoM^ever,

date, since the Cypriote characters can hardly

be later than the age of Alexander the Great.

Professor A. H. Sayce.

3.

The Bronze

— The

Scimitar.-

bronze scimitar discovered

l)y

Mr. Macalister {Quarterly Statement for October, 1904, pp. 334, 335),
with its flanged handle, has the same shape as an Assyrian scimitar
with a similar handle now in the British ]Museum, which bears the
name of Hadad-nirari I (B.C. 1330). The latter has been published
in the Tranmctions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, iv, p. 347.

The form goes

l)ack to that of the

for instance, in a

Egyptian "khopesh," as depicted,

Xth dynasty tomb

at Assiiit.^

Professor A. H. Sayce.

—

Professor Petrie has kindly com4. The Egyptian Cylinder.
municated the following interpretation of the cylinder illustrated

g'^xa^xj^Tx^vgr^crvg^--^^^

in the Quarterly Statement, 1904, p. 336, "the keeper of the horses,
beloved of Set, Ara, having future life." The flower after a name
th dynasties, though generally for
is usual from the XlXth to

XXV

women's names. The set and the
Ijut probably must be read so.

1

[Prof.

Petrie,

in

a private

Egyptian XlXtli dynasty,
is

" horse " are not clear in the copy,

eonmninieation, remarks iLat the form

jierliaps

is

borrowed from abroad, althovigh the work

reminiscent of the Assyrian falcliion referred

to.

— Ed.J
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Committee desire to appeal very earnestly to subscribers
and their friends to assist them in completing the Excavations

Teie

Gezer as thoroughly as possible before the expiration of the
extension of time granted by the Sultan.
S^^i&cial donations

of

are invited.

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury has kindly consented
Annual General Meeting at the Royal
Institution, Albemarle Street, and has appointed three o'clock on
to take the chair at the

Friday, July 14th.

and
of

Tickets of admission will be issued to subscribers

on application to the Acting Secretary, at the
the Fund, on or after July 1st.
their friends

The Eleventh Quarterly Report on the Excavation
devoted

primarily

to

description

a

of

those

office

of Gezer

is

which

buildings

Mr. Macalister in the last report regarded as belonging to the
Maccabean period.
An interesting Greek inscription has been
unearthed which appears to refer to the " Palace of Simon," and if
the interpretation be correct, there seems to be good reason to believe

with Mr. Macalister that the discoveries made at Gezer durins: the
last three months are immediately connected with the conquest of

Gazara by Simon the Maccabee, an account of which
Maccabees xiii. It is unfortunate that the inscription

I

so

clear as

given in

not
could be desired, but the archaeological evidence is

confirmatory, and one

may hope

may

1)ring

special donations to the expenses of the Excavation of

Gezer

more epigraphical evidence

The

is

itself is

comprise

the

following

:

that further excavation

to light.

— Walter

Morrison,

Esq.,

£50

;

Lord
G
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Amherst of Huclviiey, £21 ; Charles Lewis Brooke, Esq., £20
Miss Rohinsoii, £5 ; Henry
Vaughan Morgan, Esq., £10
Wagner, Esq., £5; small donations, £13 15.*.;0^/. £124 15,s. 0(7. in
liringing the total up to £974 8.s. 2^/.
all
S.

;

:

;

Suliscribers are
in this

warned against purchasing from

dealers,

particular

which have been excavated by the Fund.

sites

antiquities found in those sites

foimd by the

by the

officers

come,

Tombs
number

from which

work containing a

that

the Fund's latest

full description of

the Painted

at Marissa w411 probably be issued by the time the present
is

in the

hands of subscribers.

plates, several of

The volume contains numerous-

which are coloured; these

internal decoration, the painted friezes,
are, further,

illustrate the tombs, their

and the

inscriptions.

There

24 figures in the text, consisting of plans and sections^

facsimiles of graffiti

work

are

the diggers be discovered and punished.

lest

are glad to be able to announce

publication of a

All

digging of natives are, when sold by them to

illicit

dealers, invariably attributed to sites other than those
the}^ really

Fund

the

of

over to the Turkish Government, and any

scrupulously handed

We

whether

country or in Palestine, any antiquities as coming from

of the Kev.

and

inscriptions, &c.

Dr. Peters, of

New

Munich, both well-known archaeologists.

The

letter-press is the

York, and Dr. Thiersch, of

The former

contributes a

general introductory account, whilst the detailed descriptions of the

tombs are by both authors, as also are the complete edition of the
Greek inscriptions and graffiti, and the discussion of the eras.
Dr. Thiersch gives a valuable chapter upon the place of the tomlis
in the history of art

work with an account

and

culture, whilst Dr. Peters concludes the

of the miscellaneous objects

which were found

in the tombs.

In the present number we have been able to print further
specimens of Palestinian folk-lore collected by the Rev.

J. E.

Hanauer.

them have recently been published by him in
A large
conjimction with Professor Mitchell, late Director of the American
number

of

School at Jerusalem, under the

We

trust that this will

a wuder

circle of readers.

make

title

these

" Tales

Told

in Palestine."^

interesting stories

known

to.
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number on " The Camp of the Tenth
forms part of a chapter on the
138-144)
Legion at Jerusalem" (pp.
Charles Wilson has written
Sir
which
Jerusalem,
ancient walls of

The paper

in the present

forthcoming book on " Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre."
number of the Qtmrferh/ Statement some extracts will be
July
In the
"
published from his discussion of the " second wall of Josephus.

for his

From The

Tiroes of

February 17th we read that the Official
and shareholders under the failure of

Eeceiver's report to creditors

the Syria Ottoman Eailway

Company

states that the

and was formed
by the Tiu-kish

constituted under Turkish law,

out

the

concession

J. E. Pilling

and

company was

in order to carry

Government to
from
incorporation was

granted

Jos. Elias for the construction of a railway

Acre and Haifa to Damascus. The date of
November, 1901, and the winding-up order was made

in February,

1904.

Mr. E. Phene

Spiers,

whose

F.S.A.,

interesting

article

on

(1904, pp. 58-64) our readers will doubtless remember,
has contributed a valuable discussion upon the trilithon in The
It is illustrated with plans and some
Builder of February 11th.

Baalbec

beautiful plates, which afford an excellent idea of the gigantic size
of the stones of

which the

trilithon

composed.

is

We may

recall

huge blocks of stone are from
high, and about as many feet in

the interesting fact that the three

GO-64

feet in

length,

13 feet

thickness, whilst that which
is

still

remains in the ancient quarries

71 feet in length, and would probably weigh about 1,500 tons.
hope to be able to give some account of jNIr. Spiers' article in

We

an early number.
AVe learn that the late Mr. Frederick D. Mocatta, F.E.G.S., has
bequeathed the sum of £100 to the Palestine Exploration Fund. He

was always greatly interested in Palestinian research, and for many
years was a

member

of the

General Committee.

The Damascus-Mecca railway

is

being pushed on, and has
The Eeserves

already been utilised for the transport of troops.

were assembled at Jerusalem, and
marched to 'Amimn, where they entrained for Ma'dn. Thence they
G 2
called out in Southern Palestine
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marclied to 'Alcahah, and embarked for Yemen.

The mem1)ers

of the

railwa}^ administration are all Moslems.

According to French papers, the Porte have approved of the
of a railway from Hamah to Aleppo hy a French

•construction

This will place Aleppo in direct railway communication

•Company.
with

Beirut.

The Spanish

residence in the city,
•of

spoken by the Spanish Jews of

dialect (Castilian)

Jerusalem, which has suffered
is

little

corruption during their 400 years'

begiiniing to attract the attention of students

the Spanish language.

From

Anglo-Palestine
;small

New

would appear that the Jewish
from the activity of the
1904.
The Jews, in spite of theii-

a paper in Altneuland,

colonies in Palestine derived

Company

it

much

in

benefit

numbers, are acquiring considerable influence in Palestine.
colonies have been formed in the north, and in the south the

area of some of the colonies has been increased.

The tenant farmers

are doing well, and a small society of Eussian Jews has rented land
•on

the Buteiha Plain, north of the Sea of Galilee.
has been very successful in

at Sijera

iigricultural pursuits.

training

The model farm
new colonists to

Co-operative societies have been formed for

the collection and sale of oranges, and their success
the formation of

The

is

leading to

similar societies for the sale of other produce.

cultivation of oranges

and almonds

Successful experiments have been

made

is

being largely extended.

in the

growth

of

without irrigation, and in the cultivation of ground nuts

cotton,
;

and

tobacco has only failed from want of experience.

From

the latest report of the

of Palestine,

it

German

would appear that the

Society for the Exploration

exti-a subscriptions received

during 1903 for the excavations at Tell el-Mutcsellim (Mejiddo)
Of this sum H.I.M. the German Emperor
to £1,940.

amounted

contributed £1,300, and the " Orient Gesellschaft," £500.

It

to in

may

be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded
cannot all be

the reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere

published, but thej* are preserved in the office of the Fund, where

they

may

be seen by subscribers.

Those sent by Mr. Macalister

9o
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illustrating the excavations at

Gezer which are not reproduced
memoir.

in

his quarterly report are held over for the final

A number

of lectures are to

be delivered in Scotland and the

provinces on the Fund's excavations at Gezer, and it is hoped that
where arrangements have not yet been made, subscribers and those
interested in the work will communicate through the Local Secretary.

The

attention of subscribers

Chrisfian and

Mohammedan

and others

of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900, price l)y post, Id.

Ohservations

at

is

called to

A

Also to the Meteorological

and diagrams l)y the late
Tourists and all desirous of accurate

Jerusalem, with

tallies

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S.
information about the climate of Jerusalem should not
for a copy, price

Table of the

Eras, from July 15th, A.D. 622, the date

fail

to send,

25. Qd.

The attention

is also called to a work by Sir
The Ancient Cubit and our Weights
He brings evidence to show that all weights and

of

subscribers

Charles Warren, entitled

and Measures."

"

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from
one source the double-cubit cubed of Babylonia.

—

The Museum and Library of the Palestine Exploration Fund at
Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,
where the use of a room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.
The Museum is open
Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East.
daily,

except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr.

Wheeler, will give

The "Flora

all

D'Erf

information necessary.

of Syria, Palestine,

and

Sinai,"

by the Eev. George

E. Post, M.D., Beiriit, Syria, containing descriptions

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and
woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund,

of

illustrated

all

the

by 441

price 2 Is.

The income of the Society from December 17th, 1904, toMarch 21st, 1905, was from Annual Subscriptions and Donations,
from sales of publicaincluding Local Societies, £627 10s. 10^/.
The
making in all, £734 12s. 9d.
tions, &c., £107 l.s. 11(/.

—

;

;
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expenditure during the same

March 21st the balance

in the

period was £761 lO.s.
hank was £467 4s. 6d.

greatly facilitate the

Subscribers will

Committee's

On

10(^.

efforts by-

sending their subscriptions in early, the outgoings on the excavations at Gezer being just now a heavy drain on their funds.

Subscribers to the

Fund

are reminded that, Avhilst the receipt of

every subscription and contribution is promptly acknowledged by
the Acting Secretary, they will henceforth be published annually,

and not quarterly.

A complete List of Subscribers and Subscriptions

for 1904 will be published in a separate form with this number.

Subscribers in U.S.A. to the work of the Fund will please note
that they can procure copies of any of the publications from the
Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund,

42,

Quincy

Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and
gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries. The
Arthur M.
following gentleman has kindly consented to act
:

Oliver, Esq.,
of

West Jesmond

Villa, for

—

Newcastle-on-Tyne, in place

A. Brooke Lloyd, Esq., resigned.

The Acting Secretary has

ikjw completed a Small Photo-relief

It has been
Palestine, on a scale of 10 miles to the inch.
Large Raised Map published in 1893, and contains all

Map

of

made from the

the principal
All the chief topographical features
are faithfully reproduced, aud students of the Bible will find it an
indispensable guide. Fuller particulars may be had on application to the

iDiblical sites

<jffice,

and their

altitudes.

where the map may be

seen.

may be reminded that the new Eaised Map of
from the Surveys of the Palestine Exploration

Subscribers and others
Palestine, constructed

Fund by

the Acting Secretary,

is

ready.

It

is

on the scale of 6j miles

and measures .3' 6" X 2' 6". It has already been used with
great success by Professors of Old Testament history, and by teachers in
Sunday Schools, and may be especially, recommended for large classes
Further particulars may be had on application.
of students.

to the inch

A

complete set of the Quarterly Statements, 1869-1903, c(jntaining
the early letters, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine

NOTES AND NEWS.
Exploration

Fund

cases,

Price on ajiplication to the Acting

can be had.

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street,

95

W.

Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will please note that they can
obtain a set of the "Survey of Palestine," in four volumes, for £7 7^.,
but the price has been increased to the public to £9 9s. The price of

still

single volumes to the public has also been increased.
should be made to^the Acting Secretary.

The

price of a complete set

of the

Applications

published by the

translations

13 volumes, with general index,
catalogue describing the contents of

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, in

bound

in cloth,

is

£10

10s.

A

each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit
Street,

W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few
doors from Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from
10 (j'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.

Photographs of the late Dr. Scliick's models (1) of the Temple of
Solomon, (2) of the Herodiau Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the
Christian occupation of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at
present, (5) of the Hechel in Solomon's Temple, (6) of the Hechel in
Herod's Temj^le, (7) of the Tabernacle, have been received at the office of
the Fund. The seven photographs, with an exjilanation by Dr. Schick,
can be purchased by ajoplying to the Acting Secretary, 38, Conduit
Street,

W.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within
Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution
of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be
allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application only to the
the

Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following

:

From the Author, Professor
VI, Livraisons 20-23. § 33.
Fiches et Notides
Ai^ovi Martha
Inscription d'El-Maqsoura
Phaena de la Trachonite
Le nom phenicien Gerhekal ;
Saint
Inscription bilingue de Qal 'at Ezraq
Xap;/ Boa-rpa
Epiphane et I'alchimie.
34. Le roi de " tons les Arabes."
35. Leucas et Balance.
g 37. Nou§ 36. Vente de sepulcres.
velles decouvertes archeologiques dans le Hauran.
38. La

"Recueil d'Archeologie Orientale."
M. Clermont- Ganneau.
Tome

—

:

;

;

;

;

1

;

i^

.§
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ELEVENTH QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATION
OF GEZER.
13 November,

By
"

///

R. A.

Fchruar//, 1905.

Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

hundred and

//((

1904—15

.wcentieth year

*'

and

in their instruments

143] teas the yoke of the

B.C.

[c.

And

" heathen taken avxty from Israel.

In

contracts,

F.S.A.

began

the people

the first year

to tvrife

of Simon,

In those
the great high priest and captain and
" days he encamped against Gazara and compassed it round about
" with armies : and he made an engine of siege, and bivught it up
leader of the Jens.

*'

"

to

city,

tilt'

and smote a

toiver,

and

took

And

it.

they that icere

" in the engine leaped forth into the city : and there toas a great
" uproar in the city : and they of the city rent their clothes, and tvent
" up on the walls with their wives and children, and cried toith a
" loud voice, making recpuest to Simon to give them his right hand.
"

And

they said.

Deed not with us accm-ding

to

our wickednesses,

" but according to thy mercy.
And Simon tons reconciled to them,
" and did not fight against them : and he put them out of the city,
" and cleansed the houses ivherein the idols

"

it loith

" out
(f
"

made

dnging and giving

and placed

in

stronger than

it

it,

it

it

such

men

tvas before,

tocre,

And

p)raise.

and

so entered into

he put all uncleanness

as U'oukl keep

and

th,e

built therein

law,

and

a dweUing-

And Simon saiv that John his son tvas a
ijlace far himself.
" valiant man, and he made him leader of all his forces : and he
" dwelt in Gazara"
"

.

.

.

have prefixed the foregoing extract from the First Book of
which is by far the most
graphic account of any historical event connected with Gezer that
I

JSLnccabees [chap, xiii, Revised Version],

we

possess, as

report.

There

it

is

serves as a text on which to liase the present

every reason to

l^elieve

that the discoveries of

the last three months are to be connected immediately with this

Maccabean conquest of Gazara.
It will be remembered that

in the

preceding report a very

perplexing series of constructions was descrilied, the excavation of
which had not advanced far enough to enable any definite opinion
to he

pronounced regarding their mutual connection and their
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on the mound.

These construccauseway
paved
(1)
tions consisted of three principal members
the
slightly
under
very
a
level
ascending and entering the city at
proceeds
in
zigzag
a
causeway
this
ground
the
present surface of
course, passing through a probably vaulted tower or gate-house on

relation to the rest of the remains

:

—

A

;

(2) A long wall, neither broad enough nor sufficiently
deeply founded to be considered as a section of either of the
great city walls.
(3) A gateway in the said wall, with an elaborate

the way.

drainage system running under

it.

was noticed from an early stage of the examination of these
structures that the outer city wall was interrupted in its course at
the point where they occur, and did not appear to be resumed till
the place Avhere they came to an end ; in short, that the long wall,
though clearly not a part of the city wall, was at this point
Shortly after commencing the excavation of this
substituted for it.
region of the mound, I formulated the following argument, which
seemed to me to be sound, and it was more or less definitely put
It

forward in the

last report

—

(i)

that

these structures are certainly

all

contemporary, being on the same archaeological horizon

;

(ii)

that

it

was unlikely that there should be two city gates so close together,
and that as the gateway at the head of the ramp was certainly a
city gate, it followed that the smaller gate close to it was not a city
gate ; (iii) that, therefore, the gate in question was the entrance to
a castle which, as the gate leads out of the city, must have been the
residence of someone entitled to entrance and exit at all times, that
is,

of the military

governor

Whence

of the city.

the castle, as
probability

is

we may henceforth
that

it is

have built another fortress
;

it, is

;

for it
if

is

follows that the

certainly Maccabean, the

actually the residence of

in the above-quoted extract

prepared for him

call

it

Further, since the date of

gate belonged to the citadel or barracks.

Simon referred to
Simon would

unlikely that

great building Avere already

this

while the same argument applies to any later

who would most probably have adapted Simon's conto his own use if he wished to reside in the city, rather

conqueror,
struction

than erecting another.

The coincidence of the wall

of the city being

breached at this point did not escape notice ; it recalls the descripEven Avhen
tion of Simon's operations Avith his " engine of siege."
the last report was

forwarded, though I considered

maintain an attitude of imcertainty,

I

had on

it

wisest to

this reasoning

based

the theory that the interruption noticed in the wall at this point
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was actually the breach made by Simon's engine, that the rampentrance to the city was a Maccabean repair of this breach, and
that the castle was in truth the dwelling-place that

Simon

liuilt for

himself.

Before proceeding to an account of the curious gralftto inscription
by which these theories seem to be confirmed, we may pause to notice
that nowhere in the mound, with the possible exception of the

western end,

is

siege-engine.

there so favourable a spot for the manipulation of a
At the east end the side of the hill is high, steep, and

— which

was no mere
the assaulters
which
battering-ram or ballista, but a large erection in
On the
difficult.
very
themselves took shelter wovild have been

up

rocky, and the carrying

of

the engine

—

north

side,

ffentle,

though now the slope

the excavation has

shown

in places at least, actually precipitous

end, the

col

on the whole, comparatively
hill was once,

is,

that the side of the

and unscaleable.

At the west

modern

partly built,

on the slope of which the

village

is

and which connects the tell with the system of hills to the south,
makes an assault on the wall fairly easy, and it might have lieen
expected that Simon would have directed his attention to that point.
The spot which he seems, by my theory, to have preferred is, however, not
valley,

much

less attractive

where the

;

it is

at the lowest part of the central

neither high nor steep,

hill is

and where

terraces

outside the line of the wall afford convenient standing ground on
which to erect the engine. It is possible I speak in ignorance of

—

and on this point make suggestions under
that it would l)e advantageous to breach the wall of a
correction
long narrow city like Gezer at the sides rather than at the ends, as
perhaps the city can l)e overrun by the attackers in a shorter time.
A few days after the last report was sent to London, a block of
stone was found in the ruins bearing a graffito in cursive Greek
practical military science,

—

characters.
•

kind very

of a

-age

The block

:

common

in question

is

a fragment of a

1

juilding-stone

in Palestine in structures of the

Maccabean

they were found in profusion in the acropolis of Tell Zakariya,

in the

upper city

of Tell

caves of Beit Jilirin which

Sandahannah, and also in some of the
be supposed to have been excavated

may

or repaired and adapted for use during this epoch.
of rather soft limestone,

trimmed with a

ordinary brick, and measuring about
6 inches.

The fragment now

of such a block.

1 foot

descriljed

They

are lilocks

chisel to the shape of

is

9 inches

by

7 inches

an

by

a wedge-shaped splinter

Fortunately the end bearing the inscription

is
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perfect, or nearly so:

leneth of the stone, a

The

it

measures 7\ inches

maximum

of

5?,

(lEZKIt.

1)y 6 inches.

Of the

inches remains.

from the accompanying photograph

surface, as will he seen

(Fig. 1) bears in addition to the inscription a series of lines,

seem to have some
eludes me.

It

may

intention,

though what that intention

be a magical diagram, such as

is,

which

may

I believe,

be

some-

times found on imprecatory tablets of the class to which our inscrip-

shown

tion will presently be
or plan of the

"house

"

to belong, or

it

may

be a rude drawing,

alluded to in the inscription

itself.

k.

.,...•;<«

r^-^.

i!h

Fig.

1.

—Grreek

Iiiscrqition.

my acknowledgments

to the Eev. Pere Germerand the Eev. Pere Lagrange, of the
Dominicans, for kindly allowing me to consult them in reference to
this almost illegible scribble, and for very substantial help towards
I

have to express

Durand,

of the Assumptionists,

its elucidation.

It is written in the careless style that distinguishes

the great series of magical tablets recovered from Tell Sandahannah,,

and

is

almost as

general

effect.

named,

I

difficult to read.

With the

Its contents are to the same-

assistance of the distinguished epigraphists.

have arrived at the followinoj reading;

:

n^Mnp^(?)ciMWNOC
K^T€(?)n^n. >Hn ....
Bi^CIAGION

THE EXCAVATION OF

ItEPOKT ON

In the

a fracture niakes

first line

to read the sixth letter

more
is

or

On

I.

it

uncertain whether

we

are

the whole, the indications are

The division of the line into words
The first vocable is a proper name, that at
he Pampm, hut the occurrence of a nearly

in favour of the former.

also not quite clear.

first

h<
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sight appears to

similar name, Ua/nirtpa^; in C.I.G., 1575 (a reference for

which

am

I

indebted to Pere Germer-Durand), suggests that we are to assume
the sigma to be iterated, that is, to be taken as serving the double

—

purpose of ending one word and commencing the next a common
labour-saving device, if not often a mere oversight, in inscriptions
The name would thus be Pamjyras, and
of all languages and ages.
as such I shall take
fracture, later

M

on

it

in the present discussion.

There

another

is

which has carried away the second half

in the line,

The I, it should be noticed, is
attenuated to little more than a mere dot, affixed to the upper
The N, which has its first upright
stroke of the following M.
of the

and the top

of the

U).

this,
is crossed about the middle by a vertical line
merely an accidental scratch, and does not belong to

stroke curved,

however,

is

:

the inscription.

In the second line the

them

letters are so carelessly formed that several of

and they are run together
easily

My

separated.

Pere Germer-Durand prefers
is possible.

impossil)le

The end
to

way

in such a

reading

KATOfl^lH

of

the

make nothing

given above:
Either

(f^'no-diyj).

sense, but to

letters that will not

better than

P^re Germer-Durand

reading.

makes flYPI, which would give good
can

that they are not very

of the line is so faintly scratched that it is

be certain

appear to be other

are ambiguous,

Ki^TEfl^rH,

is

The

reading are very great.

difficulties of

work

flYrMHN,

my

eye there

in with this word.

literally

used here in the general sense of fighting or assaulting
point of view of the meaning, this is far less satisfactory.

;

I

possilily

bo.rin'j,

from the

The third line is perfectly clear and the reading certain.
Thus the whole seems to read something like this
:

•'

Pampras, may he bring down [fire ?] on the palace of Simon "
he follow up with tire" (KoroTrafj; nvpi), or "bring down

The

inscription

l>uilding-stone

is

therefore an

by one Pampras, and

[or "

may

fighting''

imprecation, scratched on a
built into the structure for
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which the stone was intended, no doubt in the hope that it
would prove effective in bringing down destruction of some sort
upon it.
It is scarcely necessary to indicate the

Who

graffito.

questions that

are

to

possil)le

manifold interest of this

Pampras was, and what was the reason

for his spite,

cannot be answered definitely, though

conjecture with a fair measure of probability.

likely he

was an adherent

Bacchides

who

of the

it

is

Very

Syrians, possibly a follower of

for the year preceding Simon's victory

had held the

That the capitulation described in the passage quoted at the
commencement of this report was as unanimous as it would appear
from the description to be, need not be assumed; no doubt there
were many in the city who resented being turned out of their homes

city.

might destroy all the
way showed their
any
household gods. No
would
be marked, and
treatment
summary
resentment at such
whatever forced
work
in
taskhard
extra
to
compelled
perhaps
in order that

Simon and

his Puritan followers

doubt those

who

in

and the construction of Simon's
would 1>e only natural that Simon,
though in general " reconciled " to the city, should have not a few
individual secret enemies within it, of whom we may assume that
Pampras was one.
The formula adopted liy Pampras for his curse, and the curious
diagrams with which he accompanied it, are deserving of study and
comparison with other recorded instances, if any. For this investigation I have no materials at hand, and I therefore pass it hy for
The practice of building an imprecation into the walls
the present.
of a house is not without parallel, l»ut here in AbH Sh^sheh with a
limited library I can recollect and quote no other concrete instances.
la1)0ur

the

repair of

the walls

dwelling-place would involve.

It

may

It

incidentally be noticed as being a converse to the earlier

practice of foundation sacrifice, M'hich has already been abundantly
illustrated at Gezer,

and which was no doubt meant

bring good luck to the building and to

its

essentially to

inhabitants.

But the chief importance of the fragment lies, of course, in the
mention of Simon the first contemporary allusion yet found to an}and in the identification which it affords of his
of the Maccabeans
It
dwelling-place with the castle in which the stone was found.
appears from the remains that the " dwelling-place " was a far more
ela])orate structure than the modest reference to it in the Book of
Maccabees would lead us to suppose, and we are now in a position

—

—
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gather something of
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arrangements of

the internal

a

large

Maccabean period.
The imprecation of Pampras was not the only inscription
found in the ruins. Two other fragments have been discovered,
unimportant in themselves, but holding out hopes of more interesting
Palestinian palace of the

discoveries to follow, before

epigi-aphic

The

castle is complete.

7^ inches long,

limestone,

2|-

the

investigation

of

the

a small wedge-shaped fragment of

first is

broad, and

inches

inches

4|-

high,

bearing a few letters of an inscrij^tion in capitals of more formal

and monumental character than the Pampras graffito though small
(f inch high) the characters are well and clearly cut, it seems to be
a fragment of some such architectural detail as an inscribed lintel,,
the lettering on which was carved on a panel siuik a cj[uarter of an
;

inch in

its

letters are

face.

...

Fragments

AZI

....

|

of

....

two

lines

0?N

...

remain
.

;

the surviving

The Pampras inscrip-

tion suggests /i)AZI(Xc<oj', " palace," as a likely restoration of the
upjier line, in which case

we may be

in possession of a scrap of the

dedicatory or explanatory inscription over the entrance to the castle.

So

far,

a special search instituted for other fragments of the

same

stone has lieen unsuccessful.

The other

Greek uncial characters,,
by Pampras. Unfortunately it was scratched on the edge, which is much chipped, so
that a few letters are lost, and the whole, as it remains, is to me
unintelligible.
Above it is a series of lines of the same general
character as those accompanying the Pamj^ras inscription.
The letters I can make out are A .... IH'NKAZMGITA-J-, which
inscription

a single line of

is

cut on a building-stone resembling that used

afford

quite

a

sufficient

mental exercise for those interested

in

resolving epigraphic mysteries.

We may now
as

it

proceed to a description of the castle

has been uncovered.

I

cannot yet give

its

the excavation has not advanced far enough.

itself so far

extreme dimensions

;

This will be under-

when I explain that the part already exposed measures
256 by 176 feet, which is roughly about four-fifths the size of
the whole of the city of Marissa, on the summit of Tell Sandahannah.
A plan of the part thus far excavated is, however,
stood

forwarded, as without

would not be

it

intelligible.

The entrance

the descriptive details
(*S'^('

Plate

now

to be given

II.)

to the castle seems to be about the middle of the

southern side of the structure.

It is in the centre of

a tower AB,
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nnd is approached l)y a short straight sloping pavement C. This
pavement is divided from the puhlic causeway l)y a short dwarf wall,
and, as I said in the last report (though, perhaps, I did not express
jiiy meaning clearly enough) the slope of the two pavements is so

no point where they approach together in
which the levels correspond sufficiently to allow us to suppose that
In short, no one Avishing
there was any connection between them.

different that there

is

to enter the castle would be able to do so with ease, if at all, from the
I suspect the latter was still further shut off from
public causeway.

the castle by a parapet, a possible course for which is indicated on
The private causeway disappears outside the limits of the
the plan.
tower, but there are not wanting indications that originally it was
approached from a direction opposite to the ascent to the public

causeway the former being approached from the east, the latter
from the west. The chief indication lies in two small l)reaks in the
cement lining of the drain running westward, which are seemingly
;

If this
the traces of a little bridge that here crossed the drain.
apparent
no
brido-e did not lead Tip to the castle gate it has

])urpose.

The gate

itself is

9 feet 2 inches

wide

The hinge

in the clear.

and bolt-holes of double doors remain just inside the threshold.
The threshold stone has a similar hole on the outer upright face,
showing that it was taken from some earlier doorway. This is a
striking

illustration

of

the

inveterate

that

utilitarianism

characterised the inhabitants of Palestine from the

first.

has

When

a

promptly and remorsely turned
into a quarry, and no one seems to care in the slightest, if some
trace of the earlier function of a re-used building-stone remain conbuildino- has served its

spicuous, even

if

it

purpose

it is

be, as in the present case,

on the architectural

effect of the

an unsightly intrusion

new building. Even in

the enclosure

known as Kamet el-Khulil though nowhere in the country is there
so careful and costly a piece of architectural work, three or four old
threshold-stones are

much

in evidence in the masonry, without the

slightest expense having been incurred in removing their now
purposeless cuttings, though they impart a certain "cheapness" to

their mere existence.
have spoken in the last report of the drainage system that
radiates from the gateway, and have at present nothing to add to

the

work by

I

the description there given.

The source

not yet been determined; at the

of the large drain ee has

moment

of writing it

is

being
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refer

court inside the gate.

It stops internally a foot or

two

under the threshold.

As the opening would be

large

a

boy

who

to squeeze through,

the

to

to carry rainwater

plan

from the

after passing

enough

for

could then open the gates for enemies

been blocked immediately inside the door by
coming through,
no obstacle for water to run away, as it does not

outside, the drain has

a large stone, which effectually prevents anyone

while
fit

it

is

closely.

The gateway

leads into a large courtyard which the presence of

the drain just mentioned, and the constructions surrounding the
The area is irregular,
space, show to have been open to the sky.

and

northern limit has not yet been determined.

its

known

Probably

it

It

and about 25

to be 40 feet north to south,

is

at present

feet in width.

extends for another 40 feet northward, in which case

it

would be terminated in that direction by the great reservoir opened
and cleared at the beginning of last year.

The masonry of the castle is of three different kinds. At the
gateway the stones are more carefully squared and fitted than
anywhere else on the mound, the only masonry that may be
superior to it being that of the sepulchral raonvunent mentioned at
the foot of p. 337 of the last volume of the Qaaiterhj Statement.
in the
The stones of the gateway itself are dressed smooth
;

make

A

few of
have the same mason's mark, in the same place (on the
marginal draft) as was observed on stone found in the great wellflanking towers bossed stones

their appearance.

these

shaft

on the Eastern

wholly

Ijuilt

of

Secondly, the curious bath system

Hill.

the limestone

" bricks "

dealing with the inscription of Pampras.
building

is

composed

of

stones than usual, set in

city,

mud

is

when

Thirdly, the rest of the

rough walls resembling

those of the rest of the

A

described above

in general character

though, perhaps, of

rather larger

instead of mortar.

glance at the plan will show that the exposed area of the

castle is divided into certain sub-divisions.

There

is first

<^hambers along the outer wall, and the enclosed area

is

a row of

cut

up

l)y

may

be confessed at once that in one respect
the excavation has so far proved disappointing the castle was so

thick cross walls.

It

;

thoroughly looted before

it

as yet been found within

it.

of

was covered up that almost nothing has

A

record

the room in which each object

is

is

being kept, with particulars

found

;

but practically the

H
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record consists of nothing but pottery of the period, a few small
scraps of

Greek

some lihodian jar-handles, and a few l)ronze
commonplace late types.
One or two

liowls,

and iron arrowheads

of

animal figures, and (more curious), a small fragment of a statuette
of the

Cyprian Astarte, were vmexpected objects to find in such a

place

they probably belong to

;

become mixed with the

and have

later or earlier occupations,

These finds are too

castle debris.

slight to

upset the identification of the castle with that of the Puritan Simon,
In small antiquities this has been the least prolific quarter of the

whole excavation.
This a1)sence of antiquities makes

it

we

the majority of the chambers that

impossible to assign uses to

and to

find inside the castle,

the detriment of the interest of the discovery, reduces the fortress
to a series of

more or

Many

another.
description

at

all

everything he can

;

less

meaningless rooms, opening

the chaml)ers, on this account,

of

a

glance

the plan will

at

off

for

call

reader

the

tell

know about them.
no doorways apparent to the

It will l)e noticed that there are

majority of the chambers in the row along the outer wall.

may be

one
no

explained in two ways.

P^ither

we have

This

the foundations

only, the wall being ruined below the level of the thresholds

;

or the

chambers were mere devices for ol)taining an enormously thick wall
with small expenditure of materials.
Probably the former is the

more

likely view,

though

it is

not altogether easy to explain the fact

that doorways remain in some cases and not in
walls being the

same throughout.

Moreover,

all,

the level of the

is

not always safe

it

to assume, in Palestinian buildings, that there

below

the

threshold,

the

often

as

was any masonry

foundations

themselves are

interrupted underneath a doorwaj^

An

exactly similar row of chambers

house of

Marissa, excavated

Sandahannah.
p.

326 of

the

For

this

by the

parallel

is

structure,

Quarterly Stateiaenf for

accompanying descriptive

to be seen in the guard-

officers of
^ee

October,

the
the

Fund
plan

1900,

at Tell

facing

and

the

letterpress.

Indescril)ing the rest of the internal arrangements of the castle,
I shall

for the present confine

gateway.

The excavation

advanced to enable
there.

me

myself to the eastern side of the

western side has not sufficiently
anything definite about the structures

of the

to say

In passing, the guess

may

he recorded that the

stall-like

spaces to the left of the entrance are porters' lodges or guard-rooms.
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To

the right

is

10-

(iEZEK.

long narrow chamber, set askew to the general

,i

which respect

axis of the castle, in

it is

not unique.

may

I

say that

accompanying plan haA^e been
and not by mere triangulating
compass,
determined with a prismatic
process in a complex buildinglatter
the
chamber
from chamber to
all

the

important

lines in

the

;

like this, is apt to lead to a multiplication of small errors that in

Thus the skew direction of certain of the
This
be depended upon as accurate.
lona: chamber, it will be noticed, has no visible doorwav of its own,
yet it communicates by an inner door with the tower chamber right
The tower chamber, whose plaster-lined floor
of the entrance gate.
remained, was at a lower level than the outer chamber descent was

time become serious.
walls,

though

peculiar,

may

;

eftected

by a

slope,

perhaps with some wooden

Fig.

— Masonry of Eastern Tower Chamber.

2.

in addition

stair

;

and there may have been a similar short staiicase mounting the wall
of the outer chamber to the door which, perhaps, to keep rainwater
from entering the room, was raised above the level of the entrance
It is worth noticing that nowhere has any trace of a
courtyard.
stairway been found, or any evidence whatever that there was an
upper story to any part of the castle.
The tower chamber to which this room gives access has a
peculiarity shared by the corresponding room at the other side.
This

is

zontally

masonry

a row of three small shafts, entering the other wall horiat the level of

of

the

forwarded (Fig.

2),

the

floor.

south wall

of the

A

detailed drawing of

western tower

showing these shafts in

nothing so much as miniature
10 inches, their breadtli about

/-o-^'-graves.
1

foot, or

position.

the

chamber

They

Their height

is

are like

is

1

foot

an inch or two more or

H

2
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less, their

Their purpose

depth about 2 feet 4 inches.

mystery, unless they were secret store-cupboards,

by a short

closed

a complete

is

that

could be

Nothing but one or two potsherds was

stone.

found inside them.
Proceeding eastward, and confining our attention for the present
to the section of the castle
notice

first

marked diagonally

GH

on the plan, we

that the wall chamber next to the tower chamber has

been divided in two by a brick partition.

This apparently

is

an

addition to the original scheme, and has therefore been hatched,

not blackened

is

Next

the plan,

in, in

special function it

to this

very hard to realise.

an apartment whose

is

It is a long,

narrow passage,

about 22 feet 6 inches in length and 5 feet in breadth, evidently
belonging to the castle, as its very thick walls are bonded with those

sunk to a rather lower level than the rest of the
end, and at the top of the Avail in its
])resent state of ruin, is a small square opening bridged by a
lintel stone.
Behind this opening is a small platform, surrounded by

of the castle, but
Iniilding.

At the south

thick walls, one of which (that to the south), seems an insertion.
full of ashes, and theie was every sign that
was a furnace but there was nothing to show for what purpose a
furnace was required in this place.
The rest of the section GH calls for no comment, as the plan is

This platform was found

it

;

.self-explanatory

north, which

is

;

by

we

therefore proceed to the section

far the

most interesting

an elaborate bath establishment

It is

;

of the

GK

to the

whole complex.

in describing it I refer to

Plate III, which contains plan and sections to a larger scale than the

and to Plate IV, which is a photographic view taken
;
from the north. Seven chambers have been revealed, and there may
be more still hidden under the uncut earth immediately to the north.
These chambers are denoted in the plans by index letters which
we shall use for reference.
The dimensions are indicated on the

general plan

larger plan, so that

it is

unnecessary to overload the description with

figures.

The chambers
with cement
rounded.
bond.

;

are

all,

with the exception of

as a general

rule, the angles

e,

paved and lined
chambers are

of the

are built of limestone " bricks," laid in English

The walls

Voussoir stones were found fallen in some of them, showing

that they had been roofed with a barrel vault.

Of the chambers,
<",

d,

and

/, contains

a, h,

two

and

tanks.

f

are empty.
Each of the others,
These are rectangular, and built of

KEPOllT
stone, lined with
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The edges are

pel)bles.

chamfered, no donbt to prevent bathers hnrting themselves on sharp

At the bottom

corners.

is

a small round escape hole whii;h, when a

ph\g was removed, allowed the waste water to run out on the floor.
The Hoors are laid with a fall, so that the waste water is <lirected as

a stream, from

all

the

a drain that

tanks, to

opens under the

doorway at the west end of c.
The tanks in /, the eastern tank in r, and the southern tank in d,
The western tank in c is also similar, but is
are of this kind.
divided by a small pilaster of 6 inches projection, and about the same
width, into two sub-divisions.
The eastern tank in d is altogether peculiar. Its small size, its
being divided into two, the floor of one division being slightly
I'aised

above the other, and the armchair-like stepping

of the sides,

was meant for a bather to sit in, rather than to
the rest.
A drawing will be found on Plate III, from

all

suggest that

lie

in like

it

which the reader can judge for himself as to the possible purpose of
this trough.

Chamber / contains,

in addition to the tanks,

like the tanks, are built up of stone, and

two benches which,

covered with cement.

There are two rectangular breaks in the cement

floor of d,

showing

that here, too, there was something additional to the tanks there
contained.

These were probably benches

them has disappeared.
Chamber c has no benches, but
This

2 feet 6 inches in diameter.

and

it
is

also,

but every vestige of

possesses a circular vat about
peculiar in having no {)utlet,

in being cut out of a block of stone, not built

with cement.
Possibly

it

is

Moreover,

it

is

a later addition.

movable
It

— not

fixed

up and faced
to

the floor.

may have been meant

to hold

cold water for the person using the bath immediately adjacent to

pour over himself.

The drain mentioned above runs through chamber
its floor

at the northern end.

embedded

in cement,

It is partly

and partly open

the tanks in d finding

its

way

into

d,

just under

roofed with cover-slabs

to allow of the water

it.

The drain

from

stops short just

(/, which
is the outer wall of the ])ath system,
and does not appear ever to have gone further. It certainly has
no connection with the sewers running from the castle gate. The
drain, just before its end, turns southward slightly, as though to

outside the wall of

direct the waste water in that direction.

It is fairly certain that
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the

fall of

the surface on the ground caused the water to continue

flowing southward, and to be intercepted by a deep tank sunk

below the level

of the baths.

as I can see, serves

water from the
does not appear

no

no purpose

it

if

it

is

cement-lined, and, so far

be not a cesspool for the waste

but what was done when the cesspool filled
must have l^een baled out b}^ hand, for there is

l^aths

—

This tank

;

outlet.

Between chaml)ers d and / there is a passage sunk at a level
of the baths, which displays several interesting
details.
In clearing it out, stones were found to have fallen into
it in long roivg.
These almost certainly were flattened-out vaulting,
whereby the passage was originally roofed.
There are two doors leading down to this passage," from c and /
respectively.
That from c has a small opening under the threshold.
From / there are three steps leading down. At the northern end
there is an oval enclosure, which must have been a heating furnace,
Perhaps the orifice under the
as ashes were found filling it.
threshold was to admit hot air it may he an elementary substitute
lower than that

:

for the hypocaust of a

North

Roman

bath.

of the furnace the passage

angle of chamber

continues

till

it

jjasses

the

paved with broad, flat flagstones, such as
have been found nowhere else on the fell. After passing /, it
returns eastward, and rises by three steps to a retired corner that
almost certainly was a lafrina.
It is an interesting but difficult question whether the liath
system here described be intiinsically part of the castle, or a later
and independent structure altogether. Three arguments suggest
themselves in favour of the latter view, but they can all l)e met
l)y counter-arguments.
First, the masonry is of different character
to the rest of the castle
but such " Ijricks " (including the two
inscribed examples) have been found elsewhere in the castle debris,
even if none remain in situ. It is possible, also, that the highly/.

It is

;

specialised purpose of the block of bath-rooms involved a special

form

of construction.

bonded to the
against them.
of

masonry.

will

Secondly, the bath-room walls are nowhere

rest of the castle walls, but,

This, however,

is

when they meet, butt

a necessary result of the change

The most cogent argument

is

the circumstance, that

be evident fiom an inspection of the general plan of the

castle,

that in one place the bath walls are superposed to undoubted castle
walls.

The underlying

castle walls are, however, as I

have already
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sunk at a lower

said,

than usual, and

level

it

must

first

be proved

the doubt exists,

Still, as

that they were not the walls of cellars.

have hatched the M^hole l)ath system in the general plan of the
castle, rather than blacking it in.
In the rest of the castle there is nothing as yet found comparable

I

in

interest

The group

with this section.

of

chambers,

EG

{see

Plate II), contains nothing remarkable, except a couple of stone
vats of common type, connected no doubt with the pressing of

These

olives or of grapes.

may

possibly also be of later date

brick pit-oven close by, not indicated on the plan,

sequent

so

;

cleared

shown running

a water-channel

is

in the section

The

DG.

may

cistern

is

I

:

a

mouth

to a cistern

be original

:

certainly sub-

have not yet

it.

of the long wall, DE, a few feet only have been cleared.
Nothing but the squalid walls shown in the plan was found
I doubt if these have anything to do with the castle.
It may be surprising at first that there should be any walls
at all subsequent to a castle built by Simon Maccabseus on a site

West

;

that must have been al^andoned before the introduction of

But

civilisation into the country.

be quite unintelligible,

my

Avill,

l^een

—

which
and only

structures

I

and the

Roman

for one lucky chance it

would

fact of the existence of such later

was compelled to admit to myself, much against
had

after every possible alternative exj^lanation

considered and abandoned

—

far

more than the accidental
Avails, would

deposition of one or two idolatrous objects within the

have militated against the identification that
This chance is the preservation by Josephus

between Hyrcanus and the

Roman

I

have tried to uphold.
correspondence

of the

Senate.

Professor Clermont-

document proves that not
long after the closing of the history of the First Book of Maccabees
the coveted city of Gezer once more passed into Syrian hands, and

Ganneau has already shown us that

Simon's work was undone.
has been preserved for us,
details of this event

;

but

As no direct account of its recapture
we are quite in the dark respecting the

it is

not unreasonable to suppose that one

of the first acts of the Syrians

Simon had

this

would be to raze the

asserted his authority over the town.

explanation that

I

can

offer for the erection

castle

This

of a

is

whereby
the best

great fortress,

for the building of a second stratum of
during the comparatively brief space in
which pottery of the characteristically "Seleucid" types was in

for its destruction,

dwellings over

its

and

site
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Pnmpras may easily have lived to see his desire upon his.
enemy.
I have no further details to add to this account of the quarter's
work. It has heen shortened and broken by the Christmas vacation
and the rain-storms of winter, which this year have been unusually
heavy and prolonged.
One or two more tombs of the second pre-Exilic period have
use.

been located and cleared. Nothing specially important has been
found in them, except a secondary deposit in one, which is a
historical document of some interest.
This is a coin of Chosroes II,
it was lying just under the surface of the
The cave had been opened at some time, but
the deposits, being covered with earth, were untouched.
Whether
we may infer from this coin that Chosroes or any of his followers

the Persian marauder

;

earth in the tomb.

turned their attention to Gezer

is

questionable

but the coin

;

may

be an indication of the remote date at which tomb-opening began in
the district, and so

make

us

the more thankful that so

all

remained to reward the excavator

I

last

much

summer.

may, perhaps, be allowed to say a few more words respecting

the inscriljed weights which have been a subject of controversy in
recent numbers of the Qimrterhj Statement.

that I cannot understand Professor Sayce's
If ro

be the

name

I am bound to confess
comment on my remarks.

of a weight, I cannot see that

an object Ijearing

that name, without numerical cpialification, can be supposed to weigh

anything but just one

ro.

multiple of that standard,

If

a

weight were any fraction or

its

numerical sign

must

be inserted.

Could a modern weight bearing merely the word " ounce
taken to be anything but one ounce 1

"

be ever

Through the kindness of Dr. Masterman, who writes to me
from Berlin, I am able to contribute some important additional
details regarding the series of weights, adding at least one numerical
sign to the system, and extending the region over which the
cyphers were used.
Dr. Masterman sends

me

a description of a weight

Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin.

I

may

now

in the

quote from his letter

:

"The weight
p.

is the shape and about the size of- that figured on
209 of the Quarterly Statement, 1904, and the incised inscription

is

as

follows

:

V5^-

Through the courtesy

of

Herr Direktor
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Friedlander,
I

who has charge

of the

have obtained the exact weight;

new Kaiser
it is
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Friedrich

32"41 grammes.

Museum,

He

finds

comes from Smyrmi, but has no other particulars. I should add
that the weight evidently is metal, but of what composition I cannot

it

say."

The amount given
times the standard

;

will

so that

very fairly
if

this

fit

into the series as three

Smyrna weight be

the series— and there seems no valid reason

why

it

really

one of

should not be

we .gather

the symbol for 3 to have been \f in the cypher system.
must not be overlooked, however, that the sign of the standard
is on the wrong side of the numerical sign.
This is not the case
with another weight which Dr. Masterman has found in the Old
Museum, Berlin, with a number of others, labelled " Roman
Weights "
there are no further particulars.
It is of similar
character to, but twice the size of, the first weight. The inscription
is, 5^B.
I have not 3^et ascertained the exact amount of this
weight, which may possibly give us the sign for 6.
The letters on
both these weights, it is true, look like ordinary Greek numerals
but against this interpretation it may
for one and tico respectively
be argued that the standard sign must, on such a hypothesis, be
It

;

;

supposed to be inverted with regard to one or other of them. This
is not likely, so that I still think it may be claimed among the
results of the

lating

a

century

Gezer excavation that we have tucceede"! in formuof numerical cyjahers, used about the second
in the Levant, of which we have now obtained the

series
B.C.

symbols for

1, 2, 3, 4,

6

(?),

and

8.'

may bo added tliat Mr. Grace lias pointed out that the weight found
Tyropoeon (Bliss, Jerusalem, p. 267), weighing 2'921 ounces troy
= 90'822 grammes, is precisely ten times the weight of the Cypriote coin quoted
[' It

in the

by Professor Sayce {Quarterly Statement, 1904, p. 358), as marked ba-si on
both sides, and weighing 9'81 grammes. TJiis can scarcely be a mere coincidence.

Ed.]
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THE IMMOVABLE EAST.
By Philip G. Baldenspekger,
{t'ontinued

Esq.

" Quarterl// Statement,^' 1905, p. 38.)

from

Besides the rifle, the natives also have pistols, and though the
new and lighter breech-loaders are becoming very common, they
still prefer the old arras, which they call fellah arms.
These are
inlaid and oi'iiamented with designs of various kinds and material.
Thus, the barrel of the ritles has sometimes a silver coating, which
is

called in/juhar

(

J^,o^<:),

a feeble survival of the priceless

arms

The

butt-

modern

rifle,

with which Orientals always liked to adorn themselves.
end, ka'ah

and

is

(

^x;

<

is

),

much narrower than

that of the

usually ornamented with mother-of-pearl.

Their swords are of two kinds
concave, the other with

—one

with the edge on the

The

on the convex, part.

it

sdrem, with

the sharp edge in the concave curve, has a hilt of avoocI or horn,

with the end projecting on both

when

out of the hand
{,

iiA-«j) is

by one

common sword with

a

single bow.

wood, over

sides, so as to

good stroke has

a

The

the

hilt,

sheath, kenib,

which a skin

is

myldn
is

prevent

to be

slipping

The sayf

(^1'Ia-j), protected

two

of

it

made.

pieces of hard

drawn, often with the

hair

still

adhering.

The

sdrciii is

to the right

;

stuck into the girdle with the

but as

the sheath whilst
before

and

it

is

it

about 2 feet long,

it

is

is

in the girdle,

unsheathed.

The myf

is

hilt, nesdh,

it is

but the whole

hung upon

inclined

not drawn from
is

taken out

a thick woollen

band or leather belt, which is thrown over the shoulder,.
sword dangles on the right thigh.
The dagger of the fellahin is invariably the two-edged shibrit/e[t]y
curved, and varying from one to two spans.
Shiher means a span,
and was, perhaps, originally the measure of this dagger. The
hair

;uid the

>ihihriye[t]

in its sheath

The sheath

is

is

fastened to the girdle by the right thigh.

covered with brass bands, as well as the

hilt.

Of

such a kind, perhaps, was the two-edged sword which Ehud girded

on

his right thigh to stal)

Eglon (Judges

iii,

16).
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The
and

in

arms.

fellah has always some kind of weapon (s'ld/i) about him,
former times he would enter the town arrayed with all his
Nowadays they are not allowed thus to enter the gates of

Jerusalem, but must deposit them outside.

which

of

is

wood,

is

When David came

Statement, p. 36.

applied to Abimelech,
xxi, 8, 9),

not prohibited

on

;

dabhus, however,

use

Nob without

to

who gave him

The
its

see

Quarierlj/

a weapon, he

Goliath's sword (1

Samuel

Weapons were always
and the Government has

which David accepted thankfully.

dangerous in the hands of the public,

been obliged at times to gather them in, or to prohibit their use
on other occasions they have been distribiited among the people.

;

Daher, the

Bedawy Pasha

Ibrahim Pasha,

of

of

Acca, armed the Bedu with fire-arms

Egypt, gathered in as

many

as he could in

to quell rebellion, and even impounded a certain

number

1834

yearly,

which were afterwards bought back at very high prices. The
succeeding Government distributed arms after the retreat of the
Egyptians, but were obliged to collect them again after the events
One is reminded of the policy of the Philistines in
of 1860.
prohibiting arms in the days of Saul (1 Samuel xiii, 19).
In the
days of King Hezekiah arms were gathered at Jerusalem to
withstand the Assyrians (2 Chron. xxxii, 5), but again under
Nebuchadnezzar all arms were confiscated.
It was one of the
greatest calamities to be deprived of

Ezekiel show (xxxix,

weapons,

as the

words

of

9).

When the fellahin were deprived of their weapons, and could
not manage to have them returned, they alleged that a wild beast
called the shibe[t\ (tLu^),

The animal was

them.

leaper,

was making inroads upon

to have

been seen in the Jordan

or

said

Valley about the years 1865-66, and to have come from the north
somewhere about the Euphrates, and was tearing and devourin-^-

and

flocks

Some

herds,

then children, and

svipposed that a great

fire

finally grown-up people.
on the Euphrates drove the lions
was merely a trick of the fellah.

from the jungles, others that it
It was said to have been of the

.-ize

of a donkey, slender,

yellow in colour, but possessing a female
of

it

who since the
now allowed them

the Government,

the sale of arms,

recent

The

fellahin

civil

and

In consequence

wars had prohibited

to be sold again, but

in force the prohibition against carrying

towns.

figure.

still

kept

them in the streets of
now only bear fire-arms when they leave the
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towns to go to the desert districts, but they regular!}' c{uny their
powder-horn hanging at the hook of the girdle.
Even under the Roman rule swords at least were tolerated, and
nobody went out without them. There is an illustration of this in
the familiar passage,

We

Luke

xxii,

35-38.

now turn to the family and social life of the fellahin,
The fellah woman rises at about two o'clock in the morning, and
having lit her small lamji sits down to grind with her leg bared to
stretch it along the fixed mill, and as no man is up at such an early
shall

hour she removes her

thus uncovering the locks, which the
deems so degrading to the daughters of
Certainly if the prophet himself were one of the Royal
Zion.
family there would be no women in the house to grind, for in
towns, at the present day at least, the meal is sent to the horse-

prophet (Isaiah

xlvii,

A-eil,

2)

As soon as the woman lieoins turnine the millstones and
mills.
putting in the grains she begins " to sing " in a rather monotonous
wailing tone (Eccl.

xii, 4).

The

fellahin

have

little

variety of tone

and the difference is scarcely
The lively songs, when the
jjerceptible save to an accustomed ear.
women dance around the graves, seem even more tuneful than the
When
wailing and mournful praises at the marriage ceremonies.
there are two women of course they grind the flour together ; they
No
do not disturl) the sleepers, who are quite within reach.
singing in the morning is a " desolation," as it was in the days of
Jeremiah, who treats the silence of the millstones and the darkened
room as a calamity (c. xxv, 10). About day1)reak they leave the
mill and knead the dough. This is in summer; in winter the dough
AYhen
is already prepared overnight to leaven the whole lump.
the dough is ready it is carried to the heated oven and baked
By this time the
in from 10 to 15 minutes, and brought home.
head of the family has risen from sleep, and has said his morning
prayers.
He gets ready for his work in the field, and the boys
have also each some daily task. The eldest may help the father
in their voice for joy or for sorrow,

ploughing or gardening, the second

is

the shepherd of the flocks,

the third drives out the kids, a girl takes the donke}' to graze

about the village grounds.
(_».'l^),

is

o'clock

breakfast, sdbfih

ready, a few loaves of bread and some "dipping" ghemds

(t^Lfi), which
in fact,

About 10

may

be

oil,

honey, treacle, milk, vegetables, &c.

any food jwith the bread

is

called

"dipping," no matter
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how
the

The woman

adapted for the purpose.

little it is

field

appointed "meal time"

at the
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gather round and eat hastily and then return

Boaz

Euth

tells

thy morsel

home

"^/

:

meal-time

come and

When

homes (vinegar)."

in

carries it to

{im'^dd es-sahuli),

eat

and

all

work again.
thy bread, and dijj
to

the fellah

woman

she proceeds to fetch water from the spring in the

conies
1cirhe\t\

on her back with the supporting band round her
it on her head, and without
with her hands will climb the M^orst roads, rarely

this she carries

forehead.^

steadying

If
it

she has a jar she puts

At the water she washes her face,
always barefooted she has no need to

slipping or upsetting the jar.

arms, and legs, and as she

dry them.

"

The

washing

is

" is also carried to

being thrown in the water

is

the spring, and after

drawn out one

piece after another,

and rubbed and beaten on a flat stone with a stick {mirhad), and
then put to dry on bushes or on rocks with small pebbles to keep

them
the

in place.

It is

women have

now high time

to prepare the dinner,

hour and bring a liurning coal on a potsherd
to light the

fire,

and

as

neither matches nor tinder thev go to their neich-

with a

little

(see

Isaiah xxx, 14)

straw and pieces of thorn

l)ush, on
which the stouter logs are put, as the " crackling of these thorns "
(Eccl. vii, 6) do not last long enough to prepare the food.I will now give a brief notice of some of their queer notions
regarding prohibited food, and of the food which they eat but which
are not eaten by Christians and townspeople.
Boars and pigs are

prohibited by

all,

but they will eat a piece of pork (preferablj- from
Fish are eaten only bv the

the wild animal) to stave off fever.

inhabitants of the villages near the sea, and by some Bedu.
villagers also eat the

Aallagers consider

them

These

dry herring fsWi (:^_^i), but the mountain
as little better than carcases.

Eeptiles are

but the Kasheidy and Ta'amry Arabs eat the
tab (Uromastix spinipes) found about the Dead Sea regions.
Once

not eaten as a

rule,

when Dr. Schmidt and Mr. Lange of Haifa heard of a crocodile
having been captured in the Zerka River they went to secure the
animal, but could only recover the tail the captors had feasted on
;

Serpents are eaten by the Dervishes of the Erfa'i order
in accordance with the command of their uncle ('Am), the founder
of the order, as they told me.
They cut away about a span at the
the meat.

'

See Quarterly Statement, 1904,

-

For the dishes which are used,

p. 54.

see

Quarterly Statement, 1904, pp. 2Q2sqq.
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head and a span at the

by

Camels are eaten by jMoslems but not

tail.

Hyoenas, porcupines, badgers, and hares are eaten,

Christians.

but the hyaenas only by Moslems. Wolves, jackals, and foxes are
declared unclean because they eat carcases, but as the hyaena also
eats carcases they excuse themselves

As foxes

once a year."

by saying,

"

He chews

the cud

they sometimes eat them

eat fruit,

also.

Birds are eaten almost without exception, and though ravejis,
vultures, and eagles are feeders on carrion and are considered
unclean, they will eat

them when they accidentally happen

Falcons eat only live birds, and are therefore hallul

one.

An

exception

the kestrel,

is

s^kire

to kill

(Jlilr^)-

which eats mice and

(.jji*?),

lizards.

Certain birds are sacred, and are not to be killed

the swallow,

:

Ka'aba

;

the pelican, for having carried water at the

building of the Ka'aba

;

the stork, and the laughing turtle nestling

for visiting the

on the Haram in Jerusalem

but their meat

;

is

edible,

and

if

without intention of killing them they get hold of one, they will
feed on

All migratory birds,

it.

tiyiir

il-hahr

,»Alr),

{.^sy>^\

are

allowed to be eaten.

When

dinner

specify,

and

over the
the

of

women make

spin,

but this

take an

flocks,

is

A

an

need not

I

few clothes are made by them,

more the work

Bedu women.

of

part in selling the produce

active

as they are

their toilet, with

which, for reasons

hair,

extremely necessary.

is

and some

women

is

combing

occasional

of

The

the field

more patient carrying the loads on

their

heads or in driving the donkeys, and awaiting customers in the

The women

markets.

Bethlehem are well known

of

mdaf

as sellers of articles in mother-of-pearl,

husbands make at home

known

(,

those of Siloam, Malha, and Lifta are

for their milk, water,

The

and vegetables, &c.

children to the age of eight or ten run about the streets

and play
stated

;

in Jerusalem

iS^), which their

at " seek

in

a

and find" or

previous

chapter.

" war," or marbles, &c., as already

The

village

schools

introduced

12 years ago have not been followed very assiduously; the teachers,

who

by the Government, may receive gifts of
from the boys, but in most places they are almost

are paid very little

l)read

and

fruits

neglected.

The women

of the different houses

meet together, every one

with her sewing or spinning, late in the afternoon to a kind of
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"tea meeting" or "five
and exchange the news of the ^jrincipal events, and
the tidings which they have heard in the towns or villages.
"tabtin meeting," corresponding to our

o'clock tea,"

When

men are not at work, e.rf., on rainy days, or when the
not favourable, they gather either in the house or in a
public meeting room to talk over the news.
They smoke their
weather

the

is

coffee.
The fellaliin (except in Christian
and even they are very sober) never drink wine or strong

arghileh and prepare
villages,

nor anything save water after their regular meals. The
is almost a religious act.
Only a man can prepare

drinks,

cofiee drinking

the coffee, and

it

must be done

with, the greatest care.

are roasted in the coffee pan {meJiindsc[f]),

roasted they are pounded in the
coffee-pot (Imkrqj)

put on the

is

wooden

The grains
and when they are half

or stone mortar

then the

;

whilst the rhythmical pounding

fire,

goes on with the enormous pestle (mehbdsh), often weighing six or
seven pounds. When the coffee boils it is taken away, then put a

second time, and again a third time on the

fire.
The first cup of
poured into the ashes for the Sheikh esh-Shadhillv. Who
Shadhilly 1 Or what has he to do with the coffee ?
Was he

coffee is
is

this

who

the one
fore,

l^rought the coffee to Palestine

be prior to the Sheikh of

who brought

from Abyssinia

He

1

would, there-

— Shehab-ed-Din

Yemen

Dhabany,

middle of the fifteenth
century for according to Ibn-Batuta, Shadhilly was dead before his
days, and he was in Egypt in the beginning of the twelfth century
coffee

in the

—

He

(1325 A.D.).

says

— " In Alexandria

Hass esh-Shadhilly (^^iU!l
pilgrimages to Mecca,

and aromatic herbs

down

^J^^

sea,

as

who, having made several

that he was going to die at Homaithra

On

for his burial.

his grave

to Hassan, the son of 'Ali

In the Litany of Esh Shadhilly
this

),

heard the Litany of 'Abu-1

(Upper Egypt), took with him a hoe, a basket,

(\1j-^:>.), in Said

genealogy

knew

I

Thou

says

it

'Am

—

"

hast put the sea under

(

is

^

written

all

his

1,^).

Put into our

command

service

of Moses,

Lord {'Am)
the flames, &c., as unto Abraham, O Lord
The iron and the mountain ... as unto David, O Lord
The
wind, devil, and genii ... as unto Solomon,
Loi d
the
water ... as unto Suki,
Lord
The fire ... as unto Bedawy,
The iron ... as unto 'Abd-el-kader,
Lord
Lord
The
," and so forth.
poison ... as unto Erfa'i,
Lord
Though
!

.

.

.

!

!

!

.

.

.

!

!

!

!

nothing

is

.

.

said aliout the coffee in the Litany

it is

likely that the
X
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same Shadhilly

is

meant, as though this most venerable Sheikh were

The exclamation, 'Am,

end of
some order
know that the above named have their

associated with the coffee.

every invocation means he

We

having a standard.

at the

a Loi'd, or a founder of

is

standards.

When

the coffee

more honoured

or

Women

members.

young and the

poured

is

out, a

cup

handed to the eldest
and then the other

is

guest, then a second cup,
of a certain

children.

A

age also drink

third cup

The saying

.considered a hostile act.

"

is,

The

guest, the second for enjoyment, the third for

Guests are not questioned as to

biit

first

war

who they

"

is

almost

[cup] for the

(,

ij.^l'i

J.^'l

.

are or where they

their business or errand

come from, and what

but not the

coffee,

off"ered,

is

may

be.

Fellah

etiquette requires no introduction, but in course of conversations

touching this and that motive they

name, of everyone.

finally the

of greeting begins

:

may

Should

find out the

this

home, and

be known, a

new kind

praises about the kindred; deeds of valour in

.

the days of civil

war under Lahem and Abu Ghosh ; daring acts
and the vile present,

against Ibrahim Pasha, the Egyptian invader

;

where every notable fellah of high descent has to submit to the
ill-treatment of some Kurd gendarme {shddermd, a corruption of
gendarme).

The

fellah

does

not

willingly give

in

marriage to or take

from the Madani, the greatest insult to a fellah being to have to
submit to the pantaloons which a town-wife would require him to
put on, and such a one

is

only considered as half a fellah

or, at least,

as a degraded one.
is well known, but, as already mentioned,
more generally practised in the south of Jerusalem, and some
the more generous fellahin, who glory in the title of Jeyyed

Fellahin hospitality

it is

of

( >^^:>- )

There

,

is

ruin themselves by giving suppers to friends or passers-by.

generally a guest's

sdha\f^, in the village,

turn

it is

either

house

{riiaddfe\t\,

and the guardian

is

to furnish bread, coffee, tobacco,

from pride, or from

thirst

for

also called 'Is^X^.,

supposed to know whose

and the sacrifice. But
some are zealous

praise,

enough, as soon as they see strangers approaching the village,
" or " by their arm "
to go to meet them, and swear " by divorce
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that the supper

is

The guests

to be at their expense. ^

When

according to their rank.

are installed

are seated the conversation

all

is

carried on, not on the subject of the visit, for it is now even as
in Samuel's day, " ye shall eat with me to-day (no drinking of wine

and to-morrow I will
Sam. ix,

in Samuel's house),

thee
is

that

all

is

in thine heart" (I

always called a

dhabl/m.

sacrifice,

thee go, and will

let

The sheep

19).

tell

or goat

"killed" in view of

It is

the kiblah, and the throat

the guests, with the neck turned to

It
merciful and compassionate God."
inner
The
wall.
the
against
hanging
is quickly skinned whilst
the
parts are all put away, and eaten afterwards in the family
the
and
guests,
the
before
put
never
are
and
heart
lungs, liver,

is

cut " in the

name

of the

;

stomach

is

carefully emptied,

stuffed with rice
It

considered shameful

is

animal

is

now

of

present this

to

to

any

The whole

guest.

who

work

of this

organiser of

the

is

the

The

guest.

done by an

is

Three or

reception.

four hours after the arrival of the guests the rice

brought in

is

The

wooden bowls and set l^efore the guests, with bread.
meat are now distributed to the guests, and each

in

guest,

pieces of

according to his rank, receives a piece ecpial in

honour and

to he of different degrees of
pieces, in order of merit, are
1.

The

o

rpT,

2.

The

size,

but considered

The

delicacy in flavour.

:

ilium (j^j^a!^ ish-shadd)-^ These three pieces are always
presented to the three first,
7
/
1
r^n\
^
neck
(cUj 11 ir-rakabc[t\) >
,
,
>
'T-nd alternate ui value
breast
el-kass)
J
different places.
••

••

1

1

•

7

,

.

•

(^\

The

4.

The femur

5.

The

6.

The scapula

7.

The humerus (arm) {sj\\

(thigh) (lL<^J1

tibia (leg)

(

(shoulder)

The unbroken humerus

^

offered,

^j\^ ^AsL^^yi

.

.jjS^ miksar

el-iverk),

jiit^Sl il-mi'ahlj).

(_^^\

must be broken, and a

must not be

m

f

3.

mill d'nt't, if

and

meat, also only for family use.

cut judiciously into such pieces as can be presented

and eaten by one
expert cook,

at the spring or well,

washed

and small pieces

as

is

it

el-ahva/j).

The

^>jj^^ miksar el-yad).

j^iece of

meat added

to

called d'ra el-hagha (^&jtA\
is

considered humiliating.

-LZt 'Alley

it-taldlc mill

l)one

it.

^^.i^)) a-'^d

Another

maruti, or (^.cl.J ^,-cj

unmarried.
I

2
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which would be held to give even greater

piece,

(Jaa^II

tartur esh-sliandal

,.;:.::),

and

the last rib

the

offence, is

"When

cartilage.

Saul had been seated, Samuel asked the cook to l)ring forth the
honoured piece, and gave him the shoulder (the Jews do not eat

The guest takes from the

the hinder parts)

piece as

much

he

as

can carry olT with his fingers, for he must never gnaw, and then

hands

it

to

" Here,

some honoured man or member
"

owner

!

^_^,^

C

3,-;^ )

\.,

/.//f///

of the house, saying,

ya

The other

me/jilly.

guests, in like manner, give each of his unfinished portion to

member.
place,

only.

Having

finished the supper, every

man

thanking God, and drinking water at the end of the supper
Squatting with both knees downwards, and with the legs

gathered tailor-fashion, alone
Squatting, called

sacred posture

farhki',

is

the approved fashion

because of

its

as eating,

whilst the takunhuz, Avith the knees up,

;

is

measuring wheat, reading the Koran, &c.

squatting

supposed to

is

Hands may, and
supper.

Soap

must

new

be a

when

lie

ought to

in fact

piece.

is

is

the

profane,

going on
This kind

the

devil's

mischievous position.

l;>e,

washed

in this position, after

usually employed, and for

is

at table.

forming a " square,"

and never tolerated whenever any holy transaction
of

some

from his

rises

honoured guests,

it.

Towels are unknown.

Serious affairs are not spoken about until either after supper, or
even the next morning, and then they part, after having arranged
This is cpiite an old custom, for when
matters, without breakfast.
Abimelech came to Isaac, "he (Isaac) made them a feast, and they

and they rose up betimes in ike morning and sware
and Isaac sent them away (let them go), and they
dejDarted frOm him in peace " (Gen. xxvi, 30, 31),
Before sitting down to meals the guests all wash their hands,
becaiise spoons are not much in vise, and although wooden ones aredid eat and drink

one to another

;

:

By
to be found in every house, they prefer to eat with the hands.
way of encouragement the supper-giver says, " Give grace to the
merciful" (^,U.s-.lL'

^J^)^ which

(having said grace)."

When

hands washed.

For very

supper

in plain English means,

"eat

men have

their

is

over, the

aristocratic guests a IjowI

is

brought to

receive the Avater, flowing from the hands, for a decent fellah will
never wash in standing water ; water must flow over the hands till

they are rubbed clean,
'

God reward

you,

first

owner

by soap and

finally

by water only.

of the house," says the guest

(khalaf
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Allah ahyh yd
{alia

hemic).

" Thanks to

mfi/iiUij),

and the owner answers,

"

By your

voice

"When drinking water, the guest must first
God " {il-hamdu lillah), to which comes the reply, "

"

say,

May

have satisfied you " (hanii/dn). And again the drinker answers,
"'May God satisfy you" {Allah yehanth). All these compliments
and formulas are uttered and muttered in half undertones, and do

it

not seem so cumbersome in real life as they do in a description,
delivered, as they are, with perfect and enviable elegance.
The chief meal of the day is not necessarily the supper it

—

depends on circumstances, whether the members of the family be
separated by their several employments or not. If the men work as
day-labourers some miles away from home, then the supper, 'a»hah

(IA^),

is

village,

the most regular meal, but

it

course, are changed.

they work round about the

Kamadan

In the fast of

dinner.

at

is

if

Heavy

the meals, of

meals are taken as soon as the setting

announced by the voice of the Khatib— that is, where
they are so far away from the towns that they cannot hear the

of the sun

is

cannon-signal.

The long winter evenings are spent in games or story-telling
but the fellahin are most fond of the long adventures of the warrior
tribes in their migrations

from Arabia, attacks from other

tribes,

love-romances, or semi-Biblical, semi-i\Iohammedanised stories about
" Joseph and his brethren," " Job's patience," &c.
These are

declaimed by the bard,

sha'er ( .x-l

one-stringed fiddle {rabdbe[t]).

poem

),

The people often

when

days,

only such as are free of care

it is

that singeth

is

who

songs to an heavy heart"

When

(Prov. XXV, 20).

pass the whole night

is

to

the people prepare to go to bed,

always

well understood, are never

left

worn

He

probably such a bard

cover themselves two or three times with
it is

"

can enjoy them.

necessary to take off the girdle, and then lying

Shoes,

of his

particulai'ly captivating, but, as in old

listening,

the

accompaniment

to the

down on
the

in the

it

is

only

the carpet

thick carpet.

room

;

they are

when one

at the door, and therefore are only needed

leaves the house.

The
or the

village
like,

amusements, besides marriages, the taking

are supplemented

Instead of the

traditional Italian

The

vows,

organ-grinder of Europe, they

have buftbons, called hardmkay, who come in
or four.

of

by occasional itinerant showmen.
little

troops of three

leader {Abu Khesayivdn) beats his little

drum with
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the second plays the neyey, and a youth puts on a petticoat and

bells,

whirls around (probably the

the great amusement of the

—the

drum

name hardmkay means "
onlookers. If in making

held out for the usual

is

encouragement to

his

satisfaction,

hat

— he

whirlers

"),

to

his collections

does not receive

he begins to talk about the

meanness of his
and so forth. If the hint is not sufficient, he gets nearer
and makes impertinent remarks about the villagers themselves.
This is generally successful, and to escape worse " blame " {^azdra\t\)^
coins or comestibles are given, and a volley of praises succeeds.
The fellah is very particular about his reputation {sU), and will
rather overpay the rascal than be called names in the next village.
Bulgarians, also, sometimes pass with bears ; others have performing
goats or monkeys.
The monkey (sa'addn) shows how the old man
goes on his staff, how the old woman sleeps, how the hunter carries
the gun, and so on.
stinginess of so-and-so in such-and-such a place, the

character,

(To he continued.)
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By W.

E.
I.

As

will

Jennings-Bramley, Esq.
Audnra I Hidory.

appear from time to time in these notes, the hysena and the

wolf are the wild animals that the Bedouin of the Sinaitic Peninsula

have most to fear, both for their flocks and themselves. When the
Haji went by the road from Suez to Nakhl, instead of as now by
the Wady Hasil et-Tur, the former road was infested with hysena
in quest of the

dead camels which are always to be found on much
now these brutes have almost disappeared from

frequented roads
the district.

;

They were then

solitary travellers.

riding to Suez, his

in such numbers as to be a clanger to
was told by a man that one night as he was
camel stopped suddenly, and he saw close to

I

him, by the side of the road, a hysena feeding on a dead camel.

He

went up to it, but could not scare it away. It onl}^ howled at him,
and went on tearing the carcase. Hunger will embolden them,
even to attacking a man. A Bedouin I knew came suddenly upon
His gun was not loaded he could
a yaena which made for him.
;
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only use
its

it

as a clul),

and the

l)rute catching

jaws smashed them np as

man would

if

had not

The

to the rescue and shot the hy?ena.

their fears, look

One

of dread.

made

The

of tin.

rushed up

his friend

fellahin stand in abject

At Nakhl some

terror of the dahha, as they call the hyisna.

Haiwat Bedouin

hold of the barrels in

they had been

certainly have been killed
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upon the hysena almost

of the

imbued with

hav'e intermarried with fellahin, and,

as a supernatural object

evening, sitting in one of the huts in the

town

Suleiman el-Awamra offered one of these 10 camels if he would
go to the well outside the town, not more than 100 yards off.
Suleiman increased this offer until it reached 50 camels, and yet the

Those who can realise
not go for fear of hyaenas.
what wealth 50 camels represent to a Bedouin will require no

man would

further proof of the dread with which the animal inspires them.

These

are very exaggerated, for

fears

desperate by hunger before

it

a man.

air of the desert to the stuffiness of the

pure

when

there, I always slept

must be driven

a hyaena

will attack

some way out

Preferring the

mud

huts of Nakhl,

and

of the town,

con-

I

stantly saw the hyaena come sneaking down to drink at the wells,
coming up the wind to avoid being detected by the dogs of the

However, whether coming or going these latter always
all come out in a pack, barking and yapping in
chorus, and making noise enough to awaken the whole population,
town.

scent the hyaenas,

but never daring to attack the hyaenas, which, when they find the
dogs too close on them, have only to stop and snarl to send all the

When

curs ruiming back.

hungry enough
be certain he
resistance.

No

never heard

have

of being infested

of

men

killed

—bad
— sleep

close

The camel

is

when

with their heads

It is

always

the Arabs, to avoid camping near bushes, for a hyaena

unobserved, and by suddenly springing out

may

and be

in his desperate efforts

lost.

A

dead camel

is

all

sleep,

ever on the Avatch, the

sniffing danger, will silently

masters by rubbing them with their noses.

off,

their

in

sound makes him uneasy, and some Bedouin go so

say that dromedaries,

that he

enough to

in the sense either

by animals or robbers

on their camels.

slightest

man

or 30 yards,

a hyaena were

if

with one snap of the jaws he Avould end

however, but Bedouin in a bad country
resting

doubt

to risk approa'ching a sleeping

slept,

I

some 20

at a safe distance,

the yapping recommences, and so on.

may

far as to

wake

their

safest,

may

say

creep up

so frighten a camel

break his agal and escape, gallop

sometimes used as a decoy.

For
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one night a galabia hung on sticks near the carcase, serves as a
scarecrow.
Next night the hyaena, who has not dared to approach

made keen

the tempting repast, and with an appetite

Ijy

longing,

emboldened by hunger, rushes on to the
bait with fewer precautions than it would have used the previous
The Arabs make little use of
night, and is shot l:)y those in wait.
The
the skins, some few are turned into bottles, but not many.

finds the galabia gone, and,

The track

hyaena will attack a donkey, never a camel.
jackal,

and wolf are

the hyaena

hind are

of the

same

of hyjena,

but with this difference

size,

in

:

the pads of the fore feet that are small, while the

it is

In the wolf and jackal, on the other hand, this

large.

is

reversed, the hind pads being large, the front small.

Another animal (known as the shinane

is,

I

believe,

the

Although they are never known to
attack men they are very bold in approaching you, and if you are
^sleeping (away from your camels) and they are hungry they will
creep up uinioticed and snatch away the sandals from under your
all

-

dtp)

very likely allied to the Indian wolf, but smaller at

Avolf proper,

events than the Russian.

head, or any pieces of leather they can set their teeth on.

I

from personal experience that they will attack camels, and
extraordinary

how

>suddenly put

them up.

water, whereas

large they

those

of

loom

know
it

is

moonlight when you

in the

Their tracks are found one day from
days off", never

hysena are found two

Once when lost on the Libyan side of the desert my boy
came upon fox tracks, we knew water must be near, but it
which were just as likely to lead
useless following up tracks
irom as to water, still it was something to know it was Avithin reach.
The small fox (called by the Arabs hussaine or faleh) is found
further.

and
was

I

;

One of these
They had found it
cowering under a Ijush, the eagle soaring above and waiting to
strike.
J\ly men wanted to eat it, but I bought it from them and
gave it its liberty. They are pretty little animals.
I have seen in the Wady el-Grieg footprints of what I was
told was a niinmer, which literally translated means the tiger, ^ but

throughout

Sinai.

Eagles often carry

cubs was brought to

me by my men

off"

the cubs.

once.

the name Arabs give to the leopard.
To judge by the stories one hears, they

I

is

They

are to be found, I

'

am

have never seen one.

constantly attack people.

told, in great

Ilcb. numer, leoparJ.

numbers about Ajaba.
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If

Suleiman

to be relied on, their favourite diet

is

is

herdsmen.

He gave me no reason for this preference, nor did he himself owe
Of the ibex,
the loss of any of his friends to their appetite.
than
that which
say
more
to
nothing
is
there
gazelle, and hare
when speaking

i have written

pp. 369

of sport, see Quarterhj Statement, 1900,

sqq.

In the

they

hills,

tell

me, they find

many

porcupines,

and that

have never seen one although I have
The Jebel Rorriah is said to be
often picked up their quills.
A favourite haunt of the anis as the Bedouin call them.
The jerboa is found everywhere, and is sometimes eaten l^y the
they are excellent eating.

I

Eedouin.
In Syria the wild pig is found. The Arabs of the south speak
with disgust of the northern Bedouin who, they say, shoot and
touch them, and even eat the flesh. I never saw anything of the
kind, and this story

The Arabs, who
and

•eaglets,

may

be a calumny.

are splendid climbers, often rob the nests of

myself have

I

known two who had brought up

young birds with great care and kept them

till

the

strong enough to

iet go.

There are two kinds of vulture in Sinai. The Egyptian (called
rakham by the Bedouin) and the Grifhn vulture. The latter is the
Roc of Sinbad the Sailor, and the Aral)s tell you that once upon a
A dog
time whilst flying over the desert it let fall an egg.
passing by licked up some of the yolk and instantly went mad,

^nd

that

By

is

how

shaJihie

there

properly speaking,

the

little

owl wna

owl

is

r/ouel;

came

to be

hydrophobia in the world.

the Arabs designate
it is

the

name

all

kinds of hawks although,

of the peregrine alone.

whilst in

have met, three or four days out

I

Wady

Bir, thousands of pelicans, resting

The sound

In Sinai

and the eagle, long and short-eared
Egypt the names are reversed.

called buma,

of their

wings when they

fly

in

the desert, near

on their

way

the

elsewhere.

over one's head in the

The air is so still
to be every
would
seem
what
and
feather, one on the other, as they Hy past, reaches the ear with
extraordinary clearness, and the combined effect is that of an
silent desert is

difficult to realise unless heard.

silent that

army

passing

the vibration of

l)y.

have several times seen kingfishers in the Wady Arish and
the Wady Haise, and wondered how they came there and what
I
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they were doing there.

have also found snipe and snippet.

I

Quail there are but very few.

Among

birds of passage the rollers

seem to stay longest in the desert.
The time to be on the look out for vipers during the summer
No Arab will walk at night if he can
is after a hot wind.
possibly help it; if he must he prods the sand in front of him
with a stick to give them the alarm; the viper will do its best
They a,re to
to get off, but if trodden on would certainly strike.
be found especially in sandy places. I myself have had two narrow
One night I found one in my blanket. When I opened
escapes.
it, prepai-atory to rolling myself up in it, the brute darted out
On another occasion, in the Wady Suddar outside Suez,
hissing.
during the midday rest, I was leaning back on one hand, and
happening to look down saw a cerastes between it and my body.
was up

Needless to say,

I

high rock barring

its

in a

passage, and

moment.

we

not escape, a

It could

easily killed

it.

had quite an encounter with a small snake, black with
rings of white, T do not know if it was poisonous, it was certainly
vicious, for it came for me, and whenever I made a bad shot at it
with my stick, and I made several, it struck at me, obliging me to
jump aside pretty nimbly. At last I hit it, and ended this strange
combat with an adversary not much larger than a worm. One hears
When one comes across
of very few cases of deaths by snake-bite.
Once

I

numbed

the reptile in the early morning, the cold of the night has

them

A

to such an extent, that they lie torpid, incapable of escaping.

little

bably,

up a snake, in
The snake bit him

child of the Terabin picked

and put

it

inside his tub.

this state pro-

twice, but the

day and part of the night. Plad remedies
might probably have been saved, but the Bedouins

child lived through the

been at hand

it

have absolutely none, except charms. From the length of time the
child survived, it would seem that the poison of the serpent is in no
way so virulent as that of the cobra, and some antidote, with so much
time to counteract the poison, might be found effectual.
Once near Nakhl
I have seen several flights of locusts.
perceived the ground patterned with the shadows

of

coming

I

first

millions,

looked up and saw a great cloud approaching. Another time I was
walking along the gulf of Akaba. Near the well of Tabba there
is

a group of palms.

Suddenly against these

the patter of huge drops of rain.

along blindly hurling

itself

A

I

heard a noise like
was whizzing

flight of locusts

against everything in

its

way.

Those
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that struck the leaves remained there, and enough remained to strip

every bush and every palm of every scrap of green.

aim and

missed their

Others

helplessly in the sea.

1)y

the

watched

thousand
them and could see they felt the danger of the water, and tried to
turn, but they are very bad flyers, with their long awkward bodies,
and after a useless attempt would fall into the sea. There is little
the Arabs can do,

by

locusts

when

I

the green

all

was

there.

fell

stufi^

about Akaba had been devoured

believe that

I

I

if

huge bonfires were

the side of trees the smoke might keep off the locusts.

made by

This might be practicable in the desert where the trees are few in
nimiber and in clumps. Sometimes the owner of a date tree will
cHmb up and try knocking them down Avith a stick, but this has

came upon a flight in difficTxltiesnumbed by the cold of the night
(they never can fly till warmed through by the sun),^ and they lay
thick on the ground moving along but unable to get out of the way,
Being unable to fly,
I stepped on a positive pavement of locusts.
Wad}'
made
their
escape
impossible, they
the
of
the narrowness

One day

little effect.

It

was

still

in a

^Yady

I

so early that they were

fluttered helplessly to the sides of the rock and lay there.

In the

morning these locusts appear to be of a dark colour with red
legs, once the sun is up they turn to a bright yellow.
In the W^dy Arish I have noticed a species of water beetle in
These puddles last at most two months, and I have
puddles.
early

•wondered what became

months
again

when

the rain

during the remaining ten

of these beetles

Do

of the year.

they

lie

buried deep in the

the depressions in the

refills

mud

to rise

ground where

these puddles are formed, or do they die after having laid their
eggs, which hatch in due time

down

darted up and

The Wady
Faylim,

is

in the

el-Ain, off the

infested with a

1

I

muddy

was unable to catch any

as they

water.

Ain el-Weser
large horse-fly,

in Sinai, as well as the

the sting of which

is

generally fatal to camels, giving them a fever from which they

seldom recover.

If

they do, their value

general strength of their constitution

and the poison
if

it

does not

on the legs
1

[(?p.

fl}^

iii,

is

greatly increased, as the

proved by their recovery,

has no further effect on them.

has the effect of inoculating them.

of the camel

Nahum

which camp
away."]

of the

kill,

is

ward

off this

17, " as the locusts

The

sting,

Tar smeared

and the ordinary camel

fly,

and as the swarms of grasshoppers

in the hedges in the cold dar, but -wlien the sun ariseth thev flee
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which,

troublesome enough.

less 'dangerous, is

if

It

is,

unfortunately,

teases the poor brutes

and

to be found everywhere,

till

they get

wild, or from constantly trying to free themselves by poking their
heads back under their l)ellies or legs to drive the fly off can make

no way forward. If worried the camels, when left alone, will roll in
any sand they may pass to rid themselves of the fly, and should any
packs be on their backs at the time the damage to these is likely to
be

Ticks are another plague of camels and of

serious.

AVherever there

the matter of that.

is

men

also for

water there are sure to be

fcicks.

Diseases.

II.

It is difficult for the

man who

any certainty on such subjects
are subject;

it is

is

not a professional to speak with

which the Bedouin

as the diseases to

impossible for

him

to recognise

any but the most

obvious ones, and even in the case of these he can only be guided
by such symptoms as appear on the surface, and so rude a diagnosis

must

in

most cases be an utterly wrong one. It is easy to say, for
that the Bedouin, whilst having exceptionally keen

instance,

eyesight, suffer

much from

diseases of the eye, but

without

some

professional

whether

they

are

forms

knowledge to name
of

ophthalmia or

it

is

impossible

these

other less

diseases,

known

tifFections.

me

or v/hat seemed to

From rheumatism,

to he rheumatism,

by it,
they frequently suffer I,
awakened
and
have
the
desert,
out
in
slept
and those .who have
drenched through and through by the dew, will not be surprised to
myself, have at times been crippled

;

hear that rheumatism

is

one of the most prevalent of diseases, and

Bedouin who cannot afford proper covering
becomes a victim to the most painful forms. A common remedy is
one I saw Sheikh Suleiman have recourse to for a pain in his back.
Ratan was pounded and spread over the affected part, then hot
He said this gave him relief, but I
stones were laid on the ratan.

that

am

many

a poor

unable to say

how

far the merit of the cure

belonged to the

have noticed the
intoxicating properties Avhich the milk of goats fed on ratan has on
some, and sometimes the goats are prevented from eating it in
large quantities until their stomachs have got inured to it.

ratan,

how

far

to the heat of

the

stones.

Doctors of any kind or nationality are
^Sometimes a Bedouin in

an extreme

case,

I

unknown

and

if

in the desert.

near a town, will

consult a doctor, but he has a great dislike to parting with his
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money

at

any time, and would liave to
his mind to pay a fee.

hard pressed

1)C

make up

could

I

13o
he

])efore

knew one who, on

beini^

asked at Arish to pay a piastre for some medicine prescril^ed,
declared he would prefer to die, and I do not fancy this sentiment

They have more faith in surgcrv
1)6 a rare one among them.
than in medicine, and a barber, when he can be obtained, is, bv
Avould

virtue of his razor, a great

man among

faith they will place themselves in his

and ready operation he may think
the

skill of

From
East,

and

many

Small-pox

little.

is

many Bedouins badly

have met

but they do not look upon
is

As a matter

advisable.

of these self-taught operators

fever they suffer
I

them, and with absolute
hands and perform any rough

it

as so serious

an

is

of fact

quite remarkable.

met with all over the
by the disease

pitted

illness as

we

do.

It

probable that at times they have been visited by epidemics of

cholera or plague, Ijut I have never heard

With them an

them speak

of these.

and you recover or die as may be,
to discriminate between one illness and another is mere waste of
time.
They have so few remedies that in serious cases of illness
illness is

an

illness,

they are utterly helpless and leave things alone

;

luckily the race is

a very healthy one, and they manage to struggle along without
either doctors or medicines, combating whatever diseases

many more

to their share as successfully as

Their HdWi/

fulfil

may

fall

privileged individuals.

the functions of medicine men, and in so far

are their nearest approach to doctors,

Init their remedies are mostly
charms and depend on their personal power. It is.
they and they alone who can efficaciously suck the wound of either
scorpion or snake-bite.
Their saliva, and only theirs, has curative
worth when mixed with oil and taken as medicine. Sometimes a

of the nature of

mere outward application of the saliva is supposed to cure the
wound. The Bedouin have other remedies for bites unconnected
with the

Ilawi/,

such as pressing a five or ten piastre piece on the

wound, and some drink

their

man

his

own

urine as an antidote.
I came
which was badly cut, with a
mixture of water and sheep's dung. I do not know if this is a
recognised remedy, or, as I suspect many of their recipes to be, the
across

a

result

of

plastering

the inspiration

recourse to for

all sorts of

Their camels, when

of

foot

the

minor

moment.

suffering

from

sprinkled with tobacco-dust, to prevent
the wounds.

Bleeding they have

diseases.

sores
flies

or

boils,

may be

laying their eggs in
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For
and

they

call it

full of brio;ht

I

powers

which

of

I

Their remedy for constipation

found excellent.
h(.%m

made of henna
have myself tested and

their eyes they use kohl, for sores a paste

watei', the healing

— which

grows

in the

Wady

is

the wild

Suddar.

This

fig
fig

is

vermilion seeds.

have spoken elsewhere of their ^preservative against scorpion
Against that of snakes they recommend a dose of boiled

poison.

Egyptian vulture.

Some wells are infested hy
now and then it happens

a very small species of leech, and
that some man, too thirsty to be

every

cautious, swallows one of these,

A strong

throat.

and

it

solution of tombac

fastens on the inside of his

is

made and used

as a gargle.

This always has the effect of killing either the leech or the man.

They

also use, as a precaution against these leeches, branches of the

Wady Arish and in various places
These are soaked in the water to be drunk,
any leeches there may 1)8 in it, but also gives the water
grows in the

mitoran, a tree that
in

Southern Syria.

kills

a

which,

taste,

])itter

however unpleasant, is not unwholesome.
which grows about the T^r, is used as

The herb hahak

(mint),

a cure for boils.

The

powder

is

are

leaves

sprinkled on the

dried and powdered, and this

Ijoil.

Andouf, another plant, poisonous enough to
if

they eat

solution

is

it

any but small

in

kill

camels or goats

when made into a strong
vermin.
It is much used by the

quantities,

very effectual in killing

women, who mix it in the water with which they wash their own
and their children's heads. There may be other herbs they use
medicinally, but I have not heard of them. What simple knowledge
they have of the properties of these plants is shared by all. No one
sots up as being especially learned in such practical matters, for
although their holy men are consulted as dreamers and interpreters
of dreams, their advice is generallj^ of a mystical character, and
does not condescend to deal with the slighter ailments to which
In serious cases they have great faith in the inter-

flesh is heir.

cessory powers of the family Neby, and turn to
of a sacrifice

— be

should recover,

it

kid, goat, or

The constant and
I

hey

will

suffer

him with promises

if the

person in danger

The animal sacrificed they
the day belong to the Neby.

not otherwise.

themselves, but the honours of

Bedouin

camel

eat

severe forms of indigestion from which the

can cause no surprise when

it is

remembered that
of meat

devour at one sitting extraordinary quantities

Till']
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chance, and

when they get a

that

Ijetween

in

protracted periods of enforced fasting,
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bouts are

these

when they

eat nothing Init

make them-

small quantities of the unleavened l)read which they
selves.

I met one man whose hands were
is not common.
and blotched with white. I am unable to say whether he was
a leper at all events, no sort of precaution against infection was

Leprosy

scaly

;

taken in his case. He lived, slept, fed in the tent with all of us.
It is this ignorance of the dangers of contagion that may account

among a people as moral as the
unknown among them, and the idea
They marry
should be such is abhorrent to them.

for the spread of venereal diseases

Bedouin.

PTiblic

that there

women

young, and cases of

are

illicit

intercourse are extremely rare.

They stand in the greatest dread of
terror

when one

is

the wells of Gerai whilst
bee-line

from the wells

;

was

I

of

dogs, and

all

live in

Three men were bitten at

The dog had taken

in Sinai.

Gerafy to Gerai, and found the

Of the three men who were

asleep near the wells.

died

mad

reported to be about.

the two others, though badly hurt, got over

it.

bitten,

The

last

a

men
one
one

attacked by the dog managed to strangle him after a hard fight.

There is something that affects the nerves in the knowledge that
a mad dog may be about in the desert. The feeling that he may
be down upon you from anywhere as you lie asleep on the ground
is
is

not conducive to

rest.

In the daytime

it

is

different

always loaded, and a suspicious-looking dog

is

:

your gun

shot

without

further ado.

Although the Bedouin are very ignorant of the properties even
know, still they are aware that some are

of the few herbs they

poisonous

;

but

I feel

sure the idea of using poison to rid himself of

an enemy is too much opposed to the Bedouin's idea
right and proper for him to have recourse to it.

•

III.

of

what

is

Agriculture,

The Bedouin can in no sense be called an agricultural people.
would be impossible for them to grow corn enough to supply
their wants on the small patches here and there in the Wadies
irrigated by the rains, but they do profit by such small bits of
ground to add to their store of imported corn or grow durra or
melons.
They have often nothing but a wooden plough, drawli
It
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by

camels, which seklom goes deeper than a foot into the ground.

Either just before the rains are expected,

be on the spot, at the
seed
it

first

In the one case the rain

in.

may come

or,

they happen to

if

indication of rain, they throw their

may

not come, in the other

with such force as to wash everything away.

culture in Sinai

is

Agri-

always in a precarious condition, and being so

can never be the serious business of a man's
to look after his crops

when he has nothing

He may be said
He never

life.

l^etter to do.

manures the land, and such weeding as they do (if it deserves the
name at all) consists of very little more than cutting away bushes
and pulling up the most harmful plants and roots. The usual
crops are barley,

corn, very

Indian

corn,

tobacco,

little

Avater

melons, but these are only sown in small patches on ground not

— or

when the

coming very late, the
of no rotation
of crops, and woiild go on sowing corn on the same plots year after
The
year, but the variation in the rainfall makes this impossible.
They grow no
crops will only grow where and when there is rain.
Onions they buy when they get a chance, but
vegetables at all.
fit

for corn

time

is

in the years

too far advanced to sow corn.

never import them in very large

rain

They know

cpiantities.

They never

irrigate

none to

irrigate,

their fields, for the double reason that they have

and no water
as they are

to irrigate

now,

is

them with,

as the water in the wells, such

not more than sufficient for their

consist of camels, sheep, goats,

which in most cases belong to the sheikhs.
The only fruit trees are the date palm and
reason

why

olives should not thrive

they have not been

Such

tried.

These

flocks.

and donkeys, with some few
fig.

horses,

There

is

no-

on the sides of Wadies, but

trees as there are

grow

Avild,

and

I have never heard of any
no one thinks of pruning them.
They have no
religious custom connected with sowing or reaping.

vintage or olive harvest

;

they do not give

any gleanings for the poor
Imam, for there is none.

leave

all

;

no one

tithes,

nor do they

being poor, nor even for the

TJie Story of

IV.

Areed was a warrior

—

Arecd.

of the trilje could start

without

him, for he, better than any other, knew how to lead the men by
unfrequented roads where the flocks worth raiding would be found ;

—

none could fight as he if fighting there was
booty back to camp so quickly and safely.

— none could drive the
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His

Avife

WHS

und

l)eautiful

prefer Haroof, a fool, Avhorn
fighter

;

and she

lie

men
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loved her, but she must needs

looked

down

on,

foi-

he was no

her husband Areed, and went with Haroof.

left

But Areed said nothing, but he watched his opportiuiity.
Soon the tribe were called together for a raid. Areed, <jf course,
was of the number of fighters, and Haroof, lest he should l)e thought
a coward, went too. After riding many days, they were short of
water, but Areed told them to have no care he would lead them
to a well he knew of.
He would hurrj^ on and they must follow in
his track, and reaching the well before they did, he threw his cloak
over the mouth of it, and when his friends came up he exclaimed,
" Alas the well is no longer Water here there is none, one of us must
ride back and fetch the water-skins full, lest we die of thirst." Then
Haroof was chosen to go back, and what water was still in the
;

I

!

And

water-skins they gave him, lest he should die on the way.

Areed said

to him, "

When

thou seest thy wife, which was mine,
recite these verses to her and it will be well with thee."'
Haroof did as he was bid. Then the woman knew that Areed

had found the

much

and had sent back Haroof to prove to her how
was the man she had preferred to him. So she left
Haroof, and when Areed returned, went back to his.
well,

of a fool

the tent of

(To he continued.)

'

" Areed beriken al
Oil

"

I

am

minhillem al

el
el.

Nasham minliiUem
tarreek mar/eed.

Ou gadder Allah ya Haroof
Oil gadder Allah ya Haroof

i/a

rawahini.

eejeek."

unable to give a translation of these verses
to me.

;

I wrote

them clown

as they

were recited

K
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TENTH LEGION AT

TIIP]

THE CAMP OF THE TENTH LEGION AT JERUSALEM
AND THE CriY OF ^LIA.
By

The Walls of

1.

W.Wilson,

Major-General Sir C.

Roman Camp,

the

K.C.B., K.C.M.G.,

a.d. 70-132.

LL.D,

— Jerusalem,

&c.

after its

capture by the Eomans, became a Legionary fortress, or permanent
"

Camp

"

;

and

so

it

remained until the revolt of the Jews

No

reign of Hadrian (a.d. 132).

has been preserved

and no trace

;

record of the size of the "

no tradition

of its limits has yet

exists

with regard to

in the

Camp"

position

its

been found.

when ordering the demolition of the fortifications of the
decided to spare the Avest wall of the " Upper City " that it

Titus,
city,

might serve as a barrack for his troops and the three towers,
Phasaelus, Hippicus, and Mariamne, that they might show future
;

how

generations

The

strong the defences of Jerusalem had been.

troops left by Titus as a garrison consisted of the Tenth Legion,
Fretensis, with certain auxiliaries

From

panies of footmen.^

north-w^est angle of the

the fortified palace of

tunately nothing

is

— troops

the above

it

"Camp" was

Herod and the

known

of the steps

be inferred that the

near the Jaffa Gate, where
three towers stood.

Roman

which the

took to convert Jerusalem into a Legionary fortress.
stances were so exceptional that they

normal arrangements.

On

work

The circum-

was

it

their

seems most probable

it

in accordance

with the general

principles governing the construction of fortified camps,

wherever

Unfor-

engineers

may have abandoned

the other hand,

that they carried out their

and com-

of horsemen,

may

and

that,

practicable, they utilised the existing fortifications.

The "Upper City" was defended on its north, west, and south
by the first wall, and on its east side by a wall that ran along

sides

the low

cliff

on the right bank

of the

not mentioned by Josephus,- but
1

at

B.J.,

Tii, 1,

Jerusalem

;

§§

tlie

1, 2.

The

auxiliaries

its

Tyropoeon Valley.
existence

legion, or the bulk of

may

may

it,

This wall

is

be inferred from

was doubtless quartered
important

liare garrisoned smaller forts at

points in Judsea.
^ This is not remarkable, for Josephus, in liis description of the walls,
never alludes to the great peribolos wall of the Temple precincts which still
The fragments of masonry
attracts the wonder and admiration of travellers.
referred to by Schick {Quarterly Statement, 1898, pp. 81, 82) may have

belonged to the wall.
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the fact that the "

and the

"

Upper City " was able to hold out after the Temple
Lower City " were in the hands of the Romans. Titus was

obliged to undertake regular siege operations

AVhen at

an entrance.^

last the "

lief ore

he could force

" fell, its fortifications,

Upper City

with the exception of a breach in the west wall, were intact.It

may

be regarded as almost certain that for the north and west

walls of the "

Camp "

the engineers utilised portions of the

old wall, but the trace adopted for the east
so clearly indicated.

A

Legionary fortress was, as a

or oblong, with rounded angles, and
is

rule, a

or

not

square

about 50 acres in extent.

51 acres,

Lamba'sis 52, and

been

is

York probably 48, Chester probably 53,
Bonn 61 the proportion of length to breadth
each case.^ The " Camp " at Jerusalem may not have

Thus Caerleon
varies in

first

and south walls

;

if the bulk of the Legion was quartered
would be normal, and, in attempting to locate it, a
about 50 acres must be allowed. The ground enclosed by

of the usual form, but,

there, its area

space of

the walls of the

"Upper City

"

—about 71^ acres in extent —

unequally divided by the south

Avail

of the

modern town.

is

now
That

portion lying north of the city wall has an area of about 48J- acres,
and, very possibly,

may

its limits

be those of the

Eoman

"

Camp."

the engineers utilised the north, east,

It is quite conceivable that

of the "

Upper City," and, to complete the defences,,
by a new wall which followed a line still
preserved by the wall of the modern city.'^
An approximate
rectangle, well defended on all sides, and of the regulation size,
and west walls

connected the two

last

would thus be formed on the highest part
1

JB.J., Ti, 8, 1.

•'

Foi'

many

-

Hid.,

of the

hill.-^

According

vi, 8, 4.

information witli regard (o existing Legionarj fortresses; and for
Tahiable suggestions as to the manner in wliicli the Romans would

probably set about the formation of their " Camp " at Jerusalem, I am much
indebted to Mr. F. Ilaverfield.
• There
has never been any satisfactory explanation of the origin of the
south wall of Jerusalem which, for no ostensible reason, excludes a quarter
that must have been one of the pleasantest io the ancient city.
The true
solution of the problem seems to be that the "

Camp

" existed as a military

Hadrian and that, eventually, when the garrison
of Jerusalem was nominal, and the "Camp" was no longer required, its south
wall became the southern limit of the city.
^ 1 was formerly of opinion that the limits of the " Upper City " were those
of the " Cami5," biit I have abandoned this view in consequence of the strongevidence that the normal area of a Legionary fortress did not vary greatlv
from 50 acres, and the fact that tlie area of the "Upper City" was as much
as 74| acres.
K 2

station long after the reign of

;
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to this

Camp "

view " the

extended, approximately, from David
and from the west wall to the conduit from

Street to the south wall,
" Solomon's Pools."

PALESTINE EXPLOHATIOM FUND.

300^

O
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3000

Feet

I

4

Stadia.

I

Camp of the Tenth Lkgiox at Jerusalem.
fortifications not utilised in the construction of " the Camp"
and on the south the demolition appears to have been
demolished,
were

The

JERUSALEM AND THE CITY OF
complete.^

How far

this
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was the case on the north

is

unknown, hut

reasonahle to suppose that those portions of the seroiid and fhird
walls in the imniech'ate vicinity of " the Camp " were overthrown,

it is

and that the gi'ound was levelled over their ruins. The lioman
engineei's would not have neglected such an obvious military precaution, and have left cover for a possible enemy in close proximity
Inside " the Camp," the principal street of the
to their defences.
ancient city, the line of which is still preserved, no doubt became
the Via principalis with its Northern Gate near the south-east corner of
the Muristan, and its Southern Gate at the spot where the Zion Gate
The West
stood before the walls were rebuilt by Sultan Suleiman.
wall
mentioned
in
the
west
the
gate
at
or
near
probably,
Gate Avas,
A.D. 985,- but no trace remains of this gate or of

by Mukaddasi,

the street which must have led eastward from

Armenian gardens on the

it.

Possibly the

ground on the south "
spaces that were always left

west, and the waste

represent on those sides, the clear
between the walls and the quarters of the soldiers.
Outside "the Camp" Roman and foreign merchants, and those
Jews who had taken no part in war, would settle down amidst
These
the ruins of the ancient city for the purposes of trade.
squatters probably rebuilt the old

and

second walls

^

and those

;

of

liazjirs

them who

that lay between the fird
Avere not

Jews may have

erected a small temple or shrine of Astarte on a site so convenient
to the bazars as that

Sepulchre.

Camp

"

is

from
of

"

it

is

the Church of the

Holy

grew up

to the south of " the

pleasant to

think that Christian

canabce

down in this locality after their return
they may have founded " the mother church

settled

and that
on the ruins

Pella,

Zion
1

uncertain, but

may have

families

now occupied by

Whether any

of the

house in which Christ had partaken of

See the description of the state of the old walk by Dr. Bliss (Bliss and

Dickie, Excavations at Jerusalem, 1894-97; P.E.F., 1898).
-

Guy

called
^

le Strange,

Bub

The

Palestine under the Moslems, pp. 214-217.

gate -was

et-Tlh.

During the

last

50 years most of this ground

lias

been taken up fur

building.
•*

This appears to liave been the belief at the connuencement of the twelfth

century, for Saewulf writes that the Church of the Holy Sepulchre was
" situated on the declivity of Mount Sion, as was the city itself after that the
;

Eonian princes, Titus and Vespasian, had by the vengeance of tlie Lord
destroyed fiom the foundations the whole city of Jerusalem" (English translation in tlic publications of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, pp. 9, 10).
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Last Supper with His disciples.
Within the Avails of the
Legionary fortress there could have been no church, synagogue,

the

or temple.

The JFalls of yElia CajJitolina.
Hadrian "the Camp

— During the revolt

of the Jews
and the suburbs in its vicinity
were taken by the insurgents, and recaptured by the Eomans. How
2.

in the reign of

far they suffered in the

but

it is

"

prolonged struggle

it

is

impossible to say

;

may have

reasonable to suppose that, whilst the canahce

been destroyed, the strong walls of the Legionary fortress were not
seriously injured.

When

Hadrian was able

Jerusalem as a heathen

to carry out his project of rebuilding

city,

one

restore its walls

large

Roman

he would
Legionary troops, and

of the first steps that

Camp "with

take would be to reoccupy "the

The presence

where they had been breached.

garrison in the "

by several centurial

Upper City

inscriptions

" of

Josephus,

is

of a

indicated

on the tubes of the stone syphon of

"High Level Aqueduct."^

the

This aqueduct, is the only one
capable of delivering a steady stream of water at the level of " the

Camp," and

its

preservation in a thorough state of repair would be

a matter of special importance to
fortress, as elsewhere,

the garrison.

would be quite

distinct

The Legionary
civil town

from the

which Hadrian made a Colonia. Its walls would long remain, and,
on the north and south sides, they appear to have lasted to the
reign of Constantine.The interval which separated the fortress
from the " Colony " would coincide very nearly with " David
Street."
A passage in the Annals of Eutychius, to which
M. Clermont-Ganneau has called attention,^ appears to contain an
allusion to the northern face of the Legionary fortress as restored
by Hadrian
" The Greeks established themselves there (in ^lia)
and constructed a fortress at the gate of the Temple called
:

—

'
The aqueduct may liave been constructed by Herod the Great
built his fortified palace in the " Upper City " {JB.J., v. 4, § 4), or it

been a

Roman

military work

The

of the city by Titus.

carried out by the

inscriptions give

when he

may have

garrison after the capture

no certain

date.

For a discussion

of these points, see Quarterly Statement, 19U5, pp. Ib-ll.
- The Bordeaux Pilgrim, a.d. 333, found the house of Caiaphas outside, and

David's Palace,

i.e.,

" David's

Tower," inside " the wall of Sion"; and, going
''
out
i.e., the Damascus Gate, he went
Hierosol). These walls correspond to the north

northveards to the Gate of Neapolis,
of the wall of Sion"
and south walls of the
'

{Itin.

fortress.

Rec. d'Arch. Orientale, toI.

vi,

pp. 279

sq^ci.

JEKUSALE.M AND THE C]TV OF
el-Beha}.

and

.

.

This fortress exists to-day at the gate of Jerusalem,

.

Mihruh of David."

called the

is

No

14o

.KLIA.

'^

early wiiter describes the walls built ]»y Hadrian to protect

the civil city,

-c-Elia

and there

Capitolina,

is

no record of any recon-

struction or extension earlier than the fifth century.'^

from

inferred

information

absence of

this

that

may

It

the

walls

Ije

of

Constantine's city were the walls of yElia, and that on the north, at
these walls are represented, conventionally, on the plan of

least,

Jerusalem in the Macleba mosaic.
built his wall nearly

on the

It

is

conceivable that Hadrian

line of the third wall of the ancient

city
and this view derives some support from the JMadeba mosaic
and from the Itinerary of the Bordeaux Pilgrim. In the former,
city gates are clearly shown in positions that are approximately
those of the present Jaffa, Damascus, and St. Stephen Gates. From
the Itinerary it would appear that the Birket hr(ul, the pool near
the Church of St. Anne, and the twin pools near the Convent of the
The wall of
Sisters of Zion, were within the walls in A.D. 333.^
;

^^lia appears, in fact, to have followed the course of the present
except, perhaps, near the Jaffa Gate, where it seems to have
been drawn in so as to give " David's Tower," and the citadel a clear
M^all

front.

Some

interesting suggestions with regard to the public buildings

mentioned

^^lia,

of

identifies the

Trikameron

and

ceUa.',

to

Paschal

the

in

made by Father Germer-Durand.^

been

three

its

the

l^e

^

have

great

recently

The learned Angus tinian

with the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus
is

" Quadra,"

Haram

esh-Sherif,

and considers the Kodra, that
quadrangular

which the Trikameron stood.

in

Chronicle

enclosure,

He

sees

in

the

two

deinosia

municipal buildings connected with the administration of the
^

The

g&te el-Behd, "the Gate of Beauty,"

es-Silslleh, the "

Golden Gate"

of the

is

apparently the present

city,

Bub

Middle Ages.

This seems to indicate the citadel at the JafPa Gate.
" The site of the city is almost circular, enclosed within a circuit of walls
of no small extent, whereby it now receives within itself Mount Sion, which
was once outside" (Eucherius, Jipif., Palestine Pilgrim Text Society Series
Tol. ii).
This enclosure of Mount Sion took place before Eiidocia (a.d. 449-160)
•

•'

built tlie wall that includeil the Pool of Siloam.
^

Itin. Hierosol.

^

Echos

*

The Trikameron would more

rooms
above

cV Orient, 1904, pp.

like the Basilica of
is

quite possible.

65-71

;
see also B.B., 1, pp. 369-387.
naturally be a bidlding with three vaulted

Maxentius

at

Home

;

but the identification propo?ed

THE
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in the Tdmtujmplion, a

bath with four porticos

—

possiljly

the

Pool of Siloam, which, according to the Bordeaux Pilgrim/ was
The Dodckapi/lon he regards as the double colonnade
qnadriportkas.

by three fetrap/jlons, and its
name, " the steps," he explains by the steps in the street. But in
this last ease an identification with some part of the fortificationsj.
or with some great work connected with the approach from thecivil city to the temple of Jupiter ^ would seem preferable.
of the principal thoroughfare divided

THE CRYPTS IN
By

R. A.

ST.

ANNE'S CHURCH, JERUSALEM.

Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

F.S.A.

the request of the Rev. Pere Cre, of the Monastery of St. Anne,
I have examined and measured the crypts found under the ancient
Church of St. Anne, and submit herewith a report upon them. Let

At

me

say at the outset that I do not share the doubts that have in

some quarters been thrown upon their nature, as true relics of
There can be no question that they are genuinely
antiquity.
ancient, and in some respects unicpie.
A brief notice of the discovery was inserted in the Quarterhj
Statement for April, 1904, p. 99, and there simultaneously appeared
in the Bevue Bihliqiie an exhaustive account of the chambers, illustrated with plans and sections, some of them coloured, from the pen
of

Pere Vincent, of the Dominican Biblical School of Saint-Etienne

in Jerusalem,

This occupies pp. 228-241 of that jom^nal.

The fulness of this description makes it unnecessary for me
give more than an outline account, sufficient to enable readers
the Qmrterhj Statement to form

a fair

to
of

conception of the exact nature

of the discovery.

The Church of vSt. Anne, turned after the expulsion of the
Crusaders from Jerusalem into a Moslem school and afterwards
allowed to

fall

into decay, Avas, as

'

Itin. Hierosol.

-

The approach appears

steps,

at " AVilson's

front of

tlie

Arch."

is

well known, ofiered

first to.

to hare been by a -viaduct, perhaps reached

The BodeAapylon maj

by

refer to the cokimns in

temple of Jupiter, and the steps that led up to the platform iipon

-which they stood.

THE CRYPTS
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and then to France l>y the Sultan at the eml of the
Crimean war. It was accepted hy the latter Power, and restored
for Christian worship in a conservative spirit all too rare, and
p]iigland

It is difficult to realise when entering
deserving the highest praise.
the building that it is not standing exactly as the Crusaders left it.

restoration included the refitting of the rock-cut crypt, in

The

which an ancient tradition had localised the birth of the Virgin.
It was a large cistern-like chamber, approached from the west by
Into this chamber the restorer, in 1863, inserted an
a passage.
apsidal chapel.

^%<V e/S-

Tk^r^

t>,t^j Ci^cA.

I

SauiA,

\'

I

A

The

discoveries of further additions to the complex of

chambers

—

have since been made on two occasions in 1889, when the eastern
side of the cistern-like chamber (B C D on the plan) was found to be
separated by a wall, only a few inches thick, from another chamber
resembling

it,

and when a tunnel was found, running in a curved
chamber to a large square

direction from the west side of the first

apartment,

and

hewn in
when

in 1896,

level of the

the rock a

little

north of the apsidal chapel

a small square chamber was found above the

apartment just alluded

to.

THE
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The accompanying plan shows the whole complex,

so far as

it

has been revealed, omitting some portions of the original crypt that

have been known from the first. It
remains exist, but excavation would

is

l)e

highly probable that further
impossible owing

difficult or

to the necessity of safeguarding the structure of the church that

covers the

In descrildng the remains I shall dissociate myself

site.

from any discussion

entirely

of the ancient tradition that has led

to special veneration being paid to this

neither prove nor disprove

The remains seem

me

to

place.

jNIy

those of a

and

associated subterranean cellars

with a numl:)er of

villa,

In the accompanying

cisterns.

plan the inside face of the walls of the modern church

(AAA A). A

in dotted lines

ward from the centre
ancient crypt, which
the plan.

of

is

is

represented

steps, leading

down-

situated about the position of the scale in
of the chapel built here obscures

From

the chapel a masonry doorway (B),
chamber behind the apse of the chapel. This chamber
it is about 1 1 feet
the complex originally known
;

Two

square and 12 feet high.
indicate that

modern

of the south aisle, conducts the visitor to the

this portion of the cutting.

was part

flight of

The modern masonry

leads into a

conclusions

it.

it

rectangular oj^enings in the roof

was originally a

cistern, or at least at

some time

adapted as such, probably before the passage on the west side (D), to
which we shall presently return, was opened out obviously water
;

could not stand in the chamber while this existed.
first discovery was made in connection with this
The wall on the east side of the cistern-chamber just
described was found to be only a few inches thick in some places,
and on breaking through at the point C a second chamber, also
This chamber is longer
originally a cistern, was lirought to light.
and narrower than the first, being 20 feet 8 inches in length, and

In 1889 the

crypt.

6 feet 2 inches in breadth

;

it

is

about 8 feet in height.

There

a hole in the centre of the roof, and another at the south end

;

is

the

shaft with which the latter communicates curves considerably in its
course, so that the upper orifice of the shaft

the floor-area of the chaml^er at

all.

The

is

not vertically over

walls are covered with

ancient cement.

The passage D, which
through rough

rubljle

in total length.

which

it

It

is

partly cut in rock

masonry,

is

and partly runs

about 2 feet in height and 10 feet

breaks into the wall of the

leads, at a height of 6 feet 4 inches above

chamber (E) to
its floor.

TIIK

The
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at the time of

chamber must have been cut through

the restoration of the church for the buikling of a pier to support

the great north-west piUar of the dome, but being full of earth it
The pier exists as a great block of masonry
was not noticed.

maskingthe north-west corner
to south, 19 feet east to west.

wall

is

north

It is 17 feet

of the chaml)er.

of the eastern

The compass-bearing

331:'

Above

chamber

this

another (F), also square, and also inter-

is

The

fered with by the substructures of the pier.

east wall of this

20 feet 5 inches long, and standing in a direction
The length Jof ^the room
indicated by the compass reading 350 \
of the west wall has
part
from east to west cannot be given, as no

chamber

•

is

been uncovered.

The walls of this chamber are covered with ancient cement,
upon which are remains of coloured decoration. This is'probably the
Traces

oldest fragment of mural painting remaining in^Jerusalem.
of

painting have also

l)een seen

on the wall

of

the chamber

E

below, but I was unable to detect them.

The

painting, as

remains,

it

consists

principally of

stripes of colour, each stripe 3 inches wide.

The

vertical

colours are green

white lines between each stripe. In one or two
places a broad band of a dirty brownish-yellow has been daubed,
There are
apparently, over the previously-existing colour'__scheme.

and

with

red,

fine

traces of other devices, but I could

Pere Cre suggested to

me

make nothing

that one of

definite of them.

these might be a

fish

;

this is

possible.

The tesserae
is covered with mosaic.
arranged in
not
red,
of
semee
with
a
are white or greyish-yellow,
The

any

floor of this

chamber

definite pattern.

At some period

later

than the original use of the chamber, a
This is built in
it.

furnace, or oven (G) has been constructed within

The walls are
in very rough masonry.
blackened with smoke, and the tesserae of the mosaic in the neigh-

a semi-circular form,

bourhood

of the

mouth

of the

furnace are calcined.

The

original

the chamber appear behind those of the furnace where
As the floor of the furnace is cut to sink
these happen to be broken.
lower towards the back, the mosaic floor has been removed within
walls of

the area of the furnace.

An

indication of date

is

afforded l)y the fragments of pottery

mixed with the mortar on the furnace

walls.

These are

all

Roman,
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no

cand as

chaml)er

makes

later pottery

the furnace

is

Roman

The paragraph regarding
Statement of April,

original

apprehension.

I

these discoveries contributed to the

1904, was written under a slight mis-

understood at the time that these chambers had

been discovered immediately before Pere Cre had called

As a matter

to them.

conclude that

The

period.

therefore older.

is

Quarti'iiij

may

appearance we

its

to be referred to the

of fact, they

but for various reasons

mentioned,

desirable to permit their publication

my attention

were found at the dates already

had not been considered

it

till

last year.

NOTES ON "THE EOMAN ROAD BETWEEN KERAK

AND MADEBA."!
By
In

my

Professor

article

on " The

George Adam Smith,

D.D., LL.D.

Roman Road between Kerak and Madeba"

name of the ruined town Libb " is not
discoverable on ancient maps or records." But on reading since
Books xiii and xiv of the Antiquities of Josephus, I have found twice
mentioned the Moabite town Acfi/Sa or Aijijia, which is obviously
I stated

(p.

47) that the

the same as

Liljli.
Once it occurs in a list of Moabite towns held
by the Jews under Alexander Jannaeus [Ant. xiii, 15, 4), "Heshbon,
Medaba, Lemba, Horonaim, Agelethon (? or Gaathon or Agalain
Thona X), Zoar " and again in a list of towns which Alexander's son,
;

Hyrcanus, promised to restore to the Nabateans [Ant.

xiv,

"

{1

Medaba,

Athone
making

Libba,
Zoar,

1),

Nabaloth,

Arabatha,

Horonaim ....

("?),

by Professor Schlatter

in

Orubda."

Alousa,

this obvious identification I find

indicated

Galanthone

the

that

it

1, 4),

Agalla
After

has already been

Zeit^rlvrift

des

Deidsch,

Faliistina Vereins, vol. xix, p. 230.

On

p.

42 of the same

article I

quote Father Durand's reading on

a milestone of the name, Furius Severianus, legate under Caracalla.

Professor Briinnow writes
Julianus.

AVe found one

me
of

that " the
the

FVENHMIVpANUM.

There

who was

and 194."

legate in a.d. 193

^

is

name

milestones,

only a P.

is

really Furnius

and read
Aelius

distinctly

Severianus,

See Quarterly Statement, January, 1905, pp. 39-48.
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Professor Brlinnow also writes on the difFerences l)etween his and

my

numberings of the milestones hetweeii Madeba and the Wadi
"It is a difficult matter to settle. I based my computation entirely on the time we took in riding along the road; the

Wuleh

:

—

distance between two consecutive milestones both here and on the

Wady

road south of the
4ibout 17

minutes.

milestone

is

el-Hesa was, on level ground, on an average,

according to your calculation

If

my

seventh

we should have averaged 14 minutes
think, too little, as we never went fast.

really the eighth,

for each mile, which

The J^\, on

is,

I

the milestone does not absolutely prove that

it

is

the eighth, as errors often occur on inscriptions of the later period.

Only the milestones

of the second century (especially Trajan's) are

absolutely to be depended upon.

The

marked (Do.)

inscriptions

were read by my fellow traveller Professor v. Domaszewski, who is
one of the foremost Latin epigraphists, and I hardly think he could
have erred in his reading of the numeral xiii in the Wadi Waleh

....

quite

I

agree with you that you

may be right
Wadi Waleh

numl)ering of the milestones from Madeba to

my

only wished to show that

in

the

but

;

I

numbering was founded upon a

amount of evidence."
With regard to Burckhardt's Kesur

certain

west of

'Ara'ir,

which

I failed

Briinnow thinks that

it is

Bruckhardt's editor.

I

el-Besheir,

simply due to an error on the part of

quite agree with this

•el-Besheir miist therefore

one hour to the

to see or hear of (p. 41), Professor

l)e

the

;

name Kesur

eliminated from our maps on which

it

has stood so long.
Finally, I have to correct

Abu

Sijan should read

Abu

two misprints

in

Sighan, and on

LAMPS KECENTLY FOUND IN

St.

my article.
p.

46

On

«_jJja!1

p.

42

should

GEOKGE'S COLLEGE,

JERUSALEM.
By

Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

E. A.

F.S.A.

By

kind permission of Bishop and Mrs. Blyth, I am enabled to
submit a drawing of a lamp found in a tomb recently opened in the
building operations at St. George's College.
found,

of

which,

I

Several lamps were

understand, Mr. Hanauer has already sent a

LAMPS PvECENTLY FOUND AT JEKUSALEM.
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photograph.

ornament

for

Nearly

all of

these were of common-place pattern, the

the [greater] part consisting of radiating [lines

;

[one,

with a trident on the base of the
spout,

was

identical with four

found in the tomb

five

Philochristos

at

bore a formal

of

or

Stephanos

None

C4ezer.

though

inscription,

one had a meaningless symmetrical
arrangement of letters upon it

:

0<NO.OM>0.
The example
markable

for

illustrated

being

is

re-

ornamented

Animal forms
four fishes.
on the whole, uncommon on
The fish, no
Palestinian lamps.

with
are,

doubt, has a symbolic meaning

when

another example,
;
the drawing of
however,
in which,

it

is

employed

the fishes

much more summary,

is

was found

tomb

in a Christian

at

Gezer.

send also a drawing of another
lamp, found some time ago in
I

another tomb at the same place.
It is peculiar in having a horizontal loop-handle at the end, in a
place that usually has

small ornamented knob.

Lamps found

in St. Greorge's

College.

of

lamp

is

very rare.

at

most a

This type
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PALESTINIAN ANIMAL FOLK-LORE.
{Concluded from ''Quarterly Statement" 1904, jk 274.)

By
7. To what I have
and in spite of the

is

said about the hysena/ I
evil qualities

good

said to have one

who
is

treat

told
"

it

Hanauer.

the Rev. J. E.

trait,

would add that besides

popularly ascribed to

it,

the beast

namely, that of gratitude to those

In proof of this the following interesting story

well.

:

A

Bedouin having been found murdered, suspicion pointed to
in a certain village as the criminal, and although
innocent, he had to flee from his home in order to escape from

a,

young man

the vengeance of the murdered man's relatives.

On

his flight north-

wards he was met by an old man of his acquaintance who asked
him where he was going, and who, when told Avhy he had left his
village, warned him from going further in the said direction, because
the avengers of blood were ahead of and awaiting him. He, therefore, turned eastwards, but had not gone far before he met with
another acquaintance

who

told

him not

to proceed

any further that

way, because a little further on there were other relatives of the
murdered Bedouin lying in wait for him.
On hearing this he
turned westward, only to meet a third friend, who warned him that
in that direction also a party of his enemies were on the look-out

In this dilemma he cried out

for him.

am

innocent, and yet, whichever

who

seek

hillside

my

life.'

which was

He
J^-

then

„ wa'ar,

left

way

Allah, thou knowest that I

*

the beaten track and went

i.e.,

hid.

As

down

a

covered with thicket and brush-

wood, towards a valley where he knew

which he

meet with those

I turn, I shall

of

some

caves, in one of

soon, however, as he got used to the

gloom he

perceived to his horror that he was in the den of a female hysena
that, leaving a litter of cubs asleep,
jjrey.

The unfortunate youth was

had gone abroad

place in order to seek shelter elsewhere
steps approaching.

cave.

when he heard human

drew back into the darkest

couple of minutes later he saw a
1

foot-

Fearing that his foes had tracked him to his

place of concealment he

A

in search of

just about to quit the fearful

man

recess of the

crawl

See Quarterly Statement, 1904, p. 271 sq.

in,

take up
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one hyena's cub after the other and put it into his 'abl)a in order to
By this time the fugitive had recognised
carry them off for sale.
his, and, coming forward, he made
him and begged him to spare the young creatures,
stating that he was now tasting the bitterness of being hunted, and
entreating his friend not to hurt the young hyaenas, and then
perhaps Allah would one day save both of them from evil. The

the new-comer as an old friend of
himself

man

known

to

down

consented, and, having put

the cubs, left the cave, after

having promised the fugitive not to betray his hiding place, Imt to
come and tell him as soon as it would be safe for him to return to

He had

his friends.

scarcely left the cavern

returned, and, perceiving a

human being

when the cubs rushed

attack him,

up,

when

the female hya?na

in the cave,

and by

was going to

their j-elping attracted

After a good deal of hyaena-talk between her and

her attention.

her children, she seemed to understand that the
protector to her

little

man had been

ones, and, like Androcles' lion, she

a

showed

her gratitude by bringing him food, not portions of dead carcases

such as hyaenas live upon, but hares, partridges, young kids, &c.,
In this way the young man lived as
alive.

which she had caught

the hyaena's guest for some time,

till at last his friend came and told
murderer having been found and punished, he
could safely return home."

him

that, the real

was told me by a lady who had
It
seems to me to be Seneca's
well-known tale of the runaway slave and his grateful king of
beasts,^ but in a South Palestinian modern fellah dress.
The lion
the

relate

I

heard

it

from

story

a

as

it

fellahah.

has been extinct in Palestine for centuries, the leopard is rare,
though occasionally met with, and so the hyaena, at present the
largest of the South Judean carnivora (the bear being found only in
the Lebanon and Anti-Libanus), and whose name, *_jv.^l, Ed-Daba',
is

somewhat

like the

name,

*_juull, Es-Saba',

most frequently known, has taken
8.

by which the

As might have been expected, the serpent figures largely
folk-lore of Palestine.
The following may serve

the animal
illustration

"

lion is

his place in the legend.

in
in

:

The serpent

very treacherous.
'

is

the most accursed of

It is at

Mentioned

first,

the root of
so it

is

said, in

all

liis

all

created things, and

the evil in the Avorld.

De

Beneficiis.
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Who

know

does not

when

that

Iblis

was refused admission into

Paradise he went sneaking roimd the hedges and trying in turn to
persuade and bribe the difterent animals to let him in. It was in
vain,

till

the serpent bribed by the promise that, as a recompense,

should be

the sweetest food

One

Evil

and on the suggestion of the
human flesh was the most

his,

he would find that

that

delicious of all the eatables

;

introduced the Devil into the Garden,

From

concealed in the hollow of his fangs.

who imagined

spoke to Eve,

this

hiding place he

was the serpent that was
What mischief resulted is well known. The

addressing her.

that

it

serpent was, however, as he well deserved, cheated of his reward.
It

happened

in the following

manner

:

— When, after

country, the serpent shamelessly

human

flesh for

Our

given him.

his

the Fall, an

and
demanded that he should have

angel was appointed to assign to every creature

its

special food

sustenance, in accordance with the promise

father

Adam, however, very

naturally protested,

and wisely pointed out that, as nobody had ever tasted human flesh
or blood, it was impossible to maintain that men's flesh M'as the
most kiscious of food-stuff's. Thus he gained a year's respite for
himself and his race, and, in the interval, the mosquito was deported
to go rovmd the world and taste the l)lood of every creature."
(This it could, of course, do without injury to any animal, for the
Anopheles' theory had not yet been invented.) " At the end of
twelve months the mosquito was to report in open court on the
result of its researches.
Adam, however, had a faithful friend in
This bird, unseen by the mosc{uito, shadowed it all
the swallow.
the twelve months till the great day of decision came, Avhen, as the
mosquito was on his way to report on its investigations, the swallow
met him openly and asked him what flesh and l)lood he had found
'

to taste the best.

the swallow,

On

this the

answer,

'

'

Man's,' answered the mosrpiito.

please say

it

mosquito opened

'

'

What

?
'

said

and loudly, for I hear badly.'
mouth wide in order to shout the

again,
its

when the swallow, with

incredible swiftness, darted in his

and plucked out the dangerous insect's tongue. They then
proceeded on their way to the place where, by appointment, all
On
living creatures were assembled to hear the final decision.
bill

being asked the result of his investigations, the mosquito,
cculd

now only

buzz,

was imable

to

make

who

himself understood, and

the swallow, pretending to be his spokesman, declared that the
insect

had told him that

lie

had found that the blood

of the frog
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In corroboration of his statement, he said that

he had accompanied the mosquito on his travels, and
animals present,

who had come from

many

of the

remote regions,
respectively testified that they had seen the mosquito and swallow
time in their special country of residence one
at the same
different

—

animal in such and such a

month, and another at a different

time of year. Sentence was therefore given^ that frogs, and not
men, should constitute the serpent's nourishment. In its rage and
disappointment, the deadly creature darted forward in order to
seize and destroy the swallow.
The latter, however, was on the
alert, and so the serpent only succeeded in biting a bit out of it.s
tail feathers, and ever since that time the philanthropic bird has
had its tail forked. Baffled in this manner, the serj^ent, which was
at that time a four-legged creature,

and could

in

one hour travel as

man could walk in seven days, though it might neither
devour men nor suck their blood, yet sought every opportunity for
far as a

stinging and slaying men, and did no end of

who

Sitleiman (Solomon), the king and sage,
effectually that its legs fell off

and

it

harm

till

the time of

cursed the reptile so

has had to crawl on

its

belly

ever since."

NOTES ON BIBLICAL ANTIQUITIES.
By
I.

Colonel C. E. Conder, E.E., D.C.L., LL.D.

Naaman and

Elisha (2 Kings v).

— The

narrative suggests that

there was no great distance lietween the city where the

King

of

was living, the place where Elisha lived, and the Jordan ;
but no names of places occur, though the house of Elisha was on
an Ojjhel or " knoll " (verse 24). Coming from Damascus, Naaman
would cross the upper part of the Jordan Valley, probably by the
Bethabara {'Abdrah) ford, and the king may have been at JezreeL
North of Jezreel are the two villages Fiileh and 'JfiVeh, which
appear to be the two Ophels, mentioned in the list of conquests by
Thothmes III, in this part of Lower Galilee. These places are all
so near comparatively to the Jortlan, that Naaman's journey, to and
fro, in this narrative, and the communication between Elisha and
the king, are easily explained, if the prophet was living at 'Afuleh
a place close to Shmiem
which latter he was in the habit of
^•isiting.
{See 2 Kings iv).
Israel

'

—

—

L 2
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Uzziah and Azariah.

2.

given (2 Kings xiv, 21

2 Chron. xxvi,
i,

1

vi, 1

;

;

1,

— The name

xv,

;

IS,

11,

9,

3,

21,

19,

is

23;

22,

One reading occurs

Uzziah).

vii, 1,

of this king

thus variously

Azariah; 2 Kings xv, 13, 32, 34

1, 6, 7, 8,

xxvii, 2

;

five times,

other 16 times, so that a clerical error seems impossible.

Assyrian chronicles this king

In the

or Azariah,

The

rendering in the Hebrew.

this is the less frequent

though

Az-ri-ya-a-v,

called

is

Isaiah

and the

m

as well as ri in cuneiform.
second syllable has, however, the sound
If the original document, used by the author of Kings, was written

in cuneiform, these discrepancies might, perhaps, thus be explicable.

Jnifing with Lead.

3.

—A

passage

Job

in

monumental writing has always been

(xix,

difficult to

23,

24) as to

understand.

He

speaks of writing " with an iron graver, and lead, for witness on a
rock."

supposed that

It is usually

letters filled in

with lead are intended

;

but not only are there no known instances, as far as I can find, of letters
carved on stone being so filled in, but there would be great difficulty
in doing so, and the result would not be legible.
It seems to me that " red lead " must be meant, namely, letters
painted in

Xow

being incised.

after

red,

Bod-Ashtoreth found at Siclon (third century
case of this being done.

Carmel {Memoirs,

way

vol.

The
also

ii)

its

letters

—probably about the second century

4.

Ohoth

" familiar

is

a term used (Isaiah

spirits "

('oJ,

plural

viii,

^ohoth,

the new texts of
we have an actual

tomb which

inscribed

had

in

B.C.),

redded

I

in, in

found on
the same

A.D.

19

;

1

Sam.

xxviii, 7, 9) for

which, as a Semitic word, has

In Akkadian, however, we find the word
bottles."
(rendered ubahi in Assyrian) with the meaning of a " charm."

been rendered "
uhi
It

is,

'Ob "

perhaps, the Tvirkish hoi " charm

was

;

"

and the

" master of the

thus an " enchanter."

Parah.

— In

Jeremiah

(xiii,

5),

the prophet

hides his

girdle,

according to the A. V., by " Euphrates " (nJl'^C) in a rock. As he
was at the time in Palestine, and as no long journey is mentioned,
it has been proposed to read Ephrath instead ; but a more likely
site would be Parah in his own tribe of Benjamin (Josh, xviii, 23),
especially as this site

The

Nahum

2'apsar.
(iii,

is

—This

17)

remarkable for

term

"captain,"

Akkadian Bubsar ; "

scribe,"

its cliffs.

(li, 27) and
and has been compared with the
It is evidently a
by Lenormant.

is

rendered in Jeremiah
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foreign word, but the rendering " scribe " does not appear suitable.

In both cases the reference
passage reads

to

is

some foreign

" Call together against her (Bab3'lon) the

Minni, and Ashkenaz,
lioi'ses

to

official,

and the

first

:

come up

Kingdoms

of Ararat,

appoint a captain against her, cause

as the

rough

the

("1?2D) caterpillars."

Armenia combining
Mongol and Aryan race
Possi1)ly the word " rough " may
(including the Medes, verse 28).
people originally speaking Akkadian
be rendered Siuair (n?2D))
The
Sumir."'
" cause the horses to come up like caterpillars
rendering of the word "^D2I0 l»y " Captain " is evidently more
appropriate than " scribe," and the original word may be TAP-SAR,
"Lord of the Host," the first element TAP Ijeing in Assyrian

The

reference

to the various tribes of

is

Babylon, these

ai;-ainst

tribes being of

'^

—

mhatn, " hosts."

This explanation

be confirmed by the

title

will,

used of

I

believe,

be found to

a tributary chief, in the Tell

Amarna

In this case, the mention of Sumir
letters from Ascalon.
connection
is
natural,
as they Avere a people speaking
same
in the
the language in question. Babylon is thus represented as surrounded
by the Minni on the north, the Medes on the east, and Sumir on the
south.
Iscariof.

—Judas

Iscariot

is

generally supposed to have been a

native of Corea, apparently on account of the reading Cariot in the

Codex Bezse (John xii, 4) but this can hardly be preferred to the
The
numerous readings which point to a place called Ischar.
latter (according to the Samaritan chronicle) was the old name of
the Sychar of the Gospel
the present ^A-^kar, near Jacob's Well
(John iv, 5). In this case Judas was apparently a Samaritan.
The Seven Steps. The Codex Bezse is remarkable for interAmong
polations not foimd in other MSS. of the New Testament.
down
the
and
went
"They
went
out,
these it reads, in Acts xii, 10,
seven steps." The writer apparently was referring to steps leading
;

—

—

from the Prjetorium

(in

Antonia), where he supposes Peter to have

been imprisoned, down to the
as they

these
to

still

do.

No doubt

street.

In the middle ages

{see

was shown, and they were supposed
to form the Scala Santa.

such steps existed,

Zuallardo, &c.) the site of
to

have been transferred

Rome
5.

Hittite Gods.

— The

Hittite gods,

known from Egyptian monu-

ments, included Set, Istar, and probal^ly, as Dr. Sayce has noted,
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Tarku.

The people

SU (in Assyrian, kissatu,

called

probably the same as the Turkish Avord

Akkadian language,
their gods

we

find

also adored Istar,

mentioned the names

soi,

and

" race

or " multitude,"

who spoke

"),

in the

the

enumeration of

and

of Tartakhanu

the great enumeration of gods worshipped in Assyria

—

TaraJcii,

in

Ijoth native

—

The first of these names
in the seventh century B.C.
appears to be in Akkadian " Lord of Justice;" the second may be
connected with the common Turkish 2\ir for " deity." In Akkadian,

and foreign

the great god

Ea

called

is

Dam

These names thus

and Tarakhu.

appear to connect the Hittites with

The symbolism
same found among

the' Akkadians.

of Hittite statues representing deities

is

also the

the Akkadians.

DEAD SEA OBSERVATIONS.
{Continued from " Quarterly Statement" 1904,

By

Dr.

E.

jo.

281.)

W. Gurney Masterman.

visits paid to the Dead Sea in the latter half of 1904 show a
continued fall of level, and the lowest level of the season is 15^^ inches
lower than the lowest of last season, and 23i inches lower than the
I have here to record two visits, one paid in
level in April (1904).
August by Mr. Hornstein and myself together an extra visit in
anticipation of my departure to England— and the regulai' autumn one
jnade by Mr. Hornstein alone in October.

The

—

Second Visit to 'Ain Feshkhah,

1904.

Visit made from our school-boys' camp in Wady Kelt on afternoon of
August 24th. After emerging from the wady we crossed the Jericho
road and descended to the Jericho plain by the Akhat esh-Shartf, an
ancient route still used by some native travellers. On our whole route

we encountered no human
Weather.

— Early

in

being.

the afternoon

there

was an

east

wind

;

this

about .5.30 it dropped altogether, and
gradually became south-east
soon after a strong, cool, north-west wind arose, which greatly
moderated the sultry heat.
The atmosphere was far ixom clear. On our way to the Dead Sea
the mountains to the east were very indistinct, especially where they
;

There was a large fire somewhere near the
probably due to some of the inhabitants consuming their superfluous tihn—iaid the smoke from this, together with
that from the fire at 'Ain Feshkhah {see below) hung like a long brownish

stretched northwards.

Jordan, to the north

—
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-cloud along the level of the

The mountains

mountain summits.

west were also somewhat misty.

The surface of
had cleared.
neither waves nor "white line."

to the

returned, the atmosphere
the sea was smooth, and there were

we

Later, as

M

the "observation place" fall oi 13i
Level—
At the rock in the pool the level appears to have
but here exactitude was somewhat difficult, as the

State of the

a.

since April.

12 inches,

inches
fallen

point

from which I take the measurement, which I had painted white on my
charge of
last visit, had been wilfully blown oflf by means of a small
gunpowder. This is the kind of thing the mischievous and suspicious
bedawy loves to do.
Barometric Ohsermtions.—'MiW at Wddy Kelt, August 24th, 10 a.m.,
Jerusalem, August 25th, 10 a.m. 27-62.
30-3 'Ain Feshkhak, 6 p.m., 31-1
;

;

General Observations.— Some half-a-dozen coneys seen among the
rocks near the 'Ain, tempted from their burrows by the commencing
An unsuccessful shot caused their hasty retirement.
twiliglit.
vulture was also found sitting on a rock near the '.4mi. No
large
A

water flowing from the Haisk el-3lukddm (see Quarterly Statement, 1904,
At the oasis we found three Ahu dts men engaged in setting fire
p. 87).
to the reeds. One who was near the road began to make off rapidly on
our approach. The conflagration was gaining ground as we came, and
dense volumes of smoke were ascending some hour and a half later,
when w-e were leaving in the gathering darkness, the fire had assumed
;

and the scene was picturesque in the extreme. The
raging flames, alternately bursting out and dying down, illuminated the
great columns of smoke and shed a lurid glare on the precipitous
mountains to the west, while the full moon shed its silver light over
large proportions,

the quiet sea to the east.

Third Visit to 'Ain Feshkhah,

1904.

This autumn visit was made by Mr. Hornstein on October 26th.
Weather. Fine atmosphere perfectly clear wind north-west in the
morning but changing to south-west in afternoon.
" White line " visible but somewhat broken
ran from north-east to

—

;

;

;

south-west across the sea.
At observation place it
State of Level.— Still lower than in August.
had fallen 10 inches at Pool, now very shallow, only 7 inches.
Barometric Readings.— October 25th, Jerusalem, 5 p.m., 27-6 Khan
;

;

of

Good Samaritan,

8 p.m., 29-4

;

October 26th, Jericho, 5 a.m., 30-5

;

'Ain Feshkhah, 7-30 a.m., 31-4.

Temperature.— A\\\ 80° F.

;

water at '^m, 75° F.

—

General Observations. No people seen on route to the springs. lu
the afternoon some Abadeyeh Bedoin began descending the rocks above
Only small birds seen. The reeds
'Ai,i Feshkhah to water their flocks.

over the large burned area brilliantly green and fresh.
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NOTICES OF FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.
Recueil des hucriptions Egypticnnes

chi

Sinai,

by Raymond Weill,

Pai-is,

— This

important work consists of two parts.
Part I includes
chapters on the mineral districts of Sinai, and the routes to them from
Egypt, with full descriirtions of W. Moghdrak, W. Nash, and Sarlnit
I'l-Khddim ; and on the Egyptian establishments in the Peninsula, with
an almost complete historical bibliography. In Part II are copies of all
the Egyptian inscriptions, with translations, comments, and bibliography.
The number now known is 144, but no doubt many will be added to
these by Professor Petrie's expedition. M. Weill remarks (p. 60) that
the presence of the Egyptians in the countiy was always temporary, and
that no expedition remained longer than one season. The existence of
the Egyptian monuments has consequently no bearing upon the questions
connected with the Exodus and the position of Mount Sinai.
1904.

La

patrie de Saint Jean-Daptiste, avec

Appendice sur Arimathie, by
The place to which the

tin

P. Barnabe Meistermann, O.F.M., Paris, 1904.

Virgin went to

visit

her

cousin

Elizabeth

—

is

not clearly stated in

and many identifications have l)een proposed. Amongst these
are Machaerus, Samaria, Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Hebron, Juttah, " Judah
upon Jordan" (Josh, xix, 34), Beth Zacharia (Beit-Sluria), Beit-Sh^ar,
and 'Ain Kdrim.
Father Barnabe accepts 'Ain Kdrim, and brings
forward many arguments in favour of that place. The tradition which

Luke

i,

jalaces

39,

the birthplace of St.

by the

Bible.

At

at ^Ain Kdrim is older than
not in disaccord with the data supplied

John the Baptist

the time of the Crusades, and

is

the same time, there

is

no

ver^- strong reason either

The book contains full descriptions of the two houses of Zacharias, the Church of the Visitation, the
Church of St. John the Baptist, and other holy places. The appendix is
for accepting or rejecting the tradition.

a discussion of the site of Arimathea, which is identified with Ramleh,
where the Fianciscans have built a large church dedicated to St. Joseph
of Arimathea and St. Nicodemus.

—

Recae Bibliqio', .January, 1905, Fathers Jaussen, Savignac, and
Vincent continue their repoit on 'Abdeh. The numerous rock-hewn
Some have been
tombs turned into dwelling places are described.
altered but slightly.
In others the graves have been almost destroyed,
party walls have been built, and there is rude decorative painting, such
The tomb
as half-civilised nomads might be expected to produce.
supposed to be that of Obodas has 22 graves arranged on three sides of
a large rock-hewn chambei-.
It is clearly Nabatoean, and has certain
The number also contains
features in common with tombs at Petra.
notes on inscriptions from ^xhnmdn, Kal'-at ez-Zerka, and other places east
of Jordan
on a fragment of a Roman milestone of Marcus Aurelius and
;
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Verus from Kuri/et el-Enab : on inscriptions and objects in the collection
Baron Ustinow at Jerusalem, including a plaque of pottery from
Be^'sdn (Scythopolis), with a figure in low relief which appears to
and on the excavations of the Fund at Gezer.
represent a Scythian
of

;

—A

reprint from the Revue Bibliqv.e of
^Abdeh (4-9, February, 1904).
the very valuable report, by Fathers Jaussen, Savignac, and Vincent,
presented to the French Academy, which had entrusted a mission to tlie
Negeb to the Biblical School of St. Stephen at Jerusalem.

Echos d'Onent, January,

new Greek and Latin

1905.— Father Germer-Durand publishes
from Jerusalem, Gaza, and Kuryct
Balian II, Lord of Neapolis {Ndblus), who

inscriptions

el-Enab, and a lead seal of
defended Jerusalem against Saladiu after the fatal battle of Hattin.
There is also an article on St. Barnasuph, who lived in the Monastery of
Seridos, near Gaza, and died about a.d. 540.

sur It localite Falestinienne dite Maouza, ou Mauza de Jamnia, hy
reprint from the Revue de VOrient Chretien, vol. ix,
Attention is drawn to the occurrence of the terms Maouza of
1904.
Jamnia and MaCza of Jamnia in a letter and a petition of the sixth
A"'ote

M. A. Kugener, a

—

century. These terms supply the Greek transcript of a name— wrongly
translated " vorstadt " (suburb) by M. Eaabe— which is mentioned four
times iQ its Aramsean form in the Syria(^ version of Peter the Iberian.

The signatures show that there was a Greek Convent of St. Stephen,
named after a Church of St. Stephen built by the Empress Eudocia at
Maouza of Jamnia in a.d. 536. M. Kugener agrees with M. ClermontGanneau in identifying Maouza with Minat Rubin, a little more than
four miles north-west of Yebna (Jamnia).
Ba'albek,

by H. Savoy.— A short description

completion of the

German

excavations.

A

of the ruins since the
reprint from the Revue de

Fribourg, December, 1904.

Lc Falais de Caiphe et Vandenne basilique de St. Pierre ait Mont Sio7i,
by Fathers Dressaire and Jacquemier, Augustinians of the Assumption.—
There is a useful summary of the information available for the identitication of the two places. The pamphlet forms part of the somewhat heated
controversy between the Franciscans and the Augustinians respecting the
sites of certain

holy places.

Jerusah'm, No. 7, 1905, contains the record of a pilgrimage made by a
Capuchin in 1625, which gives interesting information respecting the
ownership of holy places in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. It would
appear that at that date the Georgians had recently handed over, as
guarantee for a debt, their rights in the altar on Calvary to the Greeks.
There is also an account, from the Latin side, of the conflict between the
Franciscans and the Greek clergy on January 7th last, at Bethlehem.
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"

—

Part I. The
emanating from the German Evangelical Archaeological

Zeitschrift des Deiitsdien Pcdastinci-Vereins,xo\. xxviii,

papers, " studies

The places and boundaries of
Institute at Jerusalem, are continued.
Galilee, according to Josephus, are discussed by Mr. W. Oehler, who
with Mejdd, the village Kepharnukos {Vit., § 72)
with Tell Hum, and the spring Kapharnaum, or Kephainomos, with
^Ain et-Tdhigha. The identifications are shown on a map. Dr. Dalman,
the Director of the Institute, writes on the "half acre of land"
(1 Sam. xiv, 14) and length of the furrow, and on the size of the stripes
covered by the sower and reaper, as mentioned in the Bible, and the
identifies Taricheae

Dr. Nestle
and on corn and land meassure in Palestine.
points out that the true reading of Golgotha is probably Gagoltha,
and corrects some errors in Klostermann's edition of the Onomasticon of

Mishna

;

Eusebius.
3IiU. und Nach. des D.P. V. 1904, No. G.— Dr. E. Kautscli supplies
some additional notes on the " lion " seal found at Megiddo. The seal
appears to have been engraved by a Canaanite engraver in Palestine, who
worked from a Babylonian model.

Altnetdand, 1904, No. 12.— Papers on mills in Palestine, and the
sharing of profits in agricultural pursuits. Mills worked by petroleum
paper on the work
motors are largely on the increase. 1905. No. 1.
and the programme of a society,
of the Jews in Palestine during 1904
" Bezalel," for the establishment of house industries and art products in
It is proposed to establish Art Schools, and to train those of
Palestine.

—

A

;

sufficient ability in the manufacture of carpets, textiles, and artistic
No. 2 contains an
works in wood, earthenware, metal, and stone.
interesting paper written 20 years ago by Professor Flirrer in reply to
questions submitted to him by Eussian-Jewish students at the University,
Zurich. The question " Is the emigration if the Jews of Eastern Europe
" Tes."
to Palestine to be recommended " was answered by an emphatic
<

']

Biblical World, vol. xxv. No. 2.—" The Pool of Bethesda," by Dr.
Masterman, who follows Eobinson and Conder in placing the pool near
the Fountain of the Virgin, without, however, giving any additional
evidence for this view. His arguments against the pool near the Church
No competent authorities place that pool
of St. Anne seem weak.
"within the city in New Testament times," and the large twin pools,
supplied from some unknown source and still imperfectly explored, can
In "the latest discoveries in
hardly be called "a rain-tilled cistern.^'
"
obtained by excavation at
results
the
to
refers
Sayce
Professor
Palestine
Gezer, Taanach, and Megiddo. He remarks on the proof given by the
Taanach tablets that " the natural and native script of Canaan was the
cuneiform of Babylonia in which the State archives were kept.'' The

painted pottery found at Gezer in the fourth city, just before the arrival
of the Israelites, is Hittite, and was derived from the Hittite capital at
The foreign pottery of the city which followed the
Bvyhaz Keui.
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touquest of Gezer and Lachish by the Hebrews is Cretan in origin and
the advent of the Philistines. At Taanach, on the other hand, the
pottery is Cypriote, and so remained for sevei'al centuries.
niai'ks

by Rev. J. Eastei',
paper drawing attention to some

Archceological Discoveries as related to the Bible,

Ph.D., Clifton Springs,
•of

New

York.

A

the principal results of recent research.
c.

w. w.

Etudes sur les Religions Semitiques, by Le P. Marie-Joseph Lagrange
{second edition, 1905). Pere Lagrange's work is unmistakably one of
the most valuable contributions to the study of Semitic religion since
Robertson Smith's epoch-making Religion of the Semites. The author is
especially well known to readers of the Quarterly Statement for his

—

work in connection with the Revue Biblique, as also for his
and kindness to the Fund displayed on so many occasions.
The present volume will increase his already deservedly high reputation,
and it is safe to say that no student of religion, least of all of Semitic
It is a work
religions, can afford to ignore Lagrange's careful study.
which will lank high for its scholarship and critical acumen, and though
it has not the brilliance which marked the author of the Religion of the
Semites, it is thoroughly systematic, and has the special advantage of
paying every regard to the evidence from Babylonia and Assyria. The
second edition contains several improvements and some additional matter,
In an
but the general character of the work remains unchanged.
introductory chapter the author deals with the origin of leligion and
mythology. Tliis is followed by a general survey of the Semites for
scholarly

<3ourtesy

—

the author correctly speaks of Semitic religions, not religion. Chapters
on the chief gods and goddesses, ideas of holiness and impurity, sacred
objects (waters, trees, enclosures, stones), sacred persons, sacrifice, and

sacred seasons, deal comprehensively with the available evidence under
" Deatli and the Dead " is the title of the chapter
their several heads.
which those who are interested in eschatological problems shoidd carefully
notice.

The myths

of

the Babylonians and Phcenicians comprise a

many

familiar stories in the light of recent research,
and the concluding chapter handles the character and historical development of Semitic religions. By way of an appendix the author has added

careful resume of

a

number

of religious texts

w'ith translation

from the Canaanite and Aramsean inscriptions

and notes.
S.

A. C.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.
1.

Inscribed Lamps.

— The

lamps described by Mr. Macalister

in.

the Quarfeiiij Statement, October, 1904, pp. 348-9, led to interesting
comparisons, and were the basis of an illustrated paper recently

read by

me

For
had owned a lamp having the inscription
<I>U)C XY <I>€N HACIN, and had placed a cut of it on the
stationery used for Fund business.
Mr. Macalister 's analysis of
the confused form of this inscription (January, 1904, p. 24) led up
to the decipherment of other cases, in the Harvard Semitic Museum
and elsewhere= The lamps figured by Dr. Bliss (Excavations, 1894-7,

some

Plate

ten

before the American Institute of Archaeology.

years

XXVI)

are

on one are simply

I

we

all plain, if
<|)L0.

of Quctrteiiij Statement, October,

version of Psalm xxvii (xxvi),
lamjis, it

is

note that the two letters repeated

Of course, the

1.

KC 4>L0TICMOC

1904, p. 349,

MOY

the Septuagint

In connection with these <1)U)C

important to consider M. Clermont-Ganneau's explana-

tion derived from St. Basil's liturgy used at the

This ma}' be found in

The words,

is

"

The

Itccueil (V ArcMologie

Holy Fire

festival.

Orientale, 1888, p. 171.

come in substance
and First Epistle ii, 8. In this connection
it will be interesting to turn back to Quarterly Statement, 1892,.
p. 40, and examine the ten lamp inscriptions given there by
Mr. G. Robinson Lees. He says that he copied them carefully
from the originals. He did not read them. These copies will
show that they are either the full or abbreviated <I>U)C inscription
light of Christ shines for all,"

from John's Gospel

or (4,

8,

i,

9,

and, perhaps, 9) the familiar

AYXNAPIA KAAA.
Prof. T. F. Wright.

2.

Tlte

^^

Neolithic

Altar"

at Gezer.

— In Mr. Macalister's seventh

report upon the excavations at Gezer (April, 1904), he described the
discovery of a cave situated at the summit of the hill, having a
" concealed entrance," a " secret jiassage,"

and a " shoot " leading
through the roof (p. 113). The mass of rock which forms the roof
of the cave is stated to have been a neolithic altar, and the
" shoot "

is

said to be " admirablj- adapted for conveying

the blood from sacrifices or other fluid offerings."

downwards
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interesting photogrnph which accompanies the description

form the Sakhra rock in the Haram at Jerusalem,
which also has other strikingly similar features to those as described
The Sakhra resembles the Gezer altar in position, and
at Gezer.

recalls in general

also has beneath

"

the cave, the " secret passage

it

and the

" shoot "

leading from the surface to the cave, and although possil)ly these
may have been altered or modified by subsequent working, they
still

to present essentially the

seem

facts suggest that the

These

altar,

have been a neolithic

same original

Sakhra

very

itself

much

of

characteristics.

may
the

also originally

type

of

that

at Gezer.
If such were the case, it would be quite in the nature of things
" should linger round the spot
that a kind of " odour of sanctity

for ages after.
It

may have

been to

his son Isaac for sacrifice,

with the ]Moriah

of the

this ancient altar that
if,

Abraham

l)rought

indeed, this Moriah can be identified

narrative,

which, however,

may

be very

doubtful.

In anv case, it was here that David, on the occasion of the
staying of the plague (2 Sam. xxiv, 25; 1 Chron. xxi, 26), "built

an altar to the Lord," at the direction of the prophet Gad. The
position is pretty clearly identified with that afterwards occupied

by the Temple altar, by David's declaration, " This is the house of
the Lord God, and this the altar of burnt-oftering for Israel."
"
The rock was at that time lieing used hy Araunah, " the king
(marg.), as a threshing-floor, and its importance is increased as we
regard

it

as part of the possessions of the

That the cave

dethroned Jebusite ruler.
at that time may be

was actually existing

when we read that at the approach of David the four
sons of Araunah " hid themselves."
suggested

It

would have been

difficult

for

them

to

do so on the bare,

not that the cave was accessible.
We
rocky hill-top,
" went out of the threshing-floor " to meet
Araunah
that
read, also,

were

it

David.

The cave might then have been used as a granary, and the
means for conveying the grain into it.

" shoot " as an easy

W. Clarkson Wallis.
3.

Millo,

and

the south-west

the City of David.

hill,

—From a military point

of

view

or traditional Zion of the present city, was far
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more

suitable for a fort, on accoiint of its natural strength

the Je1)usites built their fortress where they could have a

l)Ut

;

good

supply of fresh water from the fountain of Gihon (Virgin's Well)
and according to Neh. iii, 15, 16, and xii, 37, the prominent
declivity south of the

Temple

area, was,

The

no doubt, the

site of

the

was also favourable for
a royal palace, and a little below was a good plot of land for the
king's garden, with another supply of water from En-Rogel.
Provision was also made to get water from the foimtain of Gihon
to within the wall of the fortress by means of a rock-cut passage
stronghold of the Jebusites.

in case of a siege,

Siloam.

Valley.

when

situation

the entrance of the fountain in the valley

Passage.

Gihon.

AquediR-t to tlie
Pool of Siloam.

Section showing Eock-cut Passage and Aqueduct to the Pool
OE Siloam.

and concealed from the enemies, as
xxxii, 3, 4, and 30).
it was done in the time of Hezekiah (2 Chron.
It is also
Warren.
Charles
Sir
The passage was discovered hy
the
fort of
passage
to
rock-cut
this
up
by
believed that Joab went
lielow Avould have been covered

the Jebusites.
built the Temple on Mount Moriah, and brought the
out
of the City of David, which was Zion, and placed it
Ark of God
From that time, the name
place in the Temple.
holy
most
in the
Zion was not only given to the City of David, but also to the

Solomon

Temple with its courts, and
Church of Christ, or heaven,

to Jerusalem.
is

called

In allusion hereto, the

by that name.
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Solomon, after he finished the l)uilding

Lord and

his

Jerusalem

own

(1

house, also

Kings

15,

ix,

The

24).

House of the
and the walls of

the

of

Ijuilt (or rebuilt)

Millo,

wall of Ophel, of which

extensive remains were discovered by Sir Charles Warren,

have been the work

may

also

Solomon, to unite his palace with Millo.
joined
palace
the south wall of the Temple, and was the
Solomon's
the
Kings
of
of Judah until the time of Zedekiah.
residence
of

Jothani and Manasseh, built

up

much on

to a very great height.

No

the wall of Ophel, and raised

doubt

this

it

was partly done to

Hezekiah repaired Millo in the City of
David, and made darts and shields in abundance (2 Chron. xxvii, 3 ;
xxxii, 5). ^lillo appears to lie identical with the Armoury, or Tower
protect the king's palace.

of

David (Song
Sir Charles

In some places

of Songs, iv, 4).

Warren discovered

a great part of the Ophel wall.

from 40 to 60 feet in height
above the rock level, and 14 feet in thickness, l)ut buried in rubl)ish,
and nothing to be seen above the present level of the ground. The
wall was traced for 700 feet from the first tower near the southeast corner of the Haram wall.
Two hundred feet further, in a
straight line with the wall, and about 12 feet l^elow the present
level of the ground, is a rocky knoll with massive walls of some
important buildings, which may be the remains of the Armoury,
remains are

its

or Millo in the City of David.

still

David dwelt

in the stronghold,

and

he built round about, even from Millo round about; and Joab
repaired the rest of the (upper) city which is now the traditional
Zion, while the site of the original Zion
for

many

centuries forgotten.

was surrounded by

On

is

ploughed over, and was

three sides, the City of

David

but on the north, more important
fortifications Avere required as it was on rising ground.
So notable
a building as Millo would have been a formidable protection to the
City of David, and

valleys,

after, also of great

importance to Solomon and

successive kings.
J.

4.
is

21ie

now

which

Cuneiform Tablet Discovered at LacJiish.

in a position
is

more

— The Assyriologist

to give a translation of the Lachish tablet

correct

attempted at the time

M. Tenz.

it

than

anything that could have been
was found. The linguistic peculiarities

of what may be called Tel el-Amarna Assyrian are now known,,
and more than one Assyriologist has made a copy of the original
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it must he confessed that the copies
improvement upon those made from the cast,
The
have been an exceptionally good one.

Constantinople, though

are not always an

which proves to

corrected text of the letter
sabi

(I)

umma]

[kibi

(2)

.

is

.

[ana amil] rab Sa

as follows: (1)

am-ku-ut

a-bi (3) a-na sepi-ka

("?)

(4) lu-u

i-nu-ma (5) tu-ra-tu-na DI-TAR-AN-IM (6) u Zi-im-ri-da (7) pukhi-ri ala u (8) iq-ta-bi-mi (9) Di-TAR-AN-IM a-na Zi-im-ri-da
ti-i-di

(10) a-bi Is-ya-ra-mi (11) §a-par-mi a-na ya-a-si (12) [u id]-na-ni-mi
(13) II Gis-sibir u III gir-AB (14) u III nam-za-ru-ta (15) sum-ma-mi
eli mati (17) sa sarri u a-na ya-sa (18)
u a-di-mi u-ti-ru-mi (20) su-ut mu-ul-ka (21) sa
u-ra-ad-du-ka (22) ka (?)-a-bu u us-si-ir-su (23) a-na pa-ni-ya u

a-na-ku (16)

uz-zu-na

en-ni-ib-sa-ta

(19)

(24) [i-na-an-na] Ea-bi-ilu u-wa-si-ra

(25)

sutu]

[u

yi-bal-su

(26)

a-ma-ti an-ni-ti.
" [To] the

commander of the militia (1)
Thou must know that
-abi at thy feet I fall.
[thus says]
down
to summon the city
gone
Dan-Hadad and Zimrida have
My father Is-yara
Zimrida
said
to
has
to service, and Dan-Hadad
This should be translated
.

.

:

:

.

:

has sent to

me

[and has] given

me

2 chibs

'

and 3 swords (kharah)

and 3 falchions. If I march against the (Egyptian) king's land
As for the
and you join me, I will exchange oaths (with you).
eunuch C?) whom I have sent to thee, he is (trustworthy 1) and do
thou send him to me, and [then] I will send Eabiel and he will give
him this message."
The letter was never intended to be seen by the Egyptian
Government, for it was the secret communication of one conspirator

Among the Tel el-Amarna letters is one from the
Egyptian Foreign Office, in which a sharp rebuke is administered
to the Amorite prince, Aziru, Avho is accused of having associated
himself with rebels, and is ordered to send certain of them in chains
to another.

One

to Egypt.

who

is

of the prisoners is

the very Yis-yara or Is-yara

mentioned in the Lachish tablet.

To

call

out the militia

of a Canaanitish State without the authorisation of the Imperial
Government was to usurp the functions of the latter, and was therefore equivalent to rebellion.

nothing;

Is-yara

learn from a letter
had been Governor
of the

of

insurrection, however,

of Yabriel,

prison,

came to
and we

the king of Jerusalem that Zimrida,

of Lachish,

Egyptian king.

by the name

The

was despatched to an Egyptian

A

was put

who

by the servants
Lachish was appointed

to death

new governor of
who is mentioned in

the letter of a certain
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may

Iladad-daii

Hadad-diin.

possi])ly

the Daii-liadad of

1)C

llic

Lachish tablet.
Vwov. A.

•J.

raran mi

Sayce.

—

Monument. Three years ago .M. Legrain
time the last line of the famous geographical

the Er/f/jtlimi

uncovered for the

11.

first

Shishak at Karnak, and thereliy disclosed a mmiber of fresh
The last name in the list is H-a-m, written Hum' by
Thothmes III, in whose Palestine list it is the last name but one.

list

of

names.

We

Ham

can hardly compare the

Gen. xiv,

of

5,

as

seems

this

Amnion. H-a-m is preceded by A-n-p-r-n, and that again
by L-b-a-n and ll-p-ha, the last of which is Kaphia, which marks
Leban may
the present boundary between Egypt and Turkey.
in Hebrew
Avould
be
be the Laban of Dcut. i, 1, and An-Paran
to be

We
the

are reminded by the

name

"The Spring

to say,

is

in the wilderness of

southward

Paran,

of

"

Paran (Gen.
Raphia,

Egyptians were evidentlj^ as

of Paran."

— which has thus been found for
— of the well which Hagar

time in an ancient inscription

first

found
of

that

(piO) pD"^i.^

letters

is

"

xxi, 19, 21).

thus

definitely

The

position

The

fixed.

acquainted as the Hol»rews with

little

Paran in the Peninsula of Sinai, to which, iDy the wa}', the
Amalekites of the Old Testament have been transported by modern

<i

exegetes,

1

Sam. xv,

2,

7

notwithstanding.

Prof. A. H. Sayce.

6.

Sfiph"

Deuteronoju//
is

i,

1.

— In

verse the ^arahah "over against

this

defined as being "between Paran on the one side and

Tophel and Laban and Hazeroth and Di-Zahab on the other."
We have seen that Paran and Laban are similarly coupled together
Tophel, I
in the geographical list of Shishak (Note 5, above)
cannot help thinking, is the Nuphel of that list, and should be
;

corrected accordingly

gold Avas found in

Me-Zahab

of

;

its

while the

name

Di-Zahab indicates that
was probably near the
Me-Zahab
not identical with it.

neighbourhood.

Gen. xxxvi, 39,

has sometimes liecn explained

if

to

but the conceit, though poetical,

It

mean
is

of

" golden-coloured

water,"

European and not ancient

Semitic.

Prof. A. H. Sayce.
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Cdllirrhoe

7.

:

Madiacrns

'J/nrulli.—l hope to CDiitrilaite

;

am more

than ever convinced

Die Provincia Arabia,
Jundes)

(in a

INIusil

vol.

have argued,

I

Hammam

not the

is

most recently Professor

Dechent and

ez-Zara, as first

review of Professor Briinnow's

in the JFinirr Zeit^chr. f.

i,

pfiper

with a plan or two.

on these three to the next
In the meantime I may say that
that Callirrhoe

;i

Qiiaricrhi Sfaiciiiruf,

Kundc ilcs Morgcn-

the stream of the AVad}' Zerka Ma'in,

l;)ut

where the hot springs flow into

Professor Briinnow writes

it.

that he supports this, the usual, identification

me

i.

"We must distinguish under Machaerus two places of the name
town and fortress. The ruins of the town Machaerus, still inider
the name Mkawr, lie on the western edge of the Moabite Plateau,
south of the "Wady Zerka Ma'in. The fortress Machaerus lay a mile
farther Avest, on a knoll upon one of the buttresses of the plateau,
which knoll, with the ruins on it, is called to-day Kasr el-Meshnekah,
or "

The Gallows-Castle."

There are also two

From

('Ataroth).

from the town

sites

3 to

of

3J,

which at present hear the name 'Attarus
miles east-north-east across the plateau

Machaerus are the considerable ruins

called

'Attfirus or Kuriat 'Attarus, with remains of ancient walls,

Khurbet
and in the neighbourhood a large sanctiuuy. The wady, Avhich o)i
the eastern side of the town runs southward and in the distance
(perhaps

miles

2-J

off)

Kiriathaim, bears the

north
jNIa'In,

of

Tala'at el-'Arais.

Khurbet 'Attarus

north-east of the

mound

passes the ruins called Kureyat, the ancient

name W.

is

the

Kujm

ruined stone, with traces of an
It stands

side.

just a1)0vc

on the

l)rink of the

where the

valley, after

Two

or 2i milea

'Attarus, a great

ancient

wall

on

its

deep valley of the Zerka

having run due

The Reduced INIap
therefore places Ataroth (Attarus) too much to the east
the two localities which now have the name 'Attarus.

liends at a right angle to the west.

of the

south,,

Fund

for either of

Prof. G. A. Smith.

S.

The Ftind's

E;y]dl)it at St.

Louis?

—

It so

happened that on the

same day I had the pleasure of meeting in Boston the British
Koval Commissioner to the Louisiana I'urchase Exposition, Colonel
C. M. Watson, and of reading in the llosfon Transrrijit an account
'

[Prof. Wright's interesting eommuuicaf ion reaohecl ii.s at the moment of
we may refer readers to the previous paragraplis on the St. Louis-

going to press

;

Exposition wliich appeared

in

Xotes and News,

p. 2,

and 1904,

p. 2.

Ed.]
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meeting

of the large
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of Siuulay School teachers, held

weekly

in the

central Park Street church, wliich account ends with tlie words
" The Evangelistic Association, under whose auspices this teachers'
:

generously provided the

class is held, has

very

the

of

Palestine

St.

Louis Exposition."

map

that

won

class

with a

fine liaised

the medal

at

the

Map

recent

knowing that our large raised map is so well
ad\ertised every week warms one's heart as well towards Colonel
Watson, because he has done so much to insure the successful
installation of our exhi1)it and the final disposal of its contents to
The exhil>it had a space of 18 feet by 12 in the
purchasers.
Three sides of this space were
centre of the Liberal Arts building.

The pleasure

of

and on these walls hung at the head the great plan
showing periods of its history as laid bare by
excavations, and on the sides were maps large and small, and a
series of framed and eidarged photographs representing discoveries
On the floor at the head stood a case showing, under
in Gezer.
In the middle of
glass, the pul)lications and many objects found.
the floor stood the large raised map, covei-ed with glass, and resting
on a table of convenient height. The small raised map and models
enclosed,

of Gezei' in colours,

and Jerusalem stood properly spaced on the central line. I
should add that large photographs of the Siloam inscription and the
Hamath inscriptions were also framed upon the wall.
It was a great satisfaction to spend some weeks in so perfect an
exhiliit, to know and feel the especial interest of the Commissioner,
and to hear daily expressions of the benefit received by visitors as
they came to understand the nature of our work. Even fervent
blessings were invoked upon our work l)y several lovers of the
Bible, who declared that one excavation like that of Gezer is of more
of Sinai

value than years of mere philological study.

The Fund has been
map, which

so kind as to present to

have placed where

I

selling other copies.

The

it

me the

smaller raised

will serve well as a

means

of

service rendered personally b}' Colonel

"Watson has lieen so great as to be beyond the power of the

Fund

to

would express the hope that the General Committee will make its gratitiide plain to him at the next annual
By the way, he was the first to get his
meeting, if not before.
art exhibit l)efore the public, and he is the first of the Comcompensate, but

missioners of

I

the larger nations to complete his

business, which

has had an arduous closing in the unusual cold of the last winter.
f'awhrhlije,

Mass.

Prof. T. F. Weight.
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PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.
NOTES AND NEWS.
The Committee desire to appeal very earnestly to subscribers
and their friends to assist them in completing the Excavations
of

Gezer as thoroughly as possible before the expiration

extension of time granted by the Sultan.

of the

Special donations

are invited.

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbiny has kindly consented
chair at the Annual General Meeting at the Royal
Albemarle Street, and has appointed three o'clock on
Friday, July 14th.
Tickets of admission will be issued to subscribers
to take the

Institution,

and

their friends

of the
Avill

Fund.

explain the

meeting

Adam

on application to the Acting Secretary at the

office

Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., F.R.S.,
progress of the excavations at Gezer, and the

probably

will

Smith,

the Rev.

also

Dr.

l)e

addressed by Professor George

Horton, Professor Flinders Petrie,

Dr. Masterman, and others.

The Twelfth Quarterly Report on the Excavation
comprises the results of the further excavation of the
discovery of what appears to be an early palace

site,

more than ordinary

small

olijects,

j)alace

has been found to contain a large pillared

was

probability

Samson's
a

time of

of such

a kind

last great exploit at

architectural

furnish

this

details of

of

Gezer

castle,

the

and the usual
interest.

The

which

in all

hall,

famous as the scene of
and Mr. Macalister, from the

as that

Gaza

;

the building at Gezer, has been able to

very plausible explanation

of

the

manner

in

which

Samson's feat (which has always been a problem) was actually
carried

out.

Another building appears

to

have had a religious

N
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object

l)elow

;

it

several interesting objects, inchiding a

and a specimen

Fertility,

and

objects, a great variety of seals

them

unearthed, some of

of

the

rare

In addition to numerous lesser

Amen-hotep.

marriage-scarab of

Egyptian

of foundation sacrifices,

were found the remains

and among the debris were
figure of the Goddess of

Among

others raise important questions.

seal impressions

were

very interesting types, whilst

l^eing of

the miscellaneous objects

marked weights, the fragment of a lieautiful
lekythos ornamented in 1)lack and red, and a small stone box

are to be reckoned

covered with the quaintest of drawings.
cuneiform tablet has been found.

The new cuneiform

tablet

^

Last,

1

not

nit

was found near and

least,

another

in the

same

On these grounds
stratum as that discovered just a year ago.
Mr. Macalister concluded "that probably it is of much the same
As

date."
later

a matter of fact,

it is

647

of

than the former fragment, and

B.C.,

i.e.,

only two years

as Dr. Pinches writes,

this,

"naturally tells against any suggestion that the fragments were
brought to Gezer with the intention of salting the site, for it
is exceedingly unlikely that, by mere chance, fragments of so
'

'

nearly the same date should have fallen, for that purpose, into
the hands of the

'

Salter.'

The name

of the seller,

implies

too,

that he was a native of the district where the fragment was found.
Biblical Nethaniah."

It is the

Among

the witnesses are

named

Zer-ukin and Nergal-sar-usur (Neriglissar), which, as Dr. Pinches
points

out,

are

distinctly

Assyro-Babylonian

further noteworthy that Natan-iau,

a

with a lunar emblem upon

seal

of

the tablet have been sent to the

it.

A

and

names,

who was probably
cast

it

a Jew,

is

had

and photographs

the Fund, and a full

office of

account of the tablet with the Assyrian text, transliteration and
translation are published in the present number.

The

special donations during the quarter to the expenses of the

Excavation of Gezer comprise the following

:

— A.

Ashley Bevan,

Cambridge, £50; Miss Agnes Bayly,
Hilton, Esq., £10; The " Origen " Society,

Esq., Professor of Arabic,

£10

lO.s.

;

James

W. Herbert

Oxford,

£5

£7

bringing the total up to £1,062

5s,

:

;

1

Phillips,

Esq.,

See below, pp. 185, 206

£5
3.5.

;

'2d.

sqq., 272.

smaller

amounts,
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Subscribers are warned against purchasing from dealers, whether
in this

country or in Palestine, any antiquities as coming from
sites which have been excavated by the Fund.
All

particular

antiquities found in those sites

scrupulously handed over

by the

officers

of

Fund

the

are

to the Turkish

Government, and any
found by the illicit digging of natives are, when sold by them to
dealers, invariably attributed to sites other than those from which
they really come, lest the diggers be discovered and punished.

The Committee, finding that interruption
is

frequently caused by the

supporters of the

visits of

Fund nor have any

to the

persons

work

who

at

Gezer

are neither

real interest in the objects of

the excavations, have instructed Mr. Macalister to refuse access to

the works to persons whose visits seem to be due to idle curiosit}',
or

who cannot

give some evidence of

a genuine

interest in the

objects of the Fund.
Visitors

the

to

require

site

Mr. Macalister's

and

guidance

explanations, which he readily gives to suljscribers or authorised
visitors.

But no one can be allowed

to

wander over the

site at will.

Instances have occurred of the workpeople being invited (even by

—

a form of dishonesty fatal to the value
and exposing the delinquents to severe punishantiquities found are the property of the Ottoman
Apropos of this, we would call attention to the steps

circular) to sell antiquities

of the excavations,

ment, for

all

Government.
which have been taken to make the collection of antiquities belonging to the Turkish Government readily accessible. Professor Sayce's
{see " Notes and Queries," pp. 269, 270) of the care which
has been taken to arrange the objects scientifically, and testimony

account

of the generous

Museum
ment

freedom allowed to scholars, combine to make the

at Constantinople one of the best in Europe,

of scholars the

most

and

its treat-

lil^eral.

The Committee regret

to

announce the death

of

Mr. Edward

Atkinson, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Consulting Surgeon of Leeds Infirmary,
who died 1st March, 1905, aged 75. He began his professional
career as Ship's Surgeon,

and served

in the Hospital at Scutari as

Surgeon when Miss Nightingale was nursing there, and, after
that, in the British Hospital at Smyrna.
He then spent four years
in Jerusalem as Surgeon to the English Hospital and the Prussian

Civil

Deaconesses' Hospital.

He became Surgeon

to the Leeds Public

N

2
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DisiDensary in 1864, and

10 3'ears later to the Infirmary.
For
20 years, from 1868 to 1888, he acted as Honorary Local Secretary
to the Palestine Exploration Fund, and during that time collected

about £750 for the Fund.

The

Committee

Vincent, of the

have

Bil)lical

heard with deep regret

School of

that Father
Stephen at Jenisalem, has

St.

been obliged to give up work and take a prolonged rest in France.

The learned Dominican, who

is

a leading authority on questions

connected with the topography and archaeology of Jerusalem and
the

is well known from his contributions to the Revue
His communications are remarkable for their accuracy

Holy Land,

Bihlique.

and the keen powers

of observation

high appreciation of

the value of

excavations at Gezer, and of the
l^een

carried

out by

INIr.

which they display
the

results

manner

in

and

his

which the work has

has more than

INIacalister,

;

obtained by the
once been

The Committee
trust that" Father Vincent's health will be completely restored, and
that he will be able to resume work which he has so much at heart.

brought to the notice

of subscribers to the

Fund.

Professor Dr. Sellin has closed his excavations at Taanach, and
will publish a

complete account of them this year.

forwarded a short summary

work

He

has kindly

August
and September, from which it appears that he discovered seven
new cuneiform letters more or less damaged, and the skeleton of a
Canaanite lady surrounded by the skeletons of five children from
about four to sixteen years of age. A bronze knife, found amongst
the remains, seems to point to a tragedy which must have occurred
shortly before everything was covered up, for the ornaments of
the lady, the large jars for holding provisions, and a little bronze
figure of Astarte, fixed in a corner of the room, were found
untouched. Amongst the jewels were a gold band for the forehead, eight gold rings
some for the ears, others for the neck two
of his

at the Tell last

—

—

silver

rings,

bronze armlets, three small crystal cylinders,

—

five

—

two scarabs one of amethyst, the other crystal &c.
^" To Istarwasur
The most interesting letter reads as follows
AmanhaSir, may Adad preserve thee
Send thy brothers with
their carts, and send a horse, thy tribute, and presents, and all
prisoners who are with thee, to Megiddo on the day of the reception."
pearls,

:

!

(See also Quarterly Statemenf, 1904, p. 98.)

—
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Professor Sellin

hopes, during his next visit

excavate 2\'U Dofhdn,

At

177
to Palestine, to

Dothan.
(Megiddo), Dr. Schumacher

Tell Miiiesellim

is

understood to

have found, at a depth of more than 30 feet below the surface, a
The
series of vaulted tombs which date from about 2000 B.C.
graves contained pottery and Egyptian scarabs in a fine state of
preservation.

Excavations are being made by the German Oriental Society in
and it is proposed to examine all the
the Synagogue at Tell Ham
,•

synagogues in Galilee.
Dr. Torrance writes from Tiberias, under date March 23rd, 1905

— " We are having a splendid

commencement of
season) we had to corresponding date 11-92

to-day from the

year (rainy

We

have up
the rain 22-5 inches, whereas

rainfall this year.

inches,

:

till

last

and

whole season only 12-64 inches. We are expecting a splendid
harvest this year, and I have never seen the flowers so profuse.
Unfortunately, the peasants in this district have suffered from a

for the

severe

loss

of

their cattle

through

'

cattle

plague,' over 60 per

cent, having succumbed."

"

Kailway trains are running regularly thrice weekly from Haifa

to the Jordan bridge

Yarmuk

is

'

Jisr el-Majamia.'

The

iron bridge over the

nearing completion, and in about a

month we expect

Samakh, at the south end of the lake. The
the line
busy in the Yarmuk Valley, right on to
very
are
contractors
Tel esh-Shehab, building liridges, &c., and I believe they are finding
From Damascus,
the work more difficult than they anticipated.
to be laid to

the line

is

laid as far as Tel esh-Shehab.

Great

efforts are

being

made to finish this line as soon as possible." In a subsequent letter
(May 22nd), Dr. Torrance writes that the railway has now reached
Samaeh.
"&"

Among

the objects exhibited at St. Louis and

now

returned are

and Hamath inscriptions, and a series of very
fine enlarged photographs showing various features of the Gezer
They can now be sold, and either series would form
excavations.
a valuable addition to any museum or collection intended to
illustrate archa3ology, whether Biblical or other.

casts of the Siloam
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Under the
London News

title

" Zoological Pictures in 200 B.C.,"

May

of

i]\e Illustrated

13th reviews the Fund's latest publication.

"

Not every archseological description," it states, " is of such interest
to the lay mind as The Fainted Tombs of Marissa, just issued by the
Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund," and it proceeds
draw attention to the " remarkable series of reproductions of
zoological designs " from which " the book derives its chief fascinato

tion."

out that, although the scholar will find

It is well to point

and the archaeologists,
abundant material for the history of Palestine in
the second century B.C., the book apj)eals equally to all lovers of
The reproart, and is virtually a unique publication of its kind.
ductions in the Illustrated London Neivs will give our readers some
idea of what the coloured plates in the volume are like, and, since the
Fund is its own publisher, we may venture to hope that subscribers
will help to make the work known to a wider circle.
some hard nuts

to crack in the inscriptions,

in turn, will find

The volume

contains

numerous

plates,

several of

which are

coloured; these illustrate the tombs, their internal decoration, the

There

painted friezes and the inscriptions.
in the text,

and

consisting of plans

and

are, further,

24 figures

sections, facsimiles of graffiti

The letter-press is the work of the Eev. Dr.
York, and Dr. Thiersch, of Munich, both well-

inscriptions, &c.

Peters, of

known

New

archseologists.

The former contributes a general

intro-

ductory account, whilst the detailed descriptions of the tombs are

by both authors, as also are the complete edition of the Greek
inscriptions and graffiti, and the discussion of the eras. Dr. Thiersch
gives a valuable chapter upon the place of the tombs in the history
of art and culture, whilst Dr. Peters concludes the work with an
account of the miscellaneous objects which were found in the tombs.

In the April Quarterly Statement,

p. 128, at

the end of the

first

paragraph, there was a mistake in the statement explaining the
difference

and

jackal.

between the pads

The fore-pads

of the

hyaena and those of the wolf

of the wolf

and jackal are larger than

the hind-pads, but the hind-pads of the hyaena are larger than

its

fore-pads.

to

It

may

in

the

be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded
reports from

Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot

all

be
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published, but they are preserved in the office of the Fund, where

they

may

Those sent by Mr. Macalister
Gezer which are not reproduced in

be seen by subscribers.

illustrating the excavations at

his quarterly report are held over for the final

The

attention of subscribers and others

is

memoir.

called to

A

Table of the

and Mohammedan Eras, from July 15th, A.D. 622, the date
of the Hejira, to a.d. 1900, price by post, Id. Also to the Mcteoroloriical
Observations at Jerusalem^ with tallies and diagrams by the late
Christian

Tourists and

Mr. James Glaisher, F.E.S.

all

desirous of accurate

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not
for a copy, price 25.

The attention

to send

is also called to a work by Sir
The Ancient Cubit and our Weights
He brings evidence to show that all weights and

of

subscribers

Charles Warren, entitled

and Measures."

fail

66^.

"

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from
one source

— the double-cubit cubed

of Babylonia.

The Museum and Library of the Palestine Exploration Fund at
Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,
where the use of a room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.
The jNIuseum is open
Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East.
daily,

except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr.

Wheeler, will give

The "Flora
E. Post,

all

of Syria, Palestine,

M.D.,

D'Erf

information necessary.

Beiriit,

Syria,

and

Sinai,"

by the Eev. George

containing descriptions

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and
woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund,

of

illustrated

all

the

by 441

price 21s.

The income of the Society from March 21st to June 21st,
1905, was from Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including
from sales of publications, &c.,
Local Societies, £392 6s. 8(/.
making in all,
from Lectures, £1 12s. Od.
£188 8s. lOd.
£582 7s. 6(/.
The expenditure during the same period was
On June 22nd the balance in the bank was
£646 13s. Id.

—

;

;

£402

18s. 5(7.

;
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Subscribers

Committee's

who have not yet paid

efforts

by sending

will

greatly facilitate the

their subscriptions

in

early,

now

outgoings on the excavations at Gezer being just

the

a heavy

drain on their funds.

Subscribers to the

Fund

are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every subscription and contribution

is

promptly acknowledged by

the Acting Secretary, they will henceforth be published annually,

and not cjuarterly. A complete List of Subscribers and Subscriptions
1904 was published with the April number.

for

Subscribers in U.S.A. to the

work

of the

Fund

will please note

that they can procure copies of any of the publications from the

Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund,

42,

Quincy

Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and
gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries. The
J. Langfield
following gentlemen have kindly consented to act
Ward, Esq., M.A., for Bath, in place of General Warren Walker;
:

the Rev.

Putman Cady, Amsterdam, N.Y.

;

S.

—

H. Harrison, Esq.,

F.R.G.S., for Abergele.

may be reminded tliat the new Raised Map of
from the Surveys of the Palestine Exploration
Fund by the Acting Secretary, is ready. It is on the scale of 6j miles
to the inch and measures 3' 6" X 2' 6".
It has already been used with
great success by Professors of Old Testament history, and by teachers in
Sunday Schools, and may be esjjecially recommended for large classes
of students.
On view at the office of the Fund further particulars may
be had on application.
Subscribers and others

Palestine, constructed

;

A

complete set of the Quarter!}/ Statements, 1869-1904, containing
the early letters, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine
Exploration Fund cases, can be had. Price on application to the Acting
Secretary, 38, Conduit Street,

W.

Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will please note that they can
obtain a set of the "Survey of Palestine," in four volumes, for £7 7s.,

still

but the price has been increased to

tlie

public to

£9

9s.

The

price of

131
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single

volumes

should be

The

made

the public has also been increased.
Acting Secretary.

to

Apjilications

to the

of the translations published by the
Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index,

price of a complete set

Palestine Pilgrims

A catalogue describing the contents of
bound in cloth, is £10 10s.
each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit
Street,

W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few
doors from Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from
10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.
Photographs of the late Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of
Solomon, (2) of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the
Christian occupation of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at
present, (5) of the Hechel in Solomon's Temple, (6) of the Hechel in
Herod's Temple, (7) of the Tabernacle, have been received at the office of
the Fund. The seven photographs, with an explanation by Dr. Schick,
can be purchased by applying to the Acting Secretary, 38, Conduit
Street,

W.

all Sunday Schools within
Sunday School Union, and the Wcsleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Eesolution
of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be
allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application only to the

Branch Associations of the Bible Society,

the Sunday School Institute, the

Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following

From the Author, Professor
"Eecueil d'Archeologie Orientale."
44. Fiches
M. Clermont-Ganneau. Tome VI, Livraisons 24, 25.
La hauteur du mont
Inscription grecque du Hauran
et Xotides
Cachet
Thabor
Inscription pheuicienne de Khan-el-Khalde
Sur un passage de I'inscription
phenicien an nom de Phar'och
phenicienne d'Echmuonazar.
§ 45. Inscription bilingue neopunique et latine. § 46. Proscynemes pheniciens et arameens

—

^5

;

;

;

;

;

d'Abydos

;

Additions et corrections

;

Indexes.

Dr. Lazarus Belleli. Un Nouvel Apocryphe ; Un Monument Douteux ;
Greek and Italian Dialects as spoken hy the Jews in some places of
the Balkan Peninsula {see below, pp. 253-257).

M. Rene Dussaud, La
Crete (extract

Troie Homerique et les recentes Decoavertes en
from "Rev. de I'Ecole d'Authropologie de Paris,"

February, 1905).
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Memoires de I'Academie Imp. d. Sciences de St. Pitersbourg, vol.
ein Bruchstuk Manichiiischen Sclirifttums, &c.
Nos. 5 and 6

vi,

;

" Al-Mashrik

NEA

2Ii2N,

:

Eevue Catholiqne Orientale Bimensuelle."

March-April,

1905, a

Greek journal devoted

to Palestinian

subjects.

" Universit6 Saint- Joseph, Beyrouth

programme sommaires.

et

See, further, "

;

Faculte Orientale

;

prospectus

Bulletin, 1904-190")."

Foreign Publications," pp. 266

sqq.,

below.

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the
Fund, which already contains many works of great value
A catalogue of Books in the
relatintr to Palestine and other Bible lands.
Library will be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

The Committee

Library

For

of the

of

list

authorised lecturers and

tlieir

subjects, see

end of the

Journal, or write to the Secretary.

Whilst desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications

and other theories advanced by
tributors to the pages

wish

it

to be distinctly

of

officers

of

the

Fund and

con-

the Quarterly Statement, the Committee

understood that by publishing them in the

Quarterly Statement they do not necessarily sanction or adopt them.

Form

of Bequkst to the Palestine Exploration Fund.

I give to the Palestine Exploration
to be applied towards the

said

sum

of the

General

Fund, London, the sum of

Work

of the

Fund

;

and

I direct that

the

be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Keceipt of the Treasurer

Palestine Exploration

Fund

shall

be a suiBcieut discharge to

my

Executors.
Sig natur e

Witnesses

{
I

L
Note.

— Three

Witnesses are necefsary in the United States of America.
Two suffice in Great Britain.
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TWELFTH QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATION
OF GEZER.
16 Februar I/— lo Miuj, 1905.

By

Stewart Macalisteu, M.A.,

R. A.

§

The work

L

F.S.A.

Preliminary.

Maccabean Castle, partly descril)ed in the
was continued and completed during the earlier weeks
of the past quarter, after which the trenching of the AVestern Hill
was resumed at the point where it was abandoned last October.
The section of the castle cleared during the quarter had been as
of clearing the

last report,

completely looted as the eastern end had proved to be, and yielded
Though the southern end of the
no objects of special interest.
trenches on the Western Hill was prol)al)ly richer in

important

antiquities than any other part of the mound examined, the central
portion of the same trenches, which has occupied my attention
during the past six weeks, proved much less prolific. A second
fragment of a Cuneiform tablet, and a broken example of the rare
" marriage " scarab of Amenhotep HI and Thyi, are among the

most interesting

discoveries.

§

As a complete plan
memoir,

it is

hardly

The

n.

Castle.

of the castle will be

given in the

final

necessary at present to illustrate the additional

the past quarter, which do not
plan was presented with the
whose
dift'er essentially from those
separate points of interest
three
are
There
previous report.
here refer
would
which
I
to
the
castle
to
relating

chambers

unearthed

during

:

In a corner of one of the rooms of the castle was found a
very large pile of cockle-shells, such as are strewn in great numbers
These shells all have a perforation at
over the sea-shore at JaflFa.
1.

the valve, and no doubt
threading, so as to

make

this

perforation was

a necklace

— one

of the

made use of
camp guards

for

has
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made such

some of this heap of shells, which is worn
by his baby and by a sheep he is fattening with a coming
feast in prospect.
It seems most probable that we have here a
waste or deserted heap of builder's material, and that these shells
were brought together with the purpose of pounding them for
cement.i
The very hard cement with which the chambers and
a necklace of

alternately

troughs of the bath (described in the last Quarterhj Statement) are
lined

made with fragments of shells, taking the place
is used in modern cement in Palestine.

is

of

the

pottery-dust which
2.

Further study of the Pampras inscription

has led

me

to the conclusion that

the two readings

tcureTrd^/Tj

make anything

and

it is

{see

ante p. 100)

impossible to choose between
the beginning of line

KcnoTra^rj at

2,

marks with which the same
line concludes.
But if we read, with Pere Germer-Durand,
KcnoTrd^y, and neglect the indefinite marks (as well as the
of
Pere Germer-Durand's Trupt) as lieing meaningless scratches, which
or to

definite of the

<

may

they easily

be,

we

IIrt^<7r/jf((s),

obtain
i/^((i")'os Kiiro7rd^>j —tip liaat'Xciot'^

— a very bad hexameter, but

still

one that gives better sense than

The interpretation
up the palace of Simon."

the alternative readings suggested previously.

would be "

(says)

The advantages
nominative to
exigencies

—

Pampras,

of this

may fire

follow

reading are two

:

it

gives us a satisfactory

—

and gives a sufficient reason metrical
for the omission of any verb associated with Hd/uTrpa^.
i^aro7rd^)j,

work the most
some respects, the most perplexing, is
the great drain that runs under the threshold of the castle gate.
The part of it outside the gateway has already been shown in
3.

Of

all

the sections of the recently-opened

interesting as well as, in

the plan facing p.

104

ante.

It

appears to have originally run

and was
reason
probable
The
afterwards diverted and turned westward.
for this was the discovery that the entrance to the drain was
concealed from observation by the jamb of the gate, and that it
eastwards, under the southern

jamb

of the public gateway,

formed a convenient covered way whereby enemies could enter the
city.
The westward arm which Avas substituted for it was shallow,
and (at least at its lower end) Avas probably open and under perpetual observation.
'

[A very

fine

white cement

is still

made

in India

from

shells.]
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This radical connection of the drain with the jamb of the gate
it was contemporary with the castle and the associated

proves that

The diversion

of the lower end of the drain must have
immediately after the buildings had been
completed and inhabited, as we have shown reason to believe that

Iniildings.

taken

almost

place

had a very short existence. These results had
when the last report was written. It was an
obvious duty to trace the drain and to find, if possible, its origin
this work was accordingly entrusted to one of the gangs. Reserving

the castle

itself

already been obtained

may only mention that it is remarkand unaccountable bend 60 feet from the threshold
of the gate, and that at a distance of 13 feet from this spot the
channel is divided by a block of stone set in the middle. The
latter can scarcely have served as a filter, and, in fact, the design is

fuller details for the present, I

able for a sudden

May

problematical.

unwary

be merely an ingenious and cruel trap for

it

besiegers of the city

§ III.

1

The Second Cuneiform Tablet.

^

This was found not far from the neighbourhood which yielded
the

tablet found last year,

probably

it is

of

much

and

Assyrian garrison to which the

Like the

introduction.
a

document

black colour,

in the

the same date,
first

first, it is

and

is

it is

of

another

the

a light coff"ee-brown hue.

and § inch

;

so

that

monument of the

tablet gave us our first definite

a fragment only,

of similar character; unlike

high, 2 inches broad,

same stratum

and

It

is

evidently

which was of

first,

measures 1| inches.

thick.

There are in all eight perfect lines of writing, and the ends of
two others. The obverse has two lines, after which is a band of
three impressions of the seal shown on p. 206, and then the two
Turning it over,
imperfect lines, after which the tablet breaks off".

we

find

on the reverse the

—which seem

five last lines

surviving

:

the

first

four

—

names of witnesses are separated by a blank
space from the fifth, which is the commencement of matter
completed in two lines on the edge. AVhether a certain curious
clay fragment, which was found in the same stratum, is the remains
of a model of Assyrian origin, e.g., a man-headed bull, is doubtful..

A

to be

cast of this puzzling object also has

1

been forwarded to London.

See pp. 174, 206 sqq., 272.
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§

IV.

The Marriage Scarab.

"When complete the inscribed base of this interesting oliject
must have been about 2^ inches long and If inches broad. It is,
however, a mere fragment, and the surviving portion is represented
by shading in Fig. 1. It is of paste, covered with a rich olive
green enamel on the back the base is yellow, but the letters have
been filled in with green. The colouring matter has, however,
come out of most of the characters. Under the legs of the l^eetle
:

Fig.

on the surviving side

The remains

1.-

is

— Tlie Marriage Scarab.

the throne-name of the king, Nb-M?t-R=.

of the inscription differ in

one respect only from the

corresponding part of Mr. Llewellyn Griffith's transcript, which is
prepared from specimens in Mr. "Ward's collection ("V\"ard, The Sacred
Beetle, pp.

64-5)

:

namely, that the present example reads [Nhl]rinl

The complete

instead of Nhlrmi in the last Avord.
translation (according to

Dr. Griffith)

into lines follows the Gezer fragment

:

is

as follows

transcript
:

and

the division
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Hr

[^nh

1.

nht, h^m.

kl,

smn, sgrh

2.

nhti,

3.

Ifr nh,

4.

sfn hiji]

Hmt
(l

^l

hps

,

Stiu

Jiu

CNb-Mvt-liA^

\f=Iinn hip hq iHsti di'nh-

sill!'

stn,

ij

En n

^nhti.

5.

iirt

6.

rn

7.

nt sfn nht; tl[sf, rsi]

8.

r

n mufs

Kini,

mlH

ti'ui

Tii.[il

ffrnt

.

[tfs lyil,]

p-ii]

Nhi-]

[m/jii r

2.

Lives the Horus, the strong bull, resplendent in strength
the doable ruler, establishing laws, pacifying the two lands

3.

the golden Horus, great of valour, smiting the Asiatics

4.

King

1.

6.

Upper and Lower Egypt, Amenhotep III, sou of the
Amenhotep ruler of Thebes, giving life. The royal wife,
the great one, Thyi living. The name of her father Yawya,
the name of her mother Thawya. She is the wife
of

suu,

5.

mighty king

his boundary, the southern

7.

of the

8.

to Kari, the northern to

9.

potamia.

;

Meso-

According to Mr. Ward's book, about 20
scarab have l^een found in
first

;

specimens of this

I believe that the present is the

discovered outside the Egyptian borders.

§

V.

Other Egyptian Objects.

Of the other objects
is

Egypt

of

a small bronze statuette,

walking.

He

Egyptian provenance the most interesting
4-|- inches in height, representing a man,

wears a shirt that reaches almost to the ankles.

right hand was stretched out, but has been broken

off.

The

The
left

hand hangs by the side and holds some indistinguishable object.
The figure has been gilt the gold covering remains to a little
above the waist. Pearls are set in the eye-sockets. On the head
;

is

a cylindrical hollow crown.

are provided under the heels to

which

it

was

set.

As
fit

is

usual with such figures, tenons

into mortices in the stand on

This figure was found in debris contemporary

with the latter part of the eighteenth dynasty.
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Another figure, which is of more summary execution, represents
man. The head is lost. The arms are outstretched, and
each hand bears a rather indefinite ol)ject that in the right, fiat
and shaped like a knife that in the left, globular. There are
tenons provided for mortices in the seat and foot-rest.
Several " Horus eyes " and other amulets, principally in jjaste,
green enamelled, have come to light. A seated god (? Osiris) figure,
holding symbols of authority, was also foimd.
Only the central
a sitting

—

;

The figure is placed on a throne
The whole is of paste, with green enamel,

portion of the I)ody remains.

with open-work

sides.

except the tracery in the sides of the seat, which

The

is

scarabs, as usual, I present in tabular form.

found on Plate

I.

brown.

They

will

he
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PL

Palestine Exploratioii Fund.

SCARABS

O

i.
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Fig.

No.

on
PI. I.

15

21

22
23

24

Stratum.*
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Palestine Exploration Fund.

PI. II.

I

Scx/t Jbr rt^

SEALS

ft.

I

%

I' —

"»
^

1'

n* a*t%^r*^

m

13

^Ul.S7^^^^^^~^ mft,'.

h^

O 2
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upon these

of toteniisra

want

of material, discuss

seals is a question that
:

it is

not at

(Stratum VI.) Sealing in

4.

l)laclv

all

we cannot

yet, for

improlxable.^

clay apjaarently resembling a

sprig of a plant.

(Stratum VII.) This

5.

is

another of

" deer

the

"

It

seals.

Material,
appears to represent a female deer suckling its young.
basalt.
set of seals illustrated in the July Quarteiiy Statement for

A

year ought to be compared.

last

(Do.) Another " deer " seal.

6.

full-grown and two

much resembles
(Do.)

7.

A

the

young

Here there are four

two

deer,

In material and technique this

ones.

last.

small ivory seal bearing the peculiar device of an

earwig between two scorpions.

A

(Do.)

8.

glass

Assyrian

seal

of

common

much

type,

disintegrated.

(From near the

9.

JNIaccaliean Castle.)

An

Egyptian

seal,

with

a seated figure holding something in its hand.
10. (Stratum VIII.) A seal impression in pottery, Ijearing a well-

drawn

lion.

(Do.)

11.

Conical

seal

bearing a

winged horse

—possibly

a

local representation of Pegasus.

(Picked up on surface.)

12.

A

seal

probal)ly of the

"deer"

family, representing an animal with extravagantly long horns.

(From outside the

13.

signet ring, too small for

city wall,

any but a

on the south

side.)

elementary representation of the Virgin and Child.

do not as a rule require

§

The following

From

1.

signets, this

A

minute

child's finger, liearing a

very

As children

was probably an amulet.

VII.— MiSCELLANOUS OBJECTS.
various objects call for notice

:

a chamber near the castle, a disc of porous limestone,

3| inches in diameter, Avith the letters l<t>NA scratched upon it.
2. From the topmost (eighth) stratum, a small weight of the

common

dome-shape, weighing 3"84 grammes, Ijearing the

mark

(^[,.

Other weights found
about ^ the weight inscribed ^|.
during the quarter are two of haematite from the sixth stratum,
This

is

:

'

It

is,

perhaps, merely a coincidence that a person

named Dorcas

(gazelle)

lived in the city in post-exilic times, as we learn from the Altar of Eunelos.
She may have been a member of the " stag " family.
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91-43 and 91-89

grammes

respectively (eight times

torpedo-shape, from the third stratum,

from the

sixth, 31-78 (three times

None
From the same

3.

;

any

^|); one

grammes;

^|) and another

of these weights bore

times).^

91-31

of

another

180-11 (sixteen

inscription.

stratum, a simple l)ut elegant bronze lamp.

4. Also from the same stratum, a fragment of a handsome
lekythos of brown ware, with ornamentation in glossy black and

red (Fig.

2).

Fig.

2.— Lekjtlios.

wearing a peculiar cap with a peak that falls
is interesting, as contemporary representaIt was found in the seventh
tions of Palestinian costume are rare.
5.

Head

of a figure

over the back.

This

stratum.
6.

Fragment

'

a handsome

of

ornamentation upon

See Qitarferltj Staiement, 1904,

erroneously inverted

lentoid

flask

with

embossed

it.

{cji.

p. 359).

p.

209,

where tie characters

XI

were-
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7.

tower

stone box, found outside the north-east corner

Finally, a
of

the

city

Avail.

It

is

made

of

limestone,

soft

and

is

3| inches long, 3g^ high, and now 2^ broad. The depression of the box
The perfect side is slightly concave.
below the rim is ^ inch.

The box

displays quaint geometrical

scratched upon

it

;

and

zoomorphic ornament

on the top, surface-frets and

spirals

;

on one side

two animals, perhaps a hysena or lion (1) eating (?) a
donkey (?); on the second side there was apparently somethingsimilar, the " donkey " being the only mernber of the group that
(Fig.

3)

Fia.

3.

— Animal Representation upon one side of

has survived.

On

the third side

driving an animal whose tufted

an indication

is

tail

of the man's beard.

a

man

alone

a Stone Box.

in a short-sleeved tunic,
left,

is

and there

just

is

This box has been used for

(perhaps for burning incense), and marks of

it

fire

remain in the smoke-

blackened and cracked condition of the fragment.

§

Two
notice.

VIII.

— Buii.mNOS.

buildings uncovered during the past cj[uarter call for special

The

first is

the early palace

site,

as

it

which mention was made in a previous report.

appeared to be, of

The other

is

a
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curious structure, not easy to

explain,
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from the stratum which

yielded Amenhotep's scarab.

The result of examination of the supposed palace did not at all
come up to expectations. It will he remembered that a section had
been exposed in a 40-foot trench, a leading feature of which was a
long rectangular hall with a row of column-bases running down the
As it was manifestly a liuilding of importance, it was
centre.
decided to cut the next trench to the east, into which the hall in
question seemed to run, before proceeding with the trench in which
the building itself was found. It was disappointing to find that the
building, whatever it may have been, was completely destroyed,
and not a stone was left to show how it had run.
Neither were any objects of interest or special value discovered
round about the walls which might enable us to determine the
purpose for which the building was erected. The western part still
awaits excavation, and it is possible that something which' will
explain

So

object

its

may

still lie

hidden there.

far as the building has

member

is

24

broad.

feet

a pillared

been exposed, the most important

which

hall,

There are two

is

had these overturned,

diameter.

I

graphs, in

order

to

search

The symmetry

for

at present 39 feet long

pillar bases,

after taking plans

foundation

and

3 feet 6 inches in

deposits,

and photobut

found

and the absence of other
pillars shows that it can never have been much longer.
The walls
are almost 4 feet thick, a thickness quite double that of the normal
nothing.

of the structure

house walls.

The pillar
much smaller

bases found here and elsewhere (rows of similar but
stones are very

common

in the

house-rooms) were

probably meant to support wooden posts on which the beams of

Some such

the roof rested.
necessary

when

hall here described

— single

span the area would be
of

wood

is

central

beam would evidently be

the space to be ceiled was so wide as the pillared

beams

l)oth long

difficult to procure.

made probable by

and strong enough to
That the posts were

the almost complete absence of stone

columns, column drums and capitals in the debris.^

And

we

here

have, I think, a key to a

problem which has
and architectural experts from Sir
Christopher Wren downwards, namely, the exact manner of the
death of Samson. If we read the description at the end of

troubled both

'

Biblical

[.^f-

critics

^^^ wooden columns of

tlie

Cretan palaces.]
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Judges xvi
in

cai^efully, it will

appear,

first,

that there

is

no authority

the narrative for the conceptions of the artists of some well-

knowai pictures, wherein Samson

What

massive columns of stone.
narrative

the

monuments

the light

in

(the

of

is

these

now being

palace

two
we study

represented as hirakmij

he must have done,

more or

less

clescril^ed

is

if

contemporary

more

than a

thousand years older than Samson, hut the construction
dwellings of his period did not essentially

differ),

was

to

[wooden] posts that supported the roof so that they
This would not he an

their stone bases.

man

of

superhixman sti'ength

;

impossilile

of

the

push the

from

slid

feat for

a

and, obviously, as soon as he had

succeeded in pushing the posts slightly out of the perpendicular,
the ruin would be completed automatically.

A

little

study enables us to form

further

an idea of

the

Temple of Dagon. It must have
the cella itself; a very
consisted essentially of three members
What
deep distyle portico
and a forecourt, open to the sky.
seems to have happened was this the blind prisoner was conducted
10 the forecourc, whence he could l)e seen by the Philistine grandees
architectural

character of the

—

;

:

who
fell

sat in
v/pon

the shade of

the lords

") as

the

portico

((/.

Verse 30, " the

well as l)y the large crowd of

house

commoners

assembled on the roof.
By tricks of strength and buffoonery
he was compelled to give them amusement, after which he was
allowed to rest awhile, probably in order that he might have
strength to continue the sport.
pillars,

He was

set

to rest

between the

which was the nearest place where he could be shaded from

Taking the opportunity, he put forth
and before the lords of the Philistines realised what
he was doing he was able slightly to displace the posts holding
up the portico but sufficiently to cause them to fall under the
weight of the roof and the crowds upon it.^
And this leads me to speak of the second of the two buildings
I have mentioned above, which, on a small scale and with some
the sun's heat while resting.

his full strength,

trifling variations of detail, is just

paragraph

I

such a structure as in the last

have pictured the Temple

of

Dagon

to be.

'
[The words expressing Samson's actions are not quite clear ( Judg. xri, 29)
he grasps or entwines himself (laphath) about the two pillars, and then braces
himself against them {sumal), and, finally («. 30), he appears to have thrust
them apart. The last action {m'/tah) is otherwise explained to mean he bowed
or bent forward, or lifted, or perbaps even he pulled them. Ed.]
:
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A

plan of this building, so fav as

it

has been excavated,

197
is for-

bounded on the south by two walls (an hit),
not in line, with a gap apparently a passage way between them.
The western section of this wall {nn) is of a different style of masonry
warded

(Fig. 4).

It is

—

—

Fig.

4.— Plan

of

from anything

Walls— perhaps
else I

a

Temple— Fifth Stratum

have seen on the tdl

;

it

(about 1400

B.C.).

consists of large, long

up into a wall without any very
definite attempt at coursing.
Indeed, one might almost say that it
consisted of a series of pillar stones, that in some earthquake or
stones with rounded ends, piled
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To

similar catastrophe had fallen on top of one another.^

the complex
buildings.

of

two

is

There

To the north

doorway

marked
{<) in

off

the north

from the surrounding

the south wall with a threshold

it.

western section of the wall

of the

is

a building

a forecourt, not quite rectangular in shape

paved chamber,
exposed.

a

is

slabs inside

consisting of

definitely

less

which

of

The j^avement

;

and a

only a small section has so far been
is

laid to a

well-marked slope upwards,

but the greater part of it has been destroyed. The chamber is
separated from the forecourt hy a row of four large column
bases

(e

eee), about 2 feet in diameter.

The evidence that

purpose

this structure has a religious

fold.

In the

found

in the forecourt

certain religious

first place,
;

emblems and

is

two-

objects

were

they included a beautiful " Horus eye

amulet, and a very peculiar bronze statuette of a female divinity,
unlike any

other

that I

have seen from

Palestine.

It

seems

Egyptian in execution, but displays Semitic influence in the conception.
The figure wears a lozenge-shaped head-dress, but is
•otherwise

the

and displays

undraped,

with a goddess of
office of

fertility.

A

identifying her

characteristics

cast of this ol;)ject will be sent to

the Fund.

Secondly, the two circular structures to the east of

the fore-

court (//) were found to be completel}' fidl of fragments of sheep
and goat bones. These were all broken into fragments, but none

These

displayed any marks either of burning or of cooking.

pits

might have been receptacles into which slaughtered victims were
thrown after sacrifice.
To the south of this structure, and on the same level, was
found a peculiar pavement of beaten lime, intersected by brick
walls.
A large rectangular pottery trough was sunk in the floor.

Nothing was found to explain the purpose
Underneath the pavement was a solid mass

of

this

of

building.

fragments of

the bones of small cattle similar to those found in the circular
structures.

(While this report was being written the stratum underneath
the building aljove described was reachetl by the excavators, and
foundation-sacrifices

were found within

it.

So

far,

two infants

is meant merely to give an idea of tlie appearance of the masonry of
and is not intended as a suggestion regarding its origin. There is no
doubt that it was built with intention exactly as we see it.
^

This

tlie wall,
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huried in jars in the corners of rooms have been found, and one
adult, lying exactly in the middle of another chamber.

had apparently (to judge from the
and the left hand was cut off.

The

latter

position of the arms) lieen bound,
I

hope

to be in a position to give

further particulars al)Out this discovery in the next report, which

under the present firman.)

will conclude the series presented

THE IMMOVABLE EAST.
By Philip

G. Baldensperger, Esq.

{Continued from

When

the

^•illagers

wonderful adventure

tell

stories

p.

126.)

among themselves about some
who found a treasure and so

—

of a king's son,

—

and so on they always l)egin with the formula " There was
once, and there was once, in the course of the centuries " ; " there
and having told the story, the speaker will say,
was a king," &c.
" The bird flew away
good evening to you all." - They may also
ask riddles or recount faljles about the fox. These are the most
popular, and the following Avill shoAv what they think about the
on,

:

;

'

—

craftiest of all animals

The Tiger and

the

walking al)out the

:

i^ar.— Al)u Sliman (the nickname of the fox),

fields,

met Abu Tansar (from

nisr),

the eagle, and

asked him how the world looked from the sky. The eagle said,
" Why, it is so small that it can hardly be seen." But the fox would
not believe

this,

and the eagle invited him to

suffer himself to

be

So the fox rode
on the back of the eagle, and up they went, till the earth was as
small as a ball.
On being questioned, the fox replied that it was
like a ball.
On they went, still higher and higher, till the fox said
carried aloft, so that he could see

was
and at

it

it

for himself.

as small as the eye of a needle.
last the fox said, " I don't see

'

Kt'iii

a-ma-Jcun, Ji saWd il-akrun, Kdii

(.A^IU Aj^.<,

.jdJl

,11.)

Still

anything at
J'l

the eagle ascended,
all."

" Well," said

hona malek, &c.
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you suppose it to be ? " And the fox,,
But the eagle continued, " You
had better measure the distance " and so saying, he turned himself
upside down and the fox tumbled into space, and with greater
speed than he saw it disappear, the earth M^as reappearing and
l>ecoming larger and larger, till finally he fell on the fur coat of a
fellah who Avas ploughing in the field, and had deposited his
garment near by. By the time the ploughman had recovered from
his astonishment the fox had run away with the fur on his back

the eagle, " what distance do

trembling, said he did not know.
;

!

Now, Abu Tanmar (from

}umr), the tiger or leopard, Avas out for a

Abu Sliman in his new costume, asked him Avhere
The fox answered that he had become a tailor and made
The tiger at once ordered one. " Hold still," said
furs for sale.
the fox, " I must have lamb-skins, two lambs for the back part, two
" All right," said the tiger,
for the front, and two for the sleeves."
" give me your address and I'll send you six lambs, and as I cannot
skin them I'll leave it to you, and you can eat the meat for the
walk, and seeing

he got

it.

They stroked paws over the bargain

trouble."

Next day the

the fox gave his address.

Abu

laml:»s.

tiger

(i^_>v.'

,

brought the six

Sliman, with his wife and four children, feasted on

A

the lambs, and thought no more about the promised fur.

night afterwards
salutations

Abu Tanmar met Abu

'•

tiger asked

" Well," said the fox, " the six laml>s

for the body,

and there

Well," said the tiger,

"

I'll

nothing

is

fort-

Sliman, and after the usual

and remarks about the weather, the

fur was going on.

enough

and

/'?'«^),

left

how

the

were just

for the sleeves."

bring two more for the sleeves."

Having done so, the family feasted again on lamb. A week passed
""Well, it is
l)y, and Al)U Tanmar again inciuired for his fur.
beautiful, and only wants the collar," was the reply; so again
Having met him
another lamb for the collar was furnished.
again, the tiger said, "Look here, I'm afraid you are telling me
stories
give the fur at once, or I'll kill you " and so saying he
Then Abu Sliman pulled
struck at the fox, Ijut only got the tail.
hard and left his tail in the tiger's paw and ran for his life, and
Abu Tanmar was very angry, but
just reached his hole in time.
;

;

could not enter into the small hole

and stuck

it

aljove

the

entrance.

approached and heard the humming

was the growling of the

tiger.

anguish, and the fox, driven

;

so he took a hornets' nest

Whenever

the fox

slowly

of the hornets, he thought

Several

days

by hunger, began

thus

passed

to eat his

it
in.

owrt
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But still the growling continued.
till they were all gone.
proposed to his wife to wrestle (hafah), the victor to eat
conquered. Accordingly they Avrestled, and Mr, Fox was

children,

He now
the

thrown down, but he

said that

it

was not

be counted as

fair to

vanquished for a single coml)at so they tried again, and he Avas
thrown again. " Now, look here," he said, " every good thing is
;

and this time he
us therefore try again "
and strangled and ate her. Being left alone in
the world, and boxed up in his cave, he said to himself, " To die of
hunger in here, or to die under the paws of the tiger, is aliout the
same better to try and leap out and escape if possible." So at
once he leapt out, to find nothing but hornets flying to and from
Sorry as he now felt for his lost wife and family, his
their nest.
based on three

;

let

;

oljtained the victory,

;

main thoutrht was that

it

was no use

own

grieve about them, l>ut

to

The

tiger would recognise
him by his mutilated tail, so he must get out of this dilemma.
Thereupon he sent an invitation to all the foxes of the neighl;)ourhood to come and eat grapes in a beautiful vineyard. Of course,
the foxes all arrived, and Abu Sliman took them in and bound
every one by the tail to a vine, for he said he was afraid they
might quarrel and call the attention of the sons of Adam to them.

rather to think about his

salvation.

were greedily eating in silence, Abu Sliman slipped to a
and called out at the top of his voice
" Gather, O

When

all

small

hill

owner

of the vineyard, gather;

:

All the foxes pulled

till

they

your vineyard

left their tails

is full

—

of wild beasts."^

behind them, and

Abu

Sliman had no longer any fear for the future. The critical time at
" Aha "
length arrived, and Abu Tanmar and Abu Sliman met.
!

tiger, " there

quoth the

you

are, lying tailor

not escape your punishment."
I don't

"

What,"

;

this

time you shall

said the fox,

understand you; please explain the error."

"la

The

tailor

!

tiger told

and showed how he recognised him by the missing tail.
But Abu Sliman familiarly took him by the arm and said, " Come
Having made
along, I'll show you tailless foxes by the dozen."
_good his word, the outwitted tiger went his way, and Abu Sliman
is now thinking what lies he can invent next.
his story,

We
the

have already referred to the difterent salutations used by
the fellahln use other phrases, with the exception of

Madany
'

;

JIush yd Suheh el-Karin hush,

Karmak mala tie

wuhtisk
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Salam

^aleikum, to

like no

whole

his

which they add

attack, for it is

which means something

el-'Atvdf,

to be rememljered that the fellah considers

to be in a kind of war, with onl}^ a longer or shorter

life

When

armistice in between whiles.

period of

they meet, after

a long absence, one will say, hai AUali ya fldn (^,^i
"

God

alive, so-and-so,"

is

diim (*.a:'.

lA^a^v-')'

"

^ah Badano

greeted,

and

^Jay you

live

body," and replies Jrabadano

and prosper."

dill

c=^)-,

The worker

"Strengthened be

^s^)-,

(ajJ^.-

l.>

will receive the answer, te/iyaa wad-

"

(a.JA,'.),

And

is

his

(your)

A

person

his body."

donkey may not say Salam aleikum except he alight,
but a horseman can say it. They put their hands in each other's
when they greet, Init do not shake hands they kiss one another
on the shoulder, right and left, and one kiss on the cheek only
riding on a

;

when

Parting wishes run,

intimate.

answers are ma^ salame{t) (LcI-j «_<
peace

"

"

and the

{hatrak),

Your good- will," and

"

With

and after the journey they greet one another with " Thanks

;

to

God

is

armed on

for the return in

a journey
village

),

cJ.l;'l>-»

;

he

his travels

and
is

astonishing

—he

is

as soon as he

(iL<il*u!lj

^^

is

The

A^>js?!0-

on "danger" Lk^i-,

/w/ar),

fellah

not on

out of the precincts of his

They

enemy's land.

in

how

peace"

trust

nobody, and

own
it

is

sharp they are to find out the intentions of those

they meet, even when they are a good way
they are not inferior to the

off.

In their acuteness

North-American Indian.

The

fellahin

of the south and south-west of Jerusalem are of a more hospitable
nature than those to the north of the town, where, curious to state,

to go the round of the streets and beg for
from the women, or else he will receive nothing.
In the south, on the other hand, any stranger will be taken into
the guests' room and provided with the necessary food and lodging.
a stranger

may have

a loaf of bread

Hundreds

of years

inhospitality of the

Bethlehem
his

was no man that took them into
and yet that same inhospitality
the ancient seat of Benjamin and Ephraim untoFor the
of its Christian or Moslem inhabitants.

Judah, and

house to lodge

still

this

in

survives in

day

in spite

same reason
.say where he

have passed since that well-known event, the
men of Gibeah, when the Levite came from

of
is

"

" there

(Judges xix,

15),

self-preservation the fellah starting out does not

bound

for.

Anybody meeting him on

the

way asks
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"

Where

are

you going

" In God's ways."

there

stories,

"

really

is

and

men

!

and the reply

is

nothing of any consequence, they can invent
Has he outwitted a hyeena ?

to tremble,

have stolen

"

Do you remember the little 'Ain (spring) coming down
When I came to Wad-el-Biar, the old hyaena, who made
1

to step on him, he

pistol

1

When

^

in this they are experts.

from FaghAr

my father

the leveller (God)

l)y

they return from their journey they
kinds of adventures which they have had.
Even

are full of all
if

—

20^^

my

and shot

was lying behind a wall, and when

jumped

was going
and would
I drew my

I

aside with a hideous laugh,

spirit l>ut for

my

presence of mind.

in his direction, yet

down

in the thicket, a mile lower

me

he attacked

but this time

;

I

a second time

was ready, and
shame he fled."

him before he howled at me, and full of
Everyone knows stories about the same hygena, how it has eaten
Avomen, and carried away donkeys, &c.
How he has been a person,,
but for some misdeed is accursed, and is always trying to play
tricks upon mankind
and they believe it so firmly that many a
man feels his courage and sense gradually depart in its presence,
called out to

;

for it

One

a great sorcerer.

is

away by

a hyaena one day.

" Yes,

father,

I'm coming

his cave, at least so it

was affirmed.

saying,

my

of

servants was being enticed

He was running

after the hyaena,,

but for the intervention of
"
another, more stout-hearted, he would have followed the hysena to
;

Serpent stories are most thrilling accounts.

Everyone has met

an enormous serpent, which waylays men, and cuts persons in two.
The story-teller has narrowly escaped an attack of a most dangerous
serpent, at least as thick as the thigh of a man.
The serpent was
coiled, and,

being Friday, he remembered the words, "Either

or be killed," which never

fail

on Fridays.

He

kill

took out his broad

sword, which was sharp enough to divide a grain of wheat
a heap, and struck several times, but the feathers

its back.
Here he stops to hear the
everyone shakes the head, and says, " This

a span long on

assembly

;

year-old

serpent"

{'iiW,^,

miidlafe[t]),

when on
were about

(!)

effect

on the

a thousand-

is

and no sword,

pistol,

or

musket can penetrate its skin.
He was lucky enough, though,
to get at its throat, and the body was more than would fill a large
basket.

and
^

Then

threes,

the

and

tell

bystanders put their heads together in twos
the most marvellous stories.
One has seen

Fain ya mossakel (^^^,^

\j

.J^)

?

'aid hah

Allah

(^d]}.\

(

?L'

^)-
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—

a poisonous serpent— they are all poisonous in their stories pass
a field, and the grass withered at its passing. Another knows a
^Arhkl, three metres long, Imt harmless, black as the night, hot

as

swift as lightning, laying in wait

fire,

end
short

whenever he passes there

)

;

;

....

make

point of fact they can never

(in

his hair stands

that /lantsh

(

!

on

down, being so

lie

it

^.O*.;;-

at

is

)

hundred years old; his grandfather, when a boy, knew
There is a legend known
and he cuts people in two
in all the mountains of Judea about a monster serpent which had
passed its thousandth year (at that age serpents go to the sea and
least a

him

there,

!

become whales), and had been the terror of
and the 'Arkub, eating sheep, goats, and even
its

Jesmain, followed by

all

the balls

if

looked

slid

off as

down from

transformation, and

day, however, the

went down the

the armed villagers of the district.

Wad
But

they were shot at rocks, and those who

away
As the

the heights saw the shining body gliding

on which the rays

like a rivei-,

it

the Beni-Hassan

children, but hiding

One

so well that it could not be discovered.

time had arrived for

all

of the

sun were reflected.

monster approached the sea, more warriors gathered together, but
all in vain, and near Ascalon it plunged into the sea, and was
was not the father
heard of no more. The story is perfectly true
;

of the narrator's great-grandfather

among

the pursuers

a rule, the people are afraid of serpents, and

As

?

^

know very

little

about them save that they are dangerous, and the Dervishes exhil)it
the most innocent reptiles, and make them believe that they are
only tamed by them and through the grace of the Erfa'i.
hardly necessary to refute the above fables.
to south

and

east to west, according to

Palestine,

Canon Tristram's

It is

from north
researches,

has thirty-three species of serpents, of which only six are poisonous.
that during ten years of research in Judea and Philistia

I

may add

I

captured hundreds of innocent kinds, and only twice

deadly Daboia Xanthina (Daboja Viper,

Za'ra[f]),

I

caught the

a young one,

about half a foot in length, on the mountain of Urtas, and a big one,
3| feet in length, at Jaffa. This one, when pursued, inflated the skin

Daboias have often l^een Ijrought to me by
who Avas not afraid of them at all, although he made
me tremble when he put his hand in the Jimb and coolly drew it out,

•of its

neck

like the cobra.

a black Dervish

'

One

is

rcminfied of the old legend of Ascalon, according to wbich the

goddess plunged into the sacred pool and was changed into a

fish.
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But

without being bitten.
to see

me

he, in his turn,
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was equally frightened

handle the (quite harmless) Eryx jaculus

sand-snake called
the head and

baijtl

(

J.Ar5-_t),

and reputed

—a

beautiful

to be poisonous at

These beautiful creatures have all the colours
of granite, and shine like polished stone, and never attempt to bite.
But the people see no distinction between one kind of serpent
tail.

and another, and the proverb, " The serpent and (take) the stick,"
shows sufficiently that all serpents are put into the same class
of

dangerous beasts

legs

(c

some.

Jill

»jU

even the Pseiulopus apoda, a lizard without

;

1-kare'),

A^^^''

supposed to be most deadly by

is

There are some places Avhere they believe them to be

poisonous once a year only, but as this unique period cannot be
recognised by the appearance of the reptile,
kill

every serpent out of hand

kinds of serpents,

it is

of abode, motion, &c.

;

true,

it

is

much

better to

They give names to different
designing them by their colour, place
!

but beyond that they do not go.
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THE NEW CUNEIFOEM TABLET FEOM
By

Rev.

the

C.

GEZER.'

H. W. Johns, M.A., Lecturer in Asmjriology,
ahd King's College, London.

Queens' College, Cambridge,

The

doubtful

on

this

find.

Fnnd

Exploration

Palestine

heartil^y

remarkable

is

While that seemed

brought from Assyria to Gezer,

congratulated most

be

to

confirmation

of

former

its

enough

likely

to

this separate discovery

more

have been

must assure

.^mSXS

**«^.'->

Cuneiform Tablet from Gezer.

(Obverse.)

all but the obstinately sceptical that both
products of the ancient dwellers at Gezer.

remain unsolved as to the

and

officials

tal)lets

are

still

significance of Assyrian notaries

full

there in Assurbanipal's reign, and the extent of this

Assyrian influence in Judah.
The tablet is the upper part, probably

less

than

half, of a

of sale of a field, following, as far as preserved, the regular
of

genuine

The problems

an Assyrian deed of

sale.

The
See

text reads

p. 185.

:

deed

formula
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OhverseI

^^? -in

r

^T

^Wr ^tVy <

[Three seal impressions.]

Reverse

—

r

Lozt-f ?•

Edge

2

Obverse

^

V

-^I

—
I

This

^

may

<Y^

.^

-^ V

r

"-^

^

^>f

V

y;

^

^yyy-"

be transliterated as follows

y^

:

—
1.

2.

TAK-SID (= kunuk) D.P. Na-tan-Ia-u
bel A-S A ( = ekli) SE ( = tadani)-a-ni.
[Three seal impressions.]

BAR A-SA (= ekli) SUH (= kimmat)
SUH ( = kimmat) D.P. Si-ni-i

3

4

Ileverse

Si-ni-i

—

4.

pan D.P
is
p4n D.P. Bu-sikpan D.P. Zer-DU (= ukin)
p^n D.P. Nergal-sar-usur

5.

arhi Sabati limi iv

1.
2.

3.

Loiver

D.P.

,

.

.

(Kan)

Edge —
1,

lim-mu D.P.

2.

amelu sa-kin Gar-ga-me?.

Ahi-ilai.

P 2

.
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Translation.
Obverse1

The

2.

the

3.

(area) of field

seal of

owner

made over

next Sini

next Sini

4

Reverse

Natan-Iau

of the field

—
1.

in the presence of

2.

in the presence of Bu-sik-

3.

in the presence of Zer-ukln

....

4.

in the presence of Nergal-sar-usur

5.

in the

1.

Eponymy

2.

saknu of Carchemish.

The words printed

is

month Shebat, fourth day.
of Ahi-ilai

in capitals are the

names

of the signs used

to form ideograms, which are given in small type in the brackets

Thus, in Ohv.

as read in Assyrian.

sixth sign which

is

The following

derivatives.

a-ni

of the verb, or its derivative,

tracts

we have

D.P.

is

1.

SE

2,

is

the

name

the ideogram for the verb naddnu and

show that we are
which ends

of the
all

its

to take that part

in ani.

On some

con-

the word spelt out syllalncally ta-da-a-ni.

often used to denote the vertical

wedge which

indicates

a personal name. Some scholars write (h) for Iwmo, which is neither
Assyrian nor English some write {m) for man. But in English it is
quite sufficiently indicated by the capital letter with which we begin
;

a proper name.

The name Natan-Iau is, of course, the same as Nethaniah. The
in which the name Yahweh appears in the Assyrian historical
inscriptions in such names as Hezekiah is la-u, as here.
form

In line

3,

deeds of sale usTxally begin with a statement of the

homers and subdivisions of the homer.
by the sign BAR, which was
What the relation was between the homer

amount of land, measured
One of these subdivisions
certainly written here.

in
is

indicated

It seems likely that the area
its subdivisions is not known.
part."
The next sign, called
here was " one homer and

and

BAR

SUB',
the

is

the ideogram for " next to."

authority

of

the syllabaries,

It

is

usually read kimmatu, on

but the only variant syllabic

spelling I
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um-mi, " alongside."

This sign

know

in these contracts

is

always introduces the name of the neighbour. It is usual in deeds
of sale to give the names of the four neighbours whose fields
adjoined that

sold,

or else the

roads,

streams, or other

natural

l>oundaries.

the breakage of the tablet has caused several signs to
disappear entirely, but the upper wedges of »S'C//f occur again below
The neighbour's name is almost certainly the
the ehu of line 3.

In line

4,

same as in line 3, though only the tops of the wedges of the first
two characters are left. So this man was neighbour on two sides
of the field.

the

The reverse preserves parts of the names
first name no intelligible traces are left.

very singular one.

On

the

photograph

of four witnesses.

The next name
looked

it

very

Of
is

a

like

The
The sign ha has other yahies, jnt, gid, sir, etc.
The sign
sik, and for the k can be read g or q.
Each of these two signs may be an
has also the value pik, etc.
The photograph certainly seems to have the sign fi next,
ideogram.
but the cast suggests ru, gir, or ah. The final is seems to he certain.
It is next to impossible to say what name could be meant by these
signs.
I know of no Assyrian name that would fit them all.
The next name, Zer-ukin, is quite plain, and it was the name
Bu-sik-ti-is.

sign

si/c

may

be read

of a witness, son of

discovered by
1904.

one Tebetai, also on the former deed of

It prolxibly indicates the

last witness, generally the scri])e

same person

in

who drew up

well-known name Nergalsharezer, the Neriglissar

The date

Eponymy

sale

Mr. Macalister, published in Quarterly Statement, July,

raises

of Ahi-ilai.

some

interesting points.

both

cases.

The

the deed, bore the
of the Greeks.
It is

given as the

So the scribes at Gezer knew who was

Eponym

The date assigned to
any rate as late as Shebat.
Eponymy by CI. Smith in his Assyrian Eponym Canon was

that year, at
this

647, but in the notes to his Inscriptions of Assurbanipal,
he admitted that his earlier conjecture might be corrected
321,
p.
I think that in my articles on the Chronology of
to B.C. 648.
B.C.

Asurbanipal's reign, in the Proceedings of the Society of

Bil)lical

Of course,
Archaeology, I have proved that the date was B.C. 649.
that means that Ahi-ilai began his Eponymy with the year which
began on the
later, the

1st of

Nisan

B.C.

649

;

but, as Shebat

date of the tablet comes into B.C. 648.

of course, on

when Nisan

fell in B.C.

649.

Some

was 11 months

How

far,

depends,

scholars seem to
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be positive that they

know when

took place

this

;

I

cannot venture

a guess.

The name of the Eponym deserves a few
AN-A-A, which I follow Professor C. Bezold

The

remarks.
in reading

signs

have
been read Malik, Mallatu, malik, or Aya, hy various scholars. So
far as they have stated their reasons, these seem to me to be insuffiThere seem to be two variants which speak strongly against
One is AM-AN-A-A, and another Ahi-H-i. It is

cient.
all

of

ilai,

them.

difficult to

that which

suppose that these can point to any other reading than
adopt.

I

What

ilai

means

exactly, I cannot be sure.

"my god"; or it may
Even the element AM, or Ahe, is not
clear in meaning.
But a whole article could be written on the name
and its meanings. We may hope to know some day.
Knowledge grows apace. We did not know l)efore what was
Ahi-ilai's office.
This tablet tells us, once for all.
He was saknu,
It

might perhaps be a way

be for

ileH,

"

is

of writing

ill,

powerful."

When

Carchemish.

my

articles on the
from other sources,
that he was saknu of Nineveh.
As this was probably a higher
position, we may conclude that he was raised to that post latei' than

or

viceroy,

Chronology

of

I

wrote

of Asurljanipal's reign, I conjectured,

B.C. 649.

When

I

wrote

my

note on the former Gezer tablet

I

quoted

G. Smith's date for Sagabbu without comment, because that was

must be lengthy and highly
In any case, the dates
are separated by only one Eponymy, that of Bel-

scarcely the place for a discussion which

Now

technical.

of the

I

two tablets

would put

in B.C. 651.

it

Harran-sadlia, the saknu of Tyre.
It

is

very interesting to have the domination of Assyria at

Gezer so clearly made out for

this period.

far as this tablet is concerned, there

where

it

was drawn up.

But

this

is

hope

for

many

more.

note that, so

second discovery

value as supporting the genuineness of the
to

We may

no mention of the locality

first,

There probably were

is

many

such kept in

the j^rivate deed boxes of the inhabitants of Gezer, and

hope for

letters as well.

of great

and encourages us

we may
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Jennings-Bramley, Esq.

E.

{Continued from p. 137.)

Y.—M<mih.

The

virtue they esteem above

generosity.

by

The heroes

of

all

all

others

—

—even

above bravery is
men who,

their favourite stories are

lavish generosity, have lost, all they had.

course, warriors whose prowess

is

They are often, of
They meet and

superhuman.

men single-handed nothing can resist them, nothing daunts
And yet these invincible warriors are not first favourites
with the Bedouin. He prefers the man who gives his all. Here is
slay 50

;

them.

one of their

stories.

There was once a man who spent all he had on others, killing
his sheep, then his camels, to entertain those who came to his tent.
One day when he had given all, the same people came again, and it
seemed to him they came too often, and when he heard they had
given orders that their camels should be left a long way from his
tent,

he was angry in

his heart, for

he saw they feared

might, for shame, have to offer him one of their camels,

they had feasted on

all

And when

his.

he

saw

this,

lest

they

knowing
he bade

them welcome, and gave orders that the feast should be prepared ;
but secretly he bade his young men go and kill the camels these

men had

left far off,

and to each he served the heart

of his

own

said, "

Surely we are eating the hearts of camels,"
camel ; and one
"
And they went
these our own beasts 1 "
not
Are
another,
and
they were all
and
lo
camels,
their
tethered
had
they
where
to
!

and they took counsel together whether they should slay the
man who had done this thing ; but they dared not. And that night
the man dreamt, and in his dream there came to him a uian driving
two herds of camels, one black and one red, and the man said,
" These shall be thine, but ask not whence they come."
And in
the morning he awoke, and behold, he saw a man coming to him
killed,

driving two herds of camels, one Ijlack and one red.
"
forgot, and asked, " Whence come the red camels 1

had spoken the words, he remembered
so the herd of black camels remained
away, and he saw them no more.

his
his,

dream and

And the man
And when he
said

no more,

but the red were driven
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Bedouin laws
poor or

of hospitality

make

oljligatory

it

and

rich, to receive strangers,

to press

them

on

whether

all,

to accept food

and

shelter.
If they have nothing to give themselves, they will
borrow a sheep or a goat, which are always lent them, for the discredit of not having welcomed the stranger would fall not only on

the individual but on the

anything,

matter of
translation

man

express admiration for

as a matter of course.

When

coiu-se, refuses it.

makes use

If a

tril)e.

him

offered

it is

the expression " min kisak," of

of

"

is,

From your

He

equally, as a

a Bedouin gives anything, he

purse," that

is

which the

literal

to say, all he has being

yours, this thing he offers was yours l^efore he offered

it

;

came

it

from your purse.

The reason why courage
because

is

considered than generosity must be

less

Every man

an accepted quality.

it is

could scarcely live a Bedouin's

The deeds

of degree.

life

is

de facto brave, for

unless he were.

celel>ratecl in

It is

he

only a matter

song during the evenings of

must transcend in courage and
daring the powers of any ordinary man.
They generally approach,
very often reach, the impossible, and the more astounding the deed,
the more intense the zarjliarit, the shrill note with which on these
the Rubeya', at the festal dances,

occasions the

women

hail

every reference to the hero.

It is a

brave

race certainly, living as they do under arms and in continual readiness to defend their property and their lives from marauders
they
become familiar with the idea of danger. No man ever moves
unarmed or lies down without his sword and rifle beside him, not
;

that they are a blood-thirsty race, or inclined to take
sarily,

unneces-

life

hut that the feuds and raids are a perpetual danger to them.

Um-bakar, a friend

me that once when ploughing his
man come over the hill in front
you do not retire," he cried, The man

of mine, told

patch of land he suddenly saw a
"

of him.

I'll

shoot

if

stopped and turned back.

" Shoot

him

all

the same," was the
" No," said

advice of another Bedouin ploughing with Um-bakar.

"I

he,

told

him

to retire,

and he has

;

I

and

fired, hitting

But the

Avon't shoot."

stranger, just as he disappeared over the crest of the

hill,

stopped

Um-l)akar's camel in the flank.

One
stories of victory against incrediljle odds.
how Suleyman ebn Fadar was sitting in his tent
women, when these said they heard the far-off sound of

There are many
of

these

with his

tells

approaching

steps.

"

Suleyman, jumped on

The Giim

is

upon

us," they cried.

Out went

his horse, his repeating rifle in hand.

He
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met them

in

gully,

a,
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and so well did he shoot, and so

did he conceal the fact that he was alone, that after
the whole
for

Gtim surrendered

to

him

;

that

their

own

;

skilfully

much

firing

gave up their booty,

is,

Slaves are sometimes

Bedouins never take each other prisoner.

raided, but not often
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the object of the raiders being to return to

territory as quickly as possible

prisoners

;

hamper

their

movements.
Another warrior, Abu Ras, was in a Wady by himself, when the
sound of horses' hoofs warned him that the enemy was near. He
concealed himself liehind some rocks where the Wady was narrowest,
then as they passed rushed in among the horses, shouting and
throwing stones, and thus, single-handed, completely routed the
party.

All

these

individuals.

stories,

as

has lieen seen, glorify

Needless to say, the tribe

who

the

prowess of

celebrates the deeds

members is not likely to lessen the odds against which
The complete hero must not only 1)e brave in the fight,
he must be generous when the hour for dividing the spoil has come,
at any rate, they are most
I think, as a race, they are honest

of

one

of its

he fought.

;

honourable in repaying their debts to each other and to those
merchants from whom they have to borrow in order to carry on
their

trade.

I

have always been struck by the innate sense of

honour which prevented their cheating when trusted. At least,
I, who have always trusted them, have found them truthful and
dependable.

Higher than

this

they do not scruple to cheat

if

they do not

rise.

When

Raiding

they can.

is

suspected

not stealing

They do not pilfer. It is true that the Azazma and
Huitat have earned the reputation of being thieves, but other

with them.

tribes,

such as the Haiwat, look

Maaza are accused

of pilfering,

down upon them

as such.

The

Their name, " Goat,"

not raiding.

supposed to indicate this, for in the Bedouin mind there is a
world of difference between raiding for camel and dealing goat,
sheep, or donkeys. Heroes may do the first the other is luiworthy

is

;

of

men.
I

think that in morals they would compare favourably with any

race, certainly

any Oriental race. The fact that all that happens in
is known, that all may be said to be nearly related
The facility with
render intrigue almost impossible.

an encampment
to each other,

which they divorce and re-marry render

it

objectless.

They very

rarely have more than one wife at a time, but they can change her
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and

who had not divorced

several wives.

an unmarried

If

matter

woman

No

paramour.

death, can end the matter

be married or unmarried,

slur

seeks,

A

;

fine,

stray,

nor any punishment

little

is

than

less

whether the

woman

Her husl^and

her.

constantly resorted to for the
of

being divorced leaves

In the choice of a wife, what the Bedouin

more than any other

whom

case,

blame attaches to

disagreement or caprice, the fact

on the woman.

wife to

Where

having to marry her.

but in either

divorce her, but as divorce

slightest

no

seduced by an unmarried man, the

Ijy his

married, the husband's honour demands that he should

is

kill his wife's

may

is

very simply settled

is

woman

the

I

man

do not remember having met a

as often as they like,

quality,

is

that she be a good goat-herd.

the flocks can be trusted, and

who never

lets

them

a jewel in her hushand's estimation, and one never likely

is

to be without oilers,

however often she

l)e

divorced.

They

Bedouins very seldom have two wives at the same time.
prefer divorcing one before taking another, and

with what apparent light-heartedness a

it

woman

remarkable

is

leave

will

her

children behind and inarry another man, and perhaps care for his

family by another

woman.

as they are with their

them they seem
if

a

woman

interfere
it

may

would

is

For they are affectionate mothers as long
children, and when they have to leave

to take the matter philosophically.

be that in
lie

By an

I

believe that

may

divorced without any just cause, the Sheikh

and oblige her husband

many

cases a

to let her

have her children

woman's chances

of

;

but

re-marrying

small Avere she to wish to bring her former husband's

children to her

of

own

new home.

old custom, fallen entirely into disuse, the

adultery would pay the price of four men,

man

i.e.,

convicted

the

penalty

exacted for the death of four men, and ride a camel smeared with
pitch round the circumference of four territories.

enforced

now;

it

This

is

never

would mean finding 170 camels, an impossible

price to pay.

Two years ago, when I was travelling down the Wady Araba, I
was suddenly met by a man calling to me that Ali had been shot.
I knew whom he meant.
This Ali was the eldest son of Suleyman
Ebn Shaded, Sheikh of the Haiwat of the Nejemat tribe, and I knew
of the trouble he was in.
The Terabin Arabs and the Haiwat have been friendly for
generations, uiid a sort of offensive and defensive alliance exists
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between the two

Ali,

tribes.

though a Haiwat, had been staying
Another man of his own tribe

with the Terabin, south of Ghaza.

This
was living there too, but had gone on a long journey.
man's wife and sister meanwhile were in the desert some way off by
They were not seen for some time,
themselves minding the flocks.
camp, instead of going to her
to
and when the wife returned
in
her brother's. Her story was
refuge
took
husband's tent, she

by force and taken her to the country
Abgad, where they stayed together a month, when he tired
Meanof her and left her to find her way home as best she could.
while the husband had returned from his journey, and All's position
that Ali had carried her off
of the

He, however, tried to evade the conseone.
quences of his act by declaring that he had never touched the

was a dangerous

No one had seen either for
wife, but had carried off the sister.
two months, and All's friends stuck to him, and, despite the wife's
assertion that she was the woman and the sister's denial, Ali
succeeded in collecting so

many partisans that, though

public opinion

ran high, he thought he had sufficiently proved his case to l)e
out of immediate danger of the husband's revenge. He returned

Haiwat country, and took things easy.
smoking his pipe, a
stranger rode up with his cloak drawn over his face, salaamed, and
then the usual salutations passed between the two. The stranger's
gun lay on the pommel of his saddle, pointing at Ali, and as
to his father's tent in the

One day

as he

was

sitting outside the tent

—the bullet cutting through
stranger — the woman's husband, of

he spoke he suddenly pulled the trigger

the fingers holding his pipe, passed through All's side, and lodged
in the flesh of his back.

— leaving

The

put spurs to his horse and galloped
away, reaching the territory of the Teacha before his pursuers
of the Terabin could lay hands on him, and here they had
to leave him unmolested for the time being, as, the Teacha having
course

him

for dead,

taken his part, they were not in sufficient numbers to fight out the
question.

own

gun Iteing at his side
up his own from the pommel, lest,
The bullet so
being warned by the movement, Ali had shot him.
All's

story of the event was that his

the stranger did not dare

lift

injured All's fingers that he could not pull the trigger to shoot at
the retreating man, and soon after loss of blood put him
combat.

two

He

tribes

liors

de

nearly died of his wound, and while he was laid up the

attempted to end the matter by arbitration.

It

was
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proposed that Ali shoiild pay 40 camels to the injured
not deducting any for the blood shed in revenge.

was refused both
thus

Any male

:

Ali and his father, so that matters remained

1)y

relation on either side could,

on the other side at

hu.sl)aud,

This arrangement

Ali, of course,

sight.

and should,

kill

any

being the one particular

the revenge of the husband and his relatives, they would

oliject of

hunt him down, lurking about the
presented

until a

hills

good opportunity

itself.

However, after
peacefully settled.

when

sentiments

I

I

heard that matters had been more

Ali was

inclined to the expressions of pious

I

left

He

saw him.

last

told

me

that

God always

punished bad men, and exemplified the assertion by the fact that

man who

shot at him had been somewhat seriously hurt by the
gun in firing. Now he sees the finger of God in the
The injured husl»and has died^ and Ali, I am told, will
last event.
marry the widow, and all will be well, and the two families at peace
the

recoil of his

again

!

remember asking some of the tribe what they would do
supposing they knew Ali was being tracked. They said they would
warn him, but not otherwise interfere it would be his business to
I

;

fight

out.

it

In

all this

always

is

the

woman
man

by whoever catches him

woman

scarcely considered as culpable,

is

If a

so.

is

there

;

consequence of her misconduct,
she cost

him

it

is

if

no thought

of

punishing the

her husband divorces her in

that she must repay him what

in the first instance.

In cases of theft there
is left

is

the only loss she incurs,

;

and

caught with a woman, he can be killed

no customary punishment.

is

The matter

man robbed, provided he has
thief.
He would be at liberty in

to the individual taste of the

been lucky enough to catch the

that case to cut off the thief's hand, l)ut I have never heard of such
a punishment being inflicted

repugnant to them to
of

any form

innocence.
there

is

he

is

oath, JVaUdhe,

a ditt'erence which

most

If

I

am

convinced

it

would be

—^nor

five

it is

is

water to prove their
very solemn and binding but
;

as well to

keep in mind when deal-

he lays stress on the word God, emphasizes

jDrobal^ly

have been asked, when
necessary

—and

a man, they are not a cruel race

of ordeal such as drinking boiling

The

ing with an Arab.
it,

maim

speaking the truth.
I

generations

On two

occasions I

have bought a camel, said to have the
of

known

pedigree,

and therefore a
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Wallahe 1 " meaning,
Did the man who sold it say,
owed
camel
to a man of another
Suleyman
a
if he did, all is well.
dromedary,
Safi,
with its obligatory
a
was
a
He said it
tribe.
other
asked
him
the
when
to swear it, he
but
five generations,
could not, so the camel at once fell in value to that of a mere
baggage camel. A man whom I knew had a camel he particularly
He lost no time in riding
prized taken from him by the Glim.
Safi,

"

after

it,

'

raiders.

'

and, being well mounted, soon

overtook the retreating

As good luck would have

first

the

it,

was riding the very camel stolen. " I'll shoot
shouted my friend, but no notice was taken

when he repeated

again

it,

he came upon

j^ou don't stop

if

"
!

Nor
when he preceded
other knew matters were
of his threat.

until the third time,

the words by the oath Wallahe
serious, stopped,

man

then the

;

and gave back the camel.

For ordinary conversational oaths they almost always choose such
A very connnon oath, but to our
things as bring them together.

own

ears not a very impressive one,

—and

pot "

coflfee

in swearing

JJ^ahat el-Bahrat

is

— " By

this

have often seen them touch the

it I

They also swear by water.
coffee pot with the end of their stick.
Such an oath as "By your father " is not so binding it is used
more as an interjection than an affirmation. A sheikh will often
commence making a statement by such an expression as " INIy
;

assertion to yours."

A

sheikh has no power of

Execution

tribe.

a thing

is

murder and the consequent blood
the law, or rather the law

is,

men

or death over the

life

unknown

to

Bedouins

in

;

feud, the aggrieved parties take

in their

own

No

hands.

sheikh or

condemn a man to death, or even
can only, when the disputants appeal

council of Arabs can

punishment;
enforce

man

matter in question, impose a

the

decide

payment

the

of

this

liberty to punish

of his

suggested

it

itself to

him

for his

In

fine

;

The idea

fine.

the Bedouin,

of his

cases of

inflict

to

it

a
to

it

cannot even

of

depriving a

misdeeds has not yet

fact, it

would be

practically

impossible.

Although

in cases of

misconduct they treat the guilty

very leniently, they are very

strict

certainty of being hereafter at the

about their

mercy

women

;

woman

and the

of the injured husband, to

be killed at sight wherever and whenever found, acts as a powerful
deterrent.

Ali

is

In

fact,

an exceptional

crimes of this kind are rare, and the story of
case, for

women wander by

themselves safely

;
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o^er Siimi, minding their flocks, sometimes several days' joi;rney

all

and no harm comes to them.
might say, unknown. Both men and
women are married as soon as they reach pul)erty. They can
divorce and change wives as often as it pleases them, and thej'

from their own men

folk,

Illegitimate children are, I

certainly

make

fnll

use of this privilege.

Everything

is

an encampment, and any intrigue with an unmarried

known
woman

in
is

soon discovered, and public opinion obliges the seducer to marry
the

girl.

An

me if what he had
women to Ite found in

old Bedouin once asked

indeed be true about the public
idea seemed to

very genuine.

him quite

inconceivable,

and

heard could
towns.

The

his disgust at the idea

the ordering of such things

la}^ in his hands, he
have found so much more
natural refinement of feeling among Bedouins than among Fellahin

said,

If

he would marry them

all

off

!

I

offend against decency in their ways
and manners, as a Fellah constantly will.
Although they seldom have more than one wife, in the case of a
man dying and leaving a widow, his brother is bound to marry and
They will strive to
look after her and her children, if she have any.
win the admiration and approval of their women much more than the
As in all uncivilized nations, this can only he done by
Fellahin.
Suleyman recounted to me his
prowess or physical strength.
sensations when, on a horse lent him by a friend in Ghasa, he passed
a pretty girl, and how he had made the horse prance and curvet
For
about, determined to be outdone by none in her presence.
some reason or other they fancy the English think as they do about
therefore, said Suleyman, he
women, and are a fighting race
intermarrying
with them.
of
our
He
might
allow
thought his tribe
"
"
do,"
he
said,
it
is
the
women.
We
our
if
we
beat
inquired
best way to manage them."
The men, when talking together, tell each other stories of
They never
hard riding, hard fighting, and lavish generosity.
speak of the beauty of living women of the tribes, though some
of their poetry is romantic enough, and deals with the traditional
In none of the tales
loves of beautiful women and heroes.
in fact,
recited ])efore me have I noticed any licentious allusion
for instance, the first never

;

;

I

of

am

convinced that they have a high conception of the purity

women, and that although the easy manner in which they divorce
re-marry would seem to imply a general laxity of morals, this is

aijd

^
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They are, as I have shown, xeTv severe in their condemnaany breach of the moral law, as they nnderstanci it. They
are free from the unnatural vices of other Eastern nations, and donot regard them with the same tolerance. AVhen I have questioned
them they have expressed the utmost horror and abhorrence.
not

so.

tion of

(To he confinued.)

CALLIRRHOE AND MACHAERUS.
By

The

George Adam Smith,

Professor

D.D., LL.D.

following are notes of a journey in Moab, April 18th and 19th,.

Madaba by Ma'in

1904, from

to the hot streams

Hammam

ez-Zerka

Wady

Zerka Ma'in (Callirrhoe) and thence to Mkawr(Machaerus), with a description of the remains of Herod's Fortress
secunda quondam arx Judaeae ab Hierosolymis
of Machaerus
the

in

—

My

(Pliny, H.N., vi, 16, 72).
of

London, to

whom

First
7.5 a.m.
49°,

ture,

7.25

:

:

am

companion was Dr. G.

Madaba

6.15

S.

Buchanan,,

indebted for the Plan.

Day.—Madaba

Left

at

I

to the

ez-Zerha.

(2,500 feet above sea level; tempera-

and

a.m.),

HammAm

Passed et-Teym on the

left,

rode

south-west

towards Ma'in.

following a good track.

crossed, about three-quarters of an

hour from et-Teym,

This

l»y

is-

a track

running north-west, on which we saw two Arab clans migrating in

Our guides

that direction.

(Khalil es-Suwfdiheh, of Madaba,

Circassian soldier from the garrison) said that this
line of

end

movement from the

centre of

is

Moab towards

and a

a much-used
the southern

of Jordan, the direction of the Israelite immigration.

the main track to climb a steep path towards Ma'in,

8.5

:

Left

now imme-

paved road (with several deep cisterns
8.15
Top'
to the ruins on the top.
of Tell, with small burial ground and a few wretched hovels,
inhabited by a dozen Christian families who came from Kerak some
14 years ago, and four or five Moslem families. I got from them
diately in front

;

traces of a

and rock-cuttings)

all

the

way

a silver coin of Gallienus,

and a copper one

:

of Constantinus, jun.,.
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found
•of

in the obviously

Ma'in occupies the kind

Byzantine ruins.

position so often chosen for ancient sanctuaries in Palestine

elsewhere

:

an isolated

hill

the centre of a hollow formed

in

To the south

a circular ridge.

this ridge is as

high

hill

the north-west, hiding the

Judfean range beyond;

;

it

is

as,

and

to the

sustained towards

south-west higher than, the

of ^Nla'in

and
by

falls

slightly

east
on the north and more rapidly round by the north-east
and south-east the view is open over the rolling plateau of ^loab,
;

.the

three great canons of which are clearly

Fig.

1.

;

across

it

—

far

— Dolmen at el-Mai-eighafc, Wady Zerka Ma'in.

to the south the southern

Shihan beyond

marked

cliffs

of

W. el-Mojilt
W. el-Wiileh

the

nearer, the line of the

;

ning as a shallow depression at the foot of the

with Jebel
and, begin-

hill of jNIa'in,

cutting

the encircling ridge on the south-west, and breaking at less than an
hour's distance into a deep trench, the

W.

Zerka-Ma'in, which we

followed for the rest of the day.
9.5

:

Left ^la'in and rode

down

to a tributary

Wady, on

•old reservoir

with a

the

and an
strong retaining wall (marked on the Survey

west, with foundations of old walls, a prone pillar or two,
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Wady and following it S.S.W., we
down which we came upon an open and
where Abu Wendi Arabs (cf. Eastern Pal. Mem.

Entering the main

map).

reached, at 9.20, a gully,
stretch,

fertile

293

p.

" 'Arab el

:

'Awazim

Sheikh 'Aly Al)u AVundi

Minyeh, and eastwards to Ma'in,

at

were striking their tents after ploughing
the ground against the next winter's sowing of wheat.
AVe left

them
el

at 9.35,

")

and at 9.43 passed the

Mareighat (" smeared things

finest of the

group

of dolmens,

" or " places "), described

by Colonel

Ascending the slope on which most of these lie, we were,
at 10.0, on the edge of the fall of the W. Zerka Ma'in into the
deep trench mentioned above.
Descending this fall by a steep
Conder.

we crossed the bed of the Wady with a shallow stream
The stream flows off through heavy groves of oleanders,

zigzag path,
at 10.26.

which
numerous

in

it

were possible to conceal a whole army.
lowing and splashing through the water.

We

cattle

heard

The path

follows the line of an old aqueduct on the left bank, almost due

south

;

the high mountain ahead being the Jebel 'AttHrus,

11.3

:

An Arab

turns west.
bed,

now

the

Wady,

appear.

graveyard.

11.18:

A

11.10

dry, to the right bank,
set nearly

12.10:

:

The corner where the

circle of stone blocks.

due west,

11.50:

and entered on a plain ;

is

very broad.

Keached the west end

of

Wady

Crossed the
for here

Black volcanic stones
the plain and rested

above a rocky descent to the stream, beside basalt ruins, called

Khurbet

Zerkaweyn

(

.

.li

•

).

2.20:

Left

this,

descended a

rocky path, with a glimpse of the Dead Sea through the gorge of
the Wady, and crossed the now fine stream to the left bank.

Ascended by zigzag path to a broad plateau strewn with basalt
and traversing this came above the Hammam ez-Zerka at
3.30, and commenced the very steep descent into the wide, deep
basin of the Wady, in which the hot streams take their rise. About
3.3

:

stones,

3.50

the

we

struck the stream near the west end of the basin, where

approach from either

side, leaving a gorge of only some
and a high hot waterfall pours into the stream
from the cliff on the northern bank, with large deposits of lime and
sulphur.
The temperature of the stream just where it receives the
waterfall is 110-5°, and just below, 109-5° j that of the air in the
shadowed gorge, 78° to 82° (these were taken at 8.30 next morning).

20

cliffs

to 30 feet Avide,

Just above the gorge were three or four tents and a number of
booths erected by Arabs from the neighbourhood
fellahin, and
;

Q
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townsfolk from as far away as Jerusalem and Bethlehem,

all

come

rheumatism and diseases of the skin.
We struck up stream half a mile to a low plateau on the right bank,,
where we pitched our tents. A stream of hot water, 1 1 feet broad
and one to two deep, springs from the cliffs to the north of this, and
shooting past the plateau in a series of low cascades enters the main
stream. The temperature of this tributary, 50 yards from its source.
to bathe in the hot water for

Fig.

2.

— Upper

Half of the Hot Waterfall in

Hammam

the rocky platform on the other side of

to

tlie

ez-Zerka, seen fromgorge.

which we could not penetrate owing to the reeds and mud, was

126°

(air,

springs),

78°),

and at

but lower down, 134° (owing to additional hot
its

junction with the main spring,

112°.

Just

below the junction the temperature of the latter in a small cascade
where we bathed was 102°, but lower down, 127°, due to two hot
springs buljbling in one of

its eddies.

AND MACHAERUS.
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Irby and Mangles emphasize " the grand and romantic features "
" The rocks vary between red, grey, and black, and
have a bold, imposing appearance." The cliffs to the south show
strata, from the bottom up, of sandstone, basalt, and limestone.
On
the north there is a spread of tufa and tufaceous rock over the
of the basin.

sandstone, and

terraces of tufa rest on the sulphurous detritus,
which in places has given way under them. There are frequent
humps and horns of tufaceous rock. The vegetation is lavish.
Thick reeds hide the main stream and sources of the tributaries ;
there are numerous palms, aspens, and thorns, much retem with
pink and Avhite blossoms, other bushes and flowers everywhere.

The air was full of the music of waters, birds, and crickets. As we
by our tents the sun set over the line of the Judsean hills, seen
through the narrow gorge of the Wady, to the west of the basin. I do
not remember a finer evening in Palestine the clear atmosphere, the
light breeze up the valley before sunset, and down the valley after
sunset a blue sky shading to green, and the new moon upon it. Tc^
my Shahrak Mubarek, " thy month be blessed," a native replied,
TnshaUah yanfatih alcd tvijhak hah er-rizak, " Please God, may there be
opened to you the gate of livelihood " or " maintenance." Afterwards Orion shone brilliantly in the south-west sky and set over the
hill on the left bank of the Wady.
With the darkness the hills
encircling the basin seemed to draw closer, and their outline was

sat

:

;

sharjD against the stars.
I

with

have
its

little

doubt that

Herod the Great was
Beise

z.

this part of

hot stream and hotter tributaries,

{Z.D.P.V.

vii,

to

the

xxxiii, 5).

the waters of the

But

it

this fact is

Hammam

Josephus describes a number

which when mingled

is

nerves,"

ez-Zerka.
of

(just as

coast,

known

as

true that Josephus describes

Dead Sea

(Anft. xvii, vi, 5,

almost as immediately true of

And

in

JFurs VII,

vi, 3,

hot and cold wells, the waters of

we found) "make a most pleasant

of healing for [all] diseases,

full

Seetzen (Zweite

iii,

on the Dead Sea

south

the water of Callirrhoe as flowing into the

bath

Zerka Ma'in,

68/), and Dechent
196/') have proposed in preference the group of hot

Es-Sara (visited by Seetzen), and

I,

Wady

the Callirrhoe to which

carried in his last illness.

Toten Meere, 1806), Eitter (E. T.

and cold wells

Jfars

the
is

but especially good for the
of " sulphur and an

and which had about them deposits

astringent

Machaerus.

salt" (probably alum), in

He

calls

the place

liaafm's

the valley to
(one cod. reads

the

north of

liaap),

which

Q 2

^
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" wells "

might be ni^t^lll or ISll

" well "

or

in the Onomasticon, under "Beelmeon," giA^es the

There

no objection to taking these

is

avv

(iTTep

TYJ

kat

e? Travra aperij

Kcna Ka\\(pfiot]t', "

down

—oTift/i

as identical

name

which Josephus places
and not as KaXXtppoi] itself.

While, therefore, Baaras was the name of the hot
streams, Kallirrhoe was that of the whole

at least, of that part of

We

now

how

see

vcwp rovro

eiv

as Baaru.^

with the Qepfid

Ha-riv,

Kallirrhoe,"

Oil

while Jerome

i
;

Wady

springs

or

Zerka Ma'in,

or,

on which the hot springs were situated.

it

accurate Josephus was in adding: e^eimv

\i'/iii>)]i'

ti))'

('tfT(pa\To(p6poi>

" thlS

Xcyofiti'iji',

te- to

Water

Lacus Asphaltitis."
asked of our guides and others in the place whether any road

issues into the
1

led to

it

from the Jordan Valley along the coast
on the north.

over the

hills

Nor did

the Survey party

They

all

who came from

Dead Sea or
knew of none.

of the

said that they

the north find any path

map

descending into the basin, although they mark on their

a

fragment of an ancient road on the hill above. We may suppose
that in ancient times the common road for visitors from Western
Palestine to these baths was round by Medeba, or, at least, by
Ma'in

(as

we

ourselves and the visitors

we found from Jerusalem

confirmed by the visit of Petrus the Iberian.
Notice, too, that Eusebius connects " the mountain of the hot

had come).
"

waters

This

with

is

BeeX/netoi'.

Second Day.

We
down

—Fram

Callirrhoe to Machaerus.

woke at 5.30 and found a strong easterly breeze blowing
Wady, dry, but without the dust or heat of the true

the

Sherkiyeh wind
more, we

left

;

temperature 73°.

the bed of the

Wady

After exploring the basin once
at 8.55,

and climbing the zigzag

path on the south by which we had descended, we reached the
^

Tliis

etymology, however,

is

doubtful, for in a Syriac translation (a.d. 741)

of the Biography (circa A.D. 500) of Petrus the Iberian (Richard Raabe, Petrus
de.r Ilerer,

Syriac text with

German

translation, Leipzig, 1895),

Baar

is

spelt

with a medial 'Ayin, "^^»^, and if this be the proper spelling, the name meant
Burning. The description of the valley, with its hot and cold springs, given in
this biography is vivid and accurate, even to its praise of the wonderful climate,
which; however, the writer attributes to the virtue of Petrus, and confines to tlie
short period of his

visit.

Under KopjaOeiju, Eusebivis seems
Jerome by Baare.
2

^

See preceding notes.

to indicate the

same place by

Bopjs,

and

.
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The

cairn on the edge of the tableland above at 9.25.

hills

on the

north of the basin appear much steeper than those on the south to
judge by the clumps of vegetation on them, the hot streams there
;

spring on the same level on which volcanic rocks appear below the

From

limestone.

and Judaea.

this point there is a great

9.40

view of the Dead Sea

Started across the plateau, covered with basaltic

:

9.50 Reached its southern edge at foot of low hills, and
came by a path south-west through these to the foot of high hills at
Ascended these by a Wady, and then on a ridge to the
10.2.
stones.

:

shoulder of a

overlooking the Dead Sea at

hill

its coast,

Climbing further, we came out at 10.23 at a cairn on a

at 10.14.

wider

still

Sea to the south and south-west. Engedi and Masada
very clear across the water. Dropping over this ridge, we descended
south-east a little way into the next parallel Wady, crossing it on

view

of the

the edge of a great

deeper basin.

cliff,

10.45

200 feet high, over which

Turned

:

east

breaks to a

it

up the south bank

of this

Wady,

and then by zigzags on a steep shoulder covered with the fragrant
herb shiah (^U^)

to the edge, 11.15, of a long level ridge,

^

forming

the edge of the Moabite plateau, on which are strewn the ruins of
the Beled

from the
shaped
" the

Mkawr,
cliff

Tell,

" the

town

of

Machaerus."

Castle of

;

way up

which our guides called Kasr el-Meshnekeh
Hanging-place

the

"

or

added, John the Baptist was beheaded.

Machaerus

All the

to this

there had been visible on our right a bold, regularly

it

lies

" Gallows,"

This

is

(ci;iiJ.A^M),

where,

they

the fortress of

due west, nearly a mile from the ruins

of the

town, and separated from the edge of the plateau on which the

by a complex of wadies («r Plan on next page).
The next few hours and the following morning were spent in
examining the ruins of the town. They show the features common
latter lies

to the remains of

walls

—from

between two

Byzantine towns in Moab

2 feet to

;

sometimes 5 feet thick

lines of large dressed

the masonry of the

—

is

the usual rubble

stones, without mortar.

Many

There are no openings, but numerous
deep cisterns in the limestone rock the few which still hold water
are carefully guarded by a sept of the Hamideh Arabs, whose chief
came to our tent and sold us some water. They cultivate a little
of the buildings

were vaulted.

;

of the surrounding plateau

and house

their cattle in the ruins.

The

ruins extend about three-quarters of a mile from north to south, ancL
^

In

this

form unknown

to the Lexicons,

which give Shiah for wormwood.
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perhaps half a mile from east to west on the ridge, which
into two parts connected by a

col.

At the north end

a

is

divided

town wall

appears to have crossed the ridge from east to west, and there are
traces of a causeway here, on the road towards Callirrhoe.
iilso

seemed to be a

crossed the

Fig.

line of wall

Wady to

3.

on the east

the east of the latter.

—Plan of

tli& Fortress of

of the ridge, but,

The bulk

Macliaerus, witli

There
if so, it

of the buildings

its

enTirons.

were domestic, but there were obviously several public buildings.
The largest of these, called the Keniseh by the Arabs, on the west
edge of the ridge,
originally, for a

is

about 20 paces square (but probably longer

more recent wall

cuts across

its

west end), and shows

the remains of a semi-circular apse at the east end with a cave under
the centre of

it,

a

bank behind the cave and the apse

built

up from
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another rectangular building just south of the

is

about 18 paces by
outside this apse

U, with

is

a

little

apse on

its

S.S.W. end.

col,

To the

rectangular, projecting from the wall, but on the

hewn as to make it semi-circular. Another
had a doorway with stumps of pillars round it. The
largest dressed blocks I saw were about 3 feet 8 inches by 2 feet
10 inches by 10 inches. I found also a round stone basin, Ih feet
deep and 1^ in diameter, and one grooved stone, a foot high
with a groove of 8 inches, as if for a small conduit. There are
The entrances to some are natural, but others have
several caves.

inside the stones are so

large building

and others have a little vaulting over
mortar. So much for the town.
any
them. Nowhere did we see
shoulder, we came down west
sloping
a
Leaving its north end by
I had not
el-Meshnekeh.
Kasr
the
of
the
east
to the deep Wady on

been cut circular

in the rock,

a copy of Josephus with me, Ijut I find the details in my notes
correspond to his account of the stronghold of Machaerus. He
describes this (JP^trs VII,

what

is

height

....

vi, 1, 2)

as a very defensible place

:

"

For

a rocky mound, raised to a very great
trenched round on all sides by gorges to such

walled round
it is

is

a depth that the eye cannot easily reach their bottoms .... and
For the gorge which cuts it off on
impossible to fill up with earth.
the west extends 60 stadia, passing into the Dead Sea ; and on this
Although
side the summit of Machaerus overtops everything else.
those on the north and south

fail of

the size of this gorge, they are

equally impassable; while the gorge on the east is not less than
100 cubits deep, and is bounded by a hill lying over against

Alexander Jannseus was the

Machaerus."

first

to fortify the place,

Herod the Great, because
but Gabinius destroyed
"
it worthy of his regard and
thought
contiguity to Arabia,
it.

strongest fortification."

and

"

its

of the

So surrounding a large space with walls

towers, he built a city there, from which an ascent led

the summit

of

up

to

Further, he built round the summit a wall, and

itself.

placed towers at the angles, each

^

60 cubits high.

In the middle of

the enclosure he built a palace most sumptuous in the size and
beauty of its apartments, and in the most suitable spots he constructed

many

supply of

it

:

tanks for the holding of water and the plentiful
as

it

were vieing with Nature so as to outdo, by
the means of resistance with which she had

artificial fortifications,

endowed the
^

Besides, he ecpiipped

place.

So Niese

;

sevei'al

codd. read 160

:

it

with a mass of darts

tKarbv for eKaarou.
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and engines, and planned the preparation of everything which
might render its inhabitants secure against the longest siege."
When Lucilins Bassus (in 71 or 72 A.D.) came to besiege Machaerus,
the Jewish garrison, "separating themselves from the strangers
with them, forced the latter, deeming them a mere mob, to remain
in the lower city and bear the brunt of the danger, while they
themselves, seizing the citadel {(jipovpiov), held it l)oth on account of
for they assumed
its strength and with design to their own safety
that they would obtain a pardon if they surrendered the place to
the Romans." Skirmishes followed between the two hosts, till
Bassus, having captured Eleazar, a brave Jew of noble family,
pretended to be about to crucify him in sight of the besieged.
;

latter " sent out

Thereupon the
of the citadel

messengers to treat for the surrender

on condition that they should be allowed to go free

and have Eleazar restored to them." On the Romans consenting,
the mass of those in the lower city, having learned of the agreement
made by the Jews for themselves, " resolved to fly secretly by night.
But as soon as they opened the gates, word of this came to Bassus
The
from those who had made the agreement with him
bravest of such as

made

the sortie

managed

to escape, but of those

and the women and children
left
Bassus, feeling himself obliged to keep his agreement
enslaved.
with those who surrendered the citadel, let them go and gave them
within about 1,700

men were

slain,

back Eleazar."
AYith one possible exception (the " lower city

"),

the site and features of Kasr el-Meshnekeh.

suits

mound

or hill rising abruptly from a ridge

this account
It is

a steep

narrow as itself,
which runs north-west and south-east between deep valleys {i<ee
Plan), which Josephus is right in describing as impossible to fill up.
as

The gorge or valley on the west, as he says, runs to the Dead Sea.
The length he gives to it, 60 stadia, may lie compared with the
two or three hours which our guides gave as the time required to
reach the Dead Sea coast from el-Meshnekeh. So far as I remember,
Josephus
hills

on

them.

also right in saying that

is

this side.

The

toAver

Machaerus overtopped

The whole Judcean range was
on the Mount

of

Olives,

of the Ghor.

;

as

"not

less

than 100 cubits";

so, too,

The gorge on the

deeper, as well as narrower, than that on the west
it

the

a bit of Jerusalem,

Bethlehem, Engedi, and Masada were very distinct

and the green ribbon

all

visible to us across

we estimated

it

;

east

Jericho
is

much

Josephus gives
as OA^er

400

feet
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on

hill

its

other side, described

hy Josephus

as " lying over against Machaerus,"

of the ridge

on vvhich the ruined tower

lies.
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is

the western spur

Again, Josephus says

that although the valleys to the north and south of the fortress

They

this is correct.

fail

Eoughly,

of the size of the other two, they are equally impassable.

are not properly valleys like the others

;

the

merely sinks north and south to the level ridge from which it
rises.
Across this, on the north, a trench has been dug in the rock,
hill

its

bottom about 100 to 110

The

the latter.

the

tli'oco9

hill

now

called el-Jisr,

neck of the ridge, and from
the remains of
guide,

when he saw

to the fortress,

it

is

still

Here

almost intact along the

there rise right to the fortress walls

it,

at once said

"Derraj"

(steps).

133 paces, and the breadth 9

is

feet.

The
At

70th pace from the foot of the staircase another causeway

breaks off to the
the

below

a staircase, partly cut in the rock, partly built.

length of the causeway
the

The ascent

feet

mentioned by Josephus, was from the south-east.

the causeway,

Our

from 90 to 100

is

very steep.

is

On

below the fortress walls.

feet

the south or south-east the ridge

Wady

left (the east)

towards the ruins

on the

of the

which appears to have been

line of the present

The summit

town.

levelled, is

rectangular walls, of which a few courses

path up

of the hill,

enclosed within nearly

The north

stand.

still

about 56 paces, the south about 46, the west about 67, the
east about 80.
Traces remain of the towers which Josephus
side

is

describes at the angles
corner,

and there was

:

the heaviest was that at the north-east

also a strong tower or

the west wall, al)out 20 paces from

its

gateway lying out from

north end.

Down

this side

there wei-e at least three large halls, but evidently the whole space

within the walls was built upon.

Near the north end much

still

remains of a large reservoir, 17 paces long by 8 paces broad, sunk
below the surface, Init of built stone and thickly coated with
In parts where

cement.
thick

;

it

I

measured

it

the castle wall was 4 feet

runs round the edge of the levelled summit

;

but there

appears to have been an outer rampart or wall 10 feet out from,

and 4 feet below, the other. The masonry is quite different from
It is beautifully
the unmortared ruins of the Byzantine town.
mortar is still
and
everywhere
heavily
mortared.
The
constructed,
as hard as modern concrete.
"No mud in that " said our guide.
Kasr el-Meshnekeh is, therefore, obviously the fortress of
But where
]\Iachaerus, built by Herod, and surrendered to Bassus.
!

;
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to place " the lower city " which J osephus mentions

we

are

ridge from which the fortress rises

but

may have

it

and south end

lain

The

1

too narrow to have held this

is

on either of the lower eminences at the north

of the ridge respectively

—more

probably on that to

the south at the other end of the causeway where
remains, though the darkness prevented our

One thing

of them.

with the

town

to

fortress,

is

certain, " the lower city," besieged along

cannot have been on the

Mkawr

which the name

have seen,

lies

I noted some
making an examination

is

now

site

of the

Byzantine

attached, for this, as

we

nearly a mile away.^

was interesting to see the very extensive view from the walls
If the captives of Herod Antijias were allowed to
look out of their prison, then John the Baptist had l>efore his eyes
one of the most comprehensive prospects in all Palestine. It comIt

of the fortress.

own education and ministry the
where he was l^rought up ; part of the Temple,
where he had been presented as a child, seen round the Mount of
Olives
and the Valley of the Jordan, where he achieved his
ministry.
One could not help wondering if this second Elijah, as
prised nearly every stage of his

:

deserts of Judsea,

;

he looked down at the scene of his great predecessor's translation,
ever expected the arrival of his own horses and chariots of- fire.
It

—

remark how the three great prophets Moses, Elijah,
passed away within a few miles of each other, across
Jordan, in the land of Moab, over against Beth-Peor.

is

singular to

and John

'

—

all

Macliaerus does not appear in the Old Testament, nor on the Moabite
But the Targunis have substituted in Num. xxxii, 1, 3, 35, for Jazer

Stone.
'

'i-jy

'

Makwar, and

cites,

besides,

Num.

in

the Talmudical literature

TlTb^^T^'

:

see

xxi,

32

^^^^,

Makbar.

Levy, Neu. Jfebr.

u.

Both forms occur

Chalcl.

WorterbucJi,

in

who

original Semitic form is thus preserved in
Various derivations of it have been proposed

^^^^

the present Arabic Mkawi*.

Looking from the Moab plateau
reminded now of a camel's saddle, and
again of a cap in Arabic one of the names for the former is Makwar, while
Mikwar means a royal head-dress of Persian origin. The Greek form, both in
Josephus and Strabo, is Maxaipous, and the Latin, as in Pliny, Machaerus.
Reland (p. 218) cites from a Grrcek Notitia Mccles last Lea among the Arabian
towns KoifXT) Maxo-^epos (or ws), and Tobler and Molinier, in Itinera
Sierosolymitana (1879), p. 326, Machaverus. It is remarkable that neither
{e.g.,

Lightfoot, Opera, ed. Leusden,

at the shape of the fortress-hill, one

ii,

582).

is

:

Eusebius, Jerome, nor the account of the visit of Petrus the Iberian (fifth
century) to Callirrhoe, nor the

Medeba Mosaic Map mention Machaerus.

Nor

though in
the list inserted in old codd. of tlie Histories of William of Tyre, and quoted
by Reland {22oJf.), it is probably represented by the corru^Jt form Mahadaron.
does

it

occur, so far as I know, in the literature of the Crusades

;

)

1

1

3

3

3

J

)

,'

>

J

1

)

J
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General Bemarks.

2.

;

K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S.

The City Walls in a.d. 70.

—Before attempting

to investigate the questions

connected with the ancient walls of Jerusalem, some consideration
of the general principles that governed the construction of fortificaJerusalem
tions in early times is not only desirable, but necessary.

was strongly

fortified at all periods of its history,

no
and

but there

is

reason to suppose that there was anything unusual in the trace
The defences of Jebus could not have
its walls.

construction of

from those of other Canaanite cities the walls of
David and his successors, which Nehemiah restored, were constructed
probably in accordance with Phoenician systems of fortification and

differed greatly

;

;

by Herod the Great and Herod Agrippa
the citadels
Greek
or Greco-Roman in character.
certaiidy
almost
were

and walls

built

Philo of Byzantium,^
lays

down

position of

ground.

that
its

the

towers,

who embodies

the experience of his day,

and the form, size and
must depend upon the natural features of the
trace

of

a

wall,

The salient angles should not be too advanced, for such
more useful to the besiegers than to the besieged and

salients are

;

the towers should be so situated as to give
support.
to

each other mutual

In the construction of fortifications every

guard against the blows

of the battering

eflfort

ram and

was made

the insidious

attacks of the miner, for these were considered far more dangerous
than the projectiles of an enemy. Thus on steep rocky slopes the
foot of the wall

was rendered

scarping the rock beneath

it

;

inaccessible or difficult of approach

by

whilst on level or undulating ground

was protected hy a deep ditch. The range of ancient projectiles
was small, and a wall of sufficient height and medium thickness,'^
even when the ground rose upwards at a moderate slope from its
On the other hand, the
foot, was ample protection against them.
it

1
Circ. 150 B.C.
Traite de Fortification, par Pliilon de Byzance, traduit
par M. A. de Eoclias d'Aiglun (in Societe d'Emulation du Doubs, "Mem.
See also Vitruvius {circ. 28 B.C.), i, 5 and Vegetius
Ser.," vol. Ti, Besan(jon).
(end of fourth century A.d.), Xe.v Institutions Militaires.
2 Tacitus, Hist. v.
11, gives the height of the towers at Jerusalem as 60 feet
when built above a scarp, and 120 feet when standing on the lower ground.
;
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blows of the ram and the pick of the miner could only be resisted
The walls exposed to their attack
by solid, well-built masonry.
Their lower
were consequently of great strength and thickness.
portions and those of their flanking towers were frequently solid
masses of masonry,' and their bases were sometimes protected by

masonry revetments built at the angle of slope best calculated to
resist the ram and projectiles, and to render escalade difficult.'Where the walls and towers were exposed to the attack of an
enemy, the masonry was faced wholly or partially with large
stones

having projecting bosses, to counteract as far as possible
where they were not exposed
;

the shattering effects of concussion

to attack, as on the sides facing the town, the

plain-dressed stones having no bosses.

On weak

masonry was

of

fronts, especially

advance of gateways, there were frequently entrenchments
composed of ditches and palisades, and there is some evidence in
Josephus that there were such entrenchments at Jerusalem.
The description which Josephus gives of the siege in A.D. 70, and
existing remains, show that the fortifications of Jerusalem were at
that time of exceptional strength, and that they had been planned
and constructed with great skill.' The Jebusite walls had no
in

and second walls, though frequently
damaged and repaired, must have retained much of their original
The ancient scarps above which the ^first wall stood
character.
of the masonry are still visible on the west and
fragments
and
south fronts but on the north it is uncertain whether the wall
ran above a scarp or behind a ditch. The second wall, built on
undulating ground to the north of the Jird wall, must have lieen
of great thickness, and must have been protected by a rock-hewn
ditch. The third wall was, probably, not unlike the walls of some of
doubt disappeared, but the

frrst

;

the Greek towns in Asia Minor, and

northern front at least

its

must have been protected l)y a rock-hewn ditch. In those portions
of the modern defences that undoubtedly belong to the Herodian
period, Greek influence is very apparent. The " Tower of David " is
in all its features a tower such as Philo describes, and the beautifullydressed and jointed stones of

Greek
1

^

its

sloping revetment are essentially

hills,

of considerable height, were enclosed

in character.

Josephus, B.J.,
Cf. Tacitus,

V, 4,

ninL

§§

v, 11.

-

2, 3.

Two

lb., v, 4, §

by walls scientifically constructed with re-entering
an assailant in flank.

angles,

4

;

5, § 8.

and curves

to take
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was believed at one time that any fragment of masonry at
Jerusalem coiild be dated, approximately, by the manner in which
But Mr. Dickie, a trained architect,
the stones were dressed.^
It

associated with Dr. Bliss in the excavations at Jerusalem
1894-97, came, after a study of all the masonry exposed, to

who was
in

After pointing out that the modern stone
tools that his predecessor did when the
dresser uses
built,
he remarks that his investigation " tends
were
walls
ancient
to encourage scepticism as to the possibility of fixing periods by

a different conclusion.
the

same

any hard and fast rules of masonry alone."
" Each succeeding style has mingled with its predecessor from
Boss and margin work may have
the time of its production.
been used in early Jewish times, but was undoubtedly used in later
Comb-pick margin with
Jewish-Roman times, and afterwards.
pick-centered dressing was certainly used contemporarily with the

and may have been used before. Quarry-pick
The delicate pick-centre and comb-pick
dressing is universal.
margined dressing of the Haram Area is certainly characteristic
of one great building period such as the reign of Herod the Great
boss and margin,

might

signify."

^

Boss and margin work

is

simply a natural development in stone

found in the Hittite walls at Boghaz Keui, in the
walls of Phoenician cities in Syria and Palestine, of the eighth
century city at Lachish, and of Greek cities in Asia Minor it is

dressing.'*

It is

;

seen also in

Roman and Byzantine

buildings,

and

in castles erected

during the period of the Crusades. The highly-finished masonry of
the Wailing Place, and of the revetment of " David's Tower " might
be a copy of that of the podium of the temple of Diana at Ephesus,*
or of that of the

temple of Jupiter at Athens, so close

is

the

resemblance.
There was a general impression that most of the stones with a marginal
This view has long been recognised as an error due to
insufficient archaeological knowledge, and it appears to have owed its wide
dissemination to Porter, who wrote, in Murray's Handbook to Syria and
1

draft were Jewish.

Palestine, of the " Jewish bevelling."

Excavations at Jerusalem, 1894-97, p. 282.
As soon as walls were built with closely bedded and jointed stones some
dressing of the margins became necessary. The faces of the stones were left
rough or finely dressed according to taste, and the character of the wall.
* In the British Museum there is the face of a stone from the Temple
burned B.C. 356, which is almost identical with the best work in the Wailing
-

^

Place.

—
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The City Walls A.D. 70.

2.

—At

time of the capture of

the

Jerusalem by Titus, the city was protected on the north side by
three

and

walls,

authority

the

for

trace

of

these

the only

fortifications

In his general description of the defences

Josephus.

is

the Jewish historian follows the historical order of the walls
first is

:

^

The

the old, or inner wall, the second, the intermediate one, and

the third the

new

or outer wall built

by Agrippa.

But, in recording

the incidents of the siege, he refers to the walls occasionally in
terms that would naturally be used by a Roman officer outside the

From

city.

wall,'-

first

this jjoint of

view the outer

line of defence

becomes the

the intermediate line the second, and the earliest or

inner line of defence Ijecomes the third wall.^

remarks the walls are referred to in their

In the following

historical order

:

Second Wall.*
"

second wall started from a gate called Genath (or Genwhich belonged to the first wall, and, enclosing only the
The wall was
northern quarter,-'' went up to the Antonia."
defended by 14 towers, and was not connected, at any point,

nath

The

'

'),

'^

was intended to protect the quarter to the
Immediately north of Herod's fortified
palace few houses had been built, and here the space between
the second and third walls was .occupied, for the most part, by
terraced gardens in which probably there were rock-hewn tombs.
with the third wall."

north of the old

It is

now

It

city.

generally agreed that the Antonia, the acropolis of the

was situated at the north-west corner of the Hardm
and portions of the ditch running, approximately, east
and west, that separated it from Bezetha^ have been discovered.
The expression " went up to the Antonia " shows that the wall ran
straight up from the Tyropceon Valley along the south side of the
ditch, and that it did not, as some writers have supposed,^ either
Eastern

Hill,

esh-Sherif,

take a wide sweep to the north, or follow, in part, the course of the
1
='

"*

S.J., V, 4, §§ 2-4.
^.J'-.Y, 6,

The

§2;

8,

description of

B.J., Y, 6, § 2

'

;

7, §

2

;

8, § 1.

§2.
tlie first

wall

is

omitted.

"

This quarter
encompassing the quarter to the north alone."
appears to be the suburb {irpoaffTfiov) of B.J., i, 13, § 3, where some texts read
xy, 11, § 5.
KpoffdpKTiov, and of Ant. xiv, 13, § 4
^

Lit.

6

Ji.J., Y, 4, § 2.

«

5.J., v,4,

;

^

§2;

'

§8.
Kobinson, Tobler, &c.
5,

Cf. B.J., n, 19, § 4.
.
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down over
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the ridge of Bezetha to the

acropolis.

The position of the Gate Genath, which may have derived its
name from the gardens that were enclosed between the second and
third walls, is unknown.
The interval between the Tower Hippicus.
and the gate must have been considerable. Before commencing the
siege Titus made a reconnaissance, and decided to take the Temple
by way of the Antonia, and to make his attack upon the " Upper
City " by the monument or tomb of the high priest John.^ The
latter point was selected because, in that quarter, the third wall was
lower than elsewhere, and the absence of any line of defence
between the second and third walls exposed the first wall to direct
attack as soon as the outer wall had fallen.- An additional reason
was that the space between the second and third walls was unencumbered by houses, and the approach to the first wall through the
gardens was easy.
It would appear from the above that the monument of John was
situated between the second and third walls.
And, since the citadel
is not mentioned, there must have been an appreciable distance
between the monument and the almost impregnable towers,.
Phasaelus, Hippicus, and Mariamne.
Titus would not have
attacked these towers and the fortified palace.
Evidently his
intention was to isolate them^ by breaking into the "Upper City"
through the weaker wall to the east.
The tomb of John was
certainly post-Exilic, and consequently must have been outside
the second wall.
It was in close proximity to the first wall,'* and
45 feet from the mound thrown up by the 10th Legion at the Pool
Amygdalon, which is usually identified with "Hezekiah's Pool."
This pool, like the monument of John,-^ was outside the second wall.*^
It is certainly an ancient pool, and there must have been some
reason, such as the prior existence of a massive wall, for
1

its

con-

B.J., Y, 6, § 2.

Josephus seems to hint {B.J., I.e.) that it was oi'iginally intended to build
a wall which would connect the second and third walls, and protect this weak
point, but the intention was never carried out.
^ This he eventually did, bvit at another spot {B.J., vi,
8, §§ 1-4).
-

<
*

B.J., V, 9, § 2

;

11, § 4.

The monument was

either the sculptured face of the rock-hewn tomb,

or a pyramid or stele above

it.

The south portion of the wall was standing and its towers occupied by the
Eomans when the two mounds were thrown up (B.J., y, 8, § 2), and these
mounds would not have been erected on opposite sides of the wall.
^
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—

In two instances the Birhet Israil
hill.
dams of the pools formed part
the
Siloam—
of
Pool
and the Lower
struction on the side of a

and

of the defences of the city at certain periods of its history;

Hezekiah's Pool
it is natural to suppose that the eastern wall of
was similarly connected with the fortifications of Jerusalem. It
outside the
is true that the pool would have been, in this case,

run

wall, but, as the water could easily be

lower

level, this

Street

is

here

was

many

no importance.

of

off to reservoirs at a

The surface of Christian
and the houses on the west

above the rock,
on solid masonry,^ which, originally,

feet

side of the street are built

may

have formed part of a city wall. Taking into consideration the
space required for the mounds thrown up against the first wall and
the distance necessary to secure the l>esiegers from missiles and
hostile attacks

from the

citadel, it is

hardly

possil)le to place

the

second wall nearer the " Tower of David " than the east side of
"Hezekiah's Pool,"- a distance of about 250 feet. On the other

hand,

it

if

were placed

still

farther east

it

would be

in too close

proximity to the main thoroughfare of the ancient city.
The quarters of Titus, on ground known as " the Camp of the
Assyrians," was beyond the range of missiles from the second wall.^

The exact

known,
would naturally be pitched on the back of

position of "the

but the tent

of Titus

Camp

of the Assyrians " is not

the western spur of the plateau in close proximity to the tower
Psephinus which had fallen into his hands, and whence the whole
operations could be overlooked.

field of

was 400 yards from Psephinus, and the

The first camp of Titus
camp of one of the legions

was the same distance from Hippicus.-* These camps would be well
out of range of any engines likely to be available inside Jerusalem,
and it may reasonably be supposed that the second camp of Titus,
on the high ground, would be out of effective range of missiles from
the second wall at about 250 or 300 yards.
The second wall must have been protected by a rock-hewn ditch,

and

its

lower half must have been a solid mass of masonry from
The stones were probably of great size, and

15 to 20 feet thick.

those on the outer face of the wall would have marginal drafts, and

rough projecting bosses.
1

Quarterly Statement, 1891, pp. 277, 278

-

Ibid., 1899,

'

B.J., V, 7,

*

B.J., V, 3, § 5.

iJ.

§ 3.

44

;

see section of wall

;

and

1899, p. 44 and plate.
pool.
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now agreed
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that at

its

eastern

extremity the wall ran along the south side of the ditch of the
Antonia
but there is no such agreement with regard to the
position of the Gate Genath at its western end.
On this point
;

three different views have l)een put forward, and each of these has
been supported by arguments drawn from the existence of isolated
masses of masonry. The first theory is based upon a fragment of

an old city wall (A,

120

feet

Plan),

i^ee

from the front

which extends for a distance

the

of

citadel, to the corner of the street

Grand

New

of

Hotel, north of the

Haret el-Mawdzin.

Several writers

consider this fragment to be a portion of the second wall

;

and place

the Gate Genath either in the " Tower of David," or in the curtain
wall connecting it with the tower by the Jaffa Gate.
The wall is
well situated for defence, but the descriptions given by Josephus
attack framed

of the project of

of the siege

{see

p.

by

Titus,

and

of the

operations

235), render its identification with the second

The position assigned to the Gate
an improbable one. The fragment, which has no
ditch in front of it, and apparently no towers, is probably a portion
wall of

Genath

the city impossible.

is

of the wall

also

which Hadrian

The number

JElia.

Iniilt

round the

civil

town or colony

of relics of the 10th Legion, Fretensis,

of

found

near the rock during the excavations,^ combined with the absence
of

pre-Koman

objects,

seems to indicate that the ground was not

occupied prior to the siege by Titus.
that the
after

Eoman

the siege

engineers,

would,

It

may

when constructing

almost certainly,

also

have

is

who saw Jerusalem

referred to Hadrian

before

its

observed

demolished

pletely all walls within 300 feet of their fortifications.

ment, apparently^

be

the legionary fortress

by Saewulf

com-

The
{see p.

frag-

241),

reconstruction dui'ing the period of

the Latin Kingdom.

Writers

who

reject the authenticity of

Golgotha maintain that
fragment A, the second wall either ran in a
north-westerly direction to the ruins of walls in the garden of the
Latin Patriarch (B), and at Kasr el-Jalud (C) ; - or that it continued
northward towards the Franciscan Convent {see Plan) and that then,

from the north end

of

;

These included stamped pottery and an inscribed column {(Quarterly
Statement, 1886, pp. 21-24, 72, 73).
' The masonry of
the fragments A, B, C, so far as it is known, differs
so much in character that it is not easy to maintain the view that A, B and C
'

-are

parts of a continuous wall.

R

:

.
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in either case,

Gate.

This

it

line

followed the present city wall to the Damascus

seems to take too wide a sweep, and

it

is

open

to-

the objection that, unless the wall ran southward along the west

feet

Sea
'°'i

I'l

I

e

boo feet-

"mP

Plan showing Alternative Lines of Second Wall.
Reference
1.

Tower

2.

Hippicus.

3.

4.
5.

of David (Phasselus)

Grand New Hotel.
Mediterranean Hotel.
Church of St. John.

6.

Franciscan Convent.

7.

Church of the Redeemer,

H. Russian Convent.
J.

Porta Judiciaria.
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Tyropoeon Valley, there would have been a descent and

side of the

On

not an ascent to the Antonia.

the other hand,

continued eastward beyond the Damascus

Gate,

it

the wall

if

would have

enclosed parts of Bezetha which were outside the second wall.
It

may

be added that no remains of important walls have been

found to the north
(J on Plan)

of a line

drawn west from the Porta

that the accumulation of rubbish

;

general to the south of that line than

rock

the

cisterns,

often visible

is

;

unknown

of

-

and more
it where

and that whilst rock-hewn chamljers,

to the north of

Advocates of the authenticity
the late Dr. Schick

Judiciaria

far greater

to the north of

and caves are conmion to the south

are almost

end

it is

is

same

of the

line,

they

it.^

Golgotha accept the theory of

of

that the wall turned abruptly to the east at the

fragment A, and then followed the zigzag course

of the

Haret eJ-Maioazin^ to some massive masonry (E') at the corner of
Christian
street

Street.

(D),

The

now known

ruins
to

at

sharp bend

a

in

the former

be mediteval, were supposed by Dr.

Schick to be the remains of an old corner tower.

From E^

the wall

masonry (F) beneath
the minaret of the Mosque of Omar, and thence eastward to a
fragment of a wall (G) which runs east and west under the centre
of the German Church of the Eedeemer, and stands upon debris of
some depth. A little further east the wall is assumed to turn at a
right angle and join the ruins in the Russian Convent (H).
These
remains are supposed to extend northward to the traditional Porta
Judiciaria (J), and to have formed part of the eastern side of a large
is

carried across Christian Street, to a block of

castle at right angles to the wall.

characteristics

of

They have

not, however, the

ancient fortifications, and neither the historical

records nor the natural features of the ground lend support to the

view that the re-entering angle ^ at this point was occupied by an
important fort. The masonry faced with large stones is probably
'
Schick in
Expd., i, 'AZ.

-

Z.D.P. v.,

Quarterly
vol. viii,

Statement, 1893, pp.

and

Plates,

193

192,

especially PI. 8

;

;

Jerm.

Pierotfci,

Quarterly Statement,

1893, pp. 191-193, and Plan. The best paper in support of this theory is by
E. P. Yincent {R.B., 1902, pp. 31-57).
^ The zigzag course is supposed to indicate the existence beneath the surface
of a wall with towers.
"*

A

large castle in a re-entering angle as suggested by Dr. Schick

contrary to the rules of fortification, and
ancient city.

is

unknown

would be
any

in the defences of

R

2

240
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"part of the eastern wall in front of the entrance to Constantine's

undoubtedly contains

It

Basilica.

buildings, possilily

from the second

belonged to the defences of the

from

taken

stones

but

wall,

it

earlier

could not have

Dr. Schick places a gate

city.

tower at J, and then carries the wall eastward along a high rock-

"House

scarp^ to a block of masonry at the

From

this point the wall, after crossing the

up, along the south side of the ditch

According to Dr. Schick

-

This ditch

is

Veronica" (K).
is

carried

234), to the Antonia.

the assumed wall was protected by a wide

ditch which extended from the
•Gate.

{see p.

of

Tyropceon,

Gate to the

Jaffa

No

entirely imaginary.

St.

Stephen's

certain evidence of its

existence has been found anywhere excepting at the place where

At

separated the Antonia from Bezetha.
the ditch

is

said to

supposed castle

have been traceable

—there

is

now known

several points, even

— on

the west side of the

to be solid rock, as

north and south sides of the Chapel of St. Helena.

made any

on the

Unfortunately

Dr. Schick, whose accuracy as regards measurement
rarely

it

where

is

well known,

distinction either in his writings or in his drawings

He

between existing and assumed remains.^

considered

it

necessary

to identify everything that he found, and his enthusiasm frequently

led

him astray

theories.'*

in his efforts to complete or support preconceived

This tendency

is

most marked

the course of the second wall and
that his views

'

its

ditch

in his

and

;

have been so widely adopted.

attempt to define

it is

to be regretted

There

is

no evidence

that the isolated fragments of masonry, some of which differ widely

in character and construction, ever formed part of a continuous
wall

;

and there

is

no certainty that either of them belonged to the

second wall.
Quarterly Statement, 1890, p. 20.
It
but^ if the wall ran this way,
strong tower at the salient.
- Z.D.P.r., vol. viii, PL8.
'

is

continuous

*

;

Guthe holds the same view (Z.D.P.V.,

is

it

doubtful wliether this scarp

may mark

viii, p.

the position of a

278).

Schick writes " mereli/ to say that this and this was found, would have
"been to show that I did not understand things of antiquity " (Quarterly
Statement, 1893, p. 122). This explains his wish to identify every isolated
•*

fragment of masonry.
' Schick's mind was always open, and
he never neglected to publish new
facts even when tliey disproved his theories.
Thus, in his paper on " The Site
of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre " (Quarterly Statement, 1898, p. 145^),
he acknowledges that the view of the lie of the rock upon which he based his

theory of the ditch of the second wall was wrong.
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The second theory is that the fragments of an old wall (E, E') on
the west side of Christian Street are portions l)oth of the " broad
wall

"

and

of the second wall

^ ;

and that the Gate Genath was near

the point P, where a southerly prolongation of the east side of

Hezeldah's Pool would strike the

which may have

the towers at S, the wall
then, either

to

/rrsi!

wall.

lieen in the west side of a
is

From
tower

the Gate Genath,

like that in

one of

supposed to run northward to E^

turn eastward to

F and G and

and

;

follow the line

proposed by Schick to the Antonia or to continue northward
to the fragment of a wall at E^.

would follow the north

side

of

From

this last point the wall

Khof el-Khdnrjeh

the street

-

to

the Porta Judiciaiia (J), and thence an undetermined line to the

would appear, from what Saewulf says, that, at the
of the twelfth century, there was a conspicuous
wall in the position indicated by the fragments E and E^.

Antonia.

It

commencement

"

Mount Sion, as was theand Vespasian, had, by
the vengeance of the Lord, destroyed from the foundations the whole
We know that our Lord suffered without the
city of Jerusalem ....
But the Emperor Adrian, who was called Helias, rebuilt the city
gate.
of Jerusalem, and the Temple of the Lord, and extended the city as far
as the Tower of David,* which formerly had been some distance from the
as anyone can see from the Mount of Olives^ wliere the extreme
city
west walls of the city formerly were,^ and how much the city was afterwards extended" (Saewulf, Pilgrimagt', pp. 9, 10 P.P.T.S., vol. iv).
The chiuxh

is

situated on the declivity of

city itself,' after that the

Roman

princes, Titus

;

;

The

position of this wall,

and

its

distance from the citadel, satisfies

the requirements of the narrative of Josephus

[sec

p. 235).

But

no evidence that the wall extended north of E^, or south of
the pool and none of the existence of a ditch, unless, as is probable,,
the " Pool of Hezekiah " formed part of one.*" The character of the
there

is

;

The view is that Neheiniali rebuilt a wall of the time of the monarchj^
and that the second wall of Josephus was, in all essential pai-ticulars, the wall
'

of Nehemiali.
- Excavations have shown tliat there could have been no ditch or city wall
between the north side of the street and the church.
* This would be the region of the bazars which was occupied by squatter*

after the siege.
"*

'"

*"

The wall A occupies the position referred to.
The wall E, E' on the east side of the pool.
This view is held by M. Clermont-Ganneau {Quarterly Statement, 1901,

p. 298).
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masonry

at

E^

also

is

different

from that at

E and E\

The

P. Judiciaria occupies the right position for the north gate in the
wall, but here again there is no evidence, and the tradition may be

nothing more than a reminiscence of the fact that at the point
where the second wall crossed the main street there was an important
gateway.

Assuming that the tower Psephinus was at the north-west angle
modern city, where it is placed by most commentators, the
tent of Titus would have been quite 300 yards from any point of
the suggested wall, E, E^, E^, but not so far from that represented
by A, D, E.
Conder maintains ^ that " the nature of the ground admits of no
other line " Init one which " started near the Tower of David." But
at the period when the wall was first built command was a secondary
consideration, and the occupation of the higher ground was not

of the

necessary for defence

The

third

view

(see p.
is

231).

that

the

wall

second

commenced

at

the

Gate Genath (L), and ran northwards, past some fragments of masonry (M, M^) mentioned by Pierotti,- to the remains
Thence it
in the Eussian Convent (H) and the P. Judiciaria (J).
traditional

followed the line proposed by Schick to the Antonia.^ The traditional

Gate Genath stands on an accumulation of rublnsh no less than
25i feet deep,'* and it is probably not earlier than the fifth or sixth
century.
So little is known of the masonry seen by Pierotti that
no opinion can be formed as to its date. It may have belonged to
a wall separating the bazars from the quarter of the town to the
west.
The principal objections to the third view are the small area
the close proximity, for a considerable
the wall would enclose
;

distance, of the wall to the principal street of the city

absence of any important ruins between the points

;

the apparent

L and

H

;

and

the existence of no visible trace of a ditch.

The only
second

safe conclusion

wall has

seems to be that no certain trace

yet been found.

'

Quarterly Statement, 1883, p. 73.

-

Jer.

^

This view

Expd.

i,

is

33.

maintained by Pierotti

Schenkel's £ib. Lex.

;

(I.e.)

;

Furrer, Art. " Golgotlia," in

and E. P. Germer-Durand {Echos

pp. 160-174).
^

of the

Possibly one or other of the

Recovery of Jerusalem,

p. 276.

d' Orient,

vol.

vi,
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masonry noticed above may be a fragment of
its position at a particular point ; but none

mark

them, singly or collectively, supply definite evidence with regard
to the course of the wall, or throw light upon the question whether
of

it

included or excluded the

the Church of the

site of

The massive masonry west

Holy Sepulchre.

of Christian Street appears to

me

to

have formed part of the second wall, but extensive excavation alone
can show whether this is the case, and, if so, where the wall turned
east, and where it crossed the street Klidn ez-Zeit and the Tyropoeon
Valley.

THE CRAFTSMEN'S GUILD OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.
By

Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

R. A,

F.S.A.

I.

In the excavations conducted by Sir Charles (then Captain) Warren
at Jerusalem,! in those of Dr. Bliss in the Shephelah,- and, again,
though to a

less extent, at

Gezer, certain stamped jar-handles have

been discovered which have given rise to a good deal of conThe device impressed upon these handles consists of a
troversy.

winged creature, recognised hj Professor Clermont-Ganneau ^ as a
flying scarabseus; above, in Old Hebrew letters, the inscription
"T^'^y'^, " to

the king," and below one of four words, which

we may

conventionally transliterate Hebron, Shocoh, Ziph, and Memshath.

The

first

specimens discovered were incomplete

of a Ziph handle without its central ijodh,

withovit

its

initial

minis.

imperfect words as

;

they consisted

and a Memshath example

It was, therefore, natural to take these

unknown proper names, and

to

translate

"Belonging to King Zepha" or " Belonging to King Shat."
The hope was at the time expressed that some further information might later come to light regarding these newly-found royal
^

Secovery of Jerusalem, pp. 474-5.

-

Quarterlij

Statement,

pp. 106-118.
^

Ibid., 1899, p. 204.

1899,

pp.

104,

184

;

Excavations in Palestine,
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personages, and that some explanation might be discovered of the
difficult

passage

Chron.

1

iv,

who

mentioning the potters

23,

" dwelt with the king for his work."

^

Later a Shocoh handle was unearthed, and this led to the identification,

by Professor Sayee,

A

scarab as town names.

of the

names underneath the

suggestion that he

first

flying

made,- connecting

the stamp with the local god or Molech of the towns mentioned,

afterwards withdrawn

were the

•'

in favour of the explanation that the

sites of potteries

under royal patronage.

hand. Professor Clermont-Ganneau

On

was

towns

the other

advanced the hypothesis that
the jars to which the handles belonged were the receptacles for dues
and taxes, paid to the king in kind, which had Ijeen collected from
districts of which the towns in question were the centres.
'^

Zepha and Shat thus went the way

of all kings,

and the " town

"

theory received unexpected confirmation in the discovery of the
first

Hebron handle at Tell Zakarlya by Dr.

hand, the

first

was unlocked

for

it

;

of the one specimen

Instead, a

Bliss.

On

the other

complete Memshath handle (from Tell el-Judeideh)

was natural

till

then

name was found

to see in the siu"viving letters

known

for

the termination of (Moreyiiath.

which the Bible, the Onomasticon,

and the map were searched in vain.
It was thought that other town-names might from time to time
and
This hope has been disappointed
make their £|,ppearance.
now as new handles come to light and are always found to belong
to one or other of the four groups, I have ceased to expect any
;

additions to the

list.

The present seems,

therefore, a favourable

time to re-examine the subject.

A

fatal objection to the " royal pottery "

been obvious from the
at

first.

theory ought to have

In modern Palestine, there are potteries

Ramleh, Jerusalem, Gaza, and other centres.

technique at
little

all

practice

is

these places possess so

The

clay and the

many peculiarities

that very

to be able to distinguish at a glance the

needed

This modern analogy suggests that, had there
been potteries at the places named, their work Avould have been
distinguishable by criteria other than the stamps impressed upon
a Hebron handle and a
This is not the case, however
them.

work

of

each town.

:

^

2

Recovery of Jerusalem

(loc. cit.).

Qiiarferh/ Statement, 1893, p. 240.

3

iiifj

4

Uid., 1899,

^

1899^ p_ 210.
p. 204.
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much alike that they might have
Such an identity of type and material
a physical impossibility if the handles come from different

Shocoh handle are always so

belonged to the same
is

vessel.

manufactories.

On

the other hand, the three

known towns

Kingdom
they

Judah (such

of

could

not

serve

are not well placed

and there are many parts

to be the centres of fiscal areas,

in

capacity

the

of the

Benjamin) which

as the entire territory of

suggested.

Besides,

Memshath were sufficiently important to be the capital
we might surely have expected to find some reference

if

of a district,

to

it

in the

historical or prophetical writings.

may

Beside the stamps with "to the king" (which we

name

the

that has become general,

found on handles precisely

two

divisions

the

:

first,

roi/al

These can be

similar.

which we

may

call

two names divided by a horizontal

personal and patronymic names of the owner

or

circles

are

stamps, are

line

Hebrew type

— no

doubt the

the second, which

;

termed ornamental stamps, bear a device, usually a
In some jar-handles two or three concentric

will here be

rosette

star.

impressed

(specimens are figured in

the Ilecovenj of

Jerusalem and Excavations in Palestine) either in addition to

stamp,

or,

The

more

the

rarely, alone.

private stamps, no doubt, are those of the potters, and the

present paper

is

written to support a thesis that, though not abso-

lutely new,^ has not hitherto l>een

worked out

fully

— namely, that

Hebron and the other three words are not the names of
but of

by

classified into

j9?wa^e

evidently impressed with a seal of the ordinary Old
beai-ing

call

stamps) others have been

men and
;

that those

royal patronage and

who

men were

the potters

cities at all,

who worked under

are alluded to in the passage

iir

1

Chron.

already cited by Captain Warren.

II.

It is generally

Chronicles

is

agreed hy scholars that the date of the Book of

to be assigned to

some time

al)out

300

B.C.

When

After the first draft of this paper had been completed, I discovered a
paragraph by Professor Hilprecht, quoted in the Quart erli/ Statement, 1899,
p. 209, from the Sunday School Times of 27th May, 1899, makino; the same
suggestion with regard to tlie first Hehron jar-handle found as is here proposed.
I had quite forgotten this paragraph till I accidentally lighted upon it while
'

revising the paper.

;
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the compiler was engaged in collecting the genealogical material

with which his

first

chapters are

filled,

it

is

evident that he did

what anyone else wouhl have done under the circumstances.
Before him were a number of documents, some fairly continuous
and complete, others mere waifs, in part illegible, that had survived
Naturally, he paid first attention
the storm and stress of the exile.
to the longer and more intelligil)le fragments, working in, wherever
a suitable place seemed to offer, such of the smaller extracts as he

make

could

At

out.

the

end he copied the remainder

the

of

making any attempt
Such a method was, of

decipherable fragments, fortunately without
to link

them together by
apt to lead

course,

the

certainty of

happened

to-

original matter.

grave errors, not the least of which

be mentioned in different extracts

to

and that such
I hope to

;

a confusion has actually taken place more than

is

name who

confusing two persons of the same

once

show.

In the consideration of the genealogies to Avhich the present
section

is

devoted,

must not be forgotten that names given

it

as

those of personal individuals are sometimes ethnic or territorial

and

also that

we need not assume

a pedigree are given, or that

The long genealogy
1 Chronicles,

chaps,

of the chronicler's

the

of
iii,

ii,

method.

either that all

tribe

1-23,

iv,

The

is

first of

of

—there are a few obvious

of Carmi's paternity in chap,

Joshua

vii, 1),

close of this

chap,

iii,

David

;

steps of

Judah, which occupies

the most perfect example
these chapters

continuous pedigree, from which a tree can without

be constructed

the

the sons of a family are mentioned.

all

ii,

is

much

an almost
difficulty

gaps, such as the omission

6 (to be restored with the help of

Towards the
fragmentary.
In
more
chapter the matter becomes
but these cause

the historian

is

little

entirely occupied with the royal house of

to this part of the genealogy

fourth chapter, so far as

emliarrassment.

it

we need not again

refer.

entirely of incoherent fragments, interspersed with odds
of personal history,

The

relates to the tribe of Judah, consists

such as the story of Jabez in verses

and ends

9, 10.

In the following paper I hope to show that among the materials
which the chronicler had before him were stray scraps of an ancient
record containing the genealogical record of a family whose headquarters were in the district of Hebron, some of whose meml)ers
rose to distinction,

we

have, as

I

may

and enjoyed royal patronage, and with which
it, been brought into personal contact by

express
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be understood,

will presently

supposed source the Eecords of the Craftsmen of Judah.
If we read the genealogy of Chronicles with the stamped
jar-handles in mind, the attention is arrested by chap, ii, 42 ; this
I shall call this

runs, according to the Revised Version (which I follow throughout
" And the sons of Caleb the brother of Jerahthe present paper)
:

meel were Mesha his firstborn, which was the father of Ziph ; and
the sons of Mareshah the father of Hebron." Here are two names
of the four found on the royal stamps, together with Mareshah, an
This leads us

easily-understood corruption for a third, Memshafh.

and when we turn the page, and find in
chap, iv, 16, the name of Ziph ; in chap, iv, 18, " Heber the father
of Soco"; in chap, iv, 21, once more Mareshah; and at the end,
[who] dwelt with
in chap, iv, 23, " these were the potters
to further investigation

;

.

the king for his work,"

it

.

obvious that

is

.

we have

clue to the explanation of the royal stamps which

a promising

is

well worth

following up.

The ancestry and family connections of Caleb are given in
18-21, and he is named as son of Hezron, whom the
ii,

chap,

chronicler clearly identified with Judah's grandson of that name.

Evidently he considered the Chelubai, "'1173
identical with the Caleb,

have fallen into

'^2,

,

of chap,

enumerates the sons
of the eldest for a

of a family

9,

to be

In this he appears to

of verse 18.

error, for the interpolation of the

has a disturbing effect on the pedigree.

ii,

As

Caleb genealogy

a rule, the Chronicler

then he follows out the descendants

;

few generations, and returns to the second, and
and so on in order. Here he has made one

afterwards to the third,

easily-comprehended departure from his scheme, in tracing out
Eam, the second son of Hezron, first of all obviously because he

—

was ancestor
Jerahmeel,

of the royal line

Init

instead

is

made

;

he should then have returned to
to

work out the complicated family

relationships of the youngest son, Chelubai or Caleb, after

come

particulars

regarding the re-marriages of

Hezron

which
(verses

The removal of these verses would make the genealogy
run much more smoothly, and more in accordance with the scheme
of the official pedigree which forms the framework of the Chronicler's
In this passage I see the first fragment that we meet
compilation.

21-24).

with of the Ilecwds of the Cmftsmen.
In verse 42, with which we commenced the discussion, the
Greek version enables us to make a correction of importance.

—
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Mesha there gives place to Mareshah {MapeiaA), and the pedigree thus
becomes continuous. It is not necessary to point out how easily
both these names could have arisen from corruption of the Memshath
the first by the loss of a mim and the confusion of
of the jar-handles
an unknown name with that of the famous king of Moab ; the latter
by a confusion of two not dissimilar letters/ mim and reslb, and the
As I hope to
influence of the well-known town name Mareshah.
:

bring forward sufhcient cumulative evidence for the identification
of Mesha and Mareshah with Memshath, I shall make the correction

and represent the

at once,

tabular form, thus

scrap of genealogy in verse 42 in

little

:

Hezron.

Caleb.

Jeralimeel.

1

Memshath.
I

Hebron.

Zipli.

Passing

now

are confronted
Jehallelel, a

The

to the second mention of Ziph, in chap,

by a

person of

Ziph

difficulty.

whom we do not hear again before

solution of this discrepancy

reasons

hesitate to suggest

I

it,

is

iv, 16,

we

there stated to be son of

is

or afterwards.

very simple, though for various

Jehallelel is a corrui^tion of the

name

two torn or worn places in the fragment from which the
Jeralimeel
Chronicler was copying would account for the error, as the following
;

diagram

-

shows.

/

*j^

"j

fe ^ "^ = Jerahmeel.

L^ L L

^^ =
Fig.

Jehallelel.

i.

The name Jehallelel could easily occur to the Chronicler, for it
appears in a passage (2 Chron., chap, xxix, 12) where there is no
special reason to suspect corruption, a fact which shows that it had
'

Of covir.se in the Old Hebrew character.
The lettering, of course, is meant to represent the character

in which a
contemporary record might be supposed to have been kept, a fragment of which
the
I assume to have been before the Chronicler and not the later script of
-

;

Chronicler's

own

time.
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an actual separate existence

Cheyne
tion,

{Enq/rJopcedia Bihiira,

mh

vor.)

Professor

has anticipated this correc-

but has built diflerent theories upon

the simple process by which the error
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it,

and has not indicated

may have

arisen.

and
JerahmeeP is easily accounted for by supposing
him, or rather his father Memshath, to have been the offspring of a
The very unusual description of Caleb as
levirate marriage.
" brother of Jerahmeel " in chap, ii, 42 (instead of " son of Hezron "),
seems to indicate some such conclusion. If so, we must suppose
that Jerahmeel died childless, and is a different person from the
Jerahmeel, son of Hezron, of chap, ii, 9, whose numerous descendants
That Ziph

in chap,

is

iv, 16,

stated in chap,

ii,

42, to be [grandjson of Caleb,

of

are catalogued in chap,

ii,

25-41.

This agrees with the theory

already put forward that Hezron, father of Chelubai, and Hezron,
father of Caleb, ought not to be identified.

the law regarding the
practice

it

levirate

Though

theoretically

marriage was straightforward, in

must have caused much confusion,

especially

when

the

highly-developed selfishness of the normal Oriental and his personal
It is
longing for a numerous male offspring is taken into account.
not in the least surprising that even in the same record a person
should be enrolled as son of the actual father in one place, of the

legal father in another.

That " Heber, father of Soco,"
and the Hebron
ii, 42,

of chap,

The

hypothesis.

is

to be identified with the

of the jar-handles,

loss of the final nun,

for the identity of

the names,

is

which

is

all

is

Hebron

a tempting

that

is

wanted

an accident that could easily

It is true that Soco has no place among the sons of
Hebron in chap, ii, 43 but it appears to me that the Chronicler,
misled by a similarity of names, has again gone off the track at this
point, and inserted from another fragment particulars about the
house of a different and otherwise unknown Hebron, none of whose

happen.

;

descendants reappear in the parallel passage in chap.

In chap,

ii,

42, however,

iv.

Hebron and Ziph are brethren,

or at

nephew and uncle in chap, iv the gulf between the two
names is wide and difficult to bridge. Let the reader examine
chap, iv, 16-18, and he will see three broken strands in the
The first is the appearance of Ezrah in verse 17,
genealogy.

least

;

who comes
'

before us as suddenly as did Jehallelel just

The omission

now

of the intermediate link (Memshatli) in chap, iv, 16,

matter of serious moment.

is

;

the
not a

;
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second

is

the obvious gap preceding the words,

"and she

bare,"

in the middle of verse 17, no female having been mentioned to
whom the " she " can refer ; the third is the lack of precision

regarding the husband of " The Jewess

"

—a

reading to which the

marginal Ha-Jehudijah must surely be preferred.
Ezrah,

think, can be linked to the sons of " Jehallelel "

I

by a

process similar to that just followed in the case of Jehallelel himself.

The 3; would in an ancient
it is spelt n"^tV
document like the theoretical Records of the Craftsmen, be represented by a small circle that might very easily be effaced and a
slight injury to an l would turn it into a Q {see the diagram,
The doublet Huppim = Huram among the sons of
Fig. 2.)

In Hebrew letters

•

:

'^

'^

0= Ezrah.

Zn

3^ 7 [^] Zn =
Fig.

Benjamin

Chron,

(1

vii, 12, viii,

Ziphah.

2.

5) is similar.

If

an

officious scribe

had the Avell-known name ^'y'\ in his head, and came upon nCT (not
knowing that it was a worn-down form of nnfi^) he might easily
be supposed to insert a yodh in order to homologate the forms and
if he had immediately before written the name Zi2)h he would the
;

more be tempted to make this correction. Therefore, when we find
in two consecutive verses, " And the sons of Jehallelel, Ziph and
and the sons of Ezrah, Jether," &c., it is not very
Ziphah
That
rash to suggest the substitution of Ezrah for Ziphah.
" Ziphah " had a brother Tiria, and " Ezrah " a son Jether, offers
an argument in favour of the equation I believe that Dr. Buchanan
Gray has shown that kindred often bore names cognate in form
.

.

.

,

;

or meaning.

The missing antecedent to " and she bare Miriam," has been
The Greek version, which is followed by
supplied in various ways.
Many modern
Kittel, substitutes " and Jether begat Miriam."
critics,

including the Enci/clojjcedia Biblica,

transfer

the sentence

about Bithiah, daughter of Pharaoh, in chap, iv, 18, to this place
but, as will presently appear, there are other uses for this mysterious
^

Hebrew Proper Names,

p. 342.

p. 8, as

quoted

m

Quarterly Statement, 190i,

THE craftsmen's GUILD OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.
The suggestion
some one must surely have

princess.

have now to make

I

hit

on

previously

it

;
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so simple that

is

can only claim

I

to have arrived at it independently.
Noting that female names
very rarely occur in these genealogies unless wifehood or mother-

hood is expressly in question, I would suggest that Miriam herself
was a second wife of Ezrah, specified as such in a line of writing
that has dropped out, and that it was she who was the mother of
Shammai and Ishbah. As I conceive the text that lay before the
scrilie, it ran something like this (of course without word-divisions
and final letters)

"

And

the sons of Ezrah were Jether and Mered and Epher and Jalon
[and Ezrah had another wife whose name was Miriam] and Miriam
bare Shammai and Ishbah the father," &c.

;

The
copyist's
,

beginnings

similar
eye.

The

the

of

lines

the Massoretic 'j-|^l pi-^^ -jn^ "inHI)
later scribes

As

who

would

Clreek reading kcu e'^lvinjaev

easily

deceive a

'leOep,

as well as

^^^^ ^^

^

^^ guesses of

was discontinuous.

realised that the sense

to Ha-Jehudijah, after this correction

not

it is

difficult to see

that the sense requires her to be treated as a third wife of Ezrah,
since

no other person

is

brought into

sufficient

prominence in the

context.

These conjectures link Heln'[on] to Jerahmeel [Jehallelel] as was
and show him to have been a nephew of Ziph, which is in

required,
practical

agreement with the fragment

pass over

that

;

at the stage

we have now found

iv,

and

have also seen that the names

me

ii,

42.

21,

closely associated with a Biblical

passage referring to certain potters
generations, of which

genealogy in chap,

the four names on the royal stamps in

close genealogical relationship,

It occurred to

of

we may for the present
which we have reached we pause to notice

Mareshah, mentioned in chap,

who worked

for the king.

We

in the pedigrees are in successive

Memshath

is

the

first

at this point that there

and Shocoh the last.
was a possibility of

testing the soundness of the above conjectures.
Yusif, the foreman of the Fund's excavations,

Orientals

who have

a general interest in

is

one of the few

antiquities

for reasons
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other than their pecuniary value.

Hebrew

He

has taught himself the Old

alphabet, and finds pleasure in spelling out the

names on

jar-handles which have been found from time to time at Gezer and

and, having no theories

of his own, his judgment is
Without giving any hint of the reason for my
enquiry, I asked him which of the four groups of royal stamps had,
in his opinion, been most often picked up on the surface of the ground
Without hesitation he answered
in the tells where he had worked.
'^
Shocoh," an answer confirmatory of my conclusion that the Shocoh

elsewhere

;

unprejudiced.

handles ought relatively to be the latest of the four.

In a later

section the absolute chronology of the jar-handles will be discussed.

in.
In the

we

18th verse of the passage

are

analysing, occurs

a sentence calculated to arrest the attention of the most casual
reader

:

An/l

these are

the sons of Bifhiah,

the

daughter of Pharaoh,

How could any Pharaoh have a child named
which Mered took.
" Daughter of Yahweh " 1 And who, we ask in wonder, was Mered,
that his should be the honour of espousing an Egyptian princess

?

These problems can no doubt be answered in various ways that
such events, though highly improbable, are not impossible, or that
Pharaoh does not mean the Egyptian king, or that there is some
:

corruption in the names

but there still remains the unanswerable
who are the sons of Bithiah 1 No persons are mentioned
who can be assigned to her as parent in any of the neighbouring
the mother of the preceding list is Ha-Jehudijah, of the
verses
;

c[uestion,

:

following

lists

the

unnamed

wife of Hodiah.

me

to express a doubt
would take " Bithiah,
daughter of Pharaoh," to be a kenning (to borrow a useful term
familiar to students of Icelandic literature) for the scarabseus, which
is so conspicuous a feature of the stamped jar-handles. " Daughter of
" daughter of Pharaoh,"
Yahweh," because a religious emlilem
"
The
Sons of Bithiah " would therebecause of Egyptian origin.

In these

difficulties it

whether Bithiah was a

has occurred to

real person at

all.

I

;

fore

mean "men who used the

occupied by "

Yahweh

"

;

It is possible, indeed,

scaraboeus."

that originally some Egyptian divinity was

and that a

named

scribe,

in the place

now

shocked that foreign

heathenism should find a place in a Hebrew genealogy, converted
Bithiah to

Judaism by a simple alteration

admitting of her union to Mered.

of

her

name

before
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But why Mered 1 It cannot imply that Mered was the
emblem, for Mered's grandfather, Memshath, used

to adopt the

his jar-handles

Mered with the
what was here

and, so

;

far,

scarabseus has

originally

first

on
no archaeological evidence connecting

come

to light.

was something

I

it

would suggest that

like "T"^!^[ll °l]np7 "Iti^i^

" which they adopted in contumaci/ " (an expression of disapproval

natural to the Chronicler), and that a cop3ast
the kenning and was deceived

name

]Mered a line

or

two

who misunderstood

by the occurrence

the projier

of

before, ventured on an

emendation.

Omitting the bracketed
of the
later

letters, he transformed, like some magician
Arabian Nights, a beetle into an Egyptian princess, who, in

Jewish folklore, became the foster-mother

translated in reward for her services to

him

and Avas
Heaven without

of Moses,

to

dying.
{To he conchided.)

FUETHER
By
It

OBSERVATIONS ON THE OSSUARY OF
NICANOR OF ALEXANDRIA.
Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

R. A.

F.S.A.

a fate which has befallen

all noteworthy archaeological disfrom the ^loabite Stone downwards, that as soon as
they have attracted attention someone is sure to raise the cry of
is

coveries,

"forgery."

This, perhaps,

is

leads to a re-examination of

not altogether a disadvantage, as

it

the evidence on which the authen-

ticity of the monument rests.
In the case of the Nicanor ossuary
the inevitable blow has fallen in an article entitled " Un monument

douteux,"

by Lazare

Belleli,

Docteur en Philologie, published in

No. 9 (Trieste, 1905). A copy of this has
hands, and as one who was acquainted at the

Corriere Isracliticu, xliii.

just

time

come

into

my

with the circumstances of the discovery, and

numerous
allowed to

occasions
oflier

First let

examined

the

who

inscription itself,

I

I

be

a reply.

me remark

that Dr. Belleli

is

not

first in

the

field.

the time of the discovery, and before anything regarding
published,

has on

may

was told by a gentleman

in

it

At
was

high position in Jerusalem
S
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that he had private information (the source of \A'hich he

way

cli'l

not see

communicate to me) that tlie inscription was a forgery.
I believe that he informed INIiss Dickson to the same effect.
That
my informant told me this in good faith, and with the desire to
save me from heing taken in, I, of course, make no doubt whatever ;
but that liis informant (whoever he may have l)oen) either wilfully
or unintentionally misled him, I was then, and am still, convinced.
his

I

to

mention

this at the

forgery was in

my

by me, while

delil)erately rejected
little

work

may have done

I

brought to public
Secondly,

tomb

outset to

let

show that the idea

in

I

was engaged

in doing

assisting to have the

field

was being

laid out

lives as caretaker of the

when

The

state the circumstances of the discovery.

(now

John) Gray Hill

Sir

acquired just north of his winter residence on the

The

whatever

monument

notice.

me

situated in a field that Mr.

is

of a possible

mind, and was (after weighing the evidence)

by

Sir

John Gi'ay

Mount

Hill's

harl

of Olives.

dragoman (whO'

house and property throughout the year)

first discovered and opened.
This was early in
The dragoman informed Mr. Consul Dickson of
the discovery, and Miss Dickson took an early opportunity of
visiting the site.
On her first visit her attention was entirely taken
up by the complicated system of tomb-chambers, and she did
not pay special attention to the ossuaries
on or about the
12th November (as I gather from her notes, which she has kindly

the tom1)S were

October,

1902.

;

put at

my

disposal) she

revisited the site expressly to

and then found the inscription. The ossuaries
had been placed as ornaments in the garden attached
these,

Three days

later

I

examine

l)y this

time

to the house.

arrived in Jerusalem, havi)ig been obliged to

suspend the Gezer excavations on account

of the cholera epidemic,

and on the following day visited and examined the tomb and
inscription.
The ossuary was, therefore, not discovered more than
a month lief ore the inscription was noticed, and the forgery, if
forgery there were, must have been executed within that month.
The letters ought therefore to have been still perfectly fresh when I
first saw the inscription, which they certainly were not.
Thirdly,

let

us consider

unknown forger. He

the

interesting

personality

of

the

enough to deceive Professor ClermontGanneau, a scholar who, if he had done nothing else in his life,
would still have earned a permanent reputation by his brilliant
exposure of Jerusalem frauds.
He is also a man of oiiginal mind.
is

clever

THK OSSUAltY OF NICANOR OF ALEXANDRIA.
As

a rule, Jerusalem forgers content themselves with meaningless

gibberish in badly-made Old-Hebrew letters, or with

When

inaccurate copies of standard inscriptions.

independent

into

of writing grammatical,

" forger," however,

or less

Biblical

is

names

not only capable

uncouth, Greek, in the proper script of

if

known

to

Personally, I cannot quite appreciate the psycho-

knowing enough to write of Nicaiior
to him so obscurely that the

logical condition of a forger

Alexandria

who

yet alludes

passed through

inscription

well-known

but he adopts as his hero an individual

period,

scholars only.

of

more

they strike out

such as David or Isaiah, whose

Our

appeal to the public.

some

choose

they

lines

characters to play with,

the
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the

hands

A

distinguished

several

of

would surely have said
xvhat gates Nicanor had made
a contemporary of Nicanor would
not have considered it necessary.
And as no one profited by the
forgery and it is not easy to see how, under the circumstances, anyone could profit by it it is reasonable to ask, mi bono ? If the
was

scholars before he

identified.

forger

;

—

—

inscription be a foi-gery,

origin

there

is

only one possiljle theory of

its

that someone belonging to the household of the property

:

was found was astute enough to engage and pay an
sufficient scholarship to design and cut the
inscription (there are few in Jerusalem both capable and willing to
undertake such a task, and these certainly would not do it for
where

it

tuiknown person with

nothing) in

order to increase the saleable value of the ossuary

and at the same time so incredibly foolish as to leave it
it might be discovered at any moment and so brought

al}out

to Sir

where
John

Gray Hill's notice. Such a hypothesis is obviously absurd. Had
the tomb been in public ground and open to all comers, it might be
supposed that a

joke had been perpetrated,

silly practical

l)ut as

the

ossuary was in private property, and no one could obtain access to

without the knowledge of Sir John Gray

theory

is

caretaker,

it

this

also ruled out.

Fourthly,

us see on what grounds Dr. Belleli attacks the

let

he

inscription.

First of

standard of

Classical Attic

Of course, the Greek
could

Hill's

see

;

])ut

I

all,

is

vexed that

is

queer, as

venture

impugning the authenticity

Greek

its

is

not up to the

Greek, or even of that of Josephus.

to
of

any

intelligent fifth-form schoolboy

claim
the

that

this

legend.

is

no reason for

When we

find

one

Wady er-Ptababi inscriptions commencing MNHMA
AIA<{)EPOTHN, and that, not a graffito to be scratched and

of

the

S 2
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hidden away,

a formal public inscription placed over the door

l)ut

everyone

for

we may

read,

to

inscriptions at hand, I

departures from "

les

prepared for

he

Had

Palestinian Greek epigraphy.

I

have no douljt

had a

before 'AXe^nucpcws-

and

and the omission
to

Troujfrai'-ro^)

seems to attach grave importance.
by my reading oma-wv^ " ossuary
1903,

The
"

first of

{see

which Dr.
these

got rid of

is

Statement, April,

Qii'tiierli/

Dr.

Belleli

the

attacks

word b>Dj/^^

'^^

impossible.

Professor Clevmont-Gsumeim {Qnarferbj Statement, April, 1903,
it

of the
Belleli

131).

p.

Next,
notes

worse

far

convenances du style " than the trifling pecca-

dilloes (the secpience of ruu' rou in line 1
article

in

Palestinian

many

coi;ld find

I

anything

Corpiif^ of

"a popular

as perhaps
I

^"^"y^D^bi^.

^^^'^

" for

abbreviation

inclined to think

it

p.

128)

more normal

the

merely an abbreviation that

the engraver himself has happened to improvise on the ossuary.

have pointed out already
a growing haste

hurry,

{loc. cit.)

that the writing shows

and carelessness almost from the
interruption,

laziness,

reasons Avhy the scribe

apoplexy

may have

— there

left off in

first.

are

marks

I

of

Weariness,
possible

fifty

the middle of Lhe last

word, which he evidently erroneously conceived of as '^Hl^^^D^T'^^'
as

might well

native word,

that a foreign proper name, and not a

be, seeing

in question.

is

Thirdly, Dr. Belleli takes up the palaeography of the inscription.

His points are altogether unimportant, and no one accustomed to
He claims, for
ossuary inscriptions would be troubled by them.
instance, to discover four difl:erent sorts of

Z

nothing can justify," and is disturbed by
There are only two kinds of
HebreAV.

a right-angled

offTcmZ-v,

which

which

are

of

is

of the

a

more

monumental
cursive

type

C

Z

in the

;

the

"^

"

which
in the

second letter of

form, and

(C).

Greek

This

all
is

the others,

merely

one

example of the general change of character which the whole writing

The contemporary inscriptions
analogous differences in
and
Gezer
show
Sandabannah
from Tell
displays as the inscription proceeds.

the formation of various characters.
exactly parallel to

The angled

"^ is

I'eiKij

for

inscriptions of

Hebrew

The diphthong

in fseiKauopo^ is

on the Eunelos altar from Gezer.

a natural result of scratching rather carelessly with

a metal point, as anyone
manner will understand.

the

i'/ki/

who

tries to form curved lines in this
There are parallels {e.g., the boundary
Gezer) to the mixing up of medial and final forms of

letters in inscriptions of this period.

Dr. Uelleli considers the oruaiueut on the ossuary too

Last,

for so distinguished a

commonphice

many

seen as

ossuaries as

on

ornamentation
varieties,

for his
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Til!';

these

man

receptacles,

though

almost always commonplace.

is

argument that

as Nicanor.

he had

If

have he would have realised that the

I

of the only

two

dis2:)laying

many

It is a little unfortunate

showing

ossuaries I have seen

evidence of genuine artistic taste and originality, as well as an eye

symmetry and a trained and

for

skilful

hand, one (now in the

come fi'om
from this
a paper by

possession of St. Anne's Monastery at Jerusalem) should

and the other (decorated with acanthus

Sha'fat,

very tomb of Nicanor.

leaves)

be found illustrated in

It will

Miss Dickson, published in the lieliquary for July,
apart from

the argument

this,

and elaboration
illustrating

of the

tomb

1904.

And

counterbalanced by the costliness

itself, of

which a glance at the plans

paper {Quarterly

Dickson's

J^liss

is

Statement, October,

1903, 328, 329) will be sufficient to convince the most prejudiced.

No

doubt

add

to its magnificence.

The

it

was originally covered by a mausoleum, which would

position of the

on the summit

tomb ought

Mount

of the

of

to be noticed.

Olives that the

It

is

so situated

ceremonies of

interment would take place in

name

the

of the family

full view of the famous gates whereby
had been immortalised. This can scarcely

an accident.
On these grounds I feel that no special importance need be
attached to this attempt to discredit an important discovery, the
l)e

lady to

owe

'

may

whom

its full

it

is

clue,

elucidation.

or the distinguished scholar to

whom we

^

full reply should settle finally any lingei ing doubts that
be felt regarding the authenticity of this " monument douteux." It is

[Mr. Macalister's

unfortunate that Dr. Belleli should attack the word NDD?i<, which

known

.Jewish

name

{see

Dr. H.

tJnomatologie, Vienna, 1900, p. 9).
of the letters

ossuaries

table will

do not

cUfPer at

and other remains
show.— Ed.]

all

is

a well-

Beitrdge znr nordsemiUschen
As for the Hebi'ew palseography. the forms
V.

Chajes,

from those found on Jewish
same period, as a glance at Euting

essentially

of about the

s-
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COFFEE LORE.
By
It has struck
to

Avhat

my

me

the Rev. J. E.

that a few notes on " Coffee-lore," supplementary

friend Mr. Baldensperger has

pages 121-122 of the
possibly be acceptable.
his, I

If in
it

some points

to

said,

already furnished

Sfafement for

Quarterly

would not wish
to contradict what he has
with

Hanauer.

l)e

April,

my

on

may

notes do not agree

thought that

but simply to

1905,

I desire in

call

any way

notice to other

popular statements on the same subject, and also to a couple of
coff"ee-stories.

What my
I

friend says about the libation to Sheikh esh-Shadhilly,

can myself testify

to.

Some

years ago

I

called the attention of

the late Professor S. Ives. Curtiss to this libation at the time he
for his work on Semitic Ileligion To-day.
The origin of coff"ee-drinking is connected with legendary tales.
The shrub on which the coffee-berry grows is said to l^e indigenous
in Abyssinia, and the story runs that the virtues of the plant were
discovered by accident.
Fleeing from persecution, towards the end
party
of monks from Egypt found refuge
of the third century, a

was here collecting materials

in

where they
and the care

the Abyssinan highlands,

themselves

by

agriculture

settled
of

and supported
which were

ffocks,

entrusted in turn to the pastoral care of different Ijrethren.

One

of

these came to the Prior (names not ascertained) one night with the

strange tale that the sheep and goats would not go to rest in their
fold,

but were frisking and lively to such a degree that he feared

that they had been bewitched.
spite of

This state of things continued, in

prayers and exorcisms, for several days,

till

at last the

worthy Prior resolved to take charge of the animals himself.
Leading them out to pasture, he carefully noticed the plants they
browsed on, and thus discovered that their sleeplessness resulted
from their feeding on the leaves of a certain shrub. Exj)erimenting
on himself by chewing the buds, &c., of this plant, he found that
he was easily able to keep awake during the long night services
which h'is form of religion prescrilied and thus the use of colTee
was discovered. It was not at first used as a beverage, but eaten in
form of a paste, something like chocolate. It was prol)al>ly introduced into Arabia (not in the fifteenth century, but in pre-Islamic
;
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famous crusade

probably not later than the time of the

times,

undertaken by Eleslman,

oi"

Calelj

Negus, the Nagash

Ai'ab

of

Himyaritic Jewish ruler, Yusif

authors) in order to punish the

surnamed Dhu Nowas, who had been persecuting the
\Yhen the use of wine was prohibited, its place was

Yarush,

Christians. 1

taken

decoction

a

Ity

of

derived from the

Araljic

the Turks), and, in

its

on record that

set the

is

Kahweh (pronounced Kahveh hy

_n^,;

city of

example

Aden," says Crichton, "is the
of drinking it as a

common

ment, about the middle of the fifteenth century."

which Mr. Baldensperger

this to

'^coffee"

primary sense, denoted wine or other intoxi-

"The

cating liquors.-

The name

coflee-])erries.

Jamaleddin, had discovered that

first

refresh-

(Possibly

it

is

A

"

drowsy mufti, called
disposed him to keep awake, as

refers.)
it

well as to a more lively exercise of his sjDiritual duties."

This

is

monks above given.
1470, "and such was

clearly a version of the story of the Abyssinian

Jamaleddin, according to Crichton, died A.D.

the reputation which his experience had given to the virtues of
coffee, that in a short

and Medina."
of

time

It seems,

it

was introduced by Fakreddin at Mecca

however, that

the sixteenth century that

innovation,

however,

caused

it

a

it

Avas

not

till

the l)eginning

was introduced to Cairo.
bitter

theological

The

controversy

amongst the Mohammedans. In 1511, it was publicly condemned
at Mecca by a conclave of the uleiiui, who declared its use contrary
to Islam and hurtful both to body and soul.
This decision of the
learned was echoed at Cairo.
All the warehouses where the
"seditious berry"

( ^^,

bunn)

was

were purposely burnt

stored,

down, the coftee-houses closed, and their keepers pelted with the
sherds of their broken pots and cups.
This was in 1524, but by an
order of Selim

I,

the decrees of the learned were reversed, the disturb-

ances in Egypt quieted, the drinking of coffee declared perfectly

orthodox

;

and when two Persian

doctors,

who had

declared

it

to be

injurious to health, had been hanged by the Sultan's orders, the
its undisturbed reign.
It now rules supreme in the
you want anyone, to whom it would be an insult to offer
bakshish, to do you a favour, you find that "a cup of coffee "
renders him gracious, and open to persuasion and in ttie same way,

coffee-cup

East.

began

If

;

'

Andrew

Criclitoii,

^

Op. ciL,

vol. II, ]ip. •i28, sqq.

Kistory of Arahia,

toI. I,

pp 123-125.

—
COFFEE LUUE.

2G0
if

3'ou

want

with

I

It

"a cup

l:»een

patron of

that he

right in flescrii)ing

Wherever

the

a party of

esh-Shadhilly

is

coffee-drinkers.

is, I

is

is

to give

mix

proverbial.

cannot

tell

all

;

religious

act.

coffee-drinkers assemble, there the spirit of

present in order to keep

number

Mr. Baldensperger

almost a

as

coffee-drinking

proof of this the following story
large

do

able to find out, during several years of enquiry,

is

is

to

of coffee "

the mysterious Sheikh esh-Shadhilly

have

is

A

you have

all

depends, of course, on what you

This doul)le usefulness of

it.

Who
that

enemy,

to get rid of an

" a cup of coifee."

him

of

told

is

them from harm.

In

:

people were assembled in a village guest-

was being prepared for them. Beside the fire stood
a very large stock-pot, out of which the person who made the coffee
replenished a smaller pot in which he boiled the liquor after adding
house.

Coffee

fresh coffee-meal, or Inivn.

He

then

filled

a cup, after the libation to

Sheikh esh-Shadhilly, and handed it to the man nearest him, Avho
out of politeness handed to the man next him, w^ho in his turn gave

and so on, till it had passed all round the company
The coffee-maker was much surprised when the cup was
returned to him untouched. Somebody suggested that esh-Shadhilly
must have had some hand in the matter, and had purposely
Hereupon the
prevented those present from tasting the coffee.
it

to the next,

untasted.

coffee-pots

the dead body of
of the stock-pot.

any

when, to the horror of all lieholders,
a venomous serpent (some say of a toad) fell out
How it got in nobody ever knew, l)ut it was at

were emptied

out,

rate certain that Sheikh esh-Shadhilly

What Mr.

had protected

Baldensperger says about the third cup

—

his votaries.

(p.

122)

is

During a famine in the early
by the following story
years of last century a Bedouin sheikh left his encampment somewhere in the Gaza district and went down to Egypt with some of
Night came on some
his men and camels in order to buy corn.
and
some
time after midnight
time after he had crossed the frontier,
the darkness.
distance
through
a light was seen twinkling at some
The sheikh, who had never liefore visited that part of the country,
rightly thought that the light came from some village therefore he
left his men and camels where they were and went to reconnoitre.
He found that the light came from a certain house, the door of
which was ajar. As he smelt roasting coffee-berries, he concluded
He was
that the place was a guest-house, and Ijoldly entered.
illustrated

:

;

COFFEE

The only

however, mistaken.

woman and

an unveiled

LOllE.

2()1

person.s in the lighted ehanihei'

were

The woman

Meniluk, her husband.

a

screamed and veiled her face when she saw the intruder, l)Ut hei'
husljand, telling her not to ])e alarmed, asked the new-comer what

He

he wanted.
house,

The

l)Ut

had

When

pressed to take

A

third cup he, however, declined, although

Finding

it.

his solicitations useless, the

sword and threatened to

third cup.

kill

Meraluk drew

the Bedouin unless he took the

The man still refused, saying that he preferred being
AVhy ? " asked his grim host. " Because," answered the

killed.

"

sheikh,

cj[Uoting

"
(p. 122),

mistaken he would go away again.

he had drunk this his host offered him a second cup,

which he accepted.

his

lieen

however, told him to stay, and gave him a cup of

JNIemliik,

coffee.

had thought the place was a guest-

said that he

as he

the

the

first

saying

(cup)

is

which Mr. Baldensperger has given

for the guest, the second for enjoyment,

I am a warrior, even
unarmed, seeing that I am here on
" Well,"
business connected with peace and not with strife."

and the third

for the sword.

as tliou art, yet at present I

Though, indeed,

am

answered the Memluk, sheathing
thee to

l)e

a true man.

I

his

weapon, " thy answer shows

took thee to be a skulking

thief,

but

I

see

Remain under my roof as my guest." The
shiekh accepted the invitation, and when he told his host the purpose of his visit to Egypt, the latter, who had a great deal of corn
to sell, transacted business with him, and for several years in
succession supplied him and his tribe with grain.
In the year 1811,
however, the massacre of the Memliiks, by the orders of Mohammad
that I was mistaken.

took place, and it so happened that the only person to escape
was the one who figures in this story. He, it is said, managed to
make his way to the tents of his Bedouin friend and w^as protected
by him till the time came when he could return home without fear.
Tourists visiting the citadel at Cairo are, indeed, shown the place
where, according to legend, Emin Bey made his horse leap from the
l)attlements; but many of the native Cairenes assert that he was not
there at ail, having received warning of the Pasha's plot through
someone connected with the harem.
What the truth is Allah
knows
Ali,

!
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THP:

TEILITHON AND GKEAT TEMPLE AT BAALBEK.

There appeared

Thr Buildrr of

rel>ru;irv lltli
careful and
by Mr. Phene Spiers on the " Trilithon " at
Baalbek.
The paper is an earnest and thoughtful attempt to
throw some light on the original relation between the great Temple
of the Sun and the three enormous stones which form so striking a
in

;i

well-illustrated article

feature in the western wall of the enclosure ^\ithin which yet stand

the remains of two great temples.

and

of

which

now remain

columns

six

l)ut

standing,

is

The more important

of these,

superimposed ental)lature
that which, with its great forecourt and
Avith the

entrance, occupies the greater part of this area, and

is the one
which alone could have any relation to the "Trilithon."
It is this great Temple of the Sun, therefore, with which the
article is
concerned.
The author begins by alluding to the
singular absence of any contemporaneous accounts of such remark-

able and magnificent works, or indeed of any of the

Koman works

many

great

same epoch in Syria the only Koman
documents relating to this great Temple being representations of
it on the reverse of several coins of the second and third centuries
(Septimius Severus, Caracalla and others, the latest. Valerian).
The evidence aflbrded by these coins is dealt with later. The
earliest written record is stated by Wood and L)awkins in thedr
great monograph (1757) to be that of John (Malala) of Antioch
(525-600), who says that " ^Elius Antoninus Pius l»uilt a great
temple at Heliopolis, near Libaims, in Phoenicia, which was one of
the wonders of the world." The fact is corroborated by inscriptions
the

of

;

on the pedestals of the propyla?a.

There

seenis

planned and
(138-161

the

A.D.),

little

doubt

that

the stupendous

scheme was

work begun in the reign of Antoninus Pius
and to this period nuist lie assigned the vast

substructure which

includes the Trilithon.

Mr. Spiers

considers

that the representations on the coins go to suggest that the works

were carried on under the emperors of these coins but he agrees
with Wood and Dawkins that the original scheme was never
;

completed, and points out that there was a gap of at least 32 years
lietween the death of

Antoninus, 161 A.D., and the accession of

Septimius Severus, 193 A.D.

He makes

the suggestion that during

THE TKlI.rniON AND
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interval a suspension

this

of

work occurred, and that when

the

was with some modification of plan. He thinks
design
on a coin of Septimius Severus indicates a change
that the
which had taken place for whereas it had been intended to continue
the megalithic course, as the die of a gigantic podium, on the three
sides (north, west and south), from the vast platform of which the
great temple was to rise, the intention had already been abandoned,
leaving the Trilithon, which formed the western side, the only
part of the megalithic die completed, the crowning course or
" cymatium " nowhere l)egun.
The immense l)lock, some 70 feet long, which had been cparried
1)ut still remains at the cjuarry, was to have l)een the corner-stone
and Mr. Spiers suggests
of the return, perhaps on the north side
that the difficulty of moving this huge mass may have been

again taken up

it

;

;

one reason for the change

of plan.

Its

weight probalily exceeds

1,000 tons.

The plan

actually followed

would appear

to

have been to

utilise

the great plinth on which the megalithic course was to have rested,

and to form a terrace at that level, and therefore level with the
bottom of the Trilithon, probably 17 feet or 18 feet lower than
would have been the platfoi'm of the great podium had it been
carried out.

The German excavations have

on the south
and the stereobate
The plinth of the north side has always
wall of the peristyle.
l)een exposed, and traces of a similar terrace have now been found
side,

laid bare the plinth

and revealed the paved terrace between

emljcdded in the later defensive west wall

;

it

but a trench has long

existed between this plinth and the north stereobate wall.

That

the builders had not continued the great podium on this side, al)0ve
line, seems clear from the fact that the bevelled set-ofF
which forms the l^ase-mould on the west side has never been worked

the plinth

on the north.

To come now

to the evidence of the coins, Mr. Spiers points to

one of Septimius Severus, on the reverse of which an isometrical

view
(Fig.

of

the

1).

Temple

(decastyle)

In this the peristyle

is

from the south-east is given,
shown resting on an ordinary

podium, with a flight of steps between the spur walls at the east
Parallel with this podium and in front of it is a raised band,
end.
which does not occur in the representation of any other temple

and

as the

same feature occurs

in all the later coins,

Mr.

Spiers.

THE TKILTTIION AND GPiEAT TEMI'LK AT BAALBEK.
thinks

view

it

of

by the Germans. In
the extreme " conciseness " required by any such repre-

indicates the terrace lately discovered

sentation on a coin, this surmise seems reasonable
correct,

the

later

shown

a

;

little difficult

it

if

be

side.

to account for the great flight of steps

in this representation, unless it be intended to

idea that the

and,

example given, a coin of Philip the Elder
would appear contirniatory as showing the

(244-249) (Fig. 2),
same feature on the north
It is

2iJi

Temple

is

raised high aljove the

ground

particular feature supposed to indicate the terrace

is

convey the

level

;

but the

as clearly

shown

as in the other coin.

Fig.
^Ir.

German
mary,

Spiers

Fig.

1.

follows minutely other

evidences afforded by the

excavations eastward of the Temple, which, in this sum-

it is

not necessary to puisne.

refer to the article.

It

drawn plans not always
is

2.

Those specially interested

must be noted that he
in accord with their

finds the

own

will

German-

photographs.

It

fortunate for archaeology that photography cannot bend to the

support of any theorv.
J.

I).

C.

—
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NOTICES OF FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.
et dc scs Sonctuaires, by Gaston Le Hardy, Paris,
volume M. Le Haidy has collected all the references
Nazareth and its "holy places" in records of pilgrimages from the

llistoirc

1905.
to

first

de Nazaroih

— In

this

century to modei'n times.

He

has devoted special attention to the

several traditions, and, as a rule, leaves his evidence to speak for

The celebrated legend

of the

point of view of a Nazarene

Santa Casa of Loretto

The general history

is

itself.

treated from the

of Palestine

is

given

During
the second and third centuries Nazareth was occupied only by Jews
l)ut between 326 and 336 a.d. two churches appear to have been built
in so far as

it is

necessary Lo explain the references to Nazareth.

;

one at the traditional scene of the Annunciation, the other at the
supposed house of Joseph. The collection of extracts is useful, and the
traditions are fairly discussed, but the history of Nazareth during last
century is written more from a Latin than from a general point of view.
Little is said of the Greek and Px'otestant establishments in the town and
its outskirts during the last 50 years.
" Eev. de I'Histoire
paper contains a chapter on the ^Egean
origin of the Philistines, and Myk;enean influence in Syria.
The author
considers that the origin of the Philistines is undetermined
at present
they can only be called _Egean. The religions of Phoenicia and Syria
were not, so far as is known, influenced by Myktenean cults. The ^^gean
tribes settled down amongst the tribes of Southern Palestine, and were
absorbed by them.

Questions Myceniennes,

des Religions,"

1905.

by Rene Dussaud, from the

— This

;

—

Revue Biblicpte, 1905, No. 2. The publication of the report on ^Ahdeh
by Fathers Jaussen, Savignac, and Vincent is continued. Section 5
contains an interesting description of the "high place" which was
perhaps connected with the worship of the morning star. On the toj) of
hill the rocky crest has been cut away to a point to wliich a circular
esplanade some 32 metres in diameter is attached. In the centre is a
circular hollow, 9 metres diameter and about 2 metres deep, the sides of
which are partly rock-hewn and pai'tly constructed of stones and debris.
From this hollow radiate ramps, about 12 metres long, of similar construction, and of these four on the west side are perfect.
At the southwest corner, beneath the esplanade, there is a rock-hewn chamber, and
Everything is
traces of another were found at the noith-west cornc.
symmetrical, and the intention appears to have been to represent a large
The principal approach was from the east by a large
star with nine rays.
trench which opens into the central cavity. In connection with the

the

" high

place,"

there

were Nabatajan

graftiti

containing the names of
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FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.

'Obodas, Dushara, and 'Amru, and several foot-prints cut on the rock.
hill, commanding as it does one of the great trade routes from
Arabia to the west, must have become the seat of a strong castle and

The

important town at a very early date.

It

was

jiossibly a rallying point

After the
death of 'Obodas 11, aliout .0 a.d., the deitied monarch w^aa buried in the
mountain, possibly becaur>e it was already a sacred place. The town lost
Under the
its importance when the trade route took another direction.
heading "Epigraphic Notes," 36 Christian epitaphs from Beersheba,
Khalasah, Sebaita, &c., are given. One is that of a Dr. Abi'aham, wha
for the desert tribes,

died

May

and a treasure

city of the Nabatteans.

8th, 5G4.

There are also papers on the text of 1 Kings vii, 6, by Father Vincent,
and on the inscriptions on two Palmyrene busts by Father Lagrange.
Echos d'Orient, March, 1.905, contains papers on "The Palace of
Caiaphas according to Tradition," by G. Jacquemier, and on "The
Monasteries and Churches of St. Stephen at Jerusalem," by S. Vailhe.

A

Visit
Homiletic Review, vol. xlviii, pp. 420-426.- In an article on "
the
English Excavations at ancient Gezer,' Professor Paton, Ph.D., late
to
director of the American School of Oriental Research in Palestine, gives

very appreciative account of Mr. Macalister's work for the Fund at
After describing the results that have been obtained, and
pointing out the manner in which they illusti'ate the Bible, he wi-ites that
" no other exploration in Palestine has been so successful as this, and it
is greatly to be hoped tliat the Fund will not stop until the mound is

a

Gezer.

completely investigated."

—

Herr
Zeitschn'ft cles IJeutschen PaL-Ycreins, vol. xxviii, parts 2 and 3.
Oehler concludes his useful study of the boundaries and places of Galilee
according to Josephus, and gives notes on the roads of that district, and
a table of

distances from Joseph.us.

Dr.

Blanckenhorn contributes a

paper on the geology of the immediate vicinity of Jerusalem, illustrated
by a plan and sections, which supersedes anything that has hitherto been
written on the subject. The whole paper deserves careful study, and
The authority for
supplies a want that has hitherto been much felt.
placing the bed of Meleke so far beneath the level of the Haram esh-Sherif
It has hitherto been supposed that the lai'ge cisterns
is not quite clear.
in the Haram were excavated in this soft bed and not in the hard Mizzi.
Professor Dr. Guthe describes Jerusalem as represented on the Madeba
Mosaic, and illustrates his paj^er with a copy of the Mosaic plan of
Jerusalem made by Mr. Palmer in 1901. The plan of the city is a portion
of the copy of the whole map made by Mr. Palmer for the German
Palestine Society, and about to be published. It is greatly to be regretted
(hat the plan of Jerusalem at least was not copied in facsimile, or photoDr. Sandler contributes a valuable
i:i sections on a large scale.
medical bibliography for Syria, Palestine, and Cyjirus.

graphed

—
2G8

—
and quehies.

notp:s

A

summary

Schumacher ou liis excavations at
and N. of the D.P.V., will appear

of tlie reports of Dr.

Tell el-Mutesellim, jjublished iu the M.
in the

October Quarterly Statement.

AUneuland, liJ05.No. Z.—Die Stadischule i/i PaUistiaa, by Dr. Lcewe
Die Lepra in Palastina, by Dr. Sandler Jiidisr.he Privatwirtschaftliche
Die Cothener Kurse fur
AckerbanJcolonien, by Dr. Pastnauiiv, No. 4
Die Verwertunq des Getreides in
Koloniale Technik\ by Dr. Sandler
Ahriss der Geologie Syriens 11,
J'aldstina, by N. Wilbuschewitch, No. 5
by Dr. Blanckenhorn Die Jild.i^chen Wohltdtiqlceitsmnstalten Jerusalems,
by Dr. Grliuhut Zur Frage der Milhlenindmtrie in Pal'dstina^ by N.
Wilbuschewitch.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

c.

w. w.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
1.

To-day

(April

1905)

19th,

the

funeral

As

village of Alju Shiisheh took place.

of

woman

a

of

the

a general rule, the funeral

processions have no special interest, the coipse being borne in a

rough

l^ier

on the shoulders

of the relatives,

and followed by the

This particular woman, however, was a female darwtsh,

villagers.

and on account of her holiness the procession was somewhat different.
First came two men bearing large red flags embroidered with religious
mottoes
then followed two drummers (one of them a sharif or
descendant of the Prophet, as indicated by his green turban) beating
with the following rhythm
;

!

»

?

t

N

/
side

;

after

i

I

•

•

N

I

e

•

/

— then came two
regularity.

I

I

S

1^

•

etc.

P

cymbal-players striking their instruments M'ith less

The body followed, borne by eight men, foiu^ on each
which came a crowd of women singing to the following

tune (one of the comparatively rare tunes in

trijile

time)

'4=^—.

-'ii^^-^-^^^i^

EEE?E

—interrupted,
trilled

of course, at intervals

by the

inevitable zagharU or

scream, which expresses a wide range of emotions.

NOTES AND QUEKIES.

The

specially interesting detail of the procession

acting on the part of the liearers,

who made

under the influence of her guardian
oemeter3\

with

its

is

though

was

was unwilling

tfclji,

a

l)it

contimially being driven

to enter the

had been rehearsed

it

—

would advance

—the ensemble was

fall

l)ier,

to follow a certain

Thej?-

off' it.

as perfect

back a step or two, and,

some

perhaps, turn aside out of the road as though to get round

unseen

By

ol)stacle.

of

though the deceased,

who attempts

bearers, to a timid animal

path, l)ut

as

can hest descril^e the hy-play by likening the

I

a few paces and then stop with a start
as

269

slow degrees and with

many

zigzags they

succeeded in reaching the entrance of

the cemetery (I will not
emphasise the fact that they did not approach the ordinary entrance,
as that

is

at present

ill-shod people)

;

overgrown with sharp thorns, not inviting to

but instead of entering, they turned and carried the

body almost the whole way back

mony began

and the same

to the village,

At

again from the ))eginning.

last,

nearly reached the cemetery the second time, the village
in a loud voice

way smooth
'alaiha) after

ruption

:

" Koio she wills to advance,

before her

"

(Jial

Imam

hen hifrtd iimruk

the graveyard.

I

final recoil

do not know

—

if

just at the

this

Allah i/mihhal

^u'

moment

very peculiar

has been described already from Palestine

said

and may God make the

which the procession advanced without further

— except for a

cere-

when they had

:

^

inter-

of entering

fv^neral

custom

there have been a

good many funerals at Abii Shusheh during the three years
been here, and I have not liefore seen anything analogous.

I

have

R. A. S. Macalistek.

—

The Constantinople Museum.
I had not been at Constantinople
good many years, and on revisiting it this spring I was filled
with amazement at the Museum which now exists there. It is one
of the finest and best in the world, whether we regard its size and
2.

for a

structure, its contents, or their scientific arrangement.
And I
found that the enlightened liberality of H. E. Hamdi Bey, to Avhom
the INIuseum owes its creation and organisation, Avas in keeping

with

its

character.

Indeed,

my

reception contrasted very faA'our-

ably with that accorded to scholars in some

everything was throAvn open to me, and
^

Mr. Dickson has

called

my

Museums

nearer

was told that

home

I

wished

attention to a description, in Lane's

Modern

I

if

Efiypiians, of similar observances at the funeral of a distinguished sheikJi iu
Cairo.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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to

make photographs,

was

do

at liberty to

squeezes, or even casts of the

In

so.

monuments,

I

nothing could exceed the courtesy

fact,

and kindness which I received from Hamdi Bey.
Naturally it was the Ilittite monuments to which I directed my
attention.
The Hittite Salle is a revelation there, and there only,
can Hittite art be properly studied.
I have brought back with me
;

of unpublished inscriptions,

copies

as

well as of published texts

the originals of which are at Constantinople.

In

many

cases I

have been able to correct the readings derived from photographs,
squeezes, and casts, and have realised to a greater extent than
ever l)efore

how misleading even

a cast can sometimes be.

The Palestinian and Syrian pottery needs

Some

of it

of the collection are from our
tine,

to be specially studied.

comes from Kadesh, the Hittite capital

while there

is

own

;

other portions

excavations in Southern Pales-

The Kadesh pottery

a good deal from Taanach.

might have been expected. Amongst
In the Taanach collection there are
it I noticed a Cypriote vase.
.specimens of Late-Mykeimean ware, which seems to have been
overlooked by Dr. Sellin, and similar fragments occur among the

is distinctively Palestinian, as

remains from Gezer.

young members

^gean

It

would be very

ceramics,

would make a

the Palestinian pottery that

is

desirable

School at Athens,

of the British

if

who

trip to Constantinople

one of the
has studied

and examine

preserved there.

Prof. A. H. Sayce.

3.

Wliy did Rachel

answer to

this question I

afeal

the

Teraphim

have seen

is

of

Lahan

?

— The

only

that of Ewald, quoted with

approval by Dr. Driver, the latest commentator on Genesis

that
she " hoped to carry with her into Canaan the good fortune of her

maternal home."

In such a case, however,

it is

:

probal)le that the

would be concerned together in the theft.
It seems to
me more likely that the reason was more personal, concerning
Kachel alone. If we may judge from specimens unearthed in considera1)le numbers at Gezer, the ierajjhiiii were small human figures
in which the parental functions were strongly emphasised, and it
is probable that Kachel would look on such figures as powerful

two

sisters

prophylactics or amulets for herself in the trial before her.

Her

statement as to her condition (Gen. xxxi, 34) was in all probability
no mere excuse, but perfectly true it was a fact proba1)ly well
;

NOTES AN]>

known

ti)

lit!!'

t^UEltlES.

Laban already, and

father

were not ap])arent,

li?!

in

an

any

case,

if

the truth

and
was at the moment, would have been so easily
taken in. Rachel may well have dreaded the long camel-ride before
her, and have wished for the protection of the domestic penaies.
is

it

unlikely that

Oriental, angry

suspicious as he

Jacob's special care of Rachel (Ch. xxxiii,

excuse to Esau
and death of Rachel
not long afterwards (Ch. xxxv), all point to the same conclusion.
This explanation, may I add, is an argument in favour of the
2), his

(Ch. xxxiii, 13), and the birth of Benjamin

historicity of the incident, or at the least, of the

The reason

of the tradition.
.and the

incident,

although he

has

to

the

extreme antiquity

for Rachel's action has

author,

been forgotten,

comparatively meaningless

is

unconsciously jjreserved, by reporting Rachel's

.speech to her father, the

to

clue

interpretation.

its

ti'adition or a conscious literary fiction the

In a late

explanation of Rachel's

•conduct would have been fully stated from the

first.

R. A. S. Macalister.

t.

21ie Inscribed

Lamp from

ment, April, 1905, p. 150,

j\lr.

Sf. George'' s College.

found at Jerusalem having upon

arrangement

.("

to

it

0<NO.OM)0."

the lamp figured 1)y

him

in

— In Quarterly

State-

Macalister speaks of a lamp recently

the " meaningless symmetrical

It

may

be well to suggest that

Quarterli/ Statement,

January,

1904

common formula "), seems
we read ® or O. Looking

the singularly blundered copy of the

have these

letters, if

instead of

O

back again to the lamp inscriptions, copied without attempting to
read them by j\Ir. Roljinson Lees (Quarterli/ Statement, January,
p. -10), one may see the same forms, showing that the
George lamp is only another variation of the common formula

1892,
St.

<t>LOC

XY

<^€N HACIN.i
Prof. T. F. Wright.

[M. F. Soplironiiis Petrides of the Augustinians of tlie Assumption, wi'iting
with reference to the note in the April Quarterli/ Statement, p. 164, observes
that the words " the light of Christ shines in all," have no connection with the
Holy Fire festival, but are taken from the Byzantine Liturgy of the Pre'

sanctified (Ei^x "A (J-yioi/
<jualify

some word

like

note in Echos d' Orient,

to fxlya,

Kome, 1873,

KANAHAA,
v, p.

p.

119).

clearly not

47 (1901-2).— Ed.]

KAAH,

<pils.

too,

must

See, further, the

—
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5.

The

New

Cuneiform Tablet from Gezer.^

The discovery

be congratulated.

— Mr. Macalister

is

to-

broken tablet set&

of the second

first, and encourages us
The new tablet belongs to the
and shows that the cuneiform

at rest all doubt as to the provenoMce of the

more

to hojje that

will be found.

same period as the other one,
characters were vmderstood and written
discovered fragment which
Ifeverse.

not clear to

is

Otherwise the text

Kunuk

1.

The

ekli

...
.

read

I

of the

:

tad-a-ni.

which has been

[Three impressions

.

newly-

first line

of Nethaniali,

of the estate

.

the

is

D.P. Na-tan-ya-u,

seal
bil

3.

me

under Assyrian

line of the

offers little difficulty.

flw oivner

2.

in Palestine

The only

rule in the reign of Assur-bani-pal.

(if

the seal.]

ekli

AM-tu-.si-ni-i.

the estate

of Amtu-sini.

4

sold.

si-ni-i.

\Amta-'\ sini

D.P. Bu-ukh

pan

liev. lb.

toitnesseil
'2b.

'3b.

by

pan

{]),

D.P. Zera-yukin,
Ziriilxin,

pan

D.P. Ugur-sarra-usur,
Nergal-sharezer.

arkhi

AS

yum

IV-KAM,

The month

Sebat,

day

ith,

lim-mu

5b.
the
(jk

-bur

b//

by
Ab.

(1)

BukJibtrr (?),

D.P. Akhu-D.P.-A,

Akhn-A,

eponym being

D.P.

SA-NAT

the governor

Gar-ga-mis.
of Carchemish.

According to George Smith, the eponymy

of

Akhu-A

corresponds-

That he was governor of Carchemish is new.
to B.C. 647.
name
of the owner of the estate is, it will be observed,
The
A Nethaniah is mentioned in Jer. xl, 8, 14. For the name
JeAvish.
Xergal-Sharezer, " Nergal, defend the king "
!

see Jer.

xxxix,

3.

Pkof. a. H. Sayce.
'

Sec

p. 18o.
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With

number we

this

print

the

thirteenth

and

last

the

of

Quarterly J Reports of the Excavation of Gezer, which has

been

by the Fund through ^Ir. R. A. Stewart ^lacalister.
The firman has expired, and the Executive Committee have decided
to apply for a new " permit," to come into force next summer, so
carried on

may take a much-needed holiday in the meanbe remembered that the Palestine Exploration

that Mr. Macalister
It should

time.

Fvind

at a distinct disadvantage

is

when compared with

more

its

fortunate co-workers -which enjoy a government subsidy or generous
private

support.

The expense

exceptionally heavy,
rich,

and

it

of excavating Gezer has been
but the results have been proportionately

has been the aim of the Committee throue'hout to set

before the readers of the Quarterly Statement as full an account as
possible of the

work which has been done.

Intelligent opinion has

everywhere appreciated the great value of the excavations, and has
acknowledged the thoroughness and scientific ability with which
Mr.

]\Iacalister

has accomplished his task.

One has only

to read

the account of the Annual Meeting (pp. 282-308 below) to gain some
idea of the present work of the Fund, and the Committee would

impress upon subscribers and their friends the necessity of redoubled
efforts to increase the funds.

The

special donations during the Cj[uarter to the expenses of the

Excavation of Gezer comprise
Sir

John Gray

£5

Hill,

]Mathieson, Esq.,

smaller amounts,

£5
£5

;

5.^.

:

— Charles H. Goschen, Esq., £10

E. B.

;

Morphew,

Executors of the late

15.s\ 6c/.

;

£5

5.s.

:

bringing the total up to £1,098

18*\

As already mentioned,
next year

;

10.^;.

George
Miss Nessie Brown, £5
Esq.,

M.

it is not proposed to attack a new site
Gezer [has not yet yielded all its harvest, and it is

u
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highly desirable that our efforts should not cease until more of this
" surprises " of the last quarter

The

rich site has been laid bare.

by Mr. Macalister in his Keport.
the first time he has come to unmistakable

are discussed at length

singular that for
of foreign

— perhaps Philistine influence

the question

;

only renewed excavation can solve the question.

It is

traces

sub jmlicc

is

—

worth while
to try and recover the secrets of the past 1
If the Bil:)le is anything
to us, surely we should welcome everything that, throws light upon
it.
Discoveries, remarkable and unexpected, have been made at
Gezer, but

it is

been traced.
is

only

now

that Philistine influence has apparently

Like the fragments

an earnest of what

Is it

may

Assyrian tablets, the "find"

of

be expected, and

it

rests

who

with those

where the books

are sincerely interested in the land

of

the Bible

took their birth, to furnish the necessary financial help that the
history of Gezer

may

be unfolded to

in all its entirety.

lis

Chairman of
from being
His illness proved

Eeaclers of the Quarterly will have noticed that our

Committee, Sir Charles Wilson, was prevented by
present at the Annual General Meeting in July.
to be so serious that he

the

work

of the

only

is

now

convalescent

;

illness

but

all

Avho A^alue

Fund, which he has so ably guided for so many

years, will rejoice to

know

towards recovery, and

that he

is

now

progressing satisfactorily

again able to take interest in the work,

is

and by correspondence to
knowledge and experience.

assist

Committee with

the

his

wide

Subscribers are warned against purchasing from dealers, whether
in this

country or in Palestine, any antiquities as coming from

particular

which have been excavated by the Fund.

sites

antiquities found in those sites

.scrupulously

handed over

found by the

illicit

by the

to the

officers

of

the

All
are

Turkish Government, and any

digging of natives are, when sold by them to

dealers, invariably attributed to sites other than those

they really come,

Fund

lest the

from which

diggers be discovered and punished.

Professor Petrie writes to point out that the Egyptian scarab
of the charioteer figured in Quarterly Statement, July, p. 189, No. 13,
is

of

Rameses

II,

a well-known type

bearing a winged horse

probably of the sixth or

(p.

fifth

centmy

and that the

;

191, No. 11)

is

B.C.

conical seal

a usual Naukratite type,
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NEAV.S.

containing ossuaries with Greek and

The tomb

Orj)hanage.

belonging

found on land

recentl}'

is

to

Hebrew inscriptions
German-Syrian

the

situated about 1,000 yaixls north-west of

the buildings on the plantation

now

called

Abraham's Vineyard, and

From

lielonging to the Society for the Relief of Persecuted Jews.

the report in the Bote cms Zion for May, and from the photographs

which are sold for the benefit of the Orphanage, it appears that the
which are in Greek and Hebrew, name Papias and
The Hebrew, howSalome, Ammia and Hanin, all of Scythopolis.

inscriptions,

gives the old

ever,

name

of

the place, Besan

and omits

(TllJ'i),

Salome.

Some

15 or 16 years ago, the Franciscans, whilst removing the

earth and ruins on their property just south of the chapel of the

and adjoining that

Flagellation

of the Sistei's of Zion,

found the

apse of an ancient chapel, the floor of which was apparently an
extension northwards of the same old pavement to be seen under
the

The chapel has now been

building.

Sisters'

rebuilt,

small convent has been erected in connection with

and a

Dr. Schick

it.

reported uj)on the discoveries at the time (Qiiarierhj Statement, 1889,

and the Eev. J. E. Hanauer sends photographs illustwo curious limestone pedestals, a cii'cular font found in the
ruins, the ancient floor, and an artificially dressed rock-platform
just outside the northern end of the new chapel.
He sends also
pp. 172 sqq.),

trating

details

furthei'

pp. 115 sqq.

;

of

the 'Awairiyeh

1901, p. 397), to which

Quarterly

{see

we hope

Statement,

1892,

to return in another

number.

Our esteemed correspondent

also

writes

that

situated in the Via Dolorosa, between ihe Ecce

the Austrian Hospice, are being pulled

whom

Greeks, to
shafts

they belong,

were sunk on the

foundations.

The

first

line of

may

the

Homo

old

ruins

Chapel and

down in order that the
new buildings. Two

erect

the street wall to find rock for

was eight paces south

of the chapel (south-

east corner), and the other ten paces further south.

In ])oth the

massive old pavement, apparently the same as that under the Sisters
of Zion
surface.

Convent, was struck at a depth of 8 to 9 feet below the
In the more northerly shaft

struck at 13 feet, but

same

shaft

;

it

it is

said that rock

was

first

suddenly sunk to a depth of 38 feet in the

whilst in the other

it

was about 42

feet

below the

U

2
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The

surface.

rock-scarp seen in the Ecce

Homo

Chajjel

here and there at the hack of the ruins, and stretches
the Austrian Hospice.

Two

on the circular lower part

visible

Corinthian pillars have been found

one was the inscription

of

is

away towards

IVIOS

;

cut in

large letters.

It

appears from Honie

that Jerusalem and district has

Jl^ords

been suffering severely from a bad epidemic
of the

worst of

its

especially the Jewish,

common

of scarlet fever,

The mortality amongst the

kind.

was very heavy.

one

children,

Unfortunately, the ordi-

were as
The epidemic was of a specially malignant
numerous as ever.
type, and constantly assumed most virulent symptoms, sometimes
nary diseases

to the country, malarial fever, &c.,

willingness of

all

A

hopeful sign was the extreme
the people to carry out " scientific " instructions

causing death within 48 hours.

and disinfection.
This is
remembered that the Medical
Mission labours among a people who have yielded a "stronger and
more ready assent to the traditions of their remote ancestors than
with regard to

isolation,

sanitation,

especially encouraging, Avhen

to the evidence of their

At the
lettres,

sitting of the

June 30th,

made

antiquities

Avas of a stone

in

own

it

is

senses."

French Academic des Inscriptions

et Belles-

Heuzey reported the discovery of certain
the region of Acre and Mount Carmel.
One

JNI.

door from a sepulchral chamber, which was covered

by a geometrical decoration not unlike that found upon Jewish
Among the ornamentations was a candlestick with nine
ossuaries.
branches, which has been found in the Jaulan, and can scarcely
be due (as was here suggested) to a mistake on the part of the
Further, a lintel of a sepulchral grotto, possil)ly of the

sculptor.

Byzantine period, was found, bearing the name of Namosas, son
of

Mandemos.

The Committee
tion of the

desire to call attention again to the latest publica-

Fund, The Painted Tombs of Marissa, whose contents appeal

much to all lovers of art as to the archaeologist {see July, p. 178).
The Athenceum, in a lengthy review (June 10th), jDoints out that

as

the paintings "are valuable, not only from their historical interest,
])ut also

as

Phoenician

showing the .extremely composite character of later
and as an example of the wa}^ in which an

art,
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the

Lustoms, even in such

matters as bniials, of the ditierent nations

among whom they were

essentially

Semitic peoijle

picked up

After a risumi of the contents, the review conchides

cast."

:

—

" All

which proves to be the
these should be studied in the volume
beloved by Walter
Society,
that
the
important
most interesting and
Besant and other scholars, has issued for some time." Professor
Petrie, in the JIanchcster Guardian (June 5th), speaks of the book as
" an excellent piece of work of interest to the historian and the
itself,

zoologist as well as to the antiquary

.... The

plates here pub-

lished are on the excellent system of photographs,

worked over

with the hand copies and colouring to complete them. As there
are 14 large coloured plates and eight photographs, no one can
complain of the price."

01>serving the similarity of the animals

with names written over them to the mosaic of Palestrina near

Eome, he suggests that both were copied from one common soiirce
a kind of illustrated edition of Aristotle's
a work of reference
Natural History. The writei- in the Yorkshire Post (July 5th) states
undoidjtedly a very consideral^le addition to
that the book is
knowledge," and the drawings are so finely reproduced that "the
stay-at-home archieologist may now study in his armchair tombs
;

"•

the like of which have never before been seen
American journal, the Jf'orld Magazine, June
teristic

in Palestine."

11th,

reproductions of the plates, pointing out the

An

gives charac-

human

interest,

It is gratifying to find

as also the scientific value, of the paintings.

that many other journals {Christian JForld, Morning Post, &c., &c.)
agree with the preceding in expressing their high opinion of the

value of the Fainted Tomhs of Marissa.

be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded
to in the reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be
published, but they are preserved in the office of the Fund, where
It

may

Those sent by Mr. Macalister
Gezer which are not reproduced in
his quarterly report are held over for the final memoir.

they

may

be seen by subscribers.

illustrating the excavations at

The

attention of subscribers and others

is

called to

A

Tahlc of the

and Mohammedan Eras, from July 15th, A.D. 622, the date
of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900, price by post, 7d. Also to the Meteorological
Observations at Jenisalem, ^^-ith tables and diagrams by the late
Christian
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Tourists and

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S.

desirous of accurate

all

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not
for a copy, price

2.<.

fail

to send

Gd.

a work by Sir
The Ancient Cubit and our Weights
He brinos evidence to show that all weis,hts and

The attention

of

su'^jscribers is also called to

Charles Warren, entitled

and Measures."

"

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from
one source

— the double-cubit cubed

The Museum and Library

of Babylonia.

of the Palestine

Exploration

Fund

at

Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,

room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.
The Museum is open
except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr. D'Erf

where the use

of a

Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East.
daily,

Wheeler, will give

The

all

information necessary.

" Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai,"

by the Rev. George

E. Post, M.D., Beirut, Syria, containing descriptions

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and
woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund,

The income

of

illustrated

all

the

by 441

price 21^.

from June 21st to September 20th,
by the late Mr. F. D. Moeatta, £100
from Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including Local Societies,
£202 16s. dd. from sales of publications, &c., £94 In. S'/. from
making in all, £399 Os. bd. The expenditure
Lectures, £2 2s. Od.
during the same period was £535 12s. M. On September 20th the
balance in the bank was £266 6s. 7r/.
1905, was

of the Society

— from

legacy

left

;

;

;

;

The Committee desire gratefully to acknowledge the generous
£50 which Dr. Merrill has been makino- to the
Fund by instalments during the last twelve months.
contribution of

Subscribers

Committee's

who have not yet

efforts

by sending

paid, will greatly facilitate the

their subscriptions in early,

and thus

save the expense of sending out reminders, the outgoings on the

excavations at Gezer having been a heavy drain on their funds.
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are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every siibscription and contribution is promptly acknowledged by
the Acting Secretary, they will henceforth be published annually,

and not quarterly. A complete List of Subscribers and Subscriptions
for 1904 was published with the April number.
Subscribers in U.S.A. to the

work

of the

Fund

will please note

that they can procure copies of any of the publications from the
liev. Professor

Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund, 42, Quincy

Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and
gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries.
two cuneiform tablets found
Gezer can now be had, price l.s. 6^/.
The text and transliteration will be found in Quarteiiij

Plaster casts of the fragments of
(luring the excavations at

each.

Sfatements, July,

1904 and 1905.

and others may be reminded that the new Eaised Map of
from the Surveys of the Palestine Exploration
Fund by the Acting Secretary, is ready. It is on the scale of 6j miles
to the inch and measures 3' 6" X 2' 6".
It has already been used witli
great success by Professors of Old Testament history, and by teachers in
Sunday Schools, and may be especially recommended for large classes
of students.
On view at the otfice of the Fund further particulars may
be had on application.
Siibscribei's

Palestine, constructed

;

In order to make up complete

sets of the Quarterly Statement, the

(.ounuittoe will be very glad to receive

any back numljers which sub-

scribers do not wish to preserve.

A

complete set of the Quarterly Statements, 1869-1904, containing
the early letters, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine
Exploration

Fund

cases,

can be had.

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street,

Price on application to the Acting-

W.

Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will please note that they can

obtain a set, consisting of the "Survey of Eastern Palestine "(Colonel
" Archteological Researches in Palestine,"
Conder)
in two volumes
(Clermont-Ganneau) " Flora and Fauna of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady
'Arabah" (Hart), for £7 7.';., but the price has been increased to the
still

;

;

—
280
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public to

£9

increased.

The

The

95.

volumes

price of single

Applications should be

price of a complete set

made

to the public has also

to the

been

Acting Secretary.

published by the
volumes, with general index,
bound in cloth, is £10 lO.^f.
catalogue describing the contents of
each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit
Palestine Pilgrims

the

of

Text Society,

in

translations

13

A

Street,

W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few
Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from
10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.

doors from

Photographs of the late Di-. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of
Solomon, (2) of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the
Christian occupation of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at
present, (5) of the Hechel in Solomon's Temple, (6) of the Hechel in
Herod's Temple, (7) of the Tabernacle, have been received at the office of
the Fund. The seven photographs, with an explanation by Dr. Schick, can
be purchased by appljdng to the Acting Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.
all Sunday Schools within
Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution
of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be
allowed to purchase the books and maps (by apjilication only to the

Bi^anch Associations of the Bible Society,

the Sunday School Institute, the

Secretary) at reduced

pi'ice.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following
NEA 2IQN, May-June, 1905, a Greek journal devoted

:

to Palestinian

subjects.
*'

Al-Mashrik

Eevue Catholique Orientale Bimensuelle."

:

Among

the articles may be mentioned " La faune historique ou les animaux
disparus du Libau," by P. H. Lammens, S.J. " Proverbes vulgaires
;

sur les mois et les saisons,'' by
*'

Mag. A. Gemayel

;

&c.

Jerusalem," Publication Mensuelle lUustree, contains " Le Ceuacle
" Le Hieromoine
d'apres les temoignages du i^'' an viii<^ siecle "
;

Russe Barsanuphe (1456

Arabe
" Recueil

"
;

and

1461-62)";

"

Le

conflit

Turko-

&c.

M. Clermont-Ganneau.
Epigraphie palmyrenienne.
§ 2. Nonis propres phcniciens abreges.
§ 3. Le Livre de la
Creation et de I'Histoire.
d'Archeologie

Tome VII,

J.

F.

Peters

:

Livraisons

"

Orientale,"
1-3.

—§

by

1.

The Nippur Library," Journal

Oriental Society, 1905.

of

the American
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The Coniniittee will be glad to receive douatious of Books to the
Library of the Fund, which ahead}' contains many works of great value
relating to Palestine

and other Bible

lands.

A catalogue of

Books

in the

Library will be found in the July Quarte)iy Statement, 1893.

For list of authorised lecturers and
Journal, or write to the Secretary.

tlieir

subjects, see

end of the

Whilst desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications
and other theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages

wish

of the QuarferJij Statement, the

to be distinctly understood that 1>y publishing

it

Committee
them in the

Quarterhj Statement they do not necessarily sanction or adopt them.

of Bequkst to the Palestine Exploration Fund.

Form

I give to the Palestine Exploration
to be applied towards the General

said

sum

of the

Fund, London,

Work

of the

tlie

Fund

;

sum

and

of

I direct that

be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Receipt of the

Palestine Exploration

Fund

sliall

'J

the

reasurer

be a sufficient discharge to

my

Executors.

Signature

_

rI

Witnesses

{ ^
I

L
KoxE.

Three Witnesses are nevessary in the United States of America.
Two suffice in Great Britain.
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Aiiiiuul

(Tenerul greeting of the Palestine Exjiloration

was held at the Royal

Fund

AUiemarle Street, W., on Friday,

Institution,

July 14th, 1905, at 3 p.m.. His Grace the Archbishop

Canterbury

of

pi'csiding.

The Chairman.
some absentees.
Mr.

J.

some mention

Grace has

^Ir.

Grace (Hon.

the letters which

Secretary).

—

I

am

to

make

of

sorry to say that the

have to read of regret for non-attendance
one from Sir Charles Wilson, our Chairman. He is unavoidably

first of
is

D.

—

I

hy illness from being present, and trusts that this
Annual Meeting may be the means of increasing the interest taken
in the work of the Fund.
The other letters that I have in my hand from those who regret
being unable to attend are from the Rev. Canon Cheyne, D.D., The
prevented

Precincts, Rochester

Hastings

;

the Bishop of

Bishop of Shrewsbury
of

Bath

a)id Wells.

The Chairman.

Montagu

the Rev. H.

;

Trinity College, Camljridge

;

;

Butler, D.D., jNIaster of

the Bishop of AVinchester

Oxford

;

the Right Rev. S.

Bishop Blyth, of Jerusalem

;

;

Dr. James

W.

Allen,

and the Bishop

'

—

I

have to

hear on this as on a great

call

many

on one

whom we

all

want

other sulijects, Dr. George

to

Adam

Smith.

—

George Adaji Smith. Your Grace, Ladies and Gentleam honoured with the duty of moving the adoption of the
Annual Report and Accounts, and this I formally do. And I have
been asked in addition to make some remarks upon the subject of the
work of the Fund in general, especially as it has developed during the
Dr.

men,-

—

I

past year.

In the time at

my

disposal

it is

possible only to touch

upon three or four outstanding points, points that have come up in
the course of Mr. Macalister's excavations during the year in Gezer,
and perhaps to remark how they have a bearing upon the subject
of Israelite archaeology and the history of Israel's religion in general.
Eleven years ago, in writing of the progress of research in Palestine,
I remarked that the exploration of Western Palestine, in which our
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taken so pvedoniiimnt a share, ^vas almost exhausted so
was a great future

far as it referred to the surface, but that there
foi' it

underground.

We

questions to earth, and

— so to speak— most

of the

only I'emained to dig them up.

Now

had then run

it

been the distinctive work of the last decade. The triumphs
of archaeology in Palestine during the last decade have lieen prinNot that wider geographical
cipally the triumphs of excavation.

this has

very important nature has been neglected. In fact, we
have had some very remarkable additions made to our knowledge
The
of the geography of Palestine within the last two years.

work

of a

triangulation of Eastern Palestine, which was so splendidly begun
liy

Colonel Conder a number of years ago and carried over Moab,
Avhile during
l\v Dr. Schumacher

has l)een extended to the north
the last year

Moab and

we have

;

seen published Professor Briinnow's

map

of

the country to the south, in which, with less fulness neces-

sarily, and less detail than either Dr. Schumacher or Colonel Conder,
he has carried the triangulation to a good distance southward.

And we

are

tion of the

expecting, looking eagerly forward, to the publica-

all

map

of the

Viennese professor, Alois

among

spent a large time

the

Arab

tribes of jNIoab

INIusil,

who

has

and Edom, and,

about to publish complete maps of both of those
But still, in spite of all these geographical additions,
countries.
the distinct feature of the work of the last 10 years has 1:)een
And that, of course, is so vast a work, so very vast a
excavation.
I

understand,

is

work, that we of the Palestine Exploration Society must welcome
the presence in it, the taking part in it, of a large number of allies.

Last year Sir Charles Wilson reminded us very forcilily at the
Annual Meeting that we were no longer alone in Palestine research,

but had a great number

of friendly competitors.

Now, anyone who

has revisited Palestine within the last year or two nuist have been
struck with this as one of the most distinctive features of the
progress of life there the large number of societies like our

—

own

at

work

in different parts of

the country and in different

There is, first of all, the
branches of archaeology and geography.
German Palestine Society, working under Dr. Schumacher, at
Megiddo, where

2000

B.C.

have

tombs about the date
where
a number of those
been discovered, and

i-ecently a series of vaulted

infant burials, of Avhich ^Ir. Macalister has discovered so

many

in

Besides that, an Austrian expediGezer, have also been laid bare.
Austria,
has been working at Tell
from
funds
by
tion, furnished
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Taanach, as

we

know, under Professor

all

Sellin,

who, having found

seven tuneiform inscriptions, proposes to pi'oceed to Dothan and

Then we have the German Orient Gesellschaft,
we have the excavations at
Baalbec
we have the archreological schools of Germany and
America at work in Jerusalem, and doing practical work in them
and then, besides that, we have the very valuable work, jjrincipally
excavate there.

working on the synagogues of Galilee

;

;

;

on the surface
of

of the

countiy and chiefly concerned with inscriptions,

the Dominican and Eedemptorist Fathers in Jerusalem.

No

more valuable work has been done for a long time on the surface in
the Holy Land.
Now, of course, we, the jjioneer Society, Avelcome all these allies
in this vast work of excavation and of further geographical exploration.
Their aj^pearance must l)e a very great stimulus to ourselves.
And I do feel that, having come up behind us in this way, and
achieving the very fine work that they have achieved within the
last few years, they ought to be both a warning and an example to us
to go forward with more zeal, more energy, and with more support
from the public

Great Britain than we have hitherto enjoyed.

of

(Hear, hear.)

my

lord, that the very generous gift of the German
German Palestine Society of .£1,200, ought to be an
example to the many rich men in this country, who could easily
spare the same amount for ^vork even more important than that
to which the German Emperor has devoted his gift.
But still, with
I also feel,

Emperor

all

to the

these Societies operating in Palestine,

work and a reader

eye-witness of the

I

am

certain,

both as an

of the reports, that there is

no

bigger and no better Avork being done in Palestine at the present

day than

is

being done

Gezer, Mr. Macalister.

1)}'

our distinguished representative in

I wish, as

an eye-witness

of

Mr. Macalister's

excavations, to bear most emphatic testimony, such as only an eye-

witness can bear,

first of

all to their

very great extent, and then to

the admirable methods, both of research and, what

important, of managing the workmen.
reports.

They

Then take Mr.

is

not least

Macalister's

give proofs of his large and varied archaeological

equipment, of his undogmatic temper, of his versatility and sugges-

and exhaustive reasoning, and of the richness
energy and his ability Avithin the last few
years have led.
This Society has been served by a ver)- remarkable succession of gentlemen in Palestine in years past; l)ut I am
tion, of his cautious

of results to

which

all his
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persuaded there has been none who have done better or greater
work than Mr. Macalister has done and is doing at the present

Whether we look

time in Gezer.

at the fields of his investigation

and these range from the remains of neolithic man through the
Canaanite, Israelite, and Greek periods, Avith their close connections
with Egypt and Assyria or whether we look at the capacity of the
investigator himself, we are justified, I feel, in demanding and

—

expecting

from our countrymen a very much larger financial
moved to bestow upon us.

support than they have ever yet been

And now may

your attention to three or four

I call

of the large

up by the Gezer work beyond Gezer itself, and
which it has consequently jjlaced upon the members of

prospects opened

the duties

this Society

1

First of

all,

part of the annual Avork

in the summer
now under our

of last year, the earlier

review, Mr. Macalister

—

opened up a very remarkable series of tombs Canaanite, late
Semitic, Maccabnean, and Christian. Through this series his explorations have exhibited a definite and significant progress of religious
customs in connection with burial. As we are aware, in a very rude
and primitive age these customs seem to have involved a great
deal of sacrifice by

fire,

and we know that at that time human
and other customs were very far

sacrifices in connection with these

from uncommon.

Now,

at

an early point

of time these sacrifices

seem to have been partly replaced by a deposition of lamps,
indicating a softening and elevation of manners and ideas ; and in
that and other directions Mr. Macalister has furnished very
l)y fire

interesting illustrations to us of the progress of religious feeling

and

of religious ideas

with the lamps

—

even outside burial.

— though

it is

One point

in connection

aside from this Cjuestion of religious

One of the lamps discovered
I would like to touch upon.
by Mr. Macalister bears the inscription, taken from the Septuagint,
Now, it is a
of the 27th Psalm, " The Lord is my light."

progress

remarkable fact that among the Greek, or early Christian inscripthose taken from the Septuagint of the Old
outnumber those that have been taken from the
New Testament itself. Professor Harnack calls attention to the
fact that in the early Christian Church a much larger use was made
He does not appeal
of the Greek Old Testament than of the New.
to inscriptions in Palestine in evidence of his thesis, but he might
I have examined hundreds of Christian Greek
have done so.
inscriptions in the Hauran, and these quite bear out what Professor

tions in Palestine,

Testament very

far
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Harnack asserts, that in the early Church a very much larger use
was made of the Greek Old Testament than of the New.
The second point that I wanted to touch upon— time forbids me
In the autumn of last year
is this.
eidar^ina; upon any of these

—

Mr. Macalister fixed the probable
Gezer between 1500 B.C. and 100

Gezer

size of

—

The

B.C.

—

of the city

of

for the

city wall,

existence of which lietween these dates he has given very good
That is a little more than
proofs, measures about 4,500 feet in all.

The bearing
and topographical questions

a third of the present wall of Jerusalem.
fact

upon important

historical

It helps us to realise to a great

evident.
cities in

solution

a

of

is

very

degree the size of other

Palestine during the Israelite period

towards the

of this

;

and, above

all,

it

prol)lem which has divided

us
Palestinian scholars, namely, as to what was the size of the Jebusite
helps

Jerusalem and as to what was the size of Jerusalem under David.
Now, a good many have come recently to whom I express my

—

—a

good many have come recently to believe that the
Jel)usite Jerusalem and David's Jerusalem were confined to Ophel,
They have been met by
the slope of the Eastern Jerusalem hill.
the objection that this was far too small a site for a city of the
But now we find
size and importance of Jerusalem at that time.
Gezer, which certainly, from its position on a great trade route and

adherence

its

connections with Egypt, must have been quite as large as the

Jerusalem

of that time,

though not

of

Jerusalem under Solomon

and the later kings and we find
while you can bound Ophel by a wall from 3,800

within a wall 4,500 feet long,

it

;

to a little over

4,000 feet long, thus proving at least the possil^ility of the confinement of the Jebusite and of David's Jerusalem to that site upon the
eastern

The
us

of

hill.

third

the

point

havoc

is

this

:

introduced

lylr.

INIacalister

into

sites

has

wisely warned

which have

long lain

by the rifling of them for antiquities in order to
meet the ignorant and very reckless demand of the great annual
invasions of tourists, and second by the increase of a native population who have taken to buikUng, and for their building draw upon
I would like to emphasise this warning by
the present ruins.
Mr. Macalister, and the duty it conveys to us of hastening our
work of excavation as speedily as possible, from my own experience
There is an immense increase there of the
in Moab last year.
Ijrought in liy the Turks with the view of
population
Circassian
undisturbed,

first
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of cultivtating the bind.

bnikl,

visited there

They

and they are pulling

— they are pulling

are building

—as

everyljody

large tracts of I'uins

raihvaj^ planned right down towards the Gulf of
from Damascus, the Turkish Railway, has been opened as far
When I was there last
as opposite the south end of the Dead Sea.
year the railway was bringing new settlers, keen to build and use

Alval)ah

There

the old ruins.

is

a great extension, besides, of the Christian

population, which since the time of the Crusades has been shut

within the walls of Kerak, upon the ruined and abandoned

it

But above

north of Kerak.

to the

as

that, there is

all

up

cities

going on,

has gone on from the earliest times in Palestine, the gradual

transference of the nomadic population from a pastoral and a tent-

dwelling state to an agricultural, and a state of dwelling in towns.
In the

little

valley in which the caves of 'Arak el-Emir stand I found

dozen houses just built. I said to the occupier of one of them,
" How long have you been here 1 " "Ever since," he said, " I found
half a

my

eyes

ever since

:

live in a

house

house, but

and

my

1

father laid

a house

dv.'ell in

found

I

my

mind."

said,

I

"Did you always

" Xo," he said, " I have not alwaj^s lived in a

"

and

it

upon me that

should leave the tent

I

so better cultivate this land

than out of

we have long cultivated it." It was a pure Arab tribe
I said, " How do you live 1 "
He said,
that this man belonged to.
"In the winter in the house, in the summer in tents." There is the

tents, as

There you catch an instance of what has always been
nomadic and pastoral state to

process.

going on

—the transference from the
and

the agricultural

the

settled

But

state.

this

involves

the

use of old ruins and their destruction, and the destruction of opportunities of finding out about the past history of Israel, opportunities

that never will come back to us unless

we take advantage

of

them

now.

The

point

last

upon

which

I

desire

to

touch

is

this

:

Mr. Macalister's researches are not more illustrative in anything

than in the exhibition they afford of the primitive religious customs

which

Israel

encountered upon their entry into Palestine, and which

persisted in the form of idolatry

and the moral abominations that

usually accompanied this up to the very end of the history of Israel

upon the

land.

He

idolatry in

all its

can guess,

its

has shown us uj^on this single

forms, in

all its

site

consequences upon

consequences upon character

;

the Canaanite

life,

and, as

we

and he has shown us

—
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besides

how

constant were the pressure and example of Egypt upon

and how frequent were the pressure
heathen power Assyria and how,
finally, Hellenism came in and added to these other heathen forces
one more within the compass of that small territory on which Israel
land at

this part of the

least,

and example

of another great

wa,s settled.

We

what the purer
what

through work

religion of Israel

the centuries.
first time

realise, then,

—

may

I
it

had

say that

had

we

to fight with,

Now, my

—

like

Mr. Macalister's,

to contend with

through

all

realise to a large extent for the

what

had

it

to struggle against

Monotheism
But
it was not in the desert that Israel's Monotheism developed and grew
strong and reached its pure forms. It was in this land of Palestine, of
which Gezer, with its many centuries and its many forms of idolatry,
all

that time.

was the natural offspring

lord,

we have been

of desert scenery

told that

and

of desert life.

an instance. When Ave contemplate all these systems
of which Mr. Macalister's work brings home to us
when we contemplate these systems, Ave are surely the more amazed
at the survival, under their pressure and against their cruelty, of so

is

so typical

— specimens
much

higher a spiritual and an ethical religion.

divine purpose,

it is

That

been the cause.
lesson that one

Surely

it is

only a

only the inspiration of the Most High which has

may

at least seems to

me

to be the

most notable

learn after a study of the discoveries of the

While Ave look at the things seen, which
10 or 11 years.
Mr. Macalister and Professor Sellin and Dr. Schumacher and other
Avorkers have opened up to our eyes -while we look at these things
that are seen, surely Ave are more able to appreciate than ever Ave
have been, the clear vision Avhich the prophets of Israel had of the

last

—

things that are unseen, and

all their

valour and persistence

ing the consideration of these upon their countrymen.

understand more than
so eager

eA'er Ave

and zealous to

heathenism Avhich

Avas

Avhich overcame all

did

iri

push-

Surely Ave

why Ezra and Nehemiah

raise the fence of the

bearing in upon Israel from

other Semitic religions.

And

Avere

LaAv against the
all

sides,

surely, last of

and
all,

most recent discoveries has enabled us still
more to do, Ave can recognise and appreciate the valour of the
Maccabees who fought against the last tide of heathenism, and
brought Israel through it pure, constant, and Avith her Law
untouched that Israel out of which Christ Our Lord Avas born,

as Mr, Macalister

by

his

—

and out

of

which our religion has grown.

(Applause.)
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Smith
hands

moved by Dr. George Adam

resolution

that the Report and Accounts, already printed and in the

is

of the subscribers,

am

seconded, I

Rev.

R.

Gentlemen,
to

— The
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be received and adopted.

glad to say, by

my

Horton, M.A., D.D.

F.

— Perhaps

may

I

That

will 1)e

friend Dr. Horton.

— Your

Grace, Ladies and

be allowed in seconding this Report

express our great delight in

For

Adam

Professor George

seeing

Smith restored to health again.

in

exploration,

all

both

and geographical. Professor George Adam Smith is a
very valuable asset indeed to this country and to our better
thought. I should like to second this adoption of the Report
but, at the same time, I feel a great hesitation in even occupying
two minutes of the meeting, because the mover of the Report is
a great expert
and I am thankful to say that we have present
theological

;

with us this afternoon another expert, not of this particular country,

but

excavations and explorations

of

And when we

(Applause.)

our Avisdom obviously

and

expert

neath

like

is

;

is

them

to encourage

to

Petrie.

make them talk as long as they can,
we shall listen for ever. An

—

few paragraphs

first

Flinders

to believe that

every other excavator

and the

— Professor

can secure the presence of such experts,

his best treasures are underof

speech very seldom

his

An

indicate the treasures that are underlying.

expert should have

an hour and a half for every speech, and the person who is not
an expert should take a very few minutes indeed. But there is
one word

I

on

this

like

shoiild

Professor George

to

say arising out of the appeal that

Adam Smith

question.

has

made

the English public

to

think that the demand for

I

money

to carry

out the excavations, such as those at Gezer, should not be addressed

merely to crowned heads.

(Laughter.)

Because

heads are so few, and their responsibilities,

The appeal

for funds,

it

I

I feel

seems to me, for such a work as this should

be made to the widest possible public in this country.

And

(Hear, hear.)

in view of the results of the explorations at Gezer, I think

there

is

a very legitimate appeal to the interest

archaeological

were known

Christian

— not

only to the

but to the religious interest of this country.

reading the reports of Mr. Macalister's work
this

that crowned

suppose, are great.

—

let

us say,

known

I

always

to the ordinary

feel that

members

In
if

of

Churches— there would be an immense response to the
What I want to suggest

appeal for carrying out the work further.
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in seconding this resolution,

Fund should

if

may,

I

is

that the Palestine Explora-

by
method which has proved wonderfully successful in other
an exhibition which would
directions, the method of an exhibition
tion

endea^-our to appeal to the country at large

the

—

present as clearly as possible the results of the explorations at
Gezer.

I

there

am

told that

an exhibition

is

if,

of

in

any provincial town,

things

for example,

connected with Palestine, you

cannot possibly make room enough for the numbers of people
And they are willing to pay a large entrance
it.

wish to see

and

to

it is

fees iiiside for all the special exhibitions.

pay extra

to that larger public

work

of the

Fund

and that wider and deeper

who
fee,

Now

interest in the

that I should urge us to appeal, rather than to

I think we nmst all feel that the
and vivid insight that Professor George Adam Smith has
given into the work at Gezer just touches a point which is of
value to the religion that we profess. We all, of course, remember
that Dean Stanley spoke of Palestine as the Fifth Gospel and we
have given an immense amount of careful and minute and critical
and textual study to the other four. Has not the time come when
we should give the same amount of careful study to the fifth 1 And
as we have been reminded this afternoon, the peculiarity of the

a few wealthy and generous men.
brilliant

;

Fifth Gospel

that

is

pages, through antiquit}', adhere together,

its

and they require to be very carefully sej)arated by excavations
To get
before the fulness of their message can be apprehended.
at the secret of a place like Gezer
if

we

is

to suggest "

What would

it

be

could get at the secret of some of those other towns of the

more immediately connected with our own
be, underneath some of those towns,
records and indications Avhich would perhaps be as startling and
would be much more valuable than that terrible discoA^ery of the
little child who was immolated at the foundations of a Canaanite

Holy Land which
Christian faith

town.
itself

I

?

"

are

There must

long to see Jericho explored;

explored

;

and

apprehend the value

I

I

long to see Jerusalem

own country would thoroughly
an exploration now that the results

believe our

of

such

and tabulated to present a good
what could be done.
I venture, therefore, in

at Gezer are sufficiently secured
object-lesson

of

seconding the adoption of the Eeport, modestly to propose that

something in the way of an exhibition should be given, first in
London and then in the provinces, which would awaken the country
to the importance of the

work that

this

Fund

has undertaken.
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This resolution having been carried, the Chairman called upon

Canon

D.ilton to

move

— The

Canon Daltox.

my

the second resolution.
resolution which has been entrusted to

occupy only a very few minutes. It is that the
following gentlemen he added to the General Committee of the
Fund. I may say that the gentlemen whose names I am about

hands

will

happy
them The Right Eev. Samuel
Webster Allen, R.C., Bishop of Shrewsbury; the Rev. Thomas
Professor Geo. Buchanan Gray,
George Bonney, LL.D., F.R.S.
Mansfield College, Oxford
the Most Rev. John Healy, D.D.,

you have intimated
if you see fit to

to read to

indeed to serve

to us that they will be very

elect

:

;

;

Archbishop

of

Tuam

'Queens' College,
" Ecole

;

Edwin

Pears, Esq.,

Constantinople; the Rev. William Sanday, D.D.,
Professor of Divinity,

Chas.

Anderson

Canon

Scott, St.

of Christ Church,

John's,

Kensington

LL.B., Pera,

Lady Margaret

Oxford

;

names

the Rev.

Rev. Chas.

the

;

Taylor, D.D., ^Master of St. John's College, Cambridge.

propose that those

Johns,

Father Lagrange, of the

the Rev.

;

Jerusalem

Biblique,"

Hermann Walter

the Rev. Claude

;

Cambridge

be added to those of

I

beg to

our General

Committee.

The Rev. Arthur Carr seconded, and the

resolution

was

carried.

Mr.

J.

following

D. Grace.

—

members

since

Carlisle, Sir

of

I

loss by death of the
Annual Meeting
Bishop of

have to mention the
the

last

:

—

William Charley, K.C., Dr. Thomas Chaplin, the Earl

Northbrook, Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney, Frederick David

INIocatta,

Edward Atkinson, Peter

Dr.

JNLickinnon, General A. C.

Cooke, C.B., R.E., Colonel Sir John Farquharson, K.C.B., R.E.,
Sir

William Muir, K.C.S.L

Lord SiDMOUTH proposed, and Dr. Ginsburg seconded, the
re-election of the

Mr.
l)e

J.

D. Grace proposed that Professor George Buchanan Gray

invited to

Mr.

J.

Committee.

ser^v e

on the executive Committee.

D. Grace.

— With your Grace's

take upon myself to omit reading the

Wilson had prepared,
which Dr. George
.

so thoroughly

for this reason

Adam Smith

:

This was carried.

permission, I propose to

paper which Sir Charles

that in the eloquent address

made

to the audience he has
gone over the ground which Sir Charles Wilson has

has

X
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touched upon, that

I feel it

would be taking up unnecessarily the

time of the meeting and of your Grace to go again over the same
items

but what

;

I

think will probably help the meeting to under-

stand better those remarks will be the short series of views which

I

propose to show upon the screen.'

(A
Mr.

J.

series of

IS

D. Grace.

was here thrown upon

vieivs

—No.

1

represents on the

the screen.)

map

the position of

The

Gezer, just on a spur of the hills to the Avest of Jerusalem.

other places touched upon were Taanach

up here

at the

Garmel range, and Megiddo, which is a little to the
No. 2 shows the site which is being dealt with.
Avith a dip represents the position of the

No. 3

High

end

of the

left.

The long

hill

Place.

the plan of the site as now excavated showing the city
South and the North Gates, and the Maccabeean Castle,

is

walls, the

which Mr. Macalister supposes to be the remains of the house built
by Simon.
No. 4 shows the work in progress, and one object of this and the
two or three following views is to show what a very extensive work
The workpeople, men
it is, and the way in which it is performed.
and women, have to carry the earth removed in small baskets from
the site to the bank.

No. 5

another view which gives you some idea of what the

is

foundations look like

when they

are uncovered.

In the foreground

There

is

not a thing of the kind turned up in the excavation but what

is

are the sherds

of

pottery preserved for examination.

examined by Mr. Macalister before it is dealt with.
No. 6 shows the great stones of the High Place, which, in fact,
was the place of worship probably of more than one form of religion
during many ages, and which was found after removing the earth
to the full depth of the stones.

No. 7

one of the jars in which the remains of the infants were

is

found buried under the pavement of the High Place.
No. 8 shows jars for food deposited with the buried infants.
No. 9 shows one of the foundation burials, the remains of an
infant in the jar, and bowls placed on the top.

No. 10
infant

;

is

you

found in the
'

a similar jar broken to display the remains of the

see the bones of the infant in the jar just as
site.

Sir Charles Wilson's

Address

is

printed below on p. 305.

it

was
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No. 11 shows what Dr. George

form

•.succeeding

for the ceremonial of foundations

human

;

sacrifice

referred

the

to,

was done away with

they then substituted burial lamps

Apparently, the lamp represented in some sort the idea

and bowls.
of

Adam Smith

human

of burial, Avheu

29.':?

life,

and the bowl represented the deposit

seems to have been

common

to so

many

for food

which

forms of heathen burial.

Xo. 12 represents the fragment of the
that was found

on the

of Gezer,

site

One

tablet for the sale of property.

that one of

is,

the same witnesses

is

first of the two tablets
and which was a contract

interesting feature about it
found to have attested the

tablet, which was found only two or three months ago.
The
was found more than a year ago, and very near was found
the second fragment bearing the same witness's name
also the

second
first

;

A'endor of the land has a

bination of

the

Hebrew

Hebrew name;
selling

script used in the dealing,

and language were

you have the comthe property, and the Assyrian

and the

so that

Assyrian writing

fact that the

in use in the time of Manasseh,

date of both tablets, also the

which was the

interesting fact that the Assyrian

language was in use there as evidencing the Assyrian domination

And

further,

was used

documents, and

for legal

occupied somewhat the same position that

England

;

suppose then

Xorman French

did in

after the Concpiest.

No. 13 shows a bath-house

— one

of the

You

attached to the palace of Simon.
here.

I

rooms

in the bath-house

see the actual baths placed

There are several chambers, and a heating chamber below.

{See Fig. 1.)

No, 14

is

baths to the

another portion of the same building, with one of the
left.

The hole

in the lower centre represents a part

of the heating flue of the furnace.

No. 15 represents a portion
It

is

of a

gateway

— the

inner gateway.

apparently the principal entrance to the palace or

castle.

(Sn-

Fig. 2.)

No. 16 gives one some sort

of idea of the

A^ast

that the excavation of a city of this kind really

is.

undertaking
People see

them large sums spent upon excavation, possibly
without realising the enormous amount of labour or the great extent
to which they are carried on and this shows the foundations of the

•what appear to

;

houses as they are uncovered.

It,

of course, requires considerable

and experience to know where
the mere traces of foundations.

practice

to look for anything l^eyond
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No. 17 is another view, looking south right through the great
trench which has l)een cut at this part of the hill showing the
foundations of the various houses, and looking away into the
country beyond.

No. 18

is

town wall and the gateway.

a portion of the

These

portions of masonry in the centre represent the passageway of the
gatehouse, and the few loose stones here are apparently the sill of
(Applause.)
the town gate. That completes the series.

The Chairman.

now

—

to follow Avhat

you the best

I

understand that

we have

possible

I

listened

am
to.

why my

reason

asked to say a few words
Dr. Horton has given

speech

is

not required,

because he said, with absolute truth, that our business and our
desire upon these occasions is to make experts speak, and to listen

—

what they have to tell us, or— as has just happened to show us.
But I should be sorry not to say a single word about what seems to
me to be the real bigness and importance of the work that we
are trying to do, or about its place in the whole scheme of our
modern understanding of ancient things, sacred and secular. I

to

do not think England has quite done
century to

the work

justice

during the

last half

Fund.

disclaim

of the Palestine Exploration

I

entirely the attribute of an expert in these matters, but I have not
been entirely ignorant of what was l^eing done. It fell to me

during two prolonged Eastern expeditions or residences to become
intimately acquainted more than 30 years ago with the earlier stages
It happened to
of the work of the Palestine Exploration Fund.

me

first

to be

concerned to some extent in some of the initial
Petra and in

investigations which took place in the direction of

Petra

itself

—a region which,

explored even yet

;

and

I believe,

has not been very thoroughly

am

waiting with anxiety for the

I for

one

production of the further information which we are promised about
But more important than
that profoundly interesting district.
later in Jerusalem, and at
years
a
few
spring
that, I spent a whole
that time became acquainted with

were doing in the region round

all

it.

been looking at in those pictures,

I

that the workers of the

Fund

And after what we have just
am impressed immensely with

by Professor George Adam
doing this work now if
ever. If we regret the fact that we are in danger, by the incursion
of ignorant and unlearned people, of losing treasures which might

the truth of what was

Smith with regard

to

said

so well

the need for our
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Otherwise be preserved for us or our successors to investigate, let
what a lilessed
us renieml>er with thaukfuhiess the other side

—

that they have been covered up

thing

it

some

of those things had,

is

by nature or the

covered a hundred years ago
It

is

!

Imagine

now.

act of

man,

if

l»een un-

Where should we have been

to-day

?

the fact of the burying of them, and their remaining Iniried

until the time

up

till

when, in the providence of God, people were raised
it is to that we owe no small
to the world

—

them

to explain

part of the possibilities which are

now

ours, of re-picturing things

which seemed a few years ago to have passed beyond the reach
of such possibilities altogether. I said that what I have just looked
at brought that remarkably

long rides that
in the

was taking

I

company

And

what was

visible

remember

in

one of the

sometimes

to me.

of the then Lieutenant

included Gezer.
a,nd

home

at that time near Jerusalem,

I

Conder, one ride which

the contrast between

then upon that

what we

mound

—

see to-day

— which

we saw
how
makes one

the outline of in one of these photographs
grand a thing it is that the exploration has been delayed till now.
But having got it, let us make the most of it. Let us take care that
funds are, by hook or by crook, forthcoming which shall prevent
this thing being either inadequately done as we take it in hand, or
our being too late to do it at all. As immigrants go into those
feel

regions and erect houses upon the old ground, the need is obviously
becoming greater every day that M'e should move while there is yet
time, and understand all that we are allowed to understand about
what can now be brought to light. The expression of Dean Stanley
was quoted, I think by Dr. Horton, that the Holy Land, the land of
Palestine, is a fifth Gospel.
But we need not only Gospels, but
Gospellers.
The land was there all the while, but this Gospel was

not of

much

use until

we came

to our

imagine that literary history will

tell

own

time.

And

I

should

us that during the century

that has last passed there have been three great Gospellers

—there

has been the gospel of the American Dr. Robinson, the gospel of

Arthur Stanley, and

Adam

last,

but certainly not

least,

the gospel of

Those Gospellers have found
and interpreted something that was no doubt in our possession, but
the value of which was neither understood nor publicly and generally
Geoi'ge

available.

Smith.

It is

(Applause).

now made available, and it is by the very kind
Fund exists to set forth that the possibility

effort -which this

maldng those Gospels

tell

what they ought

of

of

to tell for the world's
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good, for the religious and secular information of students of
sorts

—

it is for

that reason that

we have

all

a right, I think, to apjjeal

whom we can have any influence over to see that our funds-.
do not languish, and that the work is able to be prosecuted with all
The contrast between the kind of
the energy that it deserves.
times I speak of, 30 years ago, when those regions were more or
less familiar to me, and the facts to-day, with all the many agencies
to all

that are
its

now

my mind, its

at work, has, to

element of gain.

The energy

element of peril as well as

of explorers has before

a perilous thing in the story of exploration

now been
we are-

and, although

;

happy in knowing the reverent enthusiasm which is being displayed
by many other bodies besides our own in this work, I shall be glad
to feel that we are pushing forward strongly and well, and that the
work is being done now at a time when, as I believe, it is done^
quite as well as it is ever likely to be done in the years that
I suppose we should say of any Int of the world that
lie ahead.
had so ancient a history, that it was a grand thing that we
should bring to light what lies below the surface. But such work
is infinitely more urgent and infinitely more necessary when we
are dealing with the land upon whose history so much has turned
We want to anticipate
in the centuries that have passed since then.
alike the ravages of those who use ruins as their quarr}^, and the
incursion of those who may build over places which we ultimately
want to get at. I suppose it is true to say that the exploration
of Jerusalem has T)een hampered to a great degree by the increase
of modern l^uildings over bits of land which could have been
more readily examined several years ago. But that peril is not
confined to Jerusalem, and for all those regions the cr}^ of urgency
is

legitimately a loud one

;

because,

if

one contemplates such a

continuance, or even possibly such an excess, of immigration into
Palestine as the next 10 years
finds that the perils,

not inconsiderable.

see over the last

those reasons

All

upon us the urgency
l•edol^bled vigour.

may

20 years, one

whichever way one looks at them, are certainly
setting

of

There

is

no

seem to me

ourselves

real reason

to

why,

this

to

multiply

task

with

in the nature of

any particular time be confined to one
however important.
AVe are not obliged to be
entirely done with one place before we begin upon another, provided we have the money and the men. The Bioney and the men
ought to l)e forthcoming for a work so important to the whole

things, our effoi'ts should at

particular place,
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and secular knowledge and I cannot but believe
were better awake to what has been done of late,
what is capable of being done now, and what will be impossible
to do a few years hence, we should find some of the difficulties
I agree with Dr.- Hoiton that
that at present beset us disappear.
interests of sacred

;

that, if people

ourselves to appealing to crowned heads.

we must not confine
German work seems

to

upon the help which

it

German Fund, one

the

of

lialance-sheet

The

have depended to no inconsiderable degree
If one looks at the
received in that way.
that

finds

the general

subscriptions are very insignificant in amount, and that it really
has been by the help that came from the crowned head that the

work was mainly

In p]ngland

carried forward.

that we can without very much

difficulty

I

am

increase,

quite

sui'e

to a degree

that would put us outside the region of bewilderment or difficulty

our work, the funds that are at our disposal, without being
upon great gifts from crowned heads or central

in

dependent

authorities.
as
I

my

am

I

friend Dr.

believe in

them

not sure that

I

Horton about the
for

many

should be quite as sanguine
results of Exhibitions,

indirect purposes.

I

much

as

have an experience

which does not exactly correspond with his as to the financial
results sometimes, and I think the matter needs to be looked into

somewhat carefully before we trust to that particular mode as a
but that indirectly
direct means of raising money to a large extent
that means would be productive of good I have not the smallest
Therefore I, for one, should encourage with all my might
doubt.
any endeavour that should be strenuously taken in hand to set
;

forward Exhibitions which would bring home to the least thoughtful
the facts that are coming to the knowledge of those of us who
I believe that to be both possible and
look into them to-day.
desirable,

and

I believe I

St.

am

I

hope that Dr. Horton's suggestion

will bear fruit.

right in saying that the great Exhibition last year at

Louis was of extreme use on the other side of the Atlantic in
many people facts of which they had

bringing to the knowledge of

been absolutely unaware

;

and

I

am

quite sure that this

Fund and

ought to be loud in recognition of the
courtesy and vigour combined which were shown by the authorities,
who took pains to make clear to everybody who desired to learn
the real significance of what, I am told, was a wonderful sight the

those Avho represent

it

—

The
exhibition as part of the great St. Louis Exhibition last year.
connected
been
has
I
know
Watson,
Colonel
British Commissioner,
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Fund, and naturally, to everybody's gain, took inunense
part in that great Exhibition a worthy one but
suppose that it was to Professor Wright that thanks were mainly

with

this

make our

pains to
1

;

due, for the immense trouble he took in devoting a whole

month

of his time exclusively to personal attendance at the Exhibition,

and giving explanations to visitors and I should be sorry if we
did not recognise that to-day, and express the feeling of thankfulness
that we have towards him.
I shall not detain you more, and I
;

<lo

not think that I need try to say more than again to express

my

hope that

this

meeting

will

l)e

a centre from which information

and enthusiasm about this work will go forward. I mean, if this
meeting, composed as it is of people who come from various homes,
undertake that each individual now

will

in

the hall becomes a

centre for spreading knowledge about the matter, then I have no
fear at all about the results that will ultimately follow.

that kind of

ought to be
munity.

on

that gatherings such

prolific of

—

so I

It is a great pleasure to

move

am

certain

do not desire

Flinders Petrie.

Professor

our annual

as

general good throughout the

That they can do

this particular occasion I

men,
to

way

—Your

me

;

for a

It is in

meetings

whole com-

that they will do so

moment

to doubt.

Grace, Ladies, and Gentle-

as a former

worker

name

that this meeting should, in the

for this Society

of the Society, give

our most cordial thanks to Mr. Stewart Macalister for the zealous

and

efficient

way

He

which he has conducted the excavations.

in

has the essential idea of recording and drawing everything that he
finds, so that it will
all his

You

be possible for others to work over and

will

not know, perhaps for a generation to come, what

the results that

may

is

now making

;

and the

toil in

trench should be cheered by the assurance that this

An

fully pul)lished for study.

the people

who

verj^ miiuite

jjossible for

that

is

that

really did

part of

are

new

tent and

work

will be

old friend of mine used to say that
things were like the edge of a knife,

the whole, but the part which

the back to follow.

the

all

be brought to light in the future from such

a complete record as he

a

utilise

materials in connection with other discoveries in the future.

And

(Laughter.)

edge cannot Avork unless

it

made

it

the moral of

has the

support

While the keen edge of your Society
at Gezer is in the wearisome, tedious, and often disheartening work
of making out results from tons of earth handled by dozens of
•of

a

stift"

backing behind

it.
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it is the duty of those at home to form the strong
backing which shall push him forward in such work, and so enable
us to follow on to the fresh ideas which we all want and need

ignorant natives,

of pounds spent yearly on work
worth a thousandth part of that
to better imderstand these dociiments on which this work rests.
-Mr. Macalister has done his best ver}^ well indeed
and I hope
you will recognise it by meeting his whole-hearted Avork in the

There are millions

to understand.

based on the Bible, and surely

it is

;

same

spirit.

I

therefore beg to

meeting be presented to

jNIr.

move

that the thanks of

this

Stewart Macalister for the indefatigable

energy, the care, the tact, and the exactitude with which he has
conducted his excavations at Gezer, and the ability and perseverance
which he has brought to bear on the work.

—

The Chairman. This resolution will be seconded by Dr.
I must apologise to the meeting for being obliged to
minutes I have to make a speech in Parliament,
In
25
now.
go
and I must, I am sorry to say, ask the Treasurer to take my place,
and miss the remainder of the subject to-day.
Masterman.

The Chair having been taken by Mr. Walter Morrison,
Dr.

Masterman.

— Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen, — My

only excuse for appearing before you this afternoon in response to
is that, to some extent, I represent the many English
and Foreign residents living in Jerusalem who are so deeply
interested in, and who so deeply feel the importance of, this work.
I feel quite sure that if those of you could do as I and many of
us residents in Palestine have done go yourselves to see the work
that is going on at Gezer, your interest would not be lessened, but
would last the rest of your life. It has been my great privilege to

the invitation

—

be

down

at these excavations

—

I

am

afraid to say

how many

some dozens of times and I have watched the progress
work
from the time when the tell that they are now
the
of
excavating was a grass-covered hill with only a house and a feAv
graves on it up to the time when a few months ago I left Palestine
and to my mind there is nothing so romantic in the whole of

certainly

;

;

Palestine as the watching of the progress of that wonderful work.

must mention one little incident. I well remember a certain
when I was down there with Professor INIacalister and
Mr. Macalister, and we were walking over that tell, and we came
in the course of our wanderings upon a huge stone with a jiit
I feel I

afternoon
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And

how

of them experts
was possible that stone
<;ould really be one of the great monoliths which were the objects
of worship to the early Semites ; and I remember how we followed
the outline of the ground from jjlace to place, and there, sure
enough, a few yards away was another stone appearing above the
ground a few inches, and then a few yards further on there was
another, and again another, and Avhen I very sadly the next morning
had to go away I was waiting with the greatest impatience to hear
what was the result of excavating that spot. The result you see
before you in that wonderful High Place which has been one of the

beside

it.

on the

subject,

I

recall

two, both

these

were discussing whether

it

most Avonderful discoveries that has been made in Palestine during
the whole existence of the Palestine Exploration Fund. It is not for
me here to dwell, as exjjerts have done, on the flood of light which
is

thrown upon the whole

Israel

;

but

I

feel

surrounded the Children of

religion that

also that

it

is

not only the thrilling interest

thing that should appeal to you.
I do indeed add my
words to those that Professor George Adam Smith said about the
extreme urgency of the need. I can assure j^ou that those who live
of the

Palestine

in

who

are

interested in

these

deeply grieved to see the destruction that

Let

us.

me mention

were excavating at
deal of a

when
their

one

Tell

Greek town

incident.

little

is

constantly

are

going on

A few years

all

around

ago the Fund

Sandahannah, and they excavated a great
and were jiroceeding with the work

there,

the firman expired.

No

sooner had the explorers removed

camp than down swooped the

own methods how

things

natives,

who had

and they

learnt from

work and
do not know how
many acres of ground. And among the graves was one of the
most extraordinar}^ tombs ever discovered, one on which the Fund
has now published a monograph. i
In that tomb were the most
our

rifled

to excavate

every grave that they could reach within

marvellous paintings, things,
their

of

that

;

kind in Palestine;

skilled

as

far as

and

yet,

men who knew how

to

I

set

to

I

know, almost

although

it

appreciate

so

unique

happened

these

things

appeared on the scene only a few days after that place had
l)een discovered,

first

the natives, with their love of destruction, had

come down and had wiped out every human face in the paintings
I
can assure you that with my knowledge of
on the wall.
'

-iiiid

Painted Tomhs at Marissa.
Thierscli, Ph.D.

Hermann

Bj

the Rev. J. P. Petii-s, Ph.U,, D.D.,
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that

if

tomb had been

left

30.'!

unprotected for a few months

more, there would have been nothing worth recording at all. And
No sooner is a thing found
so it is with countless other things.
than, unless the right

made

man

is

on the spot,

And

useless for scientific purposes.

as Englishmen,

and

as the great Societ}'

it is

utterly destroyed, or

then again we do,

which has

For the other

Society in this work, need to look to our laurels.
Societies

we have heard

of youth, and sometimes

behind.

It

was one

ahead with

of are going
it

of the

I think,

l)een the pioneer

all

the enthusiasm

looks as if we were almost dropping
most extraordinary things to me on a

New

recent visit to Berlin to find there, in the

—

" Kaiser Frederick

know how many

feet
Museum," laying at its full length I do not
an enormous palace which had been transferred the whole Avay
from Musheffa, away in the desert, east of the Jordan. I had last
seen that palace after travelling some two or three days into the

long

—

Jordan on purpose to see it. It was one of the greatest
and there, now, regardless of expense, the
German Society has transferred the whole palace bodily to Berlin.
east of the

M'orks of art of the kind

;

That is a great, though perhaps rather a questionable, act but, at
any rate, the antiquarian remains of Palestine are fast beingexamined in different ways by different Societies, and our opj^ortunities are year by year becoming less.
It is my great pleasure to have to second a vote of thanks to
mv friend, Mr. Macalister and I do so because we all of us so
If there is one thing for
greatly ajspreciate him and his work.
^^hich we feel he is unusually adapted for the work, it is his own
personality, his own wonderful dealing with the natives, his workmen,
whose hearts he has won on all sides, and his own extraordinarily
successful dealing in the difficulties that he has had to contend with
The Turkish Government have
with the Turkish Government.
given him a confidence which I think they have never given to
;

;

any other

explorer.

They

are very suspicious of explorers that

they will not be straightforward to them

and

;

I

know

that

many

have tried to persuade Mr. Macalister at times to quietly annex
If he did so he
articles, which, of course, would be greatest folly.

would

He

lose the confidence of the Turks.

has the utmost con-

fidence both of the Turkish officers

and

may

one feature of his work which

be permitted to say

I think

so,

there

everyone who has visited

thoroughness,

its

is

it will

of the natives

;

and

agree with, and that

tremendous thoroughness.

It is his

is

if

I

its

ambition to

;
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turn over every foot of ground upon the

site of

Gezer

— every foot

and I am sure
all of us rejoice in the decision of the Committee that instead
of turning to new fields, this fell is first to be absolutely examined
from the top to the bottom. (Applause.)
of

grovmd that has ever been included

The Chairman.

— Gentlemen,

in the city

;

yon have heard the

resolution,

that the best thanks of this meeting be presented to Mr. Stewart

Macalister for the indefatigable energy, the care, tact, and exactitude

with which he has conducted his excavations at Gezer, and the

and perseverance which he has brought to bear on the work
would add one word. Some of us have felt it is rather warm
I can assure you that the warmth in London is nothing
to-day.
and those who have
to what it is at this present moment at Gezer
had to do with Orientals will know it is very much harder work to
bargain and wrangle in hot weather than in weather of a temperate
ability

and

I

;

kind.

This resolution having been carried,

The Chairman.

—

It

now

devolves upon

me

to

move

that the

best thanks of the Society be given to the managers of the Eoyal
Institution

for the

loan of

We

the Lecture Theatre.

grateful to this famous Institution, which

are very

famous in the history
of science, for the hospitality which they are always ready to extend
to us, and thereby acknowledging that we, too, are a scientific
For we do our work scientifically, as the managers of this
Society.
Institution

may

know

though the experts we

;

is

chiefly

be archaeologists and scholars and linguists,

have to consult

still

all

science

is

upon the work of the Palestine
taken
up the geology; we have
Exploration Fund. We have
and
we require sometimes the
country
taken up the botany of the
of astronomers.
assistance
sometimes
the
and
chemists,
assistance of
l)rought

to

bear more

or less

;

Mr.
think

J. I).

we

Grace.

—

I shall

be very pleased to second that.

I

are very greatly indebted to the Eoyal Institution for the

loan of this theatre.

The

resolution

was

carried.

Canon Dalton proposed a resolution of thanks to his Grace the
Lord Archbishop of Canterbury for having taken the chair.
The Rev. George Adam Smith seconded, and the
The proceedings then terminated.
carried.

was

resolution

annual meeting.

The Progress of Excavations
Address by Major-General Sir

Chairman of

During the
for the

Fund

last

Charles
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Committee.

12 months the excavations so ably carried out

at Gezer

by Mr. Macalister have made steady

progress.

Professor Dr. Sellin, of Vienna, has completed his exploration of the
ruins of Taanach.

German

Dr. Schumacher has continued his

work

for the

Society for the Exploration of Palestine at Tell Mnfcsellim,

Megiddo

;

" Orient

and the German

Gesellschaft "

is

making a

complete examination of the ancient synagogues in Galilee.
Excavations are dependent upon money, and in this respect,

Fund is at a disadvantage when compared with
more fortunate German co-workers. The Executive Committee
had hoped that the reply to their appeal for additional funds last
year would have enabled Mr. Macalister to complete the exploration
unfortunately, the

its

of

Gezer before the expiry

the case.

A very

of the " permit,"

large portion of the

on the 31st August next, when our trenches

The question

of attacking a

new

site,

but this has not been

mound

will
will

remain untouched
have to be closed.

or of continuing the

work

at

was decided to
complete the exploration of the old Levitical city.
In coming to
this conclusion they were guided, in great measure, by the fact that
no ancient site in Palestine has yet been completely examined, and
by the desirability of ascertaining everything connected with the
history of one such site, so far as it can be brought to light bv
excavation.
It is only in this manner that a satisfactory basis can
be obtained for a reconstruction of the pre-Israelite, Israelite, and
Post-Exilic history of Palestine.
The results obtained at Gezer
have been so encouraging, and the most interesting discoveries have
been made at such unexpected jDlaces, that the Committee feel that
Gezer, was discussed by the Committee, and

every

possilile

the site

is

School of

portion of the

abandoned.

mound

it

should be turned over Ijefore

Professor Paton, late Director of the American

Oriental Research

Jerusalem,

at

writes:

— "No

exploration in Palestine has been so successful as this, and

greatly to be hoped that the

completely investigated."
opinion.
Office to

ask that

Fund

And

will not stop until the

others

other
it

mound

have expressed a

is
is

similar

The Committee have consequently requested the Foreign
apply for a new " permit " to excavate at Gezer, and to
it may come into force next summer, so as to allow

Y
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Mr. Macalister to take a much-needed holiday. During his stay in
country Mr. Macalister will bring out a popular work upon the
excavations, with the special object of drawing attention to the
remarkable manner in which the results he has obtained illustrate

this

the Bible narrative.

ready

it Avill

The work has been commenced, and when

be published by the

Mr. Macalister,

it

may

Fund without

delay.

be remembered, classified the remains at

Gezer as Neolithic, or pre-Historic, Canaanite or Amorite, pre-Exilic
Israelite, and post-Exilic, and it will be convenient to follow that
classification in

drawing attention to recent

discoveries.

Little has

been added to our knowledge of the cave-dwellers of the Neolithic
period ; but the Canaanites, so intimately connected with the early

Hebrews

history of the

in Palestine, are rapidly

becoming

for us

Vases and other decorative work in

people of flesh and blood.

mark their type of culture and
and Gezer, Taanach, and Megiddo have supplied many

metal, stone, and pottery, clearly
civilisation

;

As Dr.

accurate data with regard to their religion.
observed,
pictures

we now
the

we never did

realise, as

Sellin has well

before, that the Bible

Canaanites and their religion in a manner that

is

The naturalistic and superstitious character of
their religion is made obvious, and we can understand thoroughly
the life and death struggle in which the Hebrew prophets engaged
historically correct.

in warring against this religion.

two creeds.
the Hebrew religion and that

gulf between the

akin to them,

there

A

No

bridge could have spanned the

certain external similarity

of the people

certainly

was,

but

who were
in

between

ethnologically

appropriating these

Hebrews gave them a new and different spirit.
common
Nothing is clearer or more interesting than the evidence supplied
by the Gezer excavations of the gradual growth slow at first, with
many lapses and eventual triumph of the purer religion. After
the Hebrew conquest the " High Place " gradually falls out of
favour, and the sacrifice of infants and adults in connection with
foundation rites slowly gives way to the lamp and bowl deposits.
The wealth and culture of the Canaanites is becoming more and
more apparent. The inscribed tablets fovmd at Taanach show that
forms, the

—

—

in the Esdraelon

district

the petty

language and script in their

letters to

kings used the Babylonian

each other and in the transac-

In one of the letters the King or Governor of
Megiddo orders Istarwasar of Taanach to send to Megiddo on the
day of reception "thy brothers, with their carts, a horse, thy

tion of lousiness.
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and presents, and all prisoners who are with thee." At
Taanach Professor Sellin was fortunate enough to find the untouched
remains of a Canaanite lady surrounded hy those of five children
from about four to sixteen years of age, with jewels, lings, and
The household furniture was also untouched,
other ornaments.
tribute,

and included

for

jars

and a

provisions,

little

bronze statue of

Astarte.

Great

difficulty

many

has been experienced in dating

"finds,"

but two important discoveries

.promise

to

At

supply interesting data.

of the

Megiddo and Gezer

at

former place Dr.

the

Schumacher has found some untouched tombs, partly vaulted with
undressed stones, and containing well-preserved pottery, bronze
implements, scarabs, and cylinders. The tombs are supposed to
date from about B.C. 2000, but no description of their contents has
At Gezer, JNIr. INIacalister is still examining an
yet been published.
untouched rock-hewn chamber, from which he has already obtained
quantities of early pottery, vases of alabaster, bronze implements,

and many

scarabs,

one of which appears to he

The

find

one

is

of

to describe

Some of the scarabs
them are mounted in gold.

plates.

of

III),

the time of

say about

richness

exceptional

Mr. Macalister proposes

of

2500 B.C.
and importance, and
in a monograph with coloured
great beauty, and nearly all

Usertesen III (now read as Senusert
it

are of

In the strata of rubbish which represent the Hebrew period at
Gezer, Mr. Macalister has found a fragment of another Assyrian
contract tablet.

and

man

bearing a

to

is

It is

dated two years later than the one found

last

witnessed by one of the same witnesses, as well as by a

year,

Hebrew name, Natan-iau (Nethaniah).

show a common knowledge

of the

as late as the reign of i^Ianasseh.

This seems

Assyrian script and language

The excavations supply additional

evidence of the continuance of infant and adult sacrifice during the

Hebrew period
and

of

(cf.

Exod.

xxii,

29

;

Josh,

the general decline in art as

At Megiddo

26

vi,

Hebrew

;

1

Kings

xvi, 34),

influence increased.

the remains of a castle built with large drafted stones

has been found, and will be fully uncovered this year. It belongs
to the Hebrew period, but whether it is Solomonic or of the times
of the kings of Israel

The most

the house or palace of

has been

is

at present uncertain.

interesting feature of the post-Exilic strata at Gezer

given

in

Simon Maccabeeus,
the

Quarterly

of

which a

Statements

of

is

full description

the

past year.

Y
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Unfortunate])", the palace had been completely looted,
of special interest

was found

in it

;

and nothing

but the complete excavation of

and drains,
There are several novel features,

a palatial building of that period, with its baths, offices,
is

in itself of great importance.

which

To

will be full}" treated in

Mr. Macalister's

final report.

the Christian period belong the synagogues which are being

excavated in Galilee

bj-

the

German

tion of the synagogue at Tell

Oriental Society.

Hum, which was

The excava-

partially excavated

by the Fund in 1865-66, is nearly completed, and has disclosed
some interesting features, such as " a double staircase and platform
in front of the synagogue."

At

the foot of the staircase

is

an old

It would
pavement, apparently of the original street.
appear that many of the bases of columns uncovered in 1865-66

basaltic

have since

carried awa}' for Iniildiug

l>een

material.

The other

synagogues are now being taken up.

The various

archaeological schools at Jerusalem have also been

doing good work.

The Dominicans

'of

pul)lished an interesting and valuable
of

The German

Eboda, 'Abdeh.'

the " Ecole Biblic^ue

memoir on

Institute,

"

have

their exploration

under Professor Dr.

Dalman, with Professor Pdedel as assistant, has held well-attended
classes, and public lectures of great interest have Ijeen delivered.

The students made
Kadesh, Tell
will

a tour through Gilead to Banias, returning

ISIutesellim,

by

and Samaria, and wrote papers, which

appear in the journal of the German Palestine Society.

The

American School, under Professor Schmidt, have made a successful
excursion into the Kegel), but no details have yet been received.
These schools cannot fail to turn out some proportion of young
men with the training and enthusiasm requisite for efficient research
in this land so full of history, so full of difficult problems, and

The Palestine Exploration Fund has for
40 years paved the way for inquirers. Experience goes to show
that it is to patient research l)elow the surface that we must look
fo)' a more complete knowledge of the Holy Land.

so dear

to

religion.

^

^

I

<
o
X
bJ

^^*i;*>^7^^,^:^^j^__
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THIRTEENTH QUAETERLY REPORT ON THE
EXCAVATION OF GEZER.
16 .¥«//— 30 August, 1905.

By

R. A.

Stewart Macalister, M.A.,

§ I.

F.S.A.

Preliminary,

It will be remembered that in the winter of 1902-3, owing to the
epidemic of cholera and consequent quarantine regulations, it was
impossible to carry on the works for a period of two months and

a

By

half.

the courtesy of His Excellency

(which
of the

covers
closing

Hamdy

Bey, the

Fund

add an equal period to the extended firman
expired June 14th), and so to postpone the final completion
The present report
works at Gezer until August 30th.
of extension, thus
period
and
the
firman
the end of the
been appearing
have
that
Gezer
from
reports
of
the series

was permitted

to

for the last three years.

The work done has

consisted of an extension of the trenches on

the Western Hill, where an early cemetery of the highest importance has been discovered ; of a search for an extension of the

Troglodyte high place ; and of some miscellaneous researches and
examinations in various parts of the hill and its surroundings, to
solve certain c|uestions that have arisen from time to time in the
coiu'se of the

works.
§ 11.

The Cemetery Cave.

Plate II will be found a ground plan of the most complicated
system of caves that has yet been discovered on the hill. There
is evidence that it was originally excavated by the pre-Semitic

On

inhabitants as a dwelling place, hke so

the

hill

top

;

that

it

was

many

other caves found on

subsequently utilised as a place of burial

was most unfortunately discovered, many centuries
after it had been closed and forgotten, Ity cistern-diggers, who
entered it and looted its contents, leaving just sufficient for us to
determine its character, period, and historical importance.
A full description of the cave and its contents, with sufficient
I must
illustrations, would fill a number of the Quarterly Statement.

and that

it
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content myself here with a brief account, premising that an
exhaustive report, with a complete series of photographs and
drawings,

is

in preparation,

Committee
There are (as

to the

the system

:

the cave and

At

we
its

and

will

when complete

l^e

submitted

Fund.
be seen in the plan) numerous entrances to
select the most northerly (A^) and describe

of the Palestine Exploration

will

shall

contents in order, proceeding southwards.

the entrance A^, which

is

an irregular hole broken in the

rock with three roughly-cut steps for descent, was found a small
gold rosette. The chamber (1) to which it leads was empty, except
for

some scanty fragments of pottery (including
But this chamber is in

pieces of large jars

with ledge-handles).
interest to

make up

for the

meagreness of

fairly regular oval shape, and, as will

(Plate III), the floor

is

its

itself

of sufficient

contents.

It is of

a

be seen from the special plan

covered with a system of circular cup-marks.

These marks are as mysterious here as elsewhere but it is specially
to be noticed that they have a regularity both of individual form
;

and

relative

arrangement that

is

wanting in the majority of similar

systems in other places. The cups are, with a few exceptions,
carefully made, round, with vertical sides and flat bottoms ; and

they are arranged in three ovals,

or, rather,

horseshoes, surrounding

a central space in the floor that has been left vacant.

This has

been made clear in the plan by means of dotted lines. It is,
perhaps, an accident that the first ring contains nine cups (3x3);
the second, fifteen (5x3); and the third, eighteen (6 x 3) though
;

the long space in one corner of the outer ring where a cup could easily

have been placed seems to show that there is something definite in
The two cups not included in the rings are shallow,
the number.
irregular depressions which may be natui^al. There is also a straight
row of four cups occupying a trench sunk a few inches below the
floor

along the eastern side of the chamber.

We

shall at present desist from occupying space in speculating
on the purpose of this chamber and its mysteries, and pass on
through the low doorway that separates it from the next room of
This is a wide more or less square apartment, with
the cave.
A- is a
two independent entrances of its own (A- and A^).

—

—

by a continually deepening passage

vertical doorway, approached

excavated in the rock;
the

cave with

the floor.

a

A^

is

rudely-built

an oval opening in the roof of
flight

of

steps

leading

down

to

/Wr.iii/,'- Hijjliiriiliuii J-n/i,/ PI
:

GEZER.
CEMETERY CAVE

h'purt.Aiui'"-

L'JUi,.
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This chamber had been entered and looted

by a route we

liy

the well-sinkers

Everything

shall presently describe.

may

it

origi-

nally have contained had been stolen by them, with the exception
of potsherds of no special importance, and one deposit, Avhich they

had fortunately overlooked,

in the loose earth covering the staircase

This deposit consisted of a fine gold armlet, three

just mentioned.

large scarabs (one in steatite, inscribed,
anci

amethyst respectively)

two or three gold

At

set in silver

in crystal

rosettes.

the foot of the staircase a cistern

chamber 24

and two plain

mounts, several beads, and

feet deep.

is

sunk

This cistern does not

in the floor of the
differ in

form from

the ordinary bell-shaped reservoirs that have often been mentioned
but that it is of earlier date than the great
in these reports
;

majority of these is shown not only by its position in a cave that
must have been concealed about 2000 B.C., but also by the primitive
character of the pottery vessels that had been lost in it and were
discovered when it was cleared. Yet it can scarcely be part of the

scheme

original

of the cave.

It

would appear that there was

first

a lower chamber, approached by a flight of steps Ijeautifully cut in
the rock ; that this chamber was deepened into the cistern, and the
steps built over

mouth
intact

seen

of

and concealed with masonry,

the cistern truly circular.

in order to

This

the cave was opened, and the steps
had been removed.

when

till it

In

the

circular

masonry

make

Avas

in the rock

the

found

were not

middle of the west wall of the chamber is a small
through which one squeezes into an insignificant

hole,

chamber, No. 3 (that contained nothing of importance but one

fine

and adorned Avith red lines) beyond
westward and then turning northfirst
this is a tunnel, proceeding
or less round, chamber (No. 4).
more
large,
ward till it reaches a
broke
at some time, probably about
well-sinkers
the
Into this room
they found the tunnel, and
B.C.
century
eighth
or
seventh
the

early jar with ledge-handles

;

;

through

it

the large chamber just cjuitted, which they plundered

;

and then returning to the cave on which they had lighted (No. 4),
they blocked up the mouth of the tunnel with large stones, cemented
these and the rest of the walls of the apartment, built a shaft, and
so turned the whole into a cistern.
Retracing our way through the tunnel and back to the second
chamber, we find that southward from the latter runs a broad, short
passage, at the southern end of which there

is,

on the left-hand
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Just beyond this

(A"*).

entrance further progress was blocked by an immense slab of stone,
which, with great difficulty, was removed.

Behind the stone was a second cistern with a wide mouth,
this well is about
In the sides the tool marks display unequivocal signs
feet deep.

occTipying nearly the whole width of the passage
1 1

of

having been formed with

flint

;

rather than with metal implements.

This well contained nothing but a few potsherds of primitive types.

Beyond the

mouth is a small doorway, about 2 feet in
chamber just large enough to turn round in.
this chamber is a small circular hole that can,
difficulty, be scjueezed through, after which we

cistern

height, leading to a

In the east side of

with consideralile
find

ourselves

creep-passage, about

in a tortuous

30 feet long.

This tunnel leads to an independent system of chambers.

half

Of these chambers, No. 5 is partly ruined, the
having fallen in about 1450 B.C. This date

roof- of its eastern
is

determined by

the level to which the superincumbent debris has been disturbed.

The

floor

of the western half of the

about 3 feet higher than the eastern

upper

level

a cup-mark.

is

There

chamber

half,
is

and

is

raised

by a step

in the centre of this

a third cistern excavated in

the eastern part of this chamber, and in the rock-surface above

were cut a number of

holes, apparently

water to drain through and so to find
cistern

is

sunk

descending to

The pool seems

being an afterthought.

with which the pool

Chamber

6,

20

to have been original, the cistern

Its shaft is

bmlt through the earth and

like

chamber

-t,

had

who adapted

it

also l>een

below

its

silt

original depth.

entered by well-

as a reservoir,

to a level of about 30 feet below

feet

The

to the cistern.

is filled.

sinkers about 600 B.C.,
floor

way

middle of an oblong pool, with three steps

in the
it.

intended to allow surface-

its

the

They took

deepening

rock-surface

its

— about

care, of course, to loot

chamber 5, but fortunately the
fallen rock had blocked the entrance to chambers 7 and 8, so that
these Avere untouched.
The first of these chambers contained a
considerable number of pottery groups, with one or two new forms,
forming in all a most valuable series of contemporary types the
second was also rich in pottery and alabaster, and it likewise
contained a number of gold-mounted scarabs, a fine bronze-gilt
kohl pencil, several beads, slips of ivory for inlaying, and other
treasures.
The small passage running south of chamber 8 descends
the contents of

the

adjoining

;

—

;
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by a rather steep slope to a long, narrow cell, just aljout large
enough to contain a human body. There were two bronze spearheads at the entrance to this passage, as well as a large number of
and cell itself were empty.
The chambers beyond 8 (9 and 10) contained nothing but

jugs, but the passage

a mill-stone, and other traces of early occupation ;
The row of
apparently they were not adapted for sepulture.
The roof of 10
stones on edge in a bay in chamber 10 is curious.
potsherds,

had fallen in. Neither did the small system proceeding south-east
from 5 yield anything more important than one large jar containing
There is here a peculiar
a small human clavicle and two vertebrae.
pit,

5 feet deep, with a hole in the roof corresponding to

it.

account already promised a detailed
Reserving for the
series
of " finds," we may for the present
entire
the
description of
selection
of the most important are
where
a
IV,
Plate
to
refer
full

gathered together.
here.

Fig.

1 is

These do not

call for

any lengthy description

the gold armlet from chamber 2

torn at one end (where are four holes for a

along the edge

is

Fig. 4 a

chamber

8.

pendant crescent, also in

Fig. 3

silver,

is

flexible strip,

lost fastening)

a series of raised dots, repouss^.

gilt-bronze kohl pencil from

and

—a

now

Fig. 2

is

the

a silver hairpin,

found associated with

an ornament, consisting of a
plain cylindrical bead, enamelled a green colour, with a sheath of
gold at each end, set in a silver ring. This was also with the
the gold armlet (Fig.

1).

Fig. 5

is

group containing the gold armlet. Fig. 6 is one of the numerous
scarabs from chamber 8, important, as it seems to bear the name
Fis. 7 is a remarkable vessel in black slate from
of Usertsen III.
Fig.
8 is the fine painted jar from chamber 3.
chamlier 8, and
referable to the Egyptian middle empire, and
are
all
The scarabs
while one or two might not be of

much importance in dating the
may safely be accepted as

cemetery, their unanimous testimony

demonstrating the interments to be of that period

i.e.,

according

2500 B.C.
This cave explains a circumstance which had long perplexed me,
as it must have puzzled those who have followed the foregoing
I refer to the frequency with which
series of reports with care.

to the majority of chronologists, about

middle empire scarabs have been found in the upper strata of the
The discovery of the cave about 600 B.C. must have let

mound.

and the excavator has been
explain how Usertsen I and other early scarabs

loose a flood of scarabs over the city,

hard pressed to

Palestine Exploration Fund.

Plate IV.
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came to be associated with late debris of the Assyrian period.
The explanation now put forth is reasonable and sufficient. The
cave must have been extraordinarily rich before the cistern diggers
found it.
The historical conclusions which these deposits indicate are of
hisjh

importance.

I

my

have several times stated

the Egyptian interference

with South

suspicion that

Palestinian,

or

at

least

must be put back consideral>ly earlier than the
rei2;n of Tahutmes III, who is the first monarch of whose relations
with Egypt there is evidence on the Egyptian side. We now have
a cemetery, thoroughly Egyptian save that the bodies are not
Gezerite, affairs

embalmed,

aliout a

thousand years behind Tahutmes.

This indicates

the influence of Egyptian civilisation at that remote period.

But according to the modern school
different civilisation

This

period.

is

of historical critics, a quite

ought to be looked for in the

have exercised dominion to the Mediterranean.
(according to

deljris of this

that of Babylonia, the kings of which claim to

those

who

chronologists

This civilisation
evidence

the

reject

of

Nabona'id regarding the date of Naram-Sin) came to an end at oiabout the date to which we have assigned the cemetery, and some
dregs, at least, of Babylonian influence

might have been expected in

Nothing

however, can be recognised.

the deposits.

We

of the kind,

do not yet know exactly what to infer from

apparently

we

are shut

must be awaited
(1)

The

l)efore

up

to three hypotheses

:

this fact,

but

future discoveries

we can choose between them—

Bal)yloiiiau domination never extended so far south as

Gezer.
(2)

The Babylonian domination was

by
by an unrecorded

lirought to a close, not

the Semitic (Canaanite) immigration so

much

Egyptian concjuest.
(3) Nabona'id was right after

and the Babylonian

must be put back

mound

all,

as

rulers

to a date earlier than the earliest debris on the

of C4ezer.

this may be, the discovery
many Egyptian ol)jects cannot

However
with so

peculiar importance.

of

an early burial place

l)Ut

he regarded as of
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Egyptian Statuette.

In the second stratum on the AVestern

found to contain a numljer

of

circular

hill

pits

the

houses were

sunk throuo;h

the-

B

<
O-

^
s

^

»-

o

^
underlying debris to the rock.
of

broken pottery mingled

Avith

In these pits were great quantities
cooked sheep and goat bones in all
;

midden or ash pits.
One or two new or
unusual forms were indicated by the fragments of pottery, but, with
two exceptions, nothing of especial interest was discovered in them.

probability these were

—

"
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The exceptions were (1) a small stone tray on three feet, probably
meant for grinding grain and (2) an Egyptian statuette of polished
;

grey granite.

Front and side views

of the latter will be

found on Plate V.

It

4| inches in height, and represents a man kneeling, sitting upon
his heels. He wears a mantle, with embroidered border, folded over
is

the breast and held in position by the hands, which are disproportionately large.

Over the thighs
lines,

which reads

of the figure is a hieroglyphic inscription in

t

/^AA/w^

Stn htp dl Pth Skr n

N sblw
"

May Ptah

two

:

'stp

ivld

?-'

lb

k%

ti

uv'^hrw

Seker give a royal offering to the double of the

justified,

Nu-sba-ua-sotep-uat-ra-ab.

There

is

characters

considerable doubt about the reading of some of the

marked with

a query, which are badly formed

owing to

the difficulty of working in granite.

§

IV.

— Two

Kemarkable Tombs.

Among the works carried out during this quarter has been the
opening of a pit to the east of the Troglodyte high place, described
The purpose
was to determine whether any extension of the cupmarked rock surface, which might contain details that could assist
in the solution of some of its puzzles, still remained hidden by the
in the Quarterly Statement for October, 1903, p. 317.
of this pit

unexcavated earth.

The

result of this

unexpectedness that

work was
is

a singular example of the complete

so characteristic of

the

mound

of Gezer.

and disappointing work, two graves
were discovered, the contents of which raise some very interesting

After about a week's

questions.

dull
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These graves are built vaults, about 9 feet long, 3 feet

and 3

They

feet deep.

are

made

of small stones, covered

inside surface with lime cement, streaked

The

the mason.

which

other,

is

floor of

one grave

is

down with

the

across,

on the

fino;ers of

the Ijare rock surface

at a slightly higher level,

is

the

\

paved with smooth

flat

A

row of heavy cover-slabs laid across the top of the walls
and cemented over, closes the tomb. The long axis
of each tomb is east and west.
When the cover-slabs were raised, each tomb was found to
contain a skeleton the first was much decayed, but appeared to be
a male, with the head pointing westward the second, which was
in rather better preservation, was a female, with the head directed
towards the east. The bodies were extended, lying on the back.
stones.

of the vaults,

:

;

4

I

Fig.

The forearms

1.— Agate

of the female

Scaraboicl

from a Grave.

were crossed over the abdomen, but the

position of the male could not be accurately determined,

owing to

the decay of the bones.

A
the

remarkable

first

were laid round the bodies.

In

fine alabaster vessels of large

and

series of deposits

grave there were some

the feet and sides, as well as a delicate

small

size, at

glass,

and a fragment

of a glass bottle fitting into a

little

bone

vase of

case.

A

beautiful agate scaraboid, with an interesting Assyrian-like design
of a priest

(?)

holding two winged figures at arm's length, and

trampling on a third, with a winged disc above (Fig. 1), and a
remarkable little four-handled vessel in black pottery, were also
found in the tomb.

Even

richer

was the deposit

in the

second grave, the principal

objects in which will be found on Plate VI.

Close to the head,

Palestine Exploration

Fund.

'

PHILISTINE

f^J

/3 «a.

fp

l-tZ

ft
I

(P)

TOMB DEPOSITS

Plate VI.
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the right side, was a silver vessel with fluted sides

oil

cylindrical neck (Plate VI, Fig. 1);

on the

left

and

side, in the

long,

upper

was a fine bronze howl (Fig. 7). Lower down, on the left
was a beautiful, though inifortunately much decayed, silver
bowl, with repousse and incuse ornamentation (Fig. 4), and in the
corresponding place on the left side a lironze hand-mirror, having a
corner,

side,

bunch of grapes (1) in relief on the back (Fig. 5). On the right
upper arm was a l)ronze bracelet (Fig. 10) ; on each ankle a silver
The bronze ladle (Fig. 6) was close to the mirror,
anklet (Fig. 3).
and the small silver saucer (Fig. 2) at the feet. There were a few
fragmentary vessels of alabaster, resembling those from the first
tomb, but much decomposed. In sifting the earth were found a
coviple of

tWname

8, 11), an XVIIIth dynasty scarab bearing
IVth dynasty king, Men-kau-ra (Fig. 15), and a

beads (Figs.
of the

^lendid Cornelian
adoring a winged

(Fig.

seal

14) bearing

the

figure of a priest

with underneath a crescent and a sphinx.
In each tomb was a fragment of an iron knife ; and in each, in

addition to the

disc,

human

bones, were a few sheep-bones, in the

first

tomb at the feet, in the second at the head, of the human body.
The presence of iron in each of these tombs forbids us to date
them much older than 1000 B.C., and with this date accords the
evidence of the pottery and other objects in the surrounding debris.

But they contrast

in every possible particular with the other

of about this date

found

Gezerite cemeteries.

They may thus be compared

Newly-found Geaves.
1.

2.

:

Other Gezekite Tombs.

Interment in built vaults.
Bodies outstretched.

1.

2.

Pottery practically absent.
4. No religious emblems (except en3.

5.

tombs

in the course of the investigation of the

gravings on seals).
Bodies decked in ornament.

Interment in eaves in the rock.
Bodies contracted.

3.

Pottery abundant.

-i.

Figurines of Aslitoreth, &c., found.

5.

No

6.

Silver entirely absent

evidence ot ornament on bodies.

7.

Expensive deposits, sucli as silver
vessels and large alabaster pots.
Food deposited with the body.

7.

This practice api^arently by 1000 B.C.
attenuated to a symbol.

8.

A

8.

Such an object unheard

6.

hand -mirror deposited

in

the

and alabaster

meagre.

of.

tomb.

These fundamental points
that

we have

of difference force us to the conclusion
here to do with the interments of an entirely different

race from any with Avhich

we have

dealt hitherto.

The fragmentary
z

—
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and rotten

state of the bones

is

deeply to

regretted, as

l^e

we have

thereby lost valuable corroborative evidence of this conclusion.

The

seem to me much more suggestive of the
and east, and I
not unreasonable to ask the question, Are we, at last,

objects deposited

early civilisations of the west than of the south
feel

in

it

personal touch

with the Philistines

The

1

the fundamental

the

date,

exotic

between
these and the native graves, and the presence of iron, all seem
Again
to unite to make an affirmative answer not improbable.
character

the

of

we must await

deposits,

differences

future discoveries for confirmation or rejection of

this suggestion;

but for the present

it

may

be put forward as

a possible working hypothesis.
Close to the
of a

man

first

grave described above was found the skeleton

of considerable stature,

an interment which, though not

enclosed in a vault, must be considered as lielonging to the same

The skeleton was outstretched and lying on

series.

its

back.

An

alabaster pot, identical in character with those found in the other

A

tombs, was close to the head.

head-dress),

The

first

two bronze

Two

the l>ody.

plain gold ring, placed at the

part of some pendant from a
and a bronze pin, were found on

the neck (j^erhaps a

right side of

was

fibulne

very peculiar details characterised this interment.

a thin plate of silver that

had evidently been inserted

between the teeth and the inside of the cheek on the right-hand
It covered from the right canine teeth to the last molars,
side.

Such an object has
and I can only guess
that it may have been a device to prevent the teeth from fretting
The second
a sore or ulcer that may have existed inside the cheek.
detail was the presence of sheep-bones, which we have already seen
In the present
to characterise the two other tombs just described.
instance, however, almost if not quite the entire sheep had been

and was bent

to follow the curve of the jaw.

never previously come within

deposited,

and

it

experience,

had been placed imder

§

No

my

V.

the knees of

the deceased.

Buildings.

buildings of any special interest have been unearthed during

the quarter, Imt an extension eastwards of the excavations containing the walls, whose plan was published in the last report (ante,
p. 197),

has revealed further details in the structure.

of

the

(1)

completion of

the easternmost

of

the

These consist

two

circular
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marked /; three other structures of
and at the easternmost extremity

further east

;

823

similar character,
of the

excavated

and opposite, those marked

portion, liases of columns similar to,

ee

in the plan referred to.

The

objects found around this structure,

Amenhotep

referable to the period of
for instance {ante, p. 186),

them was

came from

III.

this

when datable, are all
The marriage scarab,

neighbourhood.

Among

a fine " Biigelkanne," which gives us a valuable point

of departure for the dating of pottery decorated in this particular
style.

was

It

There
sacrifices

is

7 inches high.

nothing special to add to the account of the foundation

mentioned in the

§

At

VI.

—A

last report.

Peculiar-Marked Flint.

the same date-level as the preceding was found a

flint

knife

or axehead with, on one side, a hard calcareous incrustation.

Fig.

maximum

2.

The

— Inscribed Flint.

is 2^ inches.
On the calcareous
marks are scratched, represented faithfully in
the accompanying figure (Fig. 2), in drawing which the camera
lucida has been used.
It is most regrettable that the flint was
fractured in ancient times, and that the other half is missing,
for the marks raise very curious questions that might have been
completely solved had we the entire object before us.
There are three marks on the stone. The first is a Phoenician
nun, reversed ; the second looks like part of a caph in the same

length of the object

incrustation certain

z 2

—
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alphabet, also reversed; the third, which
scratch in finer lines, which
stag, or the

may

is

underneath,

not

I

a bifid

completion of almost any other design that might have

been scratched on the missing half.
If this be actually an inscription in old Phoenician
if

is

be the leg of a man, the horn of a

cannot imagine Avhat

it

may

be

— two

quences appear to follow from the discovery.

letters

— and

far-reaching conseFirst^

we

learn that

the Phoenician alphabet was in use 400 years before the Baal Lebanon
inscriptions, hitherto the earliest specimen

Secondly,

was

we gather

of

the script known.

that at that early date the direction of writing

left to right, or at least

boustrophedon

!

But the doubtfulness and fragmentary nature

Had we

be fully recognised.

must
might appear
some decoration.

of the object

the missing portion,

it

peculiar marks are merely part of
Nothing but further research can satisfactorily answer the questions
which they raise.

that the

§
I

may

Miscellaneous.

VII.

mention, in conclusion, three interesting objects, two of

pottery and one in bronze, found in various places.

Fig.

The

first

3.

— Fragment of

(Fig. 3)

is

Pottery with Inscribed Stag.

the sherd of a large

hearing a mark scratched upon

As

it.

are conventional geometrical signs
figure of a stag or antelope.

I

;

comb-faced vessel,

a general rule, these

in this case

it is

have already commented on the

fondness of the Gezerites for representing stags in
of this object

is

about 2000

B.C.

marks

a fairly large

seals.

The date
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The second

is

a large bowl (Fig.

which had the peculiarity
was slightly

later in date

Fia.

The bronze
the

last,

is

4.

4),

having no

of

found in

less

many

32

fi-agments,

This

than 20 handles.

—say about 1500-1800

=

B.C.

— Eim of a Bowl with Twenty Handles.

object (Fig. 5),

a pulley.

The

which

is

about the same date as

spindle revolved on

two

pivots,

which

Fia. 5.— Bronze Pulley.

rotated in bronze hands at the end of an
of a square.

To

arm bent

into three sides

the side opposite the spindle are attached twO'

loops for threading a cord or rope.

§

The firman

my
to

VIII.

Conclusion.

for the excavation of Gezer has lapsed,

pleasing duty to express

my

and

it is

whose kind help and encouragement a great measure

success that has attended the

now

grateful acknowledgments to all

work

is

due.

of

the

o
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Their Excellencies

Hamdy Bey

and

Khalil Bey, the learned

Director and Sub-Director of the Imperial Ottoman

Museum, have

throughout shown a personal interest in the work, and a willingness
to

meet the

which deserves most grateful

desires of the excavator,

thanks.

His Excellency Yusif Pasha el-Khaldi, the distinguished ex-mayor
who, it will be remembered, was for a time Government
Commissioner for the excavation at the beginning of the work, has

of Jerusalem,

followed

its

developments with an enlightenment and appreciation

that illustrate the well-known width of his knowledge and accomplishments, and that have been a source of great encouragement to

the director of the excavation.

To Surraya EfFendi el-Khaldi, the Imperial Commissioner,
acknowledgments are abundantly due for the great courtesy he
has invariably shown, and for his readiness to fall in with all
suggestions or requests on the part of the excavator so far as his
obligations to the duties of his office permitted

The name
already well

of

him

to

do

so.

Mr. Dickson, the British Consul at Jerusalem,

known

to readers of the

of one deeply interested in the

work

Quarterlij Statement

of the

Fund, and

only say that he has taken a far more than

official

I

is

as that

here need

care of the

of the Society, and that it is largely due to him that
By frework has advanced with singularly few obstacles.

interests

the

quent
its

visits to

progress,

the excavations he has kept himself au courant with

and he has been ready

any moment

at

to put fully at

the Fund's disposal his time, energies, and great knowledge

experience of the East and
arose.

I

Jaffa,

who

its

ways whenever the

should also mention Mr.

J.

and

least difficulty

Folanga, the Vice-Consul at

has also on more than one occasion rendered valuable

official service.

The
lies

in

chief difficulty of carrying out

the absence

present themselves.
friends

in

of
I

counsellors

an excavation single-handed

when

archaeological problems

have, however, l^een fortunate in finding

Jerusalem to

whom

have rarely turned without
cannot sufficiently express my

I

enlightenment in

difficulties.

obligations to the

Dominican fathers

I

of Saint-Etienne, especially

Kev. Peres Lagrange, Vincent, Sejanon^, and Savignac ; to
the Rev. Pere Germer-Durand, of Notre Dame de France ; and to
the

and Schmidt, the successive directors of
the American School of Archeology, duiing the progress of the
Professors Barton, Baton,
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These have all been ready to put their learning freely at
and have given me full access to the libraries under
a privilege which I have found invaluable.
their control
Last, but by no means least, there is one to whom the Fund
works.

my

disposal,

—

This

owes an incalculable debt.

is

Murad, the

Mr. Serapion

administrator of the estate upon which Gezer

The

situated.

is

extent of his services can only be estimated by picturing what the
of the

difficulties

too

much

work would have been without him.

Palestinian exploration

is

not

It is

to say that one of the greatest obstacles in the

way

of

the character of the natives on whose

labour the explorer depends.

A sophisticated

savage

is

notoriously

the most difficult of persons to deal with, and to no one does the
description

From
when

the

apply more exactly than to the

moment when

the excavator settles

Palestinian

down

fellah.

in their midst,

negotiations about the price of crops and the rate of wages

involve him in a bewildering atmosphere of greed and false-swearing
that

it

when

seems degrading to be associated with, to the closing day,
camp collects an unmanageal^le crowd

the breaking up of the

of sharp-eyed loafers in search of neglected odds-and-ends,

he

is

to

the village a providential windfall, to be scjueezed to the farthest
possible

point.

devising petty

The

villagers

pilferings

and

devote their mental
to

energies

to

inventing ingenious tricks for

extorting small sums on various pretexts, while in the background
there

is

From

all

the

omnipresent dealer seeking what he

these troubles Mr.

Murad has been a

may

devour.

protection.

He

has not only put the site freely at the disposal of the excavator,
but he has used his great influence with the fellahin to keep them

from being unduly troublesome, and he has always been ready
with advice whenever annoyances arose. Besides all these valuable
services, he has done much, by keen interest in the work and by
pleasant personal companionship, to lighten the solitude of
life.

camp

—

—
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THE CRAFTSMEN'S GUILD OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.
By

R. A.

Stewart Macallster, M.A.,

F.S.A.

{Conchtded from p. 253.)

IV.
Besides the Royal Stamps, there are a number of names on the
Private Stamps which in the present section we must take into

such were found in

Exchiding duplicates, eight

consideration.

Dr. Bliss's excavations in the Shephelah,i of which the following
a

with conventional transliterations

list,

A[b ?]ma'az.

1-

V'^*^5 1C!i7

^f Sephen sou

2.

?g^

i^lZ-'^in

HtAsh'a sou of Sephen.

3.

'^;)n

Ifi^T

Of 'Azar sou

in^nfy

4.

4a.

ir7''I2tL''

6-

^"Qy nn^ /
/i^in^ TlC^

''•

8.

^3p

^^

of 'Azaryahu.

Naham

sou of [Shejbauiah.
sou of 'Abdi.

Of Raphti sou

/

* * *

In Nos. 3 and 5

Haggai.

Shebaniali sou of 'Azariab.

Menahem

nn2^

n22[Xl?]

of

of

Shebauyahu sou

n^^tj> n^m^I*

5-

is

:

of Jebual.

* * * sou of Micba.
I

have adopted the certain emendations of
to the readings first pulilished; but in

Ganneau and Lidzbarski
No.

7

I

have preferred to retain ^^"in"' ^^ against Ganneau's
my recollection of the original stamp, over

in^'^pli,

judging from

which

spent a considerable time.

I

It will

be seen that the order in which

I

have arranged these

determined hy the evident genealogical connections
Two lines can l)e made out
that can be detected between them.
inscriptions

is

with the data before us

'

A[l:)]ma'az

H'^^gg^i

Sephen

'Azariah

HUsh'a

Sheljaniah

Menahem
I

^

Excavations

in

Palestine, pp. 119-122.
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and that family relationships exist between these persons and those
mentioned in other handles that cannot yet l)e brought into a
pedigree,

suggested by the cognate forms of the names

is

and Xaham.

INIoreover, the discovery of

" Haggai, servant of Sheljaniah,"

who may

Menahem, named after his great grandfather,
help

may

be looked for from Old Heljrew

When we

Menahem

a seal at Jerusalem of
well be a brother of

indicates that important

seals.

turn to the genealogical record in

1

Chron., chap,

iv,

not

only does the i^ame Ezrah, to which Ave have already referred, and

which

is,

nothing but a shortened form of Azariah, meet the

of course,

name of Naham, fofidem Uteris, in verse 19.
Naham's parentage is not given by the Chronicler, and that of Ezrah
differs
on the jar-handles he is son of Haggai, in the Chronicler he
eye, but

we

also find the

;

son of Jerahmeel (adopting the correction already suggested).

is

This discrepancy

may

be accounted for as an omitted step in

fairlj^

the Chronicler's pedigree

other reasons in favour of the identifica-

if

tion present themselves.

At

first

sight this looks hopeless, for

we search

the Massoretic

Among

genealogy in vain for the names Shebaniah or Menahem.
Ezrah's numerous family, however, a certain Ishbah

whose name might conceivably
the

first of

l)e

is

mentioned,

a corrupt or contracted form of

This identification gains in prol)ability when

these.

we

find a passage in the Gi-eek version, omitted in the He)>rew,

which

gives us ground for believing that Ishbah actually had a son

named

Menahem.
version,
i" k-cu

t

This passage, which represents verse 19 of the English

runs thus

Art\e/\«

7r«T/jos-

K-al

:

Trcnijf)

KeeiXa

Tdp^t kcu

o

two words that seem wrong
should be
a

Hebrew

of

7ti/'«//iOs-

I'iol

KcciXa

ko'i

t/}v'

'ErjOai/uivvi]
:

'Icomas

I

Mnx'i(^(i-

k-a(

N«;^c;4

Muiuiijh

have obelized

the kcu spoils the sense, and Trmpo^

"With these corrections the passage represents

Trmi']/).

original that

the wife of Hodiah,

would have run thus
the sister of

Keilah, and Shimon, father of

[Amnon

:

"

And

the

sons

Nahani, Daleila, father of

and Menahem, father

?]

Keilah the Tarmite and Eshtemoa the Maacathite."
of eye caused

dccXtpij^

^icueitcr —mtjfj 'Itcuai'

of

The confusion

by the repetition of the name Keilah is no doubt
mangled form in Avhich the passage appears in

responsible for the

the

modern Hel)rew

text.

It is imjiortant for several reasons.

It

gives a useful link for connecting the family of Shimon, enumerated
in the following verse, with the

ben-Menahem

is

main stem it explains why KeilahGarmite (a name perhaps

called the Tarmite or

;

;
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derived from that of his mother)
his cousin Keilah-ben-Daleila

—evidently

from

and

;

it

him

distinguish

to

the missing

gives us

Now, one of the lirothers of Menahem is called
This
Eshtemoa, and he, according to verse 17, is son of Ishbah.
leads us to a Biblical genealogy, Ezrah-Ishbah-Menahem, which, at

name Menahem.

least,

curiously resembles that of the jar-handles.

With the other genealogical sequence recoverable from the
handles we cannot claim equal success. Hush'a, i^^lH, is cognate
with Ishi

(v. 20), ^^^12}^,

and may

l)e

equated to

of Ishi, however, is

;

the parentage
is,

however, a

Craftsmen inserted in the earlier part of the

scrap of the Becords
fourth chapter which gives the sons of
of the

it

There

unfortunately not given. ^

Hur

(the son of Caleb-ben-

Hezron, according to chap, ii, 19). Here we find Hushah (without
and though the
the final 'ayin), son of Ezer, son of Abi-Etam
forms are very remote, it is impossible to avoid casting a wistful
:

—Ezer—Hushah with Abi-

glance at the identification of Abi-Etam

Ma'az

— Sephen-Husha',2 especially as

would agree with certain

this

interesting synchronisms to be presently noted.

Of Raphti, son of Jehual, I find no trace in the Chronicler but
Micha appears in chap, iv, 21, in the Greek version in place of the
Mareshah of the Massoretic text.
;

(V Arch'olocjie

In the liemeil

Orientale, vol.

Clermont-Ganneau has published an onyx
tion of the scarab,

seal

p.

167, Professor

having a representa-

those on the Royal Stamps
and with an indication added

much resembling

though with
the manure-ball in which the insect deposits
fuller detail

outline,

bears the legend

i,

liri'livh^

"

its

eggs.

Of 'Abd-Hadad," and

in
of

This seal

it is

natural

" finds a place in
to enquire whether this particular " son of Bithiah

the Chronicler's
possible.

With some

list.

The sons

of

reservation, I venture to think

Shimon, in chap,

iv, 20,

Amnon, Riimah, Ben-Hanan, and Tilon
Ben-Phana

Hanan on
1

(or

;

in

Anan), and Inon (or Thilon).

the ground that though

Ishi, son of ^\ppaim, in chap,

ii,

31,

it is

i.*,

of"

a

it

Hebrew,
Ana,
Amnon,
Greek,

are called in

Kittel queries Ben-

name theophorous

in form,

course, a different person.

Ezer might eouie from Sephen (|D^*)by a double corriiption, the |S having
become "IT from a misunderstanding of the damaged letters in the Old Hebrew
alphabet, exactly as was suggested above in the case of Ezrah and Jerahmeel
while the V might have slipped later, after the introduction of the sqtiare
Indeed, that a scribe would
character, into the very similar letter V'
" correct" "ITV to "ITJ? would be inevitable.
-
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the element
says that

if

Hanan does not appear to have been a divine name he
sound, the name must be a late invention formed after
;

Is it possible that

the model of Ben-Hadad.

(as

'Abd-Hadad, or Ben-

and that the copyist,
we have already seen) perhaps meddled with the name of

Hadad, was actually

who
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in the original genealogy,

may have made another modification here, in a well-meant
endeavour to expurgate heathenism from the records of the chosen
people 1 The form Hanan might have been suggested not only by
its own propitious meaning, but also by the redundant nasals of the
Bithiah,

of the three other sons of Shimon.
would be interesting to examine any other seals which bear
the device of the flying scarab to see whether any further identifiAt present I can refer to two only.
cations suggest themselves.

names
It

One

is

a

small

impression in

inscribed * * 2 n>2)\l?^

wax, found in Tell el-Judeideh,

The unfortunate

•

fracture that has carried

more than that
away
is a seal,
other
The
Naham.
son
of
a
been
have
may
Shemer
this
now in the British Museum, that Avas figured on the last page of
The inscription in this case is
the Quarterly Statement for 1900.
the end of the patronymic prevents our saying

l^^f^^^^,! for which also we look in vain in the Chronicler's list.
I may at this point anticipate an olijection that may fairly be

brought against the foregoing reasoning.
chap,

iv,

It

may

be argued that

23, specifying the royal potters, refers to certain persons of

the clan of Shelah, son of Judah, whose catalogue commences with
verse 21, and that all the preceding matter has no radical connection

with the craftsmen.

But

I

would answer by requiring

my opponent

to show proof that this Shelah, son of Judah, is really the patriarch
of that name, and not a son of the Hodiah mentioned in verse 19.

This equation makes the whole passage and the genealogy continuous.

After copying out the names of the family of Shelah, the
Chronicler seems to have found the rest of his authorities illegible,

and contented himself with noting what he could decipher. That
there was much of which he could make nothing may be inferred
from the complaint with which he closes his list " and the records
This, as we have seen, is an adequate reason for the
are ancient "
corruptions in the forms of the names that, with the help of the
stamped jar -handles, we have endeavoured to detect.

—

!

1

[Or perhaps Dy'pX.]
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A

few guesses regarding the names at the end of the list may
" The house of them that wrought fine linen "
(?»^pf ilTHV-n^^) '^^y refer to another branch of activity followed
l)y the craftsmen; or it may be a corruption of Obed-Thebez

be adventured.

(v^n""T2i^)) which

perhaps a not impossible theophorous name,

meaning "servant

literally

may we

and Johim,

marks

is

and

the stars or rosettes found in the

handles

names denoting trade" a star," and refer to

Sara])h

i^lf2 might be meant for 13*12,

1

while

;

and

serpent,

tionalised

r)"^';L>

refer

mean

might

to the

ornamental stamps on the
here,

concentric

snake) sometimes

Passing over Aslihm

brightness."

of

see in Co.zeha

as

circles

everywhere
a

(possibly

impressed upon them.

i^\^1i, which I read on a jar-handle from Gezer

;

jar-

else,

a

conven-

Joash recalls

but the reading

has been disputed.

This analysis that

we have now

finished enables us to display in

tabular form the complete genealogy of the family with which we
are concerned. In the following table, names found in the Chronicler

only are printed in small type, without distinguishing mark. Those
restored from the Greek versions are denoted by an asterisk, those
italics, and those found
and the jar-handles in capitals. For the
sake of clearness, most of Caleb's family enumerated in chap, ii,
18-28, are omitted. In the majority one form of each name only is

restored from the jar-handles are printed in
in both the Chronicler

The abbreviation

given.

NN

denotes an

unknown name

{see p.

333).

V.
I have assumed without question that
have had to deal are those of persons rather
That town, district, and tribal
than triljes and communities.
names are sometimes treated as though they are the names of

In the foregoing analysis

the names with which

individuals

that this

is

is,

of

not so

I

course, unquestionable

common

as

some

;

l)Ut I

venture to think

scholars have tried to

make

out.

I have treated, for example, Jerahmeel and Caleb as two brothers,
That there were such tribes, I make no
not as two cognate tribes.

doubt

;

but in the fragments

I

have endeavoured to

l)ring together

the Ileconh of the Craftsmen, they find no place
according to the theory I have attempted to develop. No one can
doubt that the names on the jar-handles are those of individuals.

and have named

If the parallels I

have drawn l)etween these names and those found
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in Chronicles be not

merely a

series of curious

coincidences, the

same names must in the Chronicler also denote individuals and so
must those which denote persons in family relationship to them.
That this is the case results further from the dates indicated by
the chronology of the jar-handles, which, whatever their exact
period may be (a point Ave shall presently discuss), must belong
as is proved hy the contents and
to the He1)rew monarchy
palaeography of their inscriptions and the dateable remains found in
It follows from this that the names in the
association with them.
;

—

Chronicler do not (as

when the

tribal

is

system

usually assumed) belong to the remote age
of the Israelites

was being developed, but

to a period too late to permit us to expect details regarding the

migrations and fusions of clans on the foundation of

new

cities.

Hebron, Keilah, Eshtemoa, Gedor, were all founded long before
the lifetime of the persons said in our genealogies to be their
" father

"
:

whence

it

follows that " father of [for instance]

Hebron

"

town Hebron,
That the formula is used in both
senses is clear, even in the few verses with which I have been
Though all the other quasi-local names in
specially concerned.
according to my view, names of persons,
really,
are
these verses
must mean

of the

either chief sheikh

father of a son

or physical

named Hebron.

is probably territorial.
Gedor, whose " father " was Jered, brother of Hebr[on].
His predecessor in the office (whatever its exact nature may have
This village seems
been) was Penuel, mentioned in chap, iv, 4.

there

is

This

one which
is

to have been one of the headquarters of the family, as

we now

proceed to show.
In chap,

iv,

23, the family

is

spoken of as " the men

and Gederah" (the marginal reading may
in the ruins of these cities,

wherever they

of

Netaim
and

safely be rejected),

may have

been, the rest

For the identification of the first of
The second is equated
these places no suggestions have been made.
only
wish that there was
and
I
survey,
to Khurbei Jedtreh in the Fund
of the

genealogy

lies

hidden.

the faintest possibility that this identification could hold; for as
that site is only 40 miinites' walk from Gezer, I might, in that case,

expect a fine harvest of stamped jar-handles from the Gezer excavaHowever, the identification is quite out of the question, for

tions.

Khurbet Jedireh

is

altogether a

Roman

site,

and contains no remains

must be sought nearer Tell Zakariya
and Tell el- Judeideh, the localities which yielded stamped jar-handles

of earlier date.

The true

site
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indeed, I have felt tempted to suggest that the

;

unidentified Tell el-Judeideh itself

may be

Gederah.

Failing this,

may

provisionally suggest Khurliet JedAr, north of Hebron,
where the Survey Memoirs mention " foundations, walls, caves, and

one

cisterns,

remains of an ancient road, a spring to the north, and a

The

large tree in the ruins.

six miles north-west of this

tell."
About
Khurbet Niateh, where are " founda-

ruins stand on a kind of

is

and the stones

tions, cisterns,

of

Though always

an olive-press."

resting on similarity

of ancient and
modern names, I put forward these a priori possible, and in agreeKhurbet
ment with the archaeological and historical evidence.
Jedlir has already been identified with Gedor, a village or town
mentioned in the survey of the tribe of Judah, Josh, xv, 58. The
place names Gederah and Gedor are easily confused, and though
there was also a Juclahite village called Gederah in the lowland

identifications

suspicious of

(Josh. XV,

36), the

distribution of the jar-handles requires us to

localise the potters in the

Later, in chap,

iv,

our present purpose
a razzia,

made

semi-nomadic

is

Hebron

district.

Gedor reappears

in a curious passage that for

Verses 39-41 describe

of great importance.

Hezekiah by certain of the wild
Simeon under a number of leaders who are

in the reign of

tril^e

of

mentioned by name upon the rich pasture-lands

of

Tavo

Gedor.

curious points call for notice in this narrative.

The first
Gedor

fovuid

Ham "

is

the extraordinary statement that

the

Simeonites

peaceful, "for they that dwelt there aforetime

(crriTi).

were

of

This seems a very inadequate reason for peaceful-

we might have expected

it to have had the exact contrary
But the insertion of a missing mim would make the passage
much more intelligible. If we read QH^T^Qj and translate "they
that dwelt there aforetime were of [the race of] Menahem," we
gather that the family of Menahem was a peaceful, unwarlike clan of
artificers who could ofter no resistance to the marauding Simeonites.

ness

;

effect.

This theory assumes that the family of craftsmen derived their
descent from an eponymous ancestor after
the

whom

Naham, which we have found named on

called.

For such an assumption there

residents in the

mate founder

Hebron

district,

is

the JNIenahem and

their handiwork,

some corroboration.

were

Being

no doubt they owned, as the ultiand probably our

of their family, Caleb-ben-Jephunneh,

Caleb-ben-Hezron was named in his honour.

Now we

the descendants of Caleb-ben-Jephunneh, at the end of

find
1

among

Chron.

ii.
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two
The

references to a sept called the

^lenuhoth, or Manahathites.

origin of this ethnic, which once reappears (1 Chron.

has never, so far as

I

viii, 6),

know, been

satisfactorily determined,

they are

other than the craftsmen

offer the suggestion that

]io

and

I

whom

we have heen studying.
Secondly,

we must

Simeonites

the

(iv,

enquire

41),

who

Meunim, destroyed by

are the

according to the reading of

followed by the Revised Version.

This ethnic

is

the

Kni

derived from the

There are two places of this name
name pj^, Ma'on.
referred to in the Hebrew Scriptures, one in Arabia, or East of the
Dead Sea, whose inhabitants are mentioned (as " Meunim ") in

place

2 Chron. xxvi,

7

the other in the neighbourhood of Hebron, and

;

thus in the country of the craftsmen.

Maon may

It is quite possible that this

have been the original home

of the sept,

and that

after

they had settled in Gedor and Netaini they continued to be known
as the

Meunim

Maonites, just as some of

or

my own workmen

from El-Kubat and Abii Shusheh, though settled for a generation or
"
two in their present homes, are still spoken of as " the northerner
or " the Egyptian."

In 2 Chron. xxvi, 10, King Uzziah is described as one who
"loved husbandry," and mention is made of an agricultural and
vine-growing establishment which he maintained in Carmel (marginal
This Carmel

reading).

is,

of course,

that name, but the fertile

district

not the sea-coast hill-range of
near

Maon, where,

days, Nabal the Maonite had his property (1 Sam. xxv,

Now,

there

is

in the

bearing the figure of a
the other two winged
in place of the
I'^Ti^
is

"Tli^

Louvre a well-known

man

seal of scarab form,

clad in a long tunic on one face, and on

discs (a

device often found on the jar-handles

four-winged scarab) between which

is

the legend

The formula

" Shebanyati servant of 'Uzzyau."

V21U?

in earlier

2).

comparable with that of the Jeroboam seal recently found at Tell

Mutasellim, and suggests the hypothesis that the y^f^ ( = n^Ti?)
to
is King Uzziah himself; and it is reasonable

here mentioned

equate his servant Shebaniah with the Shebaniah whom we have
to] a family mider royal patronage,

already seen to have belonged

domiciled in the very district where Uzziah maintained an establishment,^ and employing Egyptian emblems as a kind of coat-of-arms.
>

The naine

of

one of David's "mighty

Carmelite (1 Chron.
district

from

xi,

early times.

37),

men"

indicating that the

is

called

name was

Hezro[n], the

localised in the
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if

can be corroborated, we will have a

this identification

very important criterion for dating the other seals and
belonging to the same family

and

;

I

are several indications witnessing to
notice, as
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think
its

I

handles

can show that there

soundness.

We may

minor points, that Shebaniah's connection with the

first

king-

sufficiently accounts for the discovery of his

son Haggai's seal at

Jerusalem, and

that

'Amdyahu had

also

for

circumstance

the

a seal of her

own

his

daughter

— a privilege probably enjoyed

by

comparatively few women.

The following chronological
stage of the discussion

table will be found useful at this

:

Accession of Joash (reigned 40 yeai's).
Repair of the temple commenced.
Death of Jehoiada and apostasy of Joash.

Death of Joash, accession of Amaziah (reigned 9 [?] years).Death of Amaziah, accession of Uzziah (reigned 52 years).
Jotham regent (reigned in
Uzziah smitten with leprosy
:

all

16 years).

Death
Death

of Uzziah.
of

Jotham.

Jotham sole king for about 2 years.
Ahaz king (reigned 10 years).

Aliaz introduces the worsliip of Syrian deities.

Death of Ahaz. Hezetiah king (reigned 29 years).
Razzia of the Simeonites on Gedor in Hezekiah's reign.

The
and

his

first

first

point to notice

is

that Uzziah's agricultural pursuits

supposed patronage of Shebaniah must be referred to the

part of that king's long reign, before his leprosy drove

into retirement.

790-750

him

Shebaniah must, therefore, have flourished about

B.C.

predecessors and
must be remembered
that the comparatively early age of marriage in the East makes the
30 years usually allowed as the average duration of Western
generations excessive.
The allowance I have here made is 25 years,
and even that is probably over rather than under the proper figure.
On this basis, reckoning backwards, we gather that Azariah might

In

attempting

to

date

the

genealogical

successors of Shebaniah from this fixed point,

well belong to the last days of Joash.

about the time
•*

*

of

it

Ziph could have been born

the restoration of the Temple, at Avhich date

See Quarterly Statement, 1902, p. 265.
According to Wellliausen's conjectural emendation of the " 29 years

of tlie

Eook

of Kings.

2 A

—
"
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Eeckoiiing forwards, Shimon

JNIemshath Avould be in his prime.

when

the son of Shebaniah might have been l)orn al)ont the time

Uzziah's disease overtook him, and his son, 'Abd-Hadad, about five

and twenty years afterwards,

rxadli/

Ahaz was

u-Jten

introducing the

There was no more suitable time in the
worship of the Syrian deities.
history of the monarchy for the birth of a person so named.
If

the reader will examine the genealogical talile given on the

jireceding page, he will notice that there

is

an entire generation

that of Azariah— during which the potters do not stamp " royal
After Ziph, the symbol is not used
seals with the scarabseus.
oflicially till it is revived by Shebaniah's younger brother Hebron.

may

This interruption

due to the influence

be

possiltly

of

the

The scarab may
patronage by Memshath, at the end of

upright kings, Araaziah, Uzziah, and Jotham.

have been used under royal
his life, which fell in the time of Apostasy in the latter part of
Joash's reign, and continued by his son ZijDh under the same

When Amaziah came

auspices.

to

the

throne

may have

he

employing the emblem

from

prevented his servants

in

works

executed under his patronage, and the prohibition would hardly be
removed till the accession of Ahaz. The close of the life of
Shebaniah's younger brother Hebron, and the chief
latter's

activitj' of

the

son Shocoh, would be contemporary with this ])acksliding
This argument dates the

monarch.

Memshath and Ziph handles

817-798, and the Hebron and Shocoh stamps in 734-719.
course, the occurrence of the symljols

on the

in

Of

Shebaniah is an
met by supposing

seal of

ol)jection to this theory, but the objection can be

that the righteous kings, while preventing the public use of the

symbols under their patronage, did not, or could not, j^revent their
private use

By

by

their subordinates.

a curious coincidence

a seal

came

to

light (probably in

Jerusalem) at about the same time as the Jeroboam seal from Tell
el-Mutasellim, and bearing the same name in the same connection.
may
This read " Belonging to Sham'a, servant of the king."

We

perhaps connect this with the Shammai (who has by some accident
elder brother of Shebaniah.

lost his ayin), the

notice that one of the sons of

It

will

not escape

Shebaniah had a cognate name,

Eshtemo^a.

The nature

of

the service which the house of Shebaniah

owed

to the king was probably the stewardship of his Carmel estates.

Perhaps

this

is

what

is

meant

by the

exj^ression

in2^^7^1>

THE craftsmen's GUILD OF THE
translated " for his

work

ordinary meaning, but

which

in this connection

the Greek version, er

t>/

"

public

work

with

the more

is

his property,"

(Compare

slightly better sense.

jiaatXcia aurov.)

family appears

Temple

of the

This

23.

first

repair

come into royal

to

part of the reign of Joash,

early

the

iv,

also signify "

would give

It is significant that the

notice in

chap,

in

might

it
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when

the great

would naturally bring the best

workmen in the country into personal contact with
Memshath may well have been one of these.
And in

the king.
all

proba-

than IMemshath was employed on the same work,
no other than the famous Bezalel, son of Uri.

bility a greater

Bezalel

is

in

Hebrew

tradition

what Wayland Smith is in
I have no doubt
personages whose consummate

Scandinavian and Gobhan Saor in Irish legend.
that

all

three were equally historical

seemed even to their contemporaries a thinguncanny, and whose fame, handed from mouth to mouth, was in
later ages so magnified that it seemed fitting to push them back to
in their craft

skill

dim beginnings when the natural and the supernatural came
The tradition that Bezalel was employed by
Moses in the making of the Tabernacle has no literary authority

the

into closest contact. ^

older than the Chronicler, as
the

Book

of

Exodus.

it is

found only in the

latest parts of

Its historic basis is probabl}^ the

work

of Bezalel in directing the

emjiloyment

of Joash's restoration of the

Temple.

That there is but one step in the pedigree from Memshath, and three
from Bezalel, to Caleb, is, of course, a serious diflficulty in the way
of this explanation

but

;

it

the ancestors of Bezalel.

and

^"^"lt<^

but part

Uri

may

perhaps, possible to suppress one of

be doublets, or the latter

an appellation

of

revelations "

is,

Either the very similar names

— a name

of Bezalel himself

may

"^in Hiir
be not a name

— [Dl^ll^^'p

" son of

referring to the apparently inspired nature of

cunning workmanship,

his

VI.

be noticed that by this chronological scheme the genealogy
branches stops short just at the time of Hezekiah, when the

It will

in all

its

razzia of the Simeonites took place.

what seem
'

In conclusion,

we may note

to have been the subsequent developments.

That legends rapidly gather round the name of a distinguished man is
by the extraordinary development of the Cromwell myth among the

illustrated

Irish peasantry.

2

A

2
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In chap,

42,

iv,

we read

that certain persons concerned, after

the razzia, captured and occupied territory in jNIount Seir.

These

persons are said to be of the Simeonites by what has every appear-

ance of being an unfortunate gloss that has crept into the text and
spoilt the sense.

Eemoving the words pi^i^U?

the sons of Simeon

")

it

becomes

"'21"]?^ ("

clear that the five

even of

hundred who

on Mount Seir were not Simeonites but the dispossessed
Gedor who survived the Simeonite raid. As testimony

seized

natives of

in favour of this view,

may

it

be noticed that the leaders of the

hundred were the four sons

five

of Ishi, a

name not found

in the

Simeonite genealogies, but, as we have already seen in evidence, in

More probably the four persons
mentioned in chap, iv, 20, had
the identification of Ishi with Hushah (which,

the pedigree of the craftsmen.

named

are Ishi's grandsons

different names.

with

many

of this person
is

If

misgivings,

would be

I

;

his sons

suggested above) be sound, the grandsons

in their

prime in the days of Hezekiah, which

what the story requires.
Here, then, is an explanation

just

of the otherwise utterly unintelli-

men .... who had dominion in
Moab." And it can hardly be an accident that Manahath and Moal>
come close together in chap, viii, 6-8, though as the meaning of this
gible clause in chap, iv, 22, " the

passage

a hopeless enigma,

is still

much from

we cannot expect

at present to

it,

save a curious and unexpected picture of inter-

tribal disunion, for

which the more formal histories do not prepare

learn

Judah

us.

seems

to

take

certain

Benjamites prisoner, while

Simeonites in their turn invade the territory of Judah.
Until the captivity, nothing more of the craftsmen
the records
their

Judah

of

;

newly acquired Moabite or Edomite

prospered in a sort of semi-independence.
lehem,"

if

that be

is

heard in

they seem to have settled permanently in
territory,

The

and

to

have

" return to Beth-

what Jashubi-lehem in chap, iv, 22, implies,
exile.
But this part of the history is

probably took place after the

very obscure.

still

In any

case,

we

gather from Ezra and Nehemiah that an important

family called Pahath-]Moab was
its district in

This

much

in evidence in Jerusalem

and

the years following the retiirn of the Jewish captives.

name means "Governor of Moab," and a comparison has
suggested by Smend^ between this name and the

already been
'

Quoted

in

Encyclopedia Bihlica under

tlie

word Pahath Moai.

THE craftsmen's GUILD OF THE TKIBE OF JUDAH.
passage relating to Moabite domitiion, chap,
Encydopa'dia Biblica

seems to me,

I

if

o41

The writer

iv, 22.

in

do not misjudge him, to be

rather doubtful of the soundness of the comparison
to think there are reasons for accepting

;

Imt

venture

I

Pahath-Moab was

it.

divided into two l)ranches, called respectively the houses of Jeshua

In Jeshua we can hardly be wrong in recognising Ishi,
whose children led the expedition to Mount Seir and as for Joab,
though his name is not to be found in the genealogies, it is at least

and Joab.

;

curious that"Atroth of the house

Manahathites

"

Caleb-ben-Jephunneh, in chap,
a

list

of Joab,"

are coupled together as

of those of the family

ii,

and "half

In Ezra, chap,

54.

who had taken

of the

name

occurs

x, 30,

foreign wives

occurs a second person bearing the rare

list

^

sons of Salma, a sept of

in this

;

Bezalel,

which

been a characteristic appellation in the family and if
the Joab of Ezra, chap, viii, 9, l)e the founder of the Joab branch of
the family, his representative, Obadiah, son of Jehiel, bears a name

may have

;

and patronymic

that might be restored from the jar-handles.

It is possible that

one form

direction in which Joab

is

of the

Greek text may indicate the

to be sought

In chap,

iv,

21, for

the sons of Ishi; Zoheth and Ben-Zoheth," which in
suspicious,

we read

vloi

atoJ

indicate an original that ran

and the sons

of Joah."'^

2!cg<,

"And

"And

itself

Zwui> kuI viol Ztvdj3, which

looks

may

the sons of Jeshua were Zoheth

This M^ould make the Joab branch merely a

subordinate sept of the main stem.
I

am

conscious that the foregoing paper

is little

conjectures, but I think they will be allowed to "

but a string of

hang together,"

and make a coherent whole. If they stand criticism they may claim
to have shed some light on a few of the most difficult passages in
the whole of the historical portion of the BilJe.

Withotxt the clue

afforded by the stamped jar-handles, this would have been impossible,
Atroth may be taken either («) as a place-name, which I prefer, or (b) as
a common noun. " crowns." The "crowns of the house of Joab" would in
But to mv judgment this
this case mean the rulers or goveruors of that clan.
'

interpretation seems strained.
- It might also be suggested that tliere is some confusion between Joab,
nXV, and the similar-looking name "l^i<\ Jair, a grandson of Hezron, "who
had three and twenty cities in the land of Gilead," according to 2 Chrou., ii, 22.

open to the obvious objection that the Chronicler has here for
to Hezrou, grandson of Juclah, as is proved by the
reference to Machir, father of Gilead, just before, and consequently this Jair
lias nothing to do with the family under disciission.

This, however,
kT

is

moment gone back

THH craftsmen's guild of the tribe of judah.
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and herein may

lie

heard against the

an answer to a complaint

work

of the Palestine

have sometimes

I

—

Exploration

however useful to the archaeologist or anthropologist
it makes no direct appeal to the Biblical student.

Fund that
it may he,

Notes added in the Press.

p.

" torn or

The

1.

worn

1) should,

242, Fig.

" places

assumed above {Quarterly Statement,
clearness, have been more

perhaps, for

The first is supposed to carry ofi" the 1 of
"Jerahmeel"; the second removes the left-hand upright of the PT
"
and the stem of the 12, leaving nothing but the two little " teeth
definitely indicated.

on the

left

hand

of the latter letter.

These develop into the

hh

of

"Jehallelel."
2.

on

p.

The discrepancy
251

is

Hebrew

in the length of the three lines of

apparent rather than

real, Ijeing clue to

the preponder-

ance of broad letters in line 2 and of slender letters in line 1.
In point of fact, they practically contain the same number of
letters.

of

As

uniform

the letters in the Old

breadth

than

the

Hebrew alphabet
square Hebrew

difference in the length of the lines

are

more nearly

characters,

would not be found

in the

the

MS.

from which the Chronicler was by hypothesis copying.
3.

of

When

speculating as to the personality of Joal), the ancestor

one branch of Pahath-Moab,

I

somehow missed

1

Chron.

iv, 14,

which not only solves the problem at once, but is a valuable
corroboration of the deductions set forth in the preceding papers.

Here we read Seraiah begat Joab the ''father'" of the Vnlley of Craftsmen : for they were craftsmen. This must he a different valley from
it is
the Benjaraite Ge-haharashim mentioned in Nehemiah xi, 35
:

probably

the

valley

entered

1)y

the

Simeonites

(ch.

iv,

39).

Unfortunately the connections between Joab and the rest of the
genealogy are missing ; evidently the fragment is inserted on
account

of

the

name Seraiah immechately

however, must denote a cpite different

even appear whether the preceding part
belongs to

preceding,

individu;d.
of the

]\Ieunim, D^^li^D-

really

same

which,

does not

verse,

this connection.

Ophrah,
Meomthai
tempting to see in Meonothai, TlZli^^j some sort
Ijegat

It

and
It is

of corruption of

o-±o

OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON THE MODERN INHABITANTS
OF PALESTINE.
By

R. A.

Stewart Macalister, M.A., F.S.A., and
Masterman, F.R.C.S., F.R.G.S.

E.

W.

G.

A HISTORY OF THE DOINGS OF THE FELLAHIN DURINCI
THE FIRST HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY,
FROM NATIVE SOURCES.'
Part
The Manners and Cmtorm of

I.

during the

the Fellahhi

Domination of

the Sheikhs.

After

the departure of the French soldiers in the year 1798, the

inhabitants of Palestine returned to the condition of guerilla warfare

in

which they had previously been from time immemorial,
between the Xais and the

especially to the state of endless quarrel

Yaman,

of

which an account

further

occurs

always took place in accordance with the
various districts,

who were

The

fighting

them
The land was allowed
when captured by the

quite irresponsiljle, so that l^etween

the country was reduced to great poverty.
to lie waste,

on.

will of the sheikhs of the

no one cultivating

it.

Villages

were thoroughly plundered. All property was insecure
It was c{uite
the rich of one day became the poor of the next.
naked.
On
one
occasion,
shoeless,
and
even
see
people
common to
to
attack
the
Bani
Hamdr
Bani
Harith
wished
Sheikh
of
when the
had
not
one
shoe
400
strong,
territory,
his
army,
of
his
west
to the
rival faction

—

among them, except one man who had a single sandal.
The poverty was reflected in the scarcity and purchasing power
Land that now sells for more than 1,000 piastres could_
of money.
then be bought for 20.
2-|

A

rotl

(about 5

rods of wheat likewise 30 paras, a
'

The

materials from

lbs.) of rice

rotl

of

which these accounts are made
John Zeller.

meat

cost 30 paras,
6 paras,

and

a

are Arabic manuscripts,

A great deal has been
In tlie Introductory part the
past tense is vised throughout, as it is written with special reference to the
Many of the customs
period, now happily past, of the Sheikh government.
described, however, if not most, have survived, witli but little modification, to
the present time.— [E. A. S. M. and E. W. G. M.]
inspired and collected by the late Eev.

omitted, as having been published elsewhere.

.
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The unit

jar of oil 25 piastres.

TALESTINi:.

adoi)ted in counting

money was

not the piastre, as now, but the zalatah of 30 paras, or three-quarters
The coins then in use were (i) the toazari, a coin
of a piastre.

weighing 7 drachms of silver, reckoned at 5 zalat (ii) the zalatah, a
(iii) the
coin of 4 drachms weight, reckoned at 30 paras
(iv) the 'ashrawii/ah, of a
otalishlah or haiitidan, of 3 drachms
half drachm, Avorth 50 paras (now 10 paras); (v) the mahmudi, of
;

silver

;

;

3 drachms

The latter

;

(vi)

the kiifa, or masr?, one half of the ^ashranHyah

coin was the commonest.

In gold there were the jahail

worth 91 zalat, and the jaliad el-ycdii^,
worth 80; the fundukli, worth 4 zalat and the 'adUi, worth 12.
The reckoning in zalat was abolished by Iljrahim Pasha, who introduced the piastre currency at 40 paras to the piastre he introduced
the Mri coins in two types, one worth 20, the other worth
flexible

(a

ef-tary

coin)

^

;

24

piastres,

The

and the

glmzi, also

worth 20

piastres.

The most important

military was divided into six groups.

were the Janissaries, who were possessed of great power in Constantinople. Next came the Arnaout or Albanians, then the IMugharbi,
the Suleimaniyah, the Dillateyeh, and the Hawara.
Each year a governor, the Wali esh-8ham, came to Damascus

and gave

to every

sheikh's rol)es

mands of
due from

sheikh of the surrounding districts a suit of

— a robe of honour —and his orders, that

the government.

is,

the com-

The sheikhs then guaranteed the taxes
These were

their several districts.

allotted' according to

the sizes of the villages, the largest paying 500 zalat, while others

A

gave 200, 150, or what not.
for the

similar official

came

to Jerusalem

same purpose.

it was almost impossilJe
districts
that paid no taxes
were
many
to force them, so that there
these defaul tingwhen
sent
to
Mounted
soldiers,
to the government.
Sometimes, howvillages, would find them deserted and empty.
ever, the sheikhs used to lie in wait for the Wali M'hen on his way to
If,

however, the sheikhs refused to pay,

Jerusalem, and bribe him to put horsemen at their disposal to fight
their

own

private or

tril^al

enemies.

sheikh would be able to carry

all

Thus, in one year a certain

before

him

;

in the next, his rival

might (by approaching the Wali first, and by paying money to engage
the services of some of the irregular horsemen) lie put in a position
A victory usually was followed In'
to turn the tables upon him.
looting and the capture of the women, who might later be ransomed,
or

if

not, be married off in the victor's village.
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fighting,

III

dug trenches

for
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their pro-

and then fired from behind the ramparts at one another.
Sometimes an attempt was made to carry the enemy's ramparts hy
a rush. It was understood all OA^er the country that the person
of a woman was respected, and Avomen were never killed unless hy
accident.
Women, ^ accordingly', often preceded the one army, iii
•order to spy out the refuge places of the other. It was also common,
on account of this prejudice against killing- a woman, for a man to
use his wife as a rampart, standing behind her and firing over her
shoulder or from between her feet. The enen\v often asked of
tection,

women

the

obtained

it

indeed,

armies to send
-a

opposing army drink or food, and invariably

of the
;

it

was not unknown

for

men

in the

opposing

wives their tobacco-pipes to one another, as

b}^ their

The signal for surrender was the
mounted on a gun, the bearer calling out in

friendly mutual attention.

waA'ing of a white

flas'

a loud

A'oice,

times.

Immediately on

often

the people stood

opposing sides

("0

ncis

kariiii, i/a

i/a

generous,

this signal Iteing given,

up without

fear,

people!")

many

firing ceased,

and

acquaintances on the

hands and conand then each side
returned chanting ya J:anm to its own villages. The struggle,
however, might lie renewed the very next day and continue
one

greeted

one another

gratulating

shaking

another,

on

their

safety,

for years.

The standard

of

calico; that of the

the

Yaman

faction

Kais was red.

The

was a banner

of

white

latter also clothed in red.

While the country was thus divided into Kais and Yaman, the
were divided into /lamuil, that is, families. These were

villages

number

their members
the
The members of these
families all stood together, joining to avenge wrong done to any
individual of their number, and bearing in common any fine or
penalty that any one of them may have incurred.
The sheikh was
first recognised by the people, and by accumulation of brilies and
other emoluments, in time collected enough money to secure his

powerful

i-'i

proportion to the

of

;

strongest families appointed the sheikhs.

1

"

One

of us happening to say that probably there

women out?

'

said

Sheikh

—Finn's Stirring Times,

Hamdan
p.

'

;

would be no harm that
men 'Are tlie
"
then, depend upon it, that means fighting.'

women were

day, because we had seen that the

out with the

—

318.

Finn, however {Hid., p. 298), mentions passing, in 1853, the scene of such
a fight, in which fire Tivomen had been killed.
^
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The

recognition by the government as well.
hereditary.

generally was:

office

—

The Dress of the Peoj>h'. The men wore (i) the thdh, a shirt of
coarse cotton reaching from the neck to the feet, and the ^aba siif,,
or

woollen

'aba,

cloak either natural white, or coloured with

a

the natural white and black colours of the

sometimes coloured with

wool dyed

wool.

A

blue.

It

girdle

was also
called

a

was con.<harahah
garments
affected
by the
the
dress
in
to
shameful
sidered
town dwellers, viz., in the kumhaz, sidrtyah or waistcoat, and
Shoes were worn only in the village
especially in Uhcis or drawers.
was worn;

itself

it

or in the towns,

was made

of red

leather.

and dispensed with

It

in the fields or in war..

The beard was never shaved a common form of oath was, " If I
break my word I shall shave my beard," or sometimes "half my
;

beard

"

(that

Women
dyed

is, one side).
wore a thoh, either

made

blue,

The length
of

the

the

of

wearer.

cloth

was

or

2

white colour or

natural

the

in

either of linen, silk, or cotton

mixed with

inches over

3

The garment had long

sleeves,

silk.

height

the

touching

the

same material as the
Over the head was a
e-round.
behind.. This^
ground
the
to
reaching
thoh, called Imkah or shenha,
and chains
necklaces,
bracelets,
Silver
in
colour.
was red or black
hanging in front of the breast were worn as ornaments to the
veil of the

;.

ends of the chains were suspended pieces of silver, generally wazaris
or old Spanish dollars ((real ahu 'amml). Coins were also worn upon,
the head

;

the richer

women might have

a

hundred

dollars or more,,

the poorer perhaps a hundred wazaris.

—

Food and Drinl: Pure water alone was drunk. The staple food
was bread of wheat, barley, or maize. Various vegetables were
cooked lentils, vetches, Ijeans, vegetable marrow, egg-plant, &c..

—

—

The best food was meat with rice, pigeons, and fowls.
The cooking vessels were of two kinds the /.'?(/r, which was
made principally at El- Jib, was round, with wide mouth and handles
:

and the kidr or disf, of brass,,
employed on special occasions, such as
The food was served
marriages, feasts, the coming of guests, &c.
in wooden vessels of various sizes, hawked and sold by itinerant
merchants.
The largest size, called hdtnjeh, was used for kneading
on each

side,

and was

of universal use

;

a vessel of large capacity,

dough
the

;

the middle, called karmij/eh, for the conxmon. family dish

smallest,

called

handheh,

for

individuals,

especially

;.

guests..
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also a brass dish called minsaf, used
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Spoons at the time were unknown, except

receiving guests.

who sometimes took a
For the men this

the greatest sheikhs,

The Daibj Labour.

—

for

among

pride in using them.
consisted in ploughing,

vineyard dressing, and tending flocks; even in times of fighting
there were generally some who continued to follow these pursuits.

The women had

to bring firewood

from the thickets (carrying them

in long bundles on their heads) and, in the spring, grass for the
cattle

;

fetch water in earthen jars or skins,

and grind the

various,

which there was one in every house
The women
there were also water mills).

kinds of grain in mills, of
the Nablus district

(in

had

also to cook, sew,

a disgrace for
course,

who

were

men

sweep and wash the house. It was considered
engage in any of these labours. All, of

to

illiterate

cpiite

From

could read.

;

there was scarcely one in a village

cause the people Avere extraordinarily

this

and would believe any fable.
The bride was, nearly always sought for
Customs.
When a suitable girl
the bridegroom from among his own kin.
was found, two of the groom's relatives went to her father and
arranged terms of dowry. This settled, the groom's relations went
to the girl's father's house with a sheep, which they killed and
After supper, the spokesman
prepared as a feast for the company.
credulous,

—

Marriage

would say to the father " jNIuhammad, the
Hasan beg of you Fatmah to marry her to him," to
which the father would say: "Welcome to you; I will give her
Then the spokesman
A\ithout asking her whether she will or not."
" You cover us with favour.
The girl is priceless,
would say
but we shall give you 20,000 piastres for her." Then the women
present would begin to dance, sing, and cry with the peculiar call
Then one of the bystanders would say
known as zagliarU.
of the groom's party

:

relatives of

:

:

"

Muhammad, your

relative

{i.e.,

the intended bridegroom)

shortened in respect of your daughter's dowry

favour to us
of

1

"

such an one

;

not

is your
For the sake

but Avhat

Whereupon JNIuhammad would say
I shall

is

:

"

remit 1,000 piastres; for such another 2,000,"

—

dowry was reduced to a reasonable figure that
The money was
is, to the sum previously agreed upon in private.
then paid over by the groom's father to the bride's. Then the
groom's father would bring in wood and fire to the village guest
and

so on,

till

the

room, and while the inhabitants of the surrounding country gathered

round and stood

—the men on

one

side,

the

women on

the other.

THE
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women

or else the

hands,

their

rhymes

;
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behind the

they would

men

l)eg'in

— and the young men, clapping
praise

to

similarly the Avomen danced,

the

l)ridegroom

sang, and

with

called with the

zagliarit.

evening

This was repeated axevy

for

a

week,

which

after

made ready and rode out on a horse, dressed in
his Avedding robes, and attended ])y the young men attired in
the women, also in their best, Avent dancing
their best clothes
and singing l;)efore the bridegroom's horse. The bridegroom carried
At an appointed
a knife mounted in silver under his clothes.
rendezvous the procession paused, and the young men amused themthe l.)ridegroom

;

Avomen as before dancing and singing

selves firing at targets, the

In the middle of the ring of dancing Avomen

Avith the zagharU.

Avould be one bearing a kind of Avooden doll or

dressed in expensive women's dress
it

the

before

bridegroom

Avith

:

guy

called zarifaJt,

men

afterAvards the

shouts

and

carried

Then the

cries.

l>ridegroom joined the other youths in galloping up and doAvii,
Avhile the elders

looked on.

couple of hours the

After this had gone on for about a

party returned home, and the bridegroom's

made a supper for the Avhole village, if they Avere agreed
The Avhole population collected, and meat Avith rice
brought out for them in Avooden dishes. After supper one

father

together.
Avas

and from

of the family stood up,
<i

piece of

money, saying

eA^ery person

what thou hast

for the Prophet's sake, restore thee

" and
<iged
/Hikfif,

may

love be on the

relative of

present received

as he received each piece, "

head of such an one
All

the giver.

"

May

lost,"

God,

adding,

— naming

having given their

gifts,

any

called

to the liridegroom, the assembly departed, each to his

own

bouse, except the young men, Avho accompanied the groom to one

The

of the houses (in the case of Christians to the church).

bride,

They
her female attendants, Avas already in the same house.
Next morning the bridegroom
Avere then left alone together.
Avith

returned

to

morning meal

the village guest chamber, Avhere his father
of

meat and

rice for all the village.

With

made

this

a

meal

the marriage ceremonies ended.
JBirfh

Cii.itoms.

—

If

a boy Avere

born, the father lirought fruit

out of the fruit season) or bread steeped
in samn (melted Initter) or oil, and presented it to anyone Avho
happened to be in the guest chamber of the Adllage or else be

(dried raisins or figs

if

;

goat
killed a to^

and made

a

feast for

the sheikhs and his friends.
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If a girl were born, there was no special observance ; indeed, in
some places the family made demonstrations of mourning.
Mourning Customs. A sick man, supposed to be dying, was
visited night and day by his relatives until his death.
After his

—

death the relatives collected in the village, the women nearest in
relation to the deceased having torn their dress from the breast
to the lower hem,
also

and immediately sewn

The women
and plucked out
course, the same day. It was a greater
the body to commence to decompose
up

it

smeared their faces with soot mixed with

The

their hair.

burial was, of

again.

oil,

honour to bury quickly for
before burial was a great indignity to the deceased. After the burial
some of the inhabitants, not related to the deceased, made a feast
for the relatives, and comforted them with such proverbial philosophy
;

as " All nuist die,
to

and none can continue in this world"; "Cease
though he be worthy, for all must follow him
road which all must cross." Then the friends from other
came to offer consolation, biinging such offerings as a

weep

for so-and-so,

on this
villages

sheep, a

money,

robe

Scq.

(Jcaftan),

When

a basket

of

rice

(three

rotls),

sum

a

of

they arrived at the village of the deceased, the

met them and proffered cotfee, tobacco, food, meat, and
and thus they continued several days. In some parts it was
part of the funeral ceremony that the nearest female relative should
relatives
rice,

stand in the centre with her hair loose, while the relatives danced
This occurred either in the
round her, waving their long sleeves.
cemetery or in an open place near the deceased's house.
This
was never done for women or children. The women of the neighbouring villages also came to join with those of the deceased's
village in noisy lamentations, with beating of their breasts

and in
form and tunes. This
a month, during which the treating

a eulogy of the deceased, in

traditional

coming and going might last
of all the arrivals was a considerable

strain

on the finances of the

deceased's family.

The torn
others,

till it

dress of the

became

women was

useless.

worn, to the exclusion of

The surviving

relatives, as

a

mark

all

of

mourning, abstained from washing their faces or their persons or
clothes for a considerable period
perhaps two years; in some
extreme cases ten years indeed, it has been known that women,

—

;

after a bereavement,

have ever after abstained from washing.

times the wives cut off theii hair and put

it

Some-

above the grave.

If

the deceased were one of the village notables, a coffee grinder, coffee
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pot, unci cups

were deposited with him,

he were in the habit

of using one.

best clothes of the deceased, and

The

as well as his nargileh,

if

corpse was dressed in the

bedding, M-ith a prayer carpet,

was put on the grave.
The Laws of Hospitalitji. In nearly every village there was one
or more guest chaml)ers, Maddfah, also Manzal or Sd/iah, where
There was a watchman, or servant,
strangers were received.
to bring food to the guest from each
chamber
guest
the
attached to

—

family in rotation.
of distinction, there

decided

l^y

one

of

If,

however, the guest were known, or a person

would be

a competition

among

themselves, each offering reasons

the villagers,

why

himself

should be privileged to entertain the guest ; and the claim beingdecided by the adjudicator, who, after hearing what each competitor
could

offer,

selected one

and

specified

what he must supply.

The

person nominated produced a sheep or two, according to the numljer
of the company, and made a great feast for the guest and those
The l)est pieces of
villao-ers who assembled to help entertain him.

meat, called el-shathdyah, were placed before the guests, and the
Sometimes
rice was cooked with great c[uantities of Initter (samn).

when
l)eo-in

a specially-honoured guest conies, one of the villagers would
killing his sheep, and if not stopped by the guest would kill

Those who refused or were unwilling to offer food to
guests were accounted miserly, and no one would give them brides

them

all.^

for their sons, nor take their daughters for wives.
The Laws of Revenge. When a person was killed

—

his Avhole

If the revenge were
family sought an opportunity of revenge.
delayed it was accounted a disgrace upon the family, and the women

stirred

up

their

male relations to consummate the revenge.

When

the family saw the murderer they rushed at him excitedly ; if they
could not find him another of the family would be killed instead.

the second family claimed revenge ; and the process continued,
being
either indefinitely or else till peace was made, one death

Then

reckoned against the other.
Preservation of Domestic

act of adultery she

was

Purity.— li a

woman were found

either killed at once, or the sheikhs

in

an

were

informed, who, after hearing evidence, gave sentence, if she were
found guilty, that she should ]_)e put to death by being made a mark
1
An acquaintance of ours once saw seven sheep killed in this way among;
S. M. and
the Bedawin before the guest could stop his hospitable host.— [R. A.
E. W. G. M.]
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The male

transgressor was put to death in like manner, and if he escaped his
family was made answerable— their possessions being confiscated if
they did not produce him. The body after execution was not
If the proof was clear
buried in the cemetery, but cast into a cave.

In the case of a

the punishment was, without doubt, death.

woman

man

would not consent,
in this
:she was known as saijyahat ez-zahr, " the crier of midday "
The
case the man was accounted guilty, the woman innocent.
punishment of the man was a heavy fine or death, according to the
The husband was not allowed to carry out sentence
circumstances.
the duty devolved on the woman's brother.
of death on the insulter
No village or sheikh dared protect such a man, as the demand for
his being delivered up would be enforced l:)y warfare, leading even

making

evil suggestions to a

to which she

;

;

.at

best to the exile,
Pilgrimage,

(i)

if

not the death, of the guilty man.

Christians.

the villages, dressed in their

— On

])est,

feast daj-s the

young people

of

visited those places counted hoi}'.

•On the arrival of a party of young persons at the door of the Holy
(Sepulchre Church, the girls l)egan to sing and dance as though for

a wedding, while the

men

entered the church running, crying with

a loud voice the well-known
Christ

liiis

rhyme
visited us to-day,

And ransomed

We

And

the Jews are sad

Tliere

is

But that

So

would

singing, they

of the

no religion
of the Messiah.

clap their hands

and run round the chapel

Sepulchre, sometimes one mounting on

another.

the shoulders of
This specially occurred at the celebrated " Holy Fire,"

which they

called " the Fire of Jesus Christ."

was also practised
Kedron valley.
(ii)

us witli His blood

to-day are liappy

Muslims.

at the church of the

— The

feasts of

Nabi

at various holy tombs, used to go on

Singing and dancing-

Tomb

of the Virgin in the

and Nabi Eubin, and
do now. The
preceded by darwishes with

jNIusa

much

people would go in their best clothes,

as they

drums and tambourines, and lutes and l^anners mounted on long
poles.
The darwishes would chant, waving spears and swords,
Avhile the

—

women

sing.

When

Nabi M^sa, Nabi Eubin,

e^c.

they arrived at the place of procession

—the darwish began to tear

his dress

—
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and

strike himself with spears,

and allow himself

that the onlookers might see that the

men

to be so smitteiT

of C4od are invulnerable.

Others carried snakes, which they twisted round their necks.

If

l)y

an accident a darwish were killed or wounded he was supposed tobe ceremonially unclean. All the days of the feast were spent in
eating, dancing, singing, and shows of this kind.

Part

II.

Former Divisions and Local Government of
the District

the Fellahtn of

Judaea and

of Xdblus.

Before entering upon an account of the doings of the fellahin
at the time of the great sheikhs,

it

is

necessary to enumerate the

which the land was at that time divided. The names
of these districts survive to the present day, and some of them
will be found marked on the P. E. F. maps, and it is probable that

districts into

many

Each districtof these divisions are of considerable antiquity.
was domineered over by certain chieftains, or sheikhs, belonging tO'
great families who by their skill in war, their wealth, or their
traditional position, were able to keep themselves at the top. They
Avere the aristocracy of Palestine, and to-day, though their ancient

power

is

practically gone, the heads of these families are recognised

as leaders.

In the greater number of cases the same families are

to the fore to-day as were so then, but noAV they are obliged to be

more or less orderly and law-abiding. Some of the individuals
mentioned here are real national heroes, and around them havealready gathered

many

mythical

In Film's Stirring limes

stories.^

many

references to these sheikhs will be-

found, supplementing in some cases the facts given below.

Down

to the middle of the nineteenth century the country was?

divided into 18 districts, the names of which, with their
families,
1.

being as follows

Jabal el-Khalil

round the town

:

ruling

:

Kaisiyah

cl-Fokah.

— This

was the

district

Kuling family, 'Omar chief sheikh at
the
quarter
of
nineteenth
century, 'Abd er-Rahman.~
second
the
Chief town, Dura ; other villages, Yatta, Samu'a, edh Dhahariyah, &c.
'

-

of

Hebron.

;

See Quarterly/ Statement, 1905, p. 122.
Tor account of the rise of this man to power, and of bis doings,

Slirring Timex, p. 236/".

see-
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—

Kaisiyah et-Tahtah (north and north-west of No.

2.

1).
Ruling
and el-'Aml. Chief sheikhs, Muslah el-'Azzah and
'Abd en-Nabi el-'Amlah.
Chief town, Beit Jibrin

family, el-'Azzah

Muhammad

other villages, Tell

es-Safi,

Dhikrin el-Buradan, Idhna, Kudna, K^fin,

Noba, Kharas, and others.

Surif,

The two sheikhs named were of gigantic stature, as was also
'Abd el- 'Aziz, the brother of Muslah. Of 'Abd en-Xabi it was said
that he could lift up and carry off a horseman from the back of his
horse; indeed once, in a battle, he thus unhorsed 13 men, one after
It is also related that a

the other.

famous Egyptian giant came to

the country, hearing of the strength of the sheikh, and desirous of

He met

matching himself against him.

the sheikh, without

him, in the guest-house of the village Beit Ula.

When

knowing

he stated

bade him join his hands, then, seizing them
with one of his own, he said " Pull your two hands from my one

his business, the sheikh

and then you

will be a match for 'Abd en-Nabi."
The Egyptian,
with anger, endeavoured to free himself, with the result
that he broke both his arms
On account of his skill as a markslilazing

!

man
was

this

sheikh was surnamed 'Azra'il (the angel of death)

;

he

also distinguished for his hospitality.

El-'Arhuh (east of No. 2).— Euling family, el-Lahham.

3.

sheikh, 'Othman.

Chief town, Beit 'Atab

;

Chief

other villages, Deir Aban,

Eshu'a, &c.

Bdni Hasan

4.

Muhammad

and

about

No.

(east of

Darwish.

3).

— Chief sheikhs,

Chief town, Walajah

'Ali
;

Muhammad

other villages,

10 in number, Malhah, 'Ain Karim, Beit Jala, el-Khudr,
In the last-named place was an old castle, pulled down

Soba, &c.

with great lal^our by Ibrahim Pasha.
5.

Beni Malik (north-west of No.

4).

—Euling family, Abu Ghosh.

Chief sheikh, Haj Mustafa aim Ghosh.
other villages, about 20 in

Chief town, Kuriet el-'Anab
number, Beit 'Anin, Lifta, Yalo, Beit

;

Lekieh, Khurbatah, Beit 'Ur el-Fokah, Beit 'Ur et-Tahtah, &c.
6. JFadiyah^ (east of
Jerusalem). ^Euling family, 'Araykat.

—

Chief sheikh,

Muhammad

'Araykat.

villages, eight in all, et-Tur,

campment

called

Sawahrat

Chief town,

Abu

Dis

;

other

Silwan, Beit Sahiir, a Bedawin

el-

Wad,

en

&c.

—

7. Jabal el-Kuds (the district containing Jerusalem).
This was
sub-divided into four parts, whose chief sheikhs and towns were as
follows :— 'Abd el-Latif Simhan el-Kaswani ; town, Beit Iksa.
'

In

tlie

P. E. F.

Memoirs

this district is called

El Kerddiyeh.
2

B

—
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Ahmad

'Ali

Unia.

'Amr esh-Shama'

of

district

this

Sha'fat,

Hasan 'Abd Allah

town, Deir Diwan.

;

are

Mukhmas,

;

Among

town, Bireh.

Ram

Kefr

Allah,

town, Beit

;

the other villages
Jeba',

'Akiib,

er-Eam,

&c.

—

This was divided
^Bani Harith (north of the preceding).
Of the
two, the " northern " and " southern " Bani Harith. ^

8.
i)ito

northern division the ruling family was Simhan.

by Il)rahim Pasha

Isma'il (killed
es-Sa'id

Muhammad

and

ibn

er-Ras;~ other villages, Beit

in

Isma'il.
Illu,

1834),

and

Chief sheikh,

after

him Hasan

Chief towns, el-Janiyah and

Jemala,

Abu Kash,

Bir ez-Zeit, Deir 'Ammar, Mezra'a, Dura, Karawa.

Surdah, Jifna,

Of the southern

Bani Harith, the ruling family was Ka'raja. Chief sheikhs, 'Abd
Chief town, Beit Ibzia other villages,
Allah and his son Mustafa.
;

Saffa,

'Ain 'Arik, Ain Kaniah, and others.

On
Nasr

account of the favouritism of sheikh Isma'il for the sheikh

of Bir ez-Zeit,

no taxes were collected from that town during
When he was succeeded by Hasan Simhan

the former's lifetime.

and

Muhammad Simhan

an attempt was made to levy a

This was resisted by

jars of

oil.

ez-Zeit,

and a

conflict

Musa

toll of

15Q

ibn Nasr, sheikh of Bir

men

took place, in which 120

of Bir ez-Zeit

engaged 3,000 of the sheikhs' followers. After five days' fighting
the matter was referred to the arbitration of the governor of
Jerusalem,

who

people

decided that the

autonomous, and that the house

of

of

Bir

ez-Zeit

Simhan were not

village.

were

to enter the

—

Bani MarraJi (beside the northern Bani Harith). Till the
Egyptian domination the sheikh was Ahmad abu 'Abd Allah of
Mazra'a esh-Sharkiyah after his death, in the time of the Egyptian
9.

;

domination, the district was divided into two, which, with their
'Abd el-'Aziz el-Ansawiyah ; town,
towns and sheikhs, were
:

Mazra'a esh-Sharkiyah.

Muhammad

abft

Mubarak town, Silwad ;
Turmus 'Aya, &c.
;

the other villages are 'Ain Sinia, Jiljiliah, Sinjil,

The sheikhs named were appointed by Ibrahim Pasha.
10. Bani Salim (east of No. 9).— Chief sheikhs ed-Daykah of
Kefr Malik, and 'Abd el-Hamid abft Ibrahim of Deir Jarir. Other
villages, Tayibah and Rumman.
11.

Bani Zaid (north

The sheikhs

of
'

'

of

this district

the Bani Harith esh-Shamaliyah).
originally

belonged to

Sani Harith esh-ShamaUiiah and
Also called Mus K(rJcer.

el-KihVtt/aJi.

the family
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"), and their chief town was Deir Ghassanah.
The representatives of this family before the Egyptian domination
during the early days of the
were Marif and 'Asi Rabbah
Egyptian rule they were 'Ali Rabbjih, son of 'Asi and 'Abd
These were both put to
el-Jabar abu Salih, nephew of Marif.
Their successors Avere Musa Ahmad
death by Ibrahim Pasha.
of Abwain and Sa'id ibn 'Ali er-Rabbah of Kabar.
In the

el-Baraghit (" fleas

;

days of Musa, Sahlh ibn 'Abd el-Kadar of Deir Ghassanah
became sheikh, and great enmity arose between these two. The
latter

villages

of

'Ain, Beit

Bani Zaid Avere 'Attara,

'Arara, Mazra'a, Kefr

'Ajul,

Rima, 'AbM, &c.

The family of el-Baraghit was one of great wealth and pride.
The members boasted of noble origin. They had a remarkable gift
of eloquence.

Ghassanah

of this family absolutely to seclude

bers, are to be

many

husbands.

their

Deir

the headcjuarters of the family, and even

w\as, as stated,

recent times

till

was a custom

It

wives from the view of any but

their

of them, including the

found in that village

most

influential

mem-

but owing to a dispute they

;

and others

divided, part settling in Kabar, part at Beit Rima,

at

Deir edh-Dham and elsewhere.

The following

divisions are in the district of

JamaHn, (south of Nablus).

12.

under the family

Ahmad

Kasim

el-

Silfit,

Rantis,

of

Kasim

of

Deir

Skaka,

under the family

of

el-

— Divided

Nablus

into

Ahmad, named from

Istia,

two;

and including the A'illages of 'Azzun
and others.
The second was

collateral

branch of the family of Kasim

1851, WHS exiled to Trezibond, and was succeeded

The

other

villages

Zawiah, Murdah, Hawarah, and others.

Jama'in

district.

Jama'in, the original

Wakid

In

It derived its

home

Bani ScVab (north

chief sheikh Yusif

by

all,

is

his brother

Kefr

included

Burin,

there were 58 villages

name from the

Aallage

of

of the chief family.
of

of

No.

12).

— Ruling family,

Kefr Sur.

Other

derived), Jinsafiat, Kefr Zebad, Kefr

el-Jayusah

;

villages, Kalkiliah,

et-Tayibah (Nablus), Jayus (from which the family
sheikhs

first

Hableh,

Rayan, a

Musa Abu Bakr.

13.

the

the famous sheikh

Their city was Mejdel,^ their chief sheikh Sadik, wdio, in

el-Ahmad.

in the

:

name

Jemmal, and

of

the

others.

Like the Baraghit, the Jama'in and the Jayiisah strictly secluded
their wives.
This

Indeed, no family in the country was so jealous in this

apparently the Medjel of the Memoirs (iii,
family of this Tillage is there said to be Beit el-Jem'amy.
'

is

p.

286)

;

the ruling

2 B 2
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respect as the Jaytisah, for

by them no woman was permitted even to
Occasionally she was allowed to see

see her brother after marriage.

her father, but this was the sole exception to absolute exclusion.
JVadi Sha'tr (north of Nablus).

14.

— Two ruling

families, Haftah

The chief sheikhs of the first, Isma'il Yusif, Mus'ud
Hamdan, and Mahniud el-Haj Isma'il
of the second, Mustafa

and

Saif.

;

Bui'kayah.

Chief villages, Sebustah, Zawata, en Nakura, Jennesinia,

Beit Imrin, Nusf Jebil, &c.

—

Sharamyah el-(Jhurbti/ah (north of the preceding). Ruling
and 'Abd el-Hadi.
Chief sheikhs of the former,
Muhammad el-Haj, Ahmad Yusif, Abu Khalil, and Dadiwah
el-Muflab of the latter, Husain Bek 'Al)d el-Hadi, his brother,
MahmM Bek, and the latter 's son Sulaiman Bek. Chief town,
'Arrabah.
The Dar Jerrar originally lived at Jeb'a, but a branch
Other villages, Shweikah,
of the family built Sanur and lived there.
15.

families, Jarrar,

;

Kakfin, Ba'ka, 'Attil, Silet edh-Dhahr, 'Ajjah, Kefr Lebad, &c.

The original rulers were the Jerrar. Husain Bek 'Abd el-Hadi had
two other brothers, 'Abd el-HMi, governor of Jenin in 1851, and
Abd el-Kadar Husain, who was poisoned in the Bakhyah gardens, near
'Akka, by the sister of Ibrahim Pasha. He had four sons, Mahmud
(governor of Gaza in 1849, afterwards exiled), 'Abd 'er-Eahman,
Saleh, and S'aid.
16. SharaU'ii/ah el-SJurrkiijah (under the same sheikhs).
Their
villages were 58 in all, including Tubas, Ta'mun, Zebabdah, Sir,
Siris, Jeba, Kabatiyah, Fendukiimiyah,^ and others.

—

Maslmriyah Nablus.

17.

Baita

other villages

;

— Ruling

family,

Dawahat

;

chief town,

'Awurtah, Beit Furik, Beit Dejan, Belat,

'Askar, and others.
18.

chief

Mashiyah Bar el-Haj

village,

DUmah,
19.

JaMd

;

Mahmud.— JinWng family, Nasr Mansur

other villages,

;

Kusrah, 'Akrabah,

Kuriut,

Kulielan, &c.

Nablus

City.

— Chief

family,

famous was Musa Bek Tukan.

In

Tukan,

of

1854, 'AH

whom

the

most

Bek Tukan was

governor of Nablus.
All the above-mentioned districts were similar in customs and in
condition, except for a few small differences in detail.

(To he continued.)
'

All these villages are in the P.E.F. Memoirs iucluded in

Mashdrik

el-Jerrur.

tlie

district
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FROM MACHAERUS TO 'ATAEOTH.
By

On

Professor

George Adam Smith,

April 20th, 1904, after examining

D.D., LL.D.

anew the

ruins of

Mkawr

or

Machaerus, as recorded in a previous paper,' we took bearings from
our camp at the south end of the ruins upon the Kusr el-Meshnekeh,
Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Jebel

es-Salt,

and Khurbet 'Attarus, which

agree very well with the position of ruins marked on the Palestine
p]xploration

Fund map.

1\

WX

Fig.

1.

—From

ruined
C,

our

city

Camp

at

Camp

at Mkawr, on south end of ridge on wliicli the
A-B, Kusr el-Meshnekeh (fortress of Macbaerus)

lies.

;

Mkawr.

Khurbet 'Attarus, our first goal for the day, lay
flies, some three miles E.N.E. across the Moabite

crow
to

reach

it

we

thus, as the

plateau, but

had, in consequence of the broken nature of the

country, to strike in almost the opposite direction S.S.W., and to
follow one of the most winding roads I have traversed, even

the wadies of Palestine.

We

among

took in succession the direction of

nearly every point of the compass, and

all the morning seemed to be
round the south, south-east, and east of Mkawr, without
being able to get more than 2 to 3 miles away from it.
We started at 9.20, and held S.S.W. for about 20 minutes, then
due east along the back of a ridge. From this Ma'in was very

circling

'
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conspicuous across the plateau and over the "Wady Zerka Ma'in.
To the range on the north of the Wady, Khalil, our guide, gave the

name

Umm

of

we came

el-Murejib,

for the first time

^,.,<sr

.ytj\

'J.

On

same ridge

this

on a -well-marked road, about 12 feet
By the right of the road

broad, between lines of upright stones.

stood the

of a long series of squares of

first

well as the road,

Fig.

we were

2.

the

rise 3 or 4 feet
C?

or rubbish).

forms,
circle,

see

Fig.

1

masonry, which, as

Each

to 'Attarus.

10 feet square of stones, apparently originally
outside,

but

They

now very much weathered.

from the ground. The interior is filled with rubble
For a photograph of one of these towers or plat-

On

3.

and within

breadth about

way

— Hamideh Beclawin at Mkawr (Macliaevus).

consists of about

dressed on

to trace all the

it

the highest part of the ridge

a fallen

menhir, about 7 feet long

inch over 3 hands length.

It is

hewn

;

is

a stone

its

greatest

conical

from
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centre

the

to one end.

channel leading to

it

There

on the south

is

also a circular trough with

a

side.

which bears many standing stones, we passed
masonry blocks just described, at unequal
Khalil gave the ridge the
intervals on both sides of the road.

Upon

this ridge,

also seven or eight of the

name

of

Et

Teyr,

.A!U

It

lies

south-east of

Mkawr.

We

reached the eastern end of it at 10.4 A.M., and still following the
ancient road N.N.E. 10.10 a.m., more masonry blocks ; soon after
The road then
three more with standing stones al)Out them.

Fia.

3.

— One side of

turned due north
circles of

one of the square Mnsonry Blocks on the road between
Mlcawr and Khurbet 'Attariis.

;

three

standing stones.

more masonry blocks and a few

We

held north

till

large

10.30, passing similar

the road still clearly marked by
At 10.50 we came on an elevation
upon the ridge which Khalil called " Kuvyat 'AttJirus," covered
with ruins. I verified the name by asking two Bedawee ploughmen,
Ijlocks

of

masonry at

intervals,

upright stones along both sides.

passing with a plough on an ass

The road
blocks on

;

they answered " Khurbet

passes to the west of this elevation with
its

west

side.

'Attarus.'

two more masonry
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The ridge

Et-Teyr and the other running north from

of

it

to

very thickly covered with ancient monuments
-more so than almost any other ridge I have examined in Moab.

Kh.

—

'Attfirus are thus

They must have formed an important
shall see)

extended also

we
The

religious centre, Avhich (as

north of Khurbet 'Attarus.

to the

masonry blocks seem too numerous to have been the l)ases of towers
for the defence of the road more probably they were platforms for
some religious purpose. The remains imply a large population, but
there appeared to be no traces of domestic buildings except at
Mkawr and 'Attfirus. The whole district deserves a thorough
examination, including the excavation of the masonry blocks.
We stayed an hour at Khurbet 'Attarus examining its position
and the ruins upon it. The latter are scattered down both sides of the
elevation, which falls on the west into the Wacly Hajr Manif (that
appears to issue upon the shelves of the Wacly Zerka Ma'in above the
Hot Springs), and on the east into the fertile Wady Tala'at el-'Ara'is,
;

,

uu.»l.x!^

my

which

tree, to

ridge, above the
distant.

the aforesaid

Kuriyat.

end

same

Wady

The ruins

Tala'at el-'Ara'is, say, a

little

over two

Khurbet 'Attarus are more rude and confused

of

on the same plan

of

also took a bearing

To the pile of stones about this tree Khalil and
Bedawee ploughmen independently gave the name

;

Mkawr

;

but

many

of the stones are

the outside stones dressed only on their

We

outside face with rubble between them.

mortar.

He

verified.

on a tree prominent to the S.S.E. on another

than the Byzantine remains at
built

of the elevation stands a terebinth

companion. Dr. G. S. Buchanan, had taken the

this terebinth

miles

summit

the

Mkawr, that he now

bearings from

from

On

tub'.^

did not notice any

There are many caves and cisterns. On the south-west
the Tell a deep cleft has been cut in the rock half-way across

the ridge, from 12 to 14 feet wide, and 8 to 9 feet deep, with traces
of a strong stone wall

there

is

above

a corresponding

ruins no pillars or other
visible

;

with a

it.

On

cutting

evidences of

but on the north-east slope
ruined arch

the north-east end of the Tell

across

across

a

lies

the centre.

the ridge.
public

Among

the

architecture are

a roofless stone building

Temperature under the

terebinth at 11.30, 82°.

We

left

Khurbet 'Attarus at

11.50, and, descending the north-

east slope of the Tell, followed the
'

same direction towards a con-

See (Quarterly StcHement for January, 1905.
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spicuous pile of stories called the Rujni 'Attarus, Almost immediately

Khurbet we digressed from the road to visit a level
lies a square enclosed by standing stones,
the south of it and parallel with its southern side another

after leaving the

ridge to the east, on which

and

to

line of standing stones, as thus

:

I

I
I

I

D
1
f
>
I
3
»
t

This

is

The

a section of one of the latter stones.

top bears signs of having been broken

so that

off",

what is now a groove may originally have been a hole.
One fallen dolmen, and perhaps more.
From this we held north for a little, and then turning north-east,
came at 12.30 to Rujm 'Attarus, a great moimd of ruined stones,
which from the west appears only a huge cairn, but on the north
side bears evidence of having been enclosed by a wall, laid on an
incline like some of the old Amorite walls I have seen at Tell
'Ashary in Hauran and elsewhere. Some of the stones have cupThere are a few terebinth

markings.

the ruins, and at

least

two

were watering goats (Fig.
markings.
Temperature at
Ma'in at the south end
to

it

lies

from the bed
sites

'Attarus, the
of

of

the

is

of the

as the

cup-

lies

W.

due

Zerka

The
you look up

'Attarus.

other thus bore the

'Ataroth of the 0. T. and the Moabite stone

them distinguished

of

north and south.
called, as

Wady, the Jebel

within 2 miles of each

stones bear

Khurbet 'Attarus

of its great stretch

of the great

on the west foot

one of which shepherds

on the brink

thus forms the summit of what

Two

— one

Some

4).

2.30, 84".

south-west from the Rujm, which

Rujm

trees

cisterns, at

Rujm, the other

as the

name
(1.

11)

Khurbet

FKOIM

562
'Attruus.
•we

Both appear

MACHAERUS TO 'ATAROTH.
to

have been

fortified in ancient times.

'Ataroth of

suppose that one represents the

Numbers

May
xxxii,

'Atroth Shophan, of
Both are called fenced cities.
We left Rujm 'Attarus at 2.46, and followed an old road on
the brink of the deep AVady Zerka Ma 'in north-east, then east,
and always Ijearing slightly south, mostly on the same contour of

3 and 34, a city of Gad, and the other,
verse 35, also a city fortified

\ 1

Fig.

4.

— Shepherds

by Gad

iK^W!^^tJ!'^mmm

?

-d^n JMt-^^

watering sheep and goats at cisterns beside the
'Attarus, looking

Rujm

S.W.

round limestone ridges, till at last we struck (a welcome change !)
up the bed of a shallow Wady through wheat, and so out eastward
on a more flat and fertile country, across which we rode south-east
to Libb.
Leaving this to the left, we turned south on to the

Roman

road about 4 o'clock.

The winding road we had traversed all day from Mkawr had
always been j)erfectly distinct, and was nearly always edged by

RISE

AND FALL OF THE SEA OF GALILEE.

uprio-ht stones, but, unlike the

near Libb, was seldom paved.
onl)'

road across the

363

main Eoman road which we struck
So far as we could see, it was the

district, till in

the afternoon

we

crossed a tiny

footpath or two.

From Libb we
camp

for the night

Temperature at

RISE

Eoman

followed the

AND FALL OF THE SEA OF

The accompanying

^

to our

at 5.25 P.M.

It

loAvest

mark

of the Sea

taken,

on the 1st and

cut on the rock and the

will be observed
in

1904.

The measurements were

of Dr. Torrance, regularly

15th of the month, between the
surface of the water.

May and

GALILEE,

diagram shows the Rise and Fall

under the supervision

highest in

it

9.30, 68".

of Galilee during the year 1904.

2

road southwards

on the Wacly el-Waleh, reaching

that the water was

October, being a rise and

fall

of

feet 7 inches.

Rise and Fall of the Sea of Galilee in 1904.

The measurements

are to the surface of the water below the

on the rock.

\

mark

cut
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NOTES AND QUERIES.
1.

The Neolithic Altar.

Wallis

{ante,

at Gezer

p.

— The

analogy pointed out by Mr. ClarksonTroglodyte place of sacrifice

164) l^etween the

and the Sakhrah

Jerusalem

in

struck more than one visitor

who

is

complete, and

it

has

has come to Gezer fresh from

Jerusalem— though Mr. Wallis is the first to notice it in print.
The only points of difference are (1) The extension of the Jerusalem drain through the cave, by means of the passage now known
:

as Bit el-artcah, Avhich has no parallel at Gezer; and (2) the absence
at Jerusalem (so far as the restrictions on an examination of the-

rock permit

me

to judge) of the associated cup-marks.

do not, however, agree that to such an altar Abraham would
have brought Isaac. According to any feasible scheme of chronology,
the religion that centred round standing stones (which, as the Gezer
excavations indicate, are a later development than that of the perforated rock) had come into being in Abraham's time, and if the" Moriah " of the story of Isaac could be identified with the Temple
I

" Moriah," I

should prefer to associate with Isaac's

sacrifice

the-

seventh stone in the Gezer alignment (which a geological expert
has declared to be probably of Jerusalem provenance, and which
there are several reasons for supposing to have been originally a

Massebah of the Jebusite High Place captured by the Gezerites as
a

But

war-trophy).

improbable.

the

identification

is

for

several

reasons,

Professor Paton draws a parallel between Martu,

the-

Babylonian name for Syria, and the Moriah of the story (Syria ami
Palestine, p. 16).

Another suggestion

is

one which

I

ventured upon

myself in the Expository Times of last year, namely, that for the

rr^l^n Vl^,

literally,

"Land

of the

Moriah"

of the text,

we were

to read D^'illZDn Y"^t^, "Land of the Midianites," Avhich woukl
locate the sacrifice as an act of Yahweh-worship in the most likely

and in the place which
monarchy the Hebrews regarded

place for such a sacrifice in Abraham's time,

down almost

to the latest days of the

as the original

and normal habitation

of their god.

R. A. S. Macalistek.

2.

Jews in llamleh in 1015 A.D.

mediffival

history of

the

Jews

in

—So

little

Palestine

is

known

before

of

the time

the
of

NOTES AND QUERIES.
tSaladin, that the following notice

is

365

worth recording.

In a docu-

ment brought from Egypt and now in Cambridge (T.S. 13, J. 1^)
we have positive evidence of the existence of a- fully organised
In
Jewish community (with a Beth Din) in Ramleh in 1015.
another document (T.S. 13, J. P), dated 1023, we are told of
a Fostat Jew who settled in Ramleh in the year last named. The
documents will be published by Dr. S. Poznansld later on in a
Hebrew periodical, but the fact which they present is new, and
For other
ought, perhaps, to be put on record without delay.
references to the close connection between the Jews of Egypt and
Eamleh (at a slightly later date in the eleventh century), see
Dr. Poznanski's article in the Revue des Etudes Juives, vol.
(particularly p. 156, note 2).

It is clear that

xlviii

Ramleh occupied

a

military position superior to that of Jerusalem at the period in

The officials at Jerusalem are found taking
question.
from the Governor of Ramleh.
I.

their orders

Abrahams, M.A.
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